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Worawa Aboriginal College is unique as the sole Victorian Aboriginal school and the
only Australian boarding school specifically catering for Aboriginal girls.
Much has been described about the intergenerational
burden of trauma for Aboriginal people and a number of
therapies and approaches are known to develop people’s
strengths to address these issues. Surprisingly little
material exists about implementation of these strengths
based approaches with Aboriginal people (AIHW, 2014).
Here we outline the approach that Worawa Aboriginal
College has taken to strengthen wellbeing with young
Aboriginal women.
Worawa is a unique educational institution in that it
provides mainstream education in a culturally supportive
environment, which delivers to its students a level of
self-esteem and confidence for the future. Students
are encouraged to develop academically, culturally and
socially to their full potential. Established in 1983 in
response to the difficulties faced by Aboriginal students
in the mainstream education system, Worawa College is
registered as a Specialist School catering for Aboriginal
young women in Years 7-10. As a transition school,
Worawa places emphasis on building the necessary
ability, skills and confidence to transition into mainstream
schooling at Years 11 and 12, and further, into higher
education and meaningful work.
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The young women who present at Worawa come from
urban, regional and remote Aboriginal communities
across the country. All have experienced difficult
circumstantial backgrounds, typical of the low socio
economic status of Aboriginal people in Australia,
and many have experienced levels of abuse, violence
and neglect which have compromised their ability to
independently seek out opportunities and grow the
self-reliance and self-esteem needed for full emotional,
social and physical development. The specialist nature
of Worawa’s operations lie in its integrated model which
combines intensive health and well-being programs with
strong formal education principles and cultural activities
led by Aboriginal Elders, focussing on Aboriginal values
and pride in Aboriginal heritage.
The core business of Worawa is education however it
must be recognised that the ability of students to engage
in education is seriously impeded by poor health and
psychosocial issues. Addressing student health and
wellbeing gives students an improved ability to focus on
their education. In short the provision of services available
to students at Worawa contributes to better educational
outcomes. It is in this context that the Worawa education
model supports young women with intensive programs

addressing their complex needs, providing on-site
specialist care and daily routines integrating education,
wellbeing and pride in culture. This physical and mental
health focus, combined with sound formal education
principles is integral to the success of the College in
retaining and engaging ‘at risk’ young women.
The residential program provides a safe and secure ‘home’
environment as students deal with the complicated issues
experienced by all young women in the crucial teenage
years, and which can be especially acute in Aboriginal girls
as they struggle to overcome early negative experiences
and maintain connection to their Aboriginal heritage, while
making a place for themselves in the mainstream world
of higher education and work. The Worawa model builds
trust and confidence and provides a bridge towards further
education and workplace opportunities.
Worawa has a comprehensive approach to students’
physical, emotional and mental health care. Assessment,
management and treatment strategies are specifically
targeted to individual student needs. The College has
forged partnerships with a range of organisations to
deliver support services to students to enable them to
focus on education.

As a result of the College’s holistic approach Worawa staff
has observed a number of changes for the young Aboriginal
women attending the College, which includes improved:
• concentration
• ability to self manage and soothe emotions, such as,
sulking, anxiety, grief, anger or outbursts
• consistency
• appreciation of boundaries and routine
• physical and emotional health
• self esteem
• pride in personal care
• social skills
• literacy and reading
• leadership skills
• happiness and hope
• and mindfulness about health needs
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Worawa prioritises wellbeing as one of
three important focuses of the school,
the three priority areas being education,
culture and wellbeing. The strong
emphasis on student wellbeing is one
of the reasons guardians and parents
choose to send their young women to
the college. Guardians and parents are
often aware that complex well being
issues are preventing young women from
enjoying and meaningfully engaging in
education and identify that this needs to be
addressed in order for students to develop
in an academic environment.
Worawa provides a holistic approach to developing young
women’s wellbeing and this is coordinated by the Worawa
Wellbeing Team, which provides a systematic whole of
school approach. The Wellbeing Team meets once a week
to coordinate and respond to wellbeing at the College. The
Wellbeing Team comprises the Executive Director, Head of
Boarding, Head of Learning and Teaching, Social Worker,
College Nurse and Mental Health Nurse.
The Wellbeing team is involved with students from the
very beginning of contact with the College. The Worawa
enrolment form seeks information on health and wellbeing
to alert College personnel to a prospective student’s
needs. Applications are carefully assessed to ensure
that resources a new student may need are available for
successful transition to Worawa. For instance, a student
may require a program of intensive care or supervision or
have complex health needs that require accommodation
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within Worawa’s service provider programs. Liaison may
occur with the student’s previous school and health clinic
to assist understanding of the student’s needs. On arrival
at the College the wellbeing team meet with guardians and
chaperones as well as the student to build a relationship and
assess any wellbeing needs that may need to be addressed.
The holistic nature of the College program ensures an
integrated approach between the residential and academic
programs and wellbeing is threaded through all aspects of
the program. Emphasis is placed on ensuring a safe and
stable environment for students to work through wellbeing
issues including previous trauma experiences. Morning
and afternoon daily handover reports between leaders
of the residential, academic and wellbeing teams ensure
wellbeing issues are identified and supported in a timely
manner. These include
• Receiving a handover from house parents at a morning
meeting
• Receiving a handover from the Social Worker at the
close of the school day
• Attending daily Circle Gathering, held every morning.
Here Worawa staff and students sit in a circle to convey
important information and provide an orientation to the
events of the day
• Providing a Wellbeing Room adjacent to the recreational
area so students have easy access to and become
familiar with Wellbeing Staff
• Encouraging students to contact the Wellbeing Team if
they have anything they would like to bring up
• Building trust and safety with students
• Being available to liaise and support other Worawa staff
with student wellbeing
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Foundational to the Worawa approach are the four
values that underpin the Worawa Way - Relationship,
Responsibility, Respect and Rigour. One important way
the school validates and reinforces these values with
students is through a strengths based merit system. The
four values or four R’s are embedded in the daily life of the
College and is known as the “Worawa Way” with students
and staff commenting on behaviour by saying “that’s not
the Worawa Way” or “that’s the Worawa way”. Students
are also overheard discussing whether certain behaviours
represent relationship, responsibility, respect or rigour.
Worawa has a Positive Behaviour Policy. Worawa academic
and residential staff are each provided with a merit book
and when students display any of the four values staff are
able to issue a merit. On the merit book page the staff
member can tick which merit was achieved and a write a
description of the behaviour in the book. Three copies of
the merit are made, one copy is given to the student, one
is put in the students file and the staff member keeps the
other. Merits are celebrated at the school Assembly and
are aggregated for end of year acknowledgment.
Students learn quickly that there are consequences
for breaching boundaries and consequences are often
designed to reflect the boundary that has been broken.
For instance “if students haven’t done their job keeping
their house tidy, then I could say well you’re not doing
your job and my job is to take you out on the weekend, so
if you don’t do your job well then maybe as a consequence
I shouldn’t take you out over the weekend and do my job
well” or “no school no play”. Students who respect the
boundaries and follow routine are validated and rewarded
using a merit system.
Boundaries and routine are two important elements
that the residential team establish with students for
living in the boarding house. The students are given

responsibility for keeping rooms clean, doing dishes and
keeping the houses tidy. While these skills may seem
mundane they are important life skills that students
develop and take with them on their next steps in life
after school. The residential staff and students have
a shared understanding about the rules and routines,
which creates a safe and predictable environment for
the students and staff. There is a clear and transparent
list of student daily and bedtime routines that house
parents and students follow. Students are kept busy on
the weekends sport every Saturday, with a shopping trip
every second Friday and an excursion on Sundays. It can
take students anywhere between two to three weeks
to really settle in and understand the expectations and
responsibilities of being a boarding student at Worawa.

Example Routine: Bedtime at Worawa
Over the years the residential team has developed a
comprehensive bedtime routine to aid the quality of the
students’ sleep and so assist in their learning. There are
a number of factors that contribute to this. Firstly, each
house maintains the same bedtime across the entire
week – weekend and weekdays. Secondly, television is not
available after a particular time and quiet time and use of
low lighting is encouraged in the lead up to bedtime and
keeping to a routine of putting on pyjamas and brushing
teeth. Finally, the factor that makes bedtime at Worawa
different to other schools is that the staff are proactive in
assisting girls to get to sleep. If a student has a particular
need for quiet time this is aided by the sensory relaxation
of the quiet room. House parents are routinely seen saying
prayers with the students, reading to them or singing to
them at bedtime. House parents also lead the students in
whole group or small group meditation or body relaxation.
In this way, students go to sleep with their worries
attended to and are able to rest and be ready for learning.
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The College has in place processes that promote
psychological wellness, resilience, growth and
professional competence of all members of
the College community, including professional
development of staff. The College involves education
and residential staff in a number of programs and
activities to support staff wellbeing and skills in
promoting wellbeing with students and families. The
programs are identified through a combination of
identified need and resource availability.

There are a number of ways in which Worawa approaches
supporting young Aboriginal women to develop skills and
confidence in practicing wellbeing in everyday life. Some
of these are ongoing programs at the College while other
initiatives have provided skills through shorter-term
projects. The impacts of trauma, abuse and disadvantage
have a profound effect upon the ability for young people
to take advantage of educational opportunities. For this
reason there is inclusion of program activities selected
as a therapeutic means of addressing the prevalence of
emotional and psychological distress and need among
Worawa students, arising in part from direct or indirect
experience of family violence and its consequences.

In particular it has been important that staff are
skilled at dealing with trauma. When adults are
confident and calm when dealing with students
expressing various forms of trauma then the students
feel safe and reassured. In this way the staff are
providing mentoring and adult role models. Worawa
staff participate in a number of wellbeing professional
development training areas. The staff can also directly
benefit from the training provided, for instance
mindfulness training developing the ability to be
mindful of own need for self care or taking skills in
working with trauma and mental health into personal
relationships. In addition to professional development
training to support staff to undertake their role, peer
support is provided through Eastern Health with
confidential one on one face to face or phone support
with an experienced counsellor.
Strengths based professional development training in
Wellbeing has included:
• Restorative practice
• Youth Mental Health First Aid
• Non-violent crisis intervention
• Mindfulness and meditation
• Yarning up on Trauma Training
• Shark Cage Facilitator Training
• Safe minds

Wellbeing Assessments
A wellbeing and health assessment is conducted with every
new student and with students returning to the school
from holiday breaks. This practice normalizes for students
paying attention to physical and emotional wellbeing. The
initial wellbeing assessment focuses on the student settling
into the school and providing a space for students to bring
up any issues they may be having. Often wellbeing issues
will arise as the student builds trust with Worawa staff and
feels safe to disclose information or concerns. If required
counselling with the school psychologist or a specialist
service, such as CASA house is provided.
The school nurse works with the student on the health
assessment using an outline of the body as a visual cue
to assist create a discussion about the student’s body
and where they may be having any issues. The nurse
explains that this is a quick head to toe check. This process
develops the students’ mindfulness of their body and
ability to identify their own health issues by pointing this
out on a drawn body.
This also allows the student to get to know the nurse so
that if the student is experiencing any health issues the
student has met the nurse and knows whom she is and
what she does. The assessment also includes: family
history, allergies and a basic physical assessment is also
taken (pulse, blood pressure, temperature, respiratory
assessment, weight and height). A picture of the body
outline, explanation of a wellbeing and health assessment is
included in the orientation booklet for families and students.
Occasionally, students seek assistance with physical
ailments that stem from or are related to trauma and
stress. Commonly these can be headaches, nausea,
vomiting, anxiety or insomnia. While all ailments are
taken seriously, students are taught to be mindful of body,
mind and spirit so they can identify stress and trauma
symptoms and implement the skills they have learnt to
address these issues.
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Nutrition and Physical Activity

Pathways to Womanhood

Students nutrition is considered important and students
have a menu designed by a dietician and during the week
do not have ‘sometimes foods’, such as, junk food, lollies
or soft drinks. On weekends students are guided with
moderation in regard to buying and consuming ‘sometimes
foods’. Students are encouraged to play a sport on the
weekends, such as netball, soccer, basketball, softball and
more, to gain fitness, reduce stress, develop team skills,
build school pride and increase social confidence. Students
are able to access programs such as ‘Love the Skin You’re
In’ and a body image program has also been implemented
with students aiming to build body confidence and allow
students to critical analyse depictions of women in media
and popular culture.

The approach at Worawa is to strengthen the identity and
self esteem of young women as Indigenous Australians
so that they are able to bridge both worlds and take their
place as leaders within the Indigenous community and
Australian society. ‘The Worawa Way’ pedagogy has a
focus on building a culture of respect with emphasis on
supporting young women to make a healthy transition to
adulthood. Along with the core academic subjects, young
women are given a range of opportunities to develop skills
and knowledge in a program of Pathways to Womanhood.

Trauma Informed Care
The school takes a trauma informed approach where
behaviour that may be labelled ‘bad’ is viewed as
traumatic behaviour requiring a wellbeing approach to
resolve. Girls can present as hyper vigilant, on alert for
danger and small incidents of unrest that don’t involve
them, can threaten them as they recall past experiences.
Students may have normalized traumatic behaviour and
need support to unlearn this behaviour and develop new
strategies to deal with life situations and experiences.
Some of the common ways wellbeing issues may reveal
themselves are: anxiety, sleeping problems, bullying,
class attendance, being withdrawn, nutritional issues,
outbursts and relationship issues with other students.
Staff at Worawa are mindful that trauma can be triggered
by seemingly unknown sources.
There is a zero tolerance of violence at the school and
behavioural expectations of students are clearly explained
as part of student induction. Students spend a lot of time
in social environments in the schoolroom and in the
student residences. So it is very important that students
are able to build their skills and understand boundaries in
relating well with a diverse range of people. One element
of strengthening these skills in provided every Tuesday
whereby house parents and teachers provide a session
for students after school that focuses on strength and
resilience building.

The Pathways to Womanhood Program consists of a series
of modules that lead the young women through a pathway
of developmental activities, nurturing self-esteem, pride in
Aboriginal identity and developing confidence and ability to
‘Walk in both Worlds’ connecting to leadership roles within
the school and wider community. The program lays the
foundation for young women to take their place as future
leaders.
The program is aimed at developing:
• Self - care
• Self - esteem
• Self - awareness
• Self - acceptance
• Self - confidence
• Social interaction
• Pride in Aboriginal identity
• Communication, Trust, Hope
The approach is one of action learning and reflection,
based on individual development plans where the girls
establish clear goals they wish to achieve as part of their
Pathway to Womanhood. An event is held at the end of
the program to celebrate the students’ completion of the
program and acknowledge the important steps that have
been taken toward adulthood and ability to walk with
confidence in both the Aboriginal and Western world.
These types of rights to passage have been practiced for
many thousands of years and are recognised as approaches
to strengthening girls for their journey to womanhood.

Old societies knew a lot about raising the young. They
did things that, only now, our best neuroscience is
proving right…. A rite of passage is a time of intensified
activity, teaching, ritual and involvement that says to a
girl: we will help you and celebrate you in becoming a
woman….The adults who know them praise and affirm
their positive qualities, what they see in them and invite
them to say goodbye (and thank you) to girlhood and
then to step across the threshold of adulthood.
(Biddulph, 2013)
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Case Management
Worawa has a case management approach to student
welfare where staff work independently with students in a
mentoring capacity. These sessions involve staff meeting
with students regularly and exploring a variety of issues
such as conflict resolution between students, health and
sleep management skills, family breakdown, sexual health,
substance and drug use, Worawa values and students’
behaviour and safety plans to go home over the holidays.
These independent sessions help restore relationships in
the school, prevention of ongoing conflict, information and
support. These sessions also encourage students to explore
their aspirations and goals for the future, which helped
re-focus behaviour and reflection on Worawa values. These
types of strength based case management approaches
are known to develop independence, confidence and selfassurance (Scerra, 2011).

Creative Arts Therapy
The creative arts program utilises the arts and
cultural practices to affirm students’ cultural identity,
develops narrative to allow telling of story and provides
connectedness to Country. The program plays an
important role in the school, particularly in cases where
students have been disengaged from schooling or are
dealing with trauma, stress and alienation. This program
includes an Arts Therapy component, which provides a
supportive multimodal program of creative arts activities,
offered to student groups and individual students for the
purpose of enhancing wellbeing and nurturing individual
self-confidence and self-awareness.
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The program utilizes the arts as a vehicle for students
to express their concerns and fears, and to learn new,
and potentially more imaginative and satisfactory ways to
negotiate their world. Creativity and arts-based activities
such as drama & story- telling, are seen as pathways to
enhancing and fostering healthy outlooks, as well as a
sense of self as the agent of one’s life events. Arts therapy
has long been known to have many benefits;

Quiet Rooms
Quiet rooms are present in each of the boarding houses
and provide quiet places for reflection, reading, meditation
and prayer. These have been designed to soothe the
senses with soft lighting, aromatherapy and comfortable
furniture to relax in. This type of sensory integration
is known to have a number of neurological benefits,
particularly for those who have been exposed to trauma
(DeGangi & Kendall, 2012). The students are involved in
developing the space and may place objects or images of
significance in the space. They are a place for students
to have quiet and calm, a place for sorry business and to
prepare students for sleeping well. House parents may
place a range of themed pictures for students to look
at and reflect upon in the space, such as, pictures of
kindness. Students also use the space to read and wind
down before going to bed. In a busy school where students
are in class and share bedrooms a space that provides
quiet and where students are not expected to socialize can
provide an important refuge and help students be mindful
of their need for quiet time.
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This is a process of resolution of conflict that aims
to repair relationships that have been damaged. The
approach used is to understand that when a wrong has
been committed that those involved take responsibility
for their behaviour, learn from the incident, hear the
story of the harmed and take action to repair the harm
(Blood & Thorsborne, 2013). Used appropriately by trained
practitioners it is successful in stopping cases of bullying
from continuing in about two cases in three (Rigby, 2013).
Shorter-term wellbeing strengthening programs have
been provided for students and these have included:

Sandpits and Swings
Rocking chairs and outdoor swing seats are placed in
indoor and outdoor student recreational areas. The rocking
motion of the swings is known to provide calmness,
contemplation and to be an effective self-soothing
technique (DeGangi & Kendall, 2012). The swings are a
useful place to talk to students about sensitive issues with
the relaxing nature of the swings creating an environment
for calm conversation. Students are often seen on the
swings on their own or in groups as the space and activity
support flexibility in this regard.

The rocking motion soothes the brain and facilitates
concentration along with the ability to think logically,
which provides overall better cognitive processing.
Rocking helps students who are experiencing a brain
state of high arousal (hyper vigilance) to be able to
transition to a much more calm brain state to enhance
his/her ability to learn and problem-solve.
(Vassar, 2014)

Dance Program
Some of the Worawa students bring with them to
the school skills and knowledge in traditional and
contemporary Aboriginal dance. Students are encouraged
to share this with their peers through a dance program.
Dance is known to be beneficial for wellbeing in a number
of ways, it integrates the mind and body, releases tension
and stress and develops cooperation and social skills
particularly group dance techniques (Duggan 2001).

The Shark Cage
The Shark Cage is a metaphor for women who have
experienced abuse. The program offers practical tools for
understanding and reducing re-victimisation in abused
young women within a counselling context. Created by
Ursula Benstead, a Melbourne-based psychologist, the
Shark Cage develops skills and an alarm system for
people to help defend themselves against potentially
abusive people. The Shark Cage reworks the often
difficult-to-grasp idea of boundaries, and learning to
recognise boundary violations, into concepts women can
visualise and relate to women struggling to understand
why abuse is so prevalent in their lives. This is an eightweek program designed for women and girls to develop
boundaries and identify acceptable and unacceptable
behaviour. The program offers:

Accessible, concrete and hopeful strategies for
change in women’s lives, it reworks the often
difficult-to-grasp idea of boundaries, and learning to
recognise boundary violations, into concepts women
can visualise and relate to.
(Benstead, 2011)

Pay Attention To Self (PATS)
This is an eight-week program for adolescents who
have a parent with a mental health issue. It provides a
safe place for young people to talk about, understand
and develop coping strategies for dealing with family
and friends with mental illness. The evaluation of this
program found many benefits for young people:

Learning more about a parent’s illness reduced
feelings of isolation resulting from meeting people
with the same issues as themselves; increased
confidence in seeking help; increased understanding
and empathy with their parent’s experience; reduced
feelings of blaming themselves – greater self
acceptance; increased ability to deal with feelings
and development of coping strategies.
(Royal Children’s Hospital Centre for Adolescent
Health, 2005)
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Drum Beat
Drumbeat is a therapeutic program using rhythm to
reach alienated young people at risk of problematic
health and social outcomes. Drumbeat combines
culturally based experiential learning with Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy, and engages young people
who may be anxious or resistant to ‘talk-based’
therapies. The physical release of striking the
drum is cathartic, enabling participants to release
feelings through a safe medium. It was developed
as a way of overcoming the difficulties traditional
interventions based primarily on cognitive behaviour
therapy have in engaging young people, particularly
Indigenous youth.
Worawa believes that until students are educated
with alternate ways of communicating and
having their needs met in a safe environment
they will continue to resort to familiar violent
patterns such as bullying, threatening, fighting
and property damage. The benefits of drumming
include: group co-operation and harmony,
increased self-esteem, confidence and trust in
others, sharing of experiences, communication
of opinions and emotions arising from rhythms
of drumming and from the greater therapeutic
effects of music compared with other therapies.

Mindfulness and Meditation
Worawa staff practice mindfulness with students
particularly to help wind down and de-stress, with
this technique known to have a number of calming
and relaxing benefits (DeGangi & Kendall, 2012).
The types of mindfulness activities that staff may
facilitate with students are: a three minute attention
to breath exercise, a short attention to sound
exercise, focusing on a beautiful image or a guided
meditation. The flexibility of mindfulness activities
mean they can be practiced almost anywhere at
anytime and it requires no equipment. Students also
quickly learn the techniques and can independently
implement a mindfulness activity.
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Equine Therapy
Some of the students have participated in a local equine
therapy program that aims to improve wellbeing with
a therapist and contact and caring for horses. These
programs are known to have many benefits for people’s
wellbeing:

The difference between equine-assisted mental health
activities and those done in a traditional equestrian
setting is the focus on therapeutic goals. Whereas
learning equine skills can be part of treatment it is
not the main reason for interactions with the horse
in therapy. The client’s interpretation of an equine
interaction is considered more important than the
horse’s actual behaviour, as it may offer insight into
beliefs the client has about him or herself and others.
The therapist uses therapeutic metaphors when
facilitating activities in order to help generalize the
client’s experiences to the rest of his or her life.
(Fry, 2013)
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One of the key messages to emerge in recent times
is that trauma affects the whole person: their mind,
brain, body, spirit and relationships with others. Various
impacts of abuse and neglect on children and young
people’s academic performance and social functioning are
manifested in, and intensified by dissociation and shame.
Violence results in dangerously high levels of emotional
distress and antisocial behavioral problems and has been
identified as an independent risk factor for problems such
as depression, anxiety and aggression in youth (Scarpa,
2001). Strengthening family understanding and skills with
dealing with effects of trauma is considered an important
part of a holistic wellbeing approach.
In addition to regular communication with families
Worawa hosts an annual School Community forum
whereby the families of students are brought to the
College for a two day forum including teacher parent
interviews, visits to the boarding house, consultations
with the School Nurse and Social Worker. The aim is to
assist in building connections between the school and
family to understand the issues that some students
present with and allow families to learn more about how
they can provide ongoing support to their girls when
they are in the community setting. Parents have the
opportunity to have one on one consultations with key
staff including the Head of Learning and Teaching and
academic staff, Social Worker, School Nurse,
Head of Boarding, residential team members and
Executive Director.
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Efforts are made to ensure a coordinated level of care
for students. This includes internal liaisons and external
relationships and programs.
There are a number of elements that facilitate good
relationships and partnerships and these include:
• empathy and sensitivity to the needs of students
• respect for students’ cultures and a non-judgemental,
respectful attitude with a reflexive approach to
students needs
• reliability and consistency, so that students can trust
that if a service provider says they will do something this
is followed up in a timely manner
• an ability to provide continuity in care, providing the
college with information to ensure a holistic wellbeing
picture of the student and follow up care
• an ability to develop independence rather than wanting to
‘help’ by encouraging dependence and the service provider
becoming the ‘rescuer’. The service should be about the
student’s personal needs rather than the provider’s.
• confidentiality
To ensure smooth and appropriate access to these
wellbeing services Worawa has developed a number of
relationships and partnerships, such as:
• Two female doctors who visit on alternate weeks from
Valley Primary Health Care
• After hours clinic in Healesville
• Eastern Health Community Services outreach dental
van that visits the school
• Australian College of Optometry conducts an outreach
program to the school and facilitates access to glasses
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• Eye and Ear Hospital provides an outreach program to
the school
• Yarra Ranges Immunisation program visits the school,
identifies each student’s immunization needs
• Visiting Chiropractor who specializes in mind, body and
spirit connection
• Department of Health – Wellbeing support
• National School Chaplaincy and Student Welfare
Program
• Peninsula Meditation and Mindfulness

=#B#'#15#>
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Positive Behaviour Management
Policy
Rationale
Worawa Aboriginal College fosters the establishment of an environment that encourages a positive attitude to life
and learning, fosters a sense of culture and community and provides all students with opportunities to maximize
their learning.
Aims
•

To provide a safe and secure environment for all members of Worawa Aboriginal College.

•

To develop spiritual values, including moral reasoning, integrity, honesty and a sense of fairness and
justice.

•

To establish a supportive environment that encourages positive relationships between students, staff,
parents and care givers.

•

To encourage behaviour that brings respect for self, the family, culture and all members of the
community.

•

To ensure that each student develops a sense of personal responsibility for their behaviour.

Implementation
•

Students enrolled at Worawa Aboriginal College, together with parents and caregivers will make a
commitment to uphold the aims and expectations of the College.

•

The College will accept responsibility for clearly outlining what constitutes acceptable behaviour and
maintain appropriate communication with students, parents, caregivers and the community.

•

Staff will model exemplary behaviour in their interactions with other staff members, parents and students.

•

Staff will be punctual for any class or student event.

•

The College will maintain a pastoral care program that enables students to develop a feeling of
acceptance, belonging and trust.

•

Curriculum material and programs that focus on appropriate social skills and responsible behaviour will
be provided for staff and students and included on the Worawa website.

•

All reports / observations of bullying will be investigated. (See Bullying Policy)

•

Staff and students will be aware of the College values of Relationship, Responsibility, Respect and Rigour
that underpin operations of the College. These values will be displayed and referred to on a regular basis.

•

Students will be guided to accept the responsibility for their actions / behaviour through Restorative
Practice.

•

When enrolled at the College, students will not possess, use or deal in the sale or distribution of
cigarettes, alcohol or any illegal substance.

•

A student’s behaviour that does not meet the College expectations will be referred to the Principal. If
necessary parents will be informed and asked to attend an interview – (face to face or by telephone).
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•

If negative behaviour continues a set of individualized strategies will be devised to ensure that
expectations are met, including a Behavioral Contract.

CONTEXT
Worawa Aboriginal College recognises that many students attending the College have experienced significant
grief and trauma and as a result sometimes find it difficult to act appropriately in a group setting or in
circumstances where they are required to learn. Worawa works to actively deescalate challenging behaviour
with students and attempts to support students to remain safe.
Supporting young people to behave appropriately is important for a number of reasons:
•
•
•

To create an environment conducive to learning;
To teach students the community standards of acceptable behaviour;
To protect their own safety as well as the safety of other students and staff.

Worawa uses a range of strategies to support students to maintain appropriate behaviour. These strategies
include:
1. The development of Personalised Learning Plans.
2. The development of programs that teach and model social skills designed to improve the ability of students
to respond in conflict situations and to build resilience.
3. The use of mentors to support students with their learning goals, and to cultivate strong working relationships
with students.
4. The regular review of Individual Educational Plan supports the development of students through the phases
of learning at the school, modifying and adjusting student programs as required.
5. Attendance at care team meetings to support the collective efforts of all key stakeholders in ensuring that
students work towards their goals. This ensures that ongoing communication occurs around the student’s
wellbeing, behaviour and discipline issues.
6. A thematic approach to engage young people in learning in areas of interest to create pathways to post
compulsory education or employment.
Responding to Challenging Behaviour
It is recognised that from time to time students will display distress or challenging behaviour. Worawa Aboriginal
College uses four main tools to support students when displaying challenging behaviour:
• Provide clear expectations and guidelines for behaviour for students
• Use the principles of diffusion and redirection as guiding philosophy
• Supporting students to manage their own behaviour
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•

Providing guidelines and professional development for all staff to enable them to respond to behaviours from
low to crisis level

In cases where students display extreme challenging behaviour and student crisis management plans are
enacted, students may experience a range of consequences.
Examples of extreme challenging behaviour are:
• Threats or acts of violence occur to either students or staff at the school, in or out of school time
• Students consistently acting in an unsafe manner that threatens the learning and safety of others
• Students engaging in serious property damage
Students may experience one or more of the following range of consequences:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police being contacted and students being charged by the police
Formal acknowledgement and apology provided to victims of challenging behaviour from the student(s) in
question
Financial compensation to the school for property damage
Withdrawal from the school site for a designated period of time
Exclusion from certain activities that the student does not appear to be able to participate in safely for a
designated period of time
Participation in a support service to address particular concerns as part of condition of ongoing enrolment.
Behaviour Contract
Withdrawal from the school until a meeting can be held to discuss the issues with the relevant parent, case
manager and/or residential care worker

Withdrawal from the school is seen as necessary for students to stabilise away from the school environment when
they have displayed behaviours which have seriously impeded their capacity to take part in the school program.
This is aimed at preventing the escalation of challenging behaviours and works to create opportunities for
discussion with the care team about change and opportunities for learning. While withdrawn from school,
students will be provided with schoolwork by their teachers.
Return to School
1. In cases where a student has been asked to leave the school pending a meeting to discuss the issues, the
student’s parent or guardian will be contacted as soon as possible and a letter will be sent to the
parent/guardian advising of the period of suspension from the school program.
2. A re-entry meeting will be organised at an agreed time involving the relevant parent, guardian, case workers
and the Student Review Committee. It may be agreed that it is in the best interest of the student that her
return to the school program is delayed. This may be, for example, where there are concerns about mental
health, where other students have been seriously affected by the actions of the student, or if it is believed
that the student needs a longer period of time before re-entry. For these students there may need to be
other interventions planned.
Student Exit
There may be cases in which it is decided, in consultation with the parent, guardian or relevant workers, that an
alternative to the College is preferable for the student.
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Ongoing inappropriate behaviour without effort to change may result in the withdrawal of the offer of enrolment
and the student not being invited back to the College.
In circumstances that permanent exclusion is considered, this decision will be made by the Principal in
consultation with the Student Review Committee.
Communication to Carers and the Community
A summary of this policy and the Student Code of Conduct is included in information provided to carers and
students upon enrolment.

Supporting Documents
Student Code of Conduct
Student Behaviour Management Guidelines
Student Behaviour Intervention Flow Chart
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STUDENT BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT
Key principles that underpin the Worawa Aboriginal College approach to student management:
•
•
•
•

Students will be provided with a clear Code of Conduct which outlines behavioural expectations for all
students
Staff will provide relevant and engaging curriculum through the development of individual education Plans
and Programs
Students will be supported to calm themselves and refocus through the use of a range of strategies to
prevent and reduce the escalation of challenging behaviours
Students will be assisted to develop problem solving and social skills to assist them to work successfully as a
member of the school community

BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Worawa staff recognises that students will, at times, exhibit challenging behaviours. These behaviours can be
seen as a continuum of escalation. This continuum is described in four phases: Low, Medium, High, Crisis.
Staff is trained to recognise where on this continuum a student is responding, and to put into place a range of
strategies that will support the student to calm down, reflect on behaviours and resolve the problem.
All of these strategies involve encouraging the student to reflect and to learn strategies for better management of
difficult situations in the future.
Corporal punishment is not used at Worawa under any circumstances.
Low Level Behaviours
These behaviours are able to be resolved by the teacher working with the student, and do not require
further intervention.
Strategies to be used by teacher:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use reflective listening strategies to ascertain issue of concern
Empathise with students concern(s)
Define the problem with the student(s)
Re-assure that there is a resolution
Assist the student to problem solve
Offer positive acknowledgement of good choices young person is making
Acknowledge all efforts
Restate expectations for the young person
Monitor any escalation
Be aware that changing an activity can lead to frustration, allow time for change of activities
Give young person time to respond – do not use multiple instructions
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•
•
•
•

Defuse if behaviour is escalating – be non-confrontational
Remove triggers
Continue to follow up and communicate processes calmly with student
Behaviour Contract

Medium Level Behaviours
These behaviours are able to be managed initially by the teacher working with the student, but will require
further intervention to ensure resolution.
Strategies to be used by teacher or house parent:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use reflective listening strategies to ascertain issue of concern
Empathise with students concern(s)
Calm heightened emotions – through reassuring the issue will be resolved, reducing anxiety, anger, fear,
sense of failure
Define the issue as identified by the student
Assist the student to problem solve
Determine if there are any further factors that impact on behaviour, i.e. hunger, lack of sleep, substances,
family access, fight with other young people, other appointments, and triggers
Affirm student’s ability to self soothe, calm themselves, acknowledge issues for them, and reinforce
behaviour that is positive
Talk calmly and use empathy
Offer place to sit – space to withdraw to (swings - Wellbeing Centre) and monitor behaviour
Talk privately once participant is calm

Further action:
•
•
•

Inform Wellbeing Coordinator
Parent/Carers are contacted
Inform Principal and seek advice prior to next session commencing

The young person will participate in formal meetings with the Student Review Committee to discuss the
development of an ongoing Individual Behaviour Management Plan with a focus on re-engaging the student and
reducing the likelihood of a recurrence as a condition of continuing enrolment.

High Level Behaviours
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These behaviours cannot be managed by the teacher working with the student, and require immediate
assistance and further intervention to ensure resolution.
Strategies to be used by teacher or house parent:
•
•
•
•
•

Listen – use reflective listening skills
Show empathy
Define the issue quickly – but remain calm and non-confrontational
Undertake an environment scan and remove potential dangerous factors / triggers
Offer withdrawal for student to a safe place and monitor behaviour

Further actions:
•
•
•
•

Contact Wellbeing Coordinator or Senior Manager for immediate assistance
Staff to make immediate contact with case worker / residential staff / parent and advise that student to be
sent home until further notice
In the event of threat to safety or property or self, contact police
Venue or building is locked down to prevent access if a dangerous situation is evident

Crisis Level Behaviours
These behaviours pose a direct threat to the student, other students or staff, and require immediate
assistance and further intervention to ensure resolution.
Follow all of these procedures in high level responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where possible provide for the immediate needs of the young person
Ring the Head of Teaching and Learning, Head of Boarding or Senior Management for immediate advice
and support
Remove others from any potentially dangerous situation
Contact police if appropriate
Venue or building is locked to prevent access if a dangerous situation is evident
Undertake an environment scan and remove potential dangerous factors / triggers
Withdrawal of student to a safe place
Further actions:

Parent / guardian to be contacted and advised of immediate removal
The student may be housed off site awaiting a flight home.
The teaching team and or boarding house team will undergo a debrief, and an incident report will be
completed
• The teaching staff or boarding house staff will:
o Identify triggers that led to the crisis situation
•
•
•
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o Identify problem solving techniques and strategies

Evaluation
This policy was last reviewed in November 2012. This policy will be reviewed annually by the Principal, Student
Review Committee and the Board as part of the College’s review cycle.
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Student Code of Conduct
Worawa Aboriginal College fosters an environment where all members of the School Community are
treated with dignity, courtesy and respect. The College promotes appropriate standards of conduct at
all times and students entering the College are expected to observe Aboriginal values of
RELATIONSHIP, RESPONSIBILITY, RESPECT, RIGOUR
This “Code of Conduct” outlines the behavior expected of all students at all times
I agree to use respectful language & avoid swearing & insults.
I agree not to bully, physically assault, or threaten any person whilst a student at Worawa.
I agree to be on time for assembly, be prepared & attend each class as required.
I agree to observe the rules on mobile phone use.
I agree not to use tobacco of any kind whilst a student at Worawa College.
I agree not to steal, damage or vandalise property that belongs to Worawa or any other student.
I agree to only take medications prescribed by a medical practitioner or hospital.
I agree to be quiet in my room, with lights out at the end of each day, by the times announced by the house
parents.
I give permission for staff members of Worawa to search my room & belongings should the need arise.
I agree & understand that any use of illegal drugs, consumption of alcohol, chroming, petrol sniffing or
substance abuse will result in instant dismissal and appropriate authorities advised.
I agree to abide by all local, state & Federal laws. I agree to remain within the boundaries of the College.
I agree to tell the truth about what & how I think & feel to enable staff to help me.
I understand that in the event that I do damage, vandalise or destroy property at Worawa Aboriginal
College my Parent or Guardian will be notified & charged/invoiced for any damages to be replaced or
repaired whether indirect to directly caused by me & will possibly result in dismissal and/or charges laid.
I understand that during my stay at Worawa any breach by me of these agreements can result in my
dismissal, my parent/guardian contacted where possible and transport arranged with me being sent home.

Signed by:
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• The Wedge-tailed Eagle has a strong presence in
Aboriginal custom and mythology.
• The ancient story of Eagle and Crow is at the core of
Aboriginal culture.
• In the land of the Kulin Nation of Central Victoria the
Spirit Ancestor Bundjil takes the form of an eagle.
• The College’s founder Hyllus Maris chose the eagle
not only for its totemic representation but also as
Australia’s largest and most powerful bird.
• The eagle’s exceptional powers of sight and soaring
flight provide compelling symbols of strength and
leadership for Worawa students.
we believe

we believe

“Aboriginal children must be educated in the way of our
people. They must learn their history, about their great
ancestors, the language and the law. It’s time for them to
know and understand themselves. They must also be
educated in the ways of the society in which they live, in the
very best of what it has to offer, so they can truly be part,
not only of Australia’s past, but also its present and future.”
Pastor Sir Douglas Nicholls

we believe

• To provide an appropriate mainstream education
to enable students to attain the confidence,
knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to
become fully contributing members of Australian
society
• To provide students with a sense of their
Aboriginal identity, knowledge of their history,
confidence in their place as First Australians; and
to build their self esteem as a basis for success in
their chosen life pursuits.
we believe

• Aboriginal Australians are linked to their traditional country through
their language and through Creation Stories from the Dreaming.
• Looking after the land - its environmental, cultural and spiritual well
being - is the responsibility of Traditional Owners or custodians of
that land.
• Responsibilities include acknowledging and respecting the spirit
ancestors who created the land and who introduced customs and
languages for looking after special places.
• Through Aboriginal law, the responsibility for cultural and intellectual
knowledge and practices of each group remains with that group.

we believe

Relationship,
Responsibility,
Respect, Rigour

This document identifies
standards to examine the
extent to which Worawa
Aboriginal College operates
within a cultural framework
we believe

Culturally knowledgeable students are well
grounded in the cultural heritage and traditions of
their community.
Students who meet this cultural standard are able to:
• understands the Aboriginal values of Relationship,
Responsibility, Respect
• identify the Aboriginal ‘Country’ from which they originate
• recount their own genealogy and family history;
• acquire knowledge of Aboriginal values and traditions
through oral and written history;
• live student life in accordance with the cultural values
and traditions passed on by Elders and integrate them
into their everyday behaviour;
we believe

• practice their responsibilities to the surrounding
environment;
• demonstrates knowledge of Aboriginal culture and
identity, a sense of ‘spirit and place’ and how they
understand the world around them;
• reflect through their own actions the critical role that
Aboriginal language plays in fostering Aboriginal identity
and the unique position of Aboriginal people as
Australia’s First Nation
• understands the place of the Indigenous community in
the regional, state, national and international political and
economic systems;
we believe

Culturally-knowledgeable students are able to build on the
knowledge and skills of the Elders as a foundation from which
to achieve personal and academic success throughout life.
Students who meet this cultural standard are able to:
• acquire insight from other cultures without diminishing the integrity of
their own culture;
• make effective use of the knowledge, skills and ways of knowing
from their own cultural traditions to learn about the larger world in
which they live;
• make appropriate choices regarding the long-term consequences of
their actions.

we believe

Culturally-knowledgeable students are able to actively participate
in various cultural environments.
Students who meet this cultural standard are able to:
• maintain a healthy lifestyle through which they are able to maintain
their own social, emotional, physical, intellectual and spiritual wellbeing;
• make constructive contributions to their community and the wellbeing of their family;
• enter into and function effectively in a variety of cultural settings.

we believe

Culturally-knowledgeable students are able to engage
effectively in learning activities that are based on traditional
ways of knowing and learning.
Students who meet this cultural standard are able to:
• acquire in-depth cultural knowledge through active participation and
meaningful interaction with Elders;
• interact with Elders in a respectful way that demonstrates an
appreciation of their role as culture-bearers and educators in the
community;
• identify and utilise appropriate sources of cultural knowledge to find
solutions to everyday problems.
• engage in realistic self-assessment to identify strengths and needs
and make appropriate decisions to enhance life skills.
we believe

Cultural Standards for Educators
Culturally-responsive educators incorporate local ways
of knowing and teaching in their work.
Educators who meet this cultural standard:
• understand the three R’s Relationship, Responsibility,
Respect
• recognise the validity and integrity of the traditional
knowledge system;
• Recognise that Protocols exist about recognising
traditional landholders, and respecting the spiritual and
cultural beliefs of each group.
• Observe protocols about Elders, Relationship,
Responsibility and Respect
• Respects cultural authority of Elders at the local level.
we believe

Cultural Standards for Educators
• Carries out teaching responsibilities in a manner
that does not conflict with or disrupt cultural
values and social structures.
• utilise Elders’ expertise in multiple ways in their
teaching;
• adhere to the cultural and intellectual property
rights that pertain to all aspects of the
Indigenous knowledge and traditional practice;
• provide opportunities and time for students to
learn in settings where cultural knowledge and
skills are naturally relevant;
we believe

Cultural Standards for Educators
•

provide opportunities for students to learn
through observation and hands on
demonstration of cultural knowledge and skills;

•

continually involve themselves in learning to
understand Indigenous cultures.

•

practice their responsibilities to the surrounding
environment; ‘Caring for Country’
we believe

Cultural Standards for Educators
Culturally-responsive educators use the local environment and
community resources on a regular basis to link what they are
teaching to the everyday lives of students.
Educators who meet this cultural standard are able to:
•
•
•
•
•

regularly engage students in appropriate projects and experiential
learning activities in the surrounding environment;
utilise traditional settings such as camps as learning environments for
transmitting both cultural and academic knowledge and skills;
provide integrated learning activities organised around themes of
Indigenous significance and across subject areas;
seek to ground all teaching in a constructive process built on a cultural
foundation.
are knowledgeable in all the areas of state/ local Indigenous history and
cultural tradition that may have bearing on their work as a teacher.

we believe

Cultural Standards for Educators
Culturally-responsive educators participate in community
events and activities in an appropriate supportive way.
Educators who meet this cultural standard:
•
Respect the role of Elders of the community
•

become active members of the community in which they teach
and make positive and culturally appropriate contributions to the
well being of the school community;

•

exercise professional responsibilities in the context of local
cultural traditions and expectations;

•

maintain a close working relationship with and make appropriate
use of the cultural and professional expertise of Aboriginal Elders
and community.
we believe

Cultural Standards for Educators
Culturally-responsive educators recognise the full educational
potential of each student and provide the challenges necessary
for them to achieve that potential.
Educators who meet this cultural standard:

•
•

•

recognise cultural differences as positive attributes
around which to build appropriate educational
experiences;
provide learning opportunities that help students
recognise the integrity of the knowledge they bring with
them and use that knowledge as a springboard to new
understandings;
reinforce the student’s sense of cultural identity and
place in the world;

we believe

and
•acquaint students with the world beyond their
home community in ways that expand their
horizons while strengthening their own identities;
•recognise the need for all people to understand
the importance of learning about other cultures and
appreciating what each has to offer.

we believe

Teaching and
Learning
Policy

Rationale
The Worawa Aboriginal College theme, Cultural Connection, is integral to the culture and
learning activities at the College.
Worawa Aboriginal College is a residential College for Aboriginal secondary school students.
Broadly speaking, the student body can be divided into two main groups: students from remote,
interstate communities and students from within urban and country Victoria. Students from
remote communities speak a number of Aboriginal languages but may have low level English
literacy skills. A number of Worawa students may have experienced family dysfunction and/or
negative schooling experiences.
A key focus of the Worawa program is a recognition and valuing of students Aboriginal cultural
heritage and knowledge in all Learning Centres of the College and to raise the level of literacy
learning thereby ensuring the opportunity for progress in, and enjoyment of, all other learning
areas.
Student understanding and ownership of their learning is encouraged and supported through
the implementation of Personalised Learner Portfolios (PLP). The PLP commences as the
student enters the College and is a means to track and celebrate individual growth and
development. Each student creates a digital folio which demonstrates their progressive learning
achievements. The pieces in this folio may be written, visual, digital, audio or a combination of
those media. The College theme, Cultural Connections, is reflected in all units of work. The
learning and teaching program ensures students develop responsibility for and rigour in their
learning within an environment of respect.
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Aims
•

To value, foster, teach and model Aboriginal Culture and Languages.

•

To develop each student to her fullest potential.

•

To provide a caring, safe and inclusive learning environment.

•

To provide a learning environment that is rigorous and challenging.

•

To empower students to work as independent and life- long learners with the ability to
make decisions, plan, develop and communicate their ideas.

•

To encourage the students’ skills and experiences to be interrelated and
interconnected so that learning is valued both within the College and in the wider
community.

•

To acknowledge and celebrate the achievements of both the individual and the College
community.

•

To recognise the partnerships within the community through acknowledgement of local
community connections and the role of parents/family in their children’s education.

•

To provide unique opportunities for students to develop specialist and extended
knowledge and skills in the area of relationships, supported by the College theme,
Cultural Connections.

Implementation
•

Learning experiences will be presented within the “big picture / holistic approach”
provided by the College theme.

•

Learning experiences will be challenging, engaging, rigorous and involve “hands on”
activities and first hand encounters when practical.

•

Personalised Learning Portfolios (PLP) will be developed with each student identifying
targets, and achievement goals.

•

Students will be assessed prior to each unit of work against the relevant VELS
standards / outcomes with subsequent learning experiences reflecting each student’s
needs.(the College is transitioning from VELS to AUS VELS)

•

Learning opportunities will be open ended, cater for the learning styles of all students
and be based upon cooperative learning strategies.

•

Sequential VELS (AUS VELS) units of work will be developed.

•

Both extension and intervention opportunities will be provided for all students
according to their individual needs.

•

Staff will work in teams to collaborate and share expertise and experience in
developing and implementing the curriculum.

•

The routine use of information technology will be incorporated throughout the
curriculum to enhance learning opportunities.

•

Parents will be informed regularly of their child’s progress and be invited to be active
participants in their child’s learning.

•

Programs and partnerships will be forged with the local community and partner schools
to broaden learning opportunities for students.
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•

All staff will undertake to enhance their skills through the development and involvement
in personal and professional development programs.

Pedagogical Priorities
•

The recognition that each student brings unique skills and knowledge to the learning
environments. These skills and knowledge may not be exhibited/obvious but all members
of the Worawa community will work together to value and respect learners/learning and
provide relevant and rigorous opportunities for growth and development

•

Foundational to the Worawa Learning and Teaching Program are Personalised Learning
Portfolios (PLPs). Worawa teachers have a responsibility to develop and support a
designated Learning Centre. The Learning Centre Program, within the context of the
College theme – Cultural Connections- is implemented through planned units of work.

•

Differentiation of the Learning and Teaching Program occurs through the use of PLPs,
thereby providing extension and intervention when appropriate.

•

Integral to the Learning and Teaching program is the role/place of assessment (diagnostic,
formative, summative) and recording (PLP). The individual teacher monitors/tutors a small
group of students; the teaching team cross-references and support each other (and
thereby the students) through PLT(Professional Learning Team meetings held each week).

•

Learning and Teaching at Worawa is organised within a timetable. Underpinning the
Worawa timetable is the provision of a student-centred, collaborative learning environment
focussing on time to engage, learn, reflect, transfer.

•

The Worawa timetable commences most days with literacy and numeracy lessons..

•

Within the Worawa Learning Centres, the College provides units of work.. The Learning
Centre Programs incorporate/intertwine all domains of VELS – Discipline Learning,
Interdisciplinary Learning and Physical, Personal and Social Learning. The Worawa
Learning Centres are:
•

Culture

•

Languages

•

Science and Environment

•

The Arts

•

Mathematics/Numeracy

•

Health and Physical Education

Review
This policy will be reviewed as part of the College’s three-year review cycle.
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Australian Curriculum Persuasive Writing Sample Teacher Rubric: Years 7-10
&
Year 7
Year 8
Sub Strands

Year 9

Year 10

Structure of a Text
Response

Writes structured texts including an
introduction with clear position statement,
a body with reasons and some supporting
evidence that maintains the line of
argument and a conclusion that reinforces
the writer’s position.

Writes structured text including an
introduction with clear position statement,
a body with reasons and supporting
evidence that maintains the line of
argument and a conclusion that reinforces
the writer’s position.

Writes structured texts including an
introduction with clear position statement,
a body with reasons and supporting
evidence to develop coherent arguments
and a conclusion that reinforces the
writer’s position.

Writes structured texts including an
introduction with clear position statement,
a body with reasons and detailed
supporting evidence to develop coherent
arguments and a conclusion that
reinforces the writer’s position.

Vocabulary

Makes considered and discriminating
choices of precise nouns, modal verbs and
adjectives, adverbs and connectives to
express opinions and emotions and to suit the
audience and purpose.

Makes considered and discriminating
choices of precise nouns, modal verbs and
adjectives, adverbs and connectives to
maintain the line of argument and to suit
the audience and purpose.

Makes considered and discriminating
vocabulary choices and uses precise words
and word groups that enhance meaning
and maintain the line of argument for the
intended audience.

Makes considered and discriminating
vocabulary choices and uses precise words,
including technical language and word
groups that enhance meaning and
maintain the line of argument for the
intended audience.

Paragraphs and links
between paragraphs

Composes texts involving a number of
relevant paragraphs structured by stating a
point of view, giving evidence, elaborating
and linking to main topic.
Orders and links paragraphs logically.

Composes texts involving a number of
relevant paragraphs structured by stating a
point of view, giving evidence, elaborating
and linking to main topic.
Orders and links paragraphs to maintain
the line of argument.

Composes a range of texts involving a
number of relevant paragraphs structured
by stating a point of view, giving evidence,
elaborating from more than one perspective
and linking to main topic.
Orders and links paragraphs to maintain
the line of argument.

Composes a range of texts involving a
number of relevant paragraphs structured
by stating a point of view, giving evidence,
elaborating from multiple perspectives and
linking to main topic.
Orders and links paragraphs to maintain
the line of argument.

Punctuation

Uses most capital letters, full stops,
question marks commas, quotation marks,
exclamation marks and apostrophes of
contraction and possession and commas to
separate clauses accurately in a range of
situations and colons, semi-colons
accurately.

Uses most capital letters, full stops,
question marks commas, quotation marks,
exclamation marks and apostrophes of
contraction and possession and commas to
separate clauses accurately in a range of
situations and colons, semi-colons,
brackets and dashes accurately.

Uses a range of capital letters, full stops,
question marks commas, quotation marks,
exclamation marks and apostrophes of
contraction and possession and commas to
separate clauses accurately in a range of
situations and some colons, semi-colons,
dashes and brackets accurately.

Uses a wide range of capital letters, full
stops, question marks commas, quotation
marks, exclamation marks and
apostrophes of contraction and possession
and commas to separate clauses accurately
in a range of situations and colons, semicolons, dashes and brackets accurately.

Sentence Structure

Uses a variety of sentence structures where
the meaning is clear. There is subject-verb
agreement and accurate positioning of
adverbial and adjectival or prepositional
phrases and embedded clauses.

Uses a variety of sentence structures where
the meaning is clear. There is subject-verb
agreement and accurate positioning of
adverbial and adjectival and prepositional
phrases and embedded clauses.

Uses a variety of sentence structures where
the meaning is clear. There is subject-verb
agreement and accurate positioning of
adverbial and adjectival and prepositional
phrases and embedded clauses.
Uses particular sentence types for effect.

Constructs controlled and well-developed
sentences that express precise meaning.

Spelling

Spells a variety of two, three and four
syllable words accurately.

Spells a wide range of two, three and four
syllable words accurately and some words
with irregular patterns.

Spells technical words and a variety of
two, three and four syllable words
accurately and words with irregular patterns.

Spells more difficult and technical words
accurately.

Evidence of editing

Edits for meaning by removing repetition,
reordering sentences and adding or
substituting words for impact.

Edits for meaning by removing repetition,
reordering sentences and adding or
substituting words for impact to refine and
clarify ideas to improve the effectiveness of
texts.

Edits for meaning by removing repetition,
reordering sentences and adding or
substituting words for impact to refine and
clarify ideas to improve the effectiveness and
coherence of texts.

Edits for meaning by removing repetition,
reordering sentences and adding or
substituting words for impact to refine and
clarify ideas to improve the effectiveness,
coherence and style of texts
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Baseline Data Collection English 2014
!

What
SA Spelling Test
Brigance Sight Words
Fountas and Pinnell
Independent Writing
Sample

SA Spelling Test
NAPLAN
Fountas and Pinnell
Independent Writing
Sample

SA Spelling Test
Brigance Sight Words
Fountas and Pinnell
Independent Writing
Sample

SA Spelling Test
Fountas and Pinnell
Independent Writing
Sample

When
TERM 1
By mid term
By mid term
Throughout the term
Throughout the term

TERM 2
By mid term
Week 2 (?)
Throughout the term
Throughout the term

TERM 3
By mid term
By mid term
Throughout the term
Throughout the term

TERM 4
By mid term
Throughout the term
Throughout the term

Who
All Students
All Students
All Students in
reading levels
All Students

All Students
Students in yr 7 and 9
All Students in
reading levels
All Students

All Students
All Students
All Students in
reading levels
All Students

All Students
All Students in
reading levels
All Students

!

All NEW STUDENTS to complete a Fountas and Pinnell reading test within their
first week to support class placement.
Data collected is to be given to Sally by week 8 of each term. It will then be
added to “English and EALD Data 2013-2014” on the G Drive.
Raw data needed
- sight words/spelling – number of correct words
- F&P reading level and percentage
We need to develop assessment collection for writing, listening and speaking.
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Percentage of Year 7 and 9 Students reaching National Literacy and
Numeracy Benchmarks
"
Subject
Reading
Writing
Spelling
Grammar and Punctuation
Maths

Year
Level
7
9
7
9
7
9
7
9
7
9

2011
60%
20%
14%
10%
14%
30%
43%
20%
37%
60%

2012
43%
25%
29%
33%
43%
58%
43%
33%
57%
25%

2013
14%
50%
Below reporting threshold

40%
7%
60%
Below reporting threshold

60%
21%
20%
!>"
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Student Learning Outcomes (as outlined on the MySchool website)
2013:

2012:
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Post-College Pathways
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As a College for the middle years of schooling, Worawa aims to build a firm foundation for
further learning pathways for all students, thus assisting them to reach their personal
learning goals and the aspirations of their parents and communities. With this end in mind,
the College is continuing to build relationships with external organisations and partner
schools to give students every opportunity for a smooth and meaningful transition postWorawa.
Through our regular shared programs with partner schools in Melbourne, students have the
opportunity to explore the possibility of a Years 11 & 12 education experience in a
mainstream secondary school. The College also maintains links and builds relationships
with schools in the students’ home communities to ensure the students’ smooth transition to
complete their senior years of schooling in their home communities or the world of work in a
community setting.
Through our partnerships with local and other community organisations, students
experience the world-of-work and have opportunities to engage in Certificate courses; some
of which are tailored to the students’ specific needs and interests. Students have had the
opportunity for regular work experience at Melbourne Museum, Healesville Sanctuary,
Yarra Valley Lodge, Healesville Harvest and other local businesses.
Each student engages with the College’s Careers and Pathways program which introduces
them to the possibilities available for further education or work opportunities. Many of the
College’s departing students go on to further studies in High Schools, Colleges or TAFE
institutions in Melbourne or in the home communities/towns, or into jobs in their
communities.
TAFE Tasters
In 2013 students were involved in propagating a range of indigenous plants with the
intention to pot up, plant out or sell on. Activities covered included OH&S practices, potting
up plants, propagating plants, tending nursery plants and learning local aspects of
Aboriginal culture.""
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BOARDING
Kim Walters
Head of Boarding
2013 was a year of change and growth for the residential team. Staff professional
development and quality continues to improve and routines have been implemented
consistently which have ultimately aided the students’ learning. The residential team
attracts quality staff with experience and qualifications in both Youth Work and Education.
Emphasis is placed on the provision of high quality, relevant professional development to
enable them to meet the complex emotional and social needs of the students. We continue
to operate a monthly Peer Support program with external professionals who provide
secondary consultations to staff.
Professional development in 2013 included:
•
•
•
•

Youth Mental Health First Aid
Food Safety
Duty of Care Certificate
Relaxation, Mindfulness and Meditation

The boarding residences are a comforting environment for students where they experience
a combination of sufficient space for their personal needs and time spent in community
activities. Students receive guidance in a range of life skills in the areas of relationship,
responsibility, respect and rigour. These allow them to care for themselves and to grow in
confidence and resilience. The meeting of the students’ physical and emotional needs
allows them to focus on their learning while at school.
Weekly house meetings are held in which aspects of individual and communal living skills
are discussed and the girls are advised, corrected and affirmed as appropriate. Mealtimes
provide a daily opportunity for whole school interaction and the menu has been developed
in consultation with dieticians from Deakin University.
Participation in team sport is encouraged, with the majority of students being actively
engaged in regular team sports including basketball, softball and netball, all of whom
compete in local leagues. These teams are all coached by experts. In addition to this
recreational workshops have been run in cricket, Ultimate Frisbee, AFL, gymnastics and a
range of other sporting areas. This has added to the health and fitness of all students.
Weekend activities include shopping, attending the cinema, participation in festival events,
a variety of recreational activities as well as onsite sporting, recreational and craft activities.
Efforts are also made within the residential program to engage the students with indigenous
cultural activities and expose them to new experiences.
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STUDENT HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Joylene Woodward
School Nurse

2013 was a busy, but productive year for the Health and Wellbeing team at Worawa
College. The Wellbeing Team meets each week to monitor student progress and discuss
emerging wellbeing issues identified by residential and academic staff. The health needs of
the students at Worawa can be complex at times and a holistic approach is vital in meeting
these needs.
The Wellbeing team at Worawa consists of the Wellbeing Co-ordinator, Head of Boarding,
Head of Teaching, Registered Nurse, Well-being worker and School Psychologist. We are
fortunate to be supported in providing student care through a variety of external
providers. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valley Primary Health Centre who conduct a weekly General Practitioner Clinic
Eye care through on-site visits from optometrists from The Australian College of
Optometry
Dental care with on-site dental care through EACH mobile dental van
Ear care through audiology testing and ENT specialist clinics conducted through the
Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital Outreach program
Ongoing immunisation through the Yarra Ranges Council
Individual and group psychological support as well as education and professional
development for staff through Medicare Local, EACH, ECASA, Berry Street and
Eastern Health.

Professional development remains vital for our staff and during the year training included
Mental Health First Aid, First Aid and Anaphylaxis certificate training. In addition holistic
training in relaxation, mindfulness and meditation was conducted.
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SCHOOL FINANCIAL ACTIVITY
Information representing financial activity taken from the Department of Education,
Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) Financial Questionnaire and external
audited reports.
Recurrent Income
School fees
Abstudy allowances
Private Income
State government recurrent grants
Commonwealth
government
recurrent
grants
Total Recurrent Income
Recurrent Expenditure
Salaries and related expenses
Non-salary expenses
Total Recurrent Expenditure

(Tuition
Boarding)

and

900
1,265,101
250,597
329,195
881,651
2,727,444
1,879,784
1,304,601
3,184,385

Capital Income and expenditure
Commonwealth Government Capital Grants
Other Capital income
Total Capital Income
Total Capital Expenditure
Loans (for Capital Purposes)
Opening Balance
Closing Balance

390,245
81,854
472,099
576,176
54,769
35,377
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Stephanie Williams

We Learned how to:
! create eBooks
! use

Microsoft Office
! do internet research
! use photo shop
! Improve our typing skills

We Learned about:
! computer hardware devices
! copyright
! about CyberSafety and how to
stay safe on the internet
because if we don’t it can
affect our future

Aboriginal Studies has
been good we learnt
about land rights and
rights for aboriginal
people.

We learnt
the meaning
of terra
nullius.

We had
classes with
Aunty Zeta
we learnt
about this
country and
our
ancestors.

We learned
about
Vincent
Lingiari

We learnt about what
aboriginal people did
for hunting and how
our people were
treated.

We learned
about Charlie
Perkins who was
an activist for
aboriginal
people. He
started of the
freedom riders.
We learned
about human
rights.

We learned
about the
yirikala
bark
petition

We also learned
about Eddie mabo
who fought for
land rights for a
small island in the
Torres Strait and
he gave everyone
hope to fight for
their land the case
went on for ten
years.

We learned
about the
Coranderrk
walk off.

We learned:
! how to do division.
! about number lines
and integers
! about patterns
What I found most
challenging was
division.

Art this year has been great and
fun
My technique in art has
developed really well
It’s the most comfortable class
I learned how to mix paints and
what brushes are best to use for
different things
Most of the time I have the same
style but I am learning how to
make it better.

I have really enjoy the Extra Curricular at
worawa.
• Drama
• A Capella
• Singing lessons
• Basketball
• Choir
• Netball
• Sister Schools program
• Media
• Coach training

! It

was fun. Surfing for the first time
was amazing. It was the best and very
challenging.
! We all had great teamwork.

A Capella is great, it testS our singing ability.
I like it also because I’m captain.
! Choir is awesome although it needs a lot of
Rigour and if we have Rigour then we find it
easy.
! Singing lessons is good for me it helps me in
many different ways.
!

Yellow class camp was amazing fun. It
helped us build better relationships.
We had so much fun and we all loved
it.
It the food was so yummy and the
marshmallows on the fire and the
pillow game we made up.

SEMESTER 1 REPORT
June 2014

Subject:
Teacher:

ENGLISH
Raelene FitzGerald

Name
Subject Content Description
Students have completed work in both short stories and novel study this semester. Writing tasks have
been developed from the texts studies, ranging from persuasive and informative, to descriptive and
creative. Students have been encouraged to speak and discuss what they are reading, and to read aloud
in the classroom environment. The novel study was a book called “The Fault In Our Stars” by John Green
and students created a “Digital Scrapbook” in relation to the book, completing tasks ranging from
comprehension, character studies, creating fictional conversations between characters, vocabulary
extension and finally an essay task chosen from a variety of topics.

Student Learning
SUBJECT DOMAINS
(as per The Australian Curriculum)

Very Limited
learning
shown

Some learning
shown

Satisfactory

Very Good

Excellent

learning shown

learning
shown

learning
shown

Needs
Improvement

Beginning

Good

Very Good

Excellent

Language: knowing about the
English language
ACARA LEVEL 10

Literacy: understanding, responding
to, appreciating, analysing and creating
ACARA LEVEL 10

Literature: expanding the repertoire
of English usage
ACARA LEVEL 10

Work Habits
Effort & attitude to learning
Use of class time & completion
of set work
Punctuality and class
attendance
Classroom behaviour & contribution
to a positive learning environment

Comment:
Andrea has worked thoroughly and constructively in English this semester, particularly during the “Fault
In Our Stars” unit, where she excelled. Andrea has developed a unique personal writing style, producing
a number of interesting pieces in her own time. Her poetry is particularly beautiful. Andrea is a confident
speaker and has presented at assembly to the whole school. This takes a lot of courage. Andrea is
encouraged to read more independently, choosing books that appeal to her, to strengthen her skills and
to add another element to her life beyond the classroom.

………………………..……
Teacher: Raelene FitzGerald

Ph: (03) 59 62 4344

…………………………….
Head of Learning & Teaching: Kathryn Gale

……………………………
Executive Director: Lois Peeler

60-80 Barak Lane, Healesville VIC. 3777. (PO Box 1250)
E: admin@worawa.vic.edu.au F: 03 59 62 2419 W: www.worawa.vic.edu.au
Registered Number: A0000018W ABN. 1837 128 6615
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Name

STUDENT PROGRESS REPORT
Victorian Student Number: 295230746

Term 3, September 2014
LEARNING ATTITUDE
SUBJECT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

PARTICIPATION
10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LEARNING PROGRESS
9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ENGLISH
MATHS

ATTENDANCE
(37 days)
ATTENDED

SCIENCE

82%

HEALTH, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION &
FITNESS

ABSENT

ART

18%

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
ABORIGINAL
STUDIES
CAREERS &
PATHWAYS
Low

Medium

High

WORAWA WAYS
Relation
-ships

Art & Respect
Media
ResponsProject
ibilityCraft

Very High

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Not evident
At Standard
Well Above Standard
Developing
Above Standard

ELECTIVES, EXTRA-CURRICULA, WORK EXPERIENCE, LEADERSHIP

Ipads Drama Dance
Rigour

Piano

Singing

Choir

Sister
Schools

Soccer
Team

Basketball
Team

Netball
Team

New
Healseville Student
Zealand Sanctuary Rep
Exchange Rangers
Council
Program) (SRC)

COMMENT:
Andrea has
Term 3
continued to
!
! ! ! ! !
!
demonstrate
improvement in her studies, along with her confidence in showing what she has learned. She has demonstrated
solid leadership skills in many fields, including the Choir (Choir Captain) and her speech at the

……………………………………………..

Ms Kathryn Gale (Head of Learning & Teaching)

…………………………………………

Ms Lois Peeler AM (Executive Director)
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³$ERULJLQDOFKLOGUHQPXVWEHHGXFDWHGLQWKHZD\RIRXUSHRSOH7KH\PXVWOHDUQWKHLU
KLVWRU\DERXWWKHLUJUHDWDQFHVWRUVWKHODQJXDJHDQGWKHODZ,W¶VWLPHIRUWKHPWR

know and understand themselves. They must also be educated in the ways of the
society in which they live, in the very best of what it has to offer, so they can truly be
SDUWQRWRQO\RI$XVWUDOLD¶VSDVWEXWDOVRLWVSUHVHQWDQGIXWXUH´
Pastor Sir Douglas Nicholls

At the official opening of
Worawa Aboriginal College in 1983
our founder Hyllus Maris said;!

!
'To effectively answer the particular needs of Aboriginal
students, the school approach should be holistic.
,WVKRXOGEHJHDUHGWRSURYLGHQRWRQO\IRUWKHVWXGHQW¶VSULPDIDFLH
HGXFDWLRQEXWDOVRWDNHLQWRDFFRXQWHDFKVWXGHQW¶VEDFNJURXQG
It should make provision for overcoming the special problems

faced by Aboriginal students

It should aim to develop not only a VWXGHQW¶V intellectual prowess and
physical fitness but also his/her mental capacity, cultural and
moral values, emotional and spiritual growth into a balanced whole.
«cont.!

«It should be based on the best elements of both traditional Aboriginal and
current Australian education, aiming to produce an Aboriginal person versed in
his/her traditions and proud of his/her identity who has the tools and necessary
qualifications to contribute effectively to the Australian community.'
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Worawa Boarding, Well-being & Health
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Students are given a range of opportunities to develop skills and
knowledge through curricular and co-curricular activities in areas of;
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Health, hygiene & fitness
body care, beauty & body image
healthy eating,
alcohol and drug awareness,
tobacco use,
sexual health,
dance & music,
living skills,
etiquette and development
of social skills.

Worawa Academic Program

").*$*!H+:0*(%)/!=)+#6!
is based upon an integrated
Education, Culture, & Wellbeing focus,
with Aboriginal culture at the centre

Cultural Connections
LANGUAGES
Learning Centre

The
ARTS
Learning Centre

Vision
Policy

Programs

MATHS
Learning Centre

Aboriginal Culture
values, spirituality, ceremony,
art, dance, law, land,
people, history, music,
language, environment ,
VWRU\ µFRXQWU\¶

HEALTH & PE
Learning Centre

Success
for All
Commitment to
Participation in
Culture and
Community
Personalised
Learning Plans

SCIENCE &
ENVIRONMENT
Learning Centre

Respect, Relationship, Responsibility, Rigour

Individual
Assessment
Pathways to:
-Trade Training
-Tertiary studies
-World of Work

Group Activity
Matching Community & College Aspirations
Aboriginal Culture
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values, spirituality, ceremony,
art, dance, law, land,
people, history, music,
language, environment ,
VWRU\ µFRXQWU\¶

The ARTS
Learning Centre

LANGUAGES
Learning Centre
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MATHS
Learning Centre
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SCIENCE &
ENVIRONMENT
Learning Centre
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HEALTH & PE
Learning Centre
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Group Activity
Matching Careers, Transitions & Pathways Aspirations
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STAFF MEETING AGENDA
15/12/14
Chair: Kathryn

Minutes: Sally

Attendees: Raelene, Dean, Emma, Aimy, Meagan, Sinead, Sally, Kathryn
Documents required: Term 4 Class list & New students’ details list, teacher appraisal
outline, Curric overview for 2015, Timetable from Term 4
Agenda Item

Discussion & Action

2014 Review
1. PMI
*Positives & Improvements –
what we have done well

Discussion & Improvement suggestions
! Teamwork (Teachers)
! Mathletics
! Music/choir/individual program
! Community liason
! First language literacy
! Language program
! Transitions – academic side and
wellbeing side
! Work experience –
! Science camp
! Camp – Phillip Island, On
site/excursion
! House groups – links from house to
school (starting). Focus on resilience
has given a framework.
! Healesville sanctuary Rangers
Program
! Equine Therapy
! Media Project – Year Book, video
! High standard of academic work
! High expectations for academics
! Getting to class on time - mostly
! Naplan – all students participated
! Kathryn’s leadership
! Schools partnerships – Scotch –
Send Peter a thankyou and year
book
! Sister Schools
! Girls Shed – Hairdressing
! Reconciliation sports carnival –
more responsibility was great.
Continue umpiring of the big game.
Students involved in selling.
! Dreamtime match
! Sport – involvement in so many
sports
! Student Leadership –
! Constant staff reflection and referral
to the Improvement plan
! Structure of staff meetings

Who &
Time

!
!
!
!
!
!

Induction is getting better.
Homework has improved
Parent Forum
Level of reflection over the year
Digital portfolio
Parent teacher interviews

Recommendations for 2015 :
! Language program – longer time
frame, links for language revival
group, eBooks linked to language
groups, technology
! Transistions – earlier links to new
schools, ongoing orientation and
building connections with
schools/boarding schools. Free
period once a week? Able to go to
Big Bouquet? Build in more
independence – city trip once a
term?
! Work experience – earlier in the
year.
! House Groups – move back to
houses. Male teachers to be
coordinator
! Getting to class on time – set
consequences for across the school
early in the year. School based
consequences. Discipline ladder
rather than going straight to no
phones/no shopping
! Camps onsite – Each Group to do
at the start of the year to bond and
build relationships
! School Partnerships – strengthen
and make more 2 way.
! Electives – try before you buy so
that students get a chance to see
what electives are.
! Media Project – not to go up
against core subjects
! Sport – Access to play AFL?
Swimming
! More opportunity for student
leadership – SRC program to
strengthen
! Students to return after year 10??
Links to Healesville High. Group of 5
to do a different program.

2. PMI
*Minuses & Improvements–
what has challenged us

Discussion & Improvement suggestions
! 6 groups T3
! No counsellor T3
! Over loaded curriculum – Students
having so many things on that they
are missing out on core subjects
! Sapphires CD in the buses –
! Conflict between House Parents
and Teaching approaches
! Issues with technology
! Colour printing
! Reporting
! Human Edge to get started
! Headphones in IT room
! Use of youtube
! Rooms that are used to be cleaned
up after use.
Recommendations for 2015 :
! Homework – not so late?
! More opportunities to make choices
about their behaviour
! Know ahead of time what events
are coming up. If it is not locked in
a term ahead then it doesn’t
happen.
! Older girls to go to Canberra for a
camp
! Data collection – Getting better but
need to work out time of year and
what tests happen when. New
students – need to do F&P reading
to allocate to groups. CRT to come
in to help?
! Meals
! Keys – Access to office/kitchen
! A group to be assigned to each
room/space so that they are
responsible for that space. Green to
L&C, Red – Media room etc.
! Students to have email –
particularly the transitions student.
! Staff investment – how can we
make staff turnover less?
! Headphones – students have their
own earbuds?

"

3. Other review &
Improvements
*Subjects review

Discussions:
! Introduce SOSE subjects over the
year, 1 term History, 1 term
Geography, 1 term politics, 1 term
ab studies. On rotational basis so
that each class covers each
subject over the year. Potentially
linking with partner schools??
! Careers and pathways and
transitions full time
! Music teacher – Sinead first term
then employ someone for the rest
of the year.
! Drama – Aimy
! Media Project – Dave to continue
coming in. New English teacher to
! Electives. To allocate or elective.
Girls Shed – Dean/Emma
iPad project - anyone
sister schools - sally
Community outreach, aged care - Sally
sport – PE teacher
outdoor ed – dean or PE teacher
tourism – Emma/Aimy/Kathyrn
Leadership - Kathryn
hairdressing - Emma
scotch – Dean
creative art – Raelene
sewing
cooking (Mt Lilydale use home ec?)
Media Project – Aimy
!
!
!
!

Transitions AM
Emma – timetabled for Graduate
Year release
Remedial reading class
Language class – whole lesson.
Workshop the lesson/structure of
the term/year so that classes have
more focus.

Action/ Recommendations :

*Time-table review

Discussions:
! Staff duty being fixed to take into
account staff breaks
! Time of lesson – longer in the
morning rather than the afternoon.
! DEAR – keep it in and try and revive
! Outdoor classes once/twice a term.
Can be interdisciplinary

!

!
!

*Staff Meetings & Improvement
Strategies review

Science – Blue 1x Double class, 1 x
single class, 1 x IT. Yellow, black 1 x
Double class, 1 IT. Red and green 2
x science and 1 x IT.
Aimy – 2 x art classes, 1 x Media
Digital portfolio.
Rangers – group of 5 that are post
year 10? Can it be afternoon?
Students that are interested in
animals could potentially do
afternoon visits that are less regular.

Action/ Recommendations :
! Digital portfolio – Aimy and class
teachers to coordinate. Class
teachers to support with goal
setting in week 1/2, and reflections
in week 8/9/10. Aim to present in
week 10 T4 to parents.
Discussions:
! Keep staff meeting at 9am on a
Wednesday
School Improvement
! Add policy review
! walking together project is finishing
up
! Curriculum mapping and direction
keep on
! Personalising and purposeful
learning – keep on
! Language and litereacy across the
currrciulum as EAL/D – keep on
! Safe learning – cultural, physical
safety – keep on but call wellbeing
! Mapping learning progress and
learning – keep on – look at new
management system
! Add – data management training
! Global digital citizenship – keep on
! Prof Learning – AITSIL standards –
keep on but call teacher
improvement
!
Action/ Recommendations :
Linking Staff meetings to VIT PD hours. How
can this be recorded. Also to include
parent forum.
! Common list of what we have
covered
!

* Classes structure review

Discussions:
! Splitting on ability
! 5 groups plus the post year 10
(Careers person being in charge of
the post yr 10 group for a lot of the
time)
!
Action/ Recommendations :

*Student induction review

Discussions:
! Keep Joylene doing the same thing.
Visit each class at the start of the
term and take students out 1 on 1
as well as introducing herself.
! Induction for first 3 days.
! Afternoons - bounce, Healesville
pool, sanctuary for bonding and
building relationships all together.
! Old girls – into their classes straight
away.
! New girls with Kathryn and Jeanene
! New Girls Testing – Only F&P and
VELS
! Banking set up as part of induction

*Student well-being and
management review

Action/ Recommendations :
Discussions:
! Structured therapeutic program
doesn’t work. Allocated time
doesn’t work unless there are
students that need consistency.
! Day to day flexibility to reflect the
students works better.
! Hard to try not to pull the kids out of
class. Teacher feedback – OK to
pull them out of class.
! Bank runs – to go at 3 during
afternoon tea time and flow into
lesson 6. Good to sort out bank
things early on as part of induction.
! Internet banking to be introduced,
to save time, to build skills around
banking safely,
! Calling home – coordinate a system
for students to call home. Jeanene
and Well- being officer to
coordinate. Why are they calling
home?
! Music – in the quiet room? MP3’s for
the students that need music to
calm down.
Action/ Recommendations :

Agenda Item

Discussion & Action

2015 Planning
1. Classes 2015

Discussions:
See Class list with Raelene

*Review & recommendations
for returning students’
placement 2015

Action/Recommendations :

*New students’ placement
Term 1 2015

Discussions:
Action/Recommendations :

2. Timetable 2015
Discussions:
*Review & recommendations
from discussions

*Team-teaching?

Action/Recommendations :

Discussions:
Potential as a support, as a small targeted
group, as a release for testing.
Action/Recommendations :

Who &
Time

*Afternoons & electives?

Discussions:
See above
Action/Recommendations :

3. Curriculum Planning 2015
*An integrated approach?
*Review 2015 overview

Discussions:
! Do we have more of an integrated
approach?
! The 4 year cycle can be adjusted
and tweaked.
! Make sure that is not a flooding of a
topic.
! More a supported approach rather
than a saturated topic
! Make links where we can so that
they are authentic and successful
for the year.
! Maths and science easy links
Action/Recommendations :

4. Induction Program
*Mandatory requirements &
student preparedness

Discussions:
See above

-assessments
-induction booklet
-goals planning
-…

Action/Recommendations :

5. Teacher Appraisals 2015

Discussions:
Kathryn has handed out the forms
! staff to identify what priorities are
important to them, then to look at
what PD would be appropriate to
support their learning. To revisit in
teacher days early term 1
!

*Schedule
*Expectations
*PD recommendations &
Planning

Action/Recommendations :

6. Student Personalised learning
*Goals
*Assessments
*Student Management system
recording – attendance &
progress

7. Policies Review
*Policies for review 2015

Discussions:
See above
! Review goal sheets for students
early term 1.
! Sally to look at goals sheets and
transferring to a PPT. Review early
T1.
Action/Recommendations :

Discussions:
We need to look at…
! Suspension policy
! Exit policy
! Discipline ladder policy
!
Action/Recommendations :

7. Improvement strategies 2015
*Careers, Pathways & Transitions

Discussions:
! Pam Hargreaves to support with
VCAL writing
! Leigh has careers written
Action/Recommendations :

*Post Year 10 Program
development

Discussions:
Talk to Jefferina and Suzanah
Regina and Alliyanna
Links to Healesville high and rangers tech.
Action/Recommendations :

*Gardening/Food production
program

*Technology Programs

Discussions:
! Part of the elective program
! Do we go towards a Kitchen
Garden Scheme
! Can we employ a manager for the
sheds and to get gardening up and
going and selling produce? Dean
to follow up with Andrew.
Action/Recommendations :
Discussions:
Action/Recommendations :
See above
Discussions:

*Music Programs

Discussions:
See above
Action/Recommendations :

*Languages Programs

Discussions:
See above
Action/Recommendations :

Other:

Orders
Staff to complete a classroom order form
and to give to Kathryn by the end of the
week.

Wish List

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Fire pit – near tennis court
Sand pit for stories
Fixed outdoor gym equipment
around the school
Running Track – funding from
Monbulk fun run? Where has that
gone?
Sports day for our girls
IT – laptops and iPads (Sinead and
dean to talk about what is here and
wishlist)
De-mould of Library

Yarning up on trauma

Healing ourselves, healing our children
and families, healing our Communities
Shaun Coade & Sandie de Wolf

Workshop overview
• Context: What is Berry Street & the Take
Two program?
• The yarning up on trauma model
• Attachment & Culture
• Trauma & Culture
• Case presentation using the yarning up on
trauma model

Berry Street
• The largest independent child and family
welfare organisation in Victoria.
• Strong commitment to working in
partnership with Aboriginal people,
communities and organisations.
• Specific Apology for past harm (2006)
• Aboriginal Strategic Plan
• Take Two is a partnership with the
Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency

Programs & Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential Care
Home Based Care
Youth Services
Therapeutic Services
Family Services
Education
Community Programs
Disability Services

Our Vision
Berry Street believes all
Aboriginal children
should have a good
childhood, growing up
in families and
Communities where
they feel safe, nurtured
and have hope for the
future

Our Goals
Berry Street Aboriginal Plan
• Deliver quality culturally sensitive, holistic
and empowering services to Aboriginal
children & families
• Employ culturally aware & competent staff
& carers
• Work in respectful partnerships with
Aboriginal organisations & Communities

Our Goals
• Building our understanding of
intergenerational trauma in the lives of
Aboriginal children, families &
Communities.
• Advocating for better health, education &
life outcomes for Aboriginal people.

What is Take Two?
• Take Two is a program of Berry Street.
• It is a state-wide service (Victoria) providing
therapeutic services to infants, children &
young people who are clients of child
protection (DHS)
• 90 Aboriginal children & young people
accessed the Take Two program in 2008-09
• Employs a dedicated Aboriginal team
providing consultation & clinical services
across the state.

What is Take Two?
• The service is funded by DHS
• All children are aged between 0-18 years

• All children referred have been severely
abused or neglected and are at risk of
developing or already demonstrate emotional
and/or behavioural disturbance.
• The children may be living at home, with
relatives, or in out of home care.

Take Two Partners
Berry Street

VACCA

Take Two
Program

Mindful
(Training)

La Trobe
University
(Research)

Austin CAMHS
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Development of YUT training
• Initially developed in 2006 by T2 in
partnership with VACCA & delivered to
Indigenous workers & Communities working
with children and families.
• The yarning up resource book was developed
in 2008 at the request of Aboriginal staff in
Community & closely follows the format of the
training
Copies will be provided to workshop participants !

Why provide training?
Knowing about trauma and disrupted
attachment, is critical to
understanding children and their
families who have suffered abuse and
/or neglect and to be able to assist
them to heal

Objectives of the training
• To yarn up on the effects of trauma and
attachment disruption in relation to child abuse
and neglect and
• For workers to gain knowledge and
understanding about the effects of trauma on
•
•
•
•

Their clients
Themselves as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people
Aboriginal communities
Their workplace environment

An introduction to the
Yarning up on trauma model

Overview of the YUT model
• YUT is a model of training & Community
therapeutic intervention
• Designed to assist ATSI workers recognise and
deal with traumas of their own as well as those
of the children and families they work with.
• Training is done over 4 days
• Delivered by 2 clinically trained facilitators
(1 Aboriginal & other non-Aboriginal)

Yarning up on trauma training:
Course Content
Session 1
• Exploring different types of
trauma
–
–
–
–

Historical / cultural trauma
Individual trauma (PTSD)
Family trauma
Community trauma

• Exploring local Historical /
cultural trauma (Lousy little
sixpence DVD)
• Understanding trauma and
the brain (Bruce Perry DVD)

Session 2
• Attachment
– What infants need and
what happens when they
don’t get their needs met
– Aboriginal child-rearing
practices

• Culture & attachment
– The attachment network
– Circle of security

Course Content continued
Session 3
• Healing our systems
– The care team
approach
– working with
Aboriginal families:
case study

• Healing ourselves
– individual &
organisational
vicarious trauma
– Looking after yourself

Session 4
• The healing process
– Establishing safety
– Telling your story
– Reconnecting/creating a
future

• Assessment
– The ATSI tool

• Practical tools in
working with
traumatised children,
families and
communities.
– Culture is healing

The yarning up on trauma model:
Recovery from trauma
Establishing
safety

Reconnecting
& creating a
future

Telling your
story

Recovery from trauma
Establishment
of safety

Telling your story

Reconnecting & Creating
a future

•Creating physical &

• Creating opportunities to

• Reconnecting with others

emotional safety

explore grief & loss

(trauma often isolates people).

•Developing safe &

•Developing a language to

•Reconnecting with culture

trusting relationships

describe thoughts &

• Individuals/families

•Creating safe

feelings

reconnecting with Community

Communities

•Developing a narrative

(e.g. healing old wounds)

•Creating safety

about the trauma

•Reconnecting with culture

within the

•Sharing the story

•Linking in with Community

environment- a safe

•Remembering/mourning

•Creating places to share &

place

cultural & historical trauma

celebrate together “strong in
culture”.

Yarning about attachment

What is attachment?
A westernised view…

“Attachment is a general term
that describes the state and
quality of an individual’s
emotional ties to another.
(Becker-Weidman, 2005, p.7)

Why are attachments important?
A child’s early attachment experience
influences:
1.
2.

the way the child relates to others
the way the child feels about themself

The child’s experience of attachment
relationships leads to the development of their
Internal working model (IWM) of
relationships.
e.g. If a child experiences early abuse from an adult
they will probably see other adults as unsafe.

Internal Working Model
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Culture & Attachment
• Attachment theory has largely evolved from a
Western, individualistic social context.
• Applying attachment theory to cultures that
have a more collectivist base, such as the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities requires CAUTION.
NB. Collectivist cultures are more likely to
think of themselves in terms of their
connection with other people & their
Community.

Culture & Attachment
• Mary Ainsworth first completed studies in
Uganda & then with American babies (1963,
1967)

• She found that the attachment relationship
was applicable across cultures but
recognised that some attachment
behaviours differed, i.e. the American
children hugged and kissed whereas the
Ganda children clapped when their
‘attachment figure’ returned.

The attachment network
• The yarning up on trauma model uses an
attachment network approach.
• In many Aboriginal communities child
rearing is done by multiple caregivers
e.g. a child who is cared for by different
woman interchangeably such as aunts,
grandparents and birth mother.
• This network of carers is what provides the
child with a ‘secure base’ rather than one
primary carer. This is called an attachment
network.

Culture & Attachment
• When exploring the use of attachment
theory cross-culturally it is important to
acknowledge differences in child-rearing
practices across cultures and how this
impacts on how we understand and
assess attachment.

Aboriginal child-rearing practice
• While all Indigenous Communities are different,
the child care responsibility and financial support
of a child in many Indigenous Communities may
be shared by the extended family / Community
with different members taking on different roles.
• Therefore, the whole Community plays a role in
raising the child as opposed to a ‘primary’ parent
raising the child (the attachment network).

Marvin, R., Cooper, G., Hoffman, K., & Powell, B. (2002).

Culture & Attachment
• In most attachment assessments,
exploration (going off to explore- top half
of the circle) and reunion (coming homebottom half of the circle) behaviours are
watched to determine the attachment
pattern.
• BUT In Aboriginal culture exploration and
reunion may look very different from many
Westernised cultures

How trauma impacts on attachment
• An adults own attachment history has a significant
impact on the development of their child’s attachment.
• For many Aboriginal families impacted by the Stolen
Generation their experience of being parented has
been ‘interrupted’.
• Many of these children who were removed did not
experience or witness any healthy parent-child
interaction.
• This grief/loss impacts greatly on the parent being able
to effectively parent their own children.
“Its hard to give it when you have never had it yourself”

How trauma impacts on attachment
• “most forcibly removed children were
denied the experience of being
parented or at least cared for by a
person to whom they were attached.
This is the very experience people
rely on to become effective and
successful parents themselves”
(HREOC) 1997 Bringing them home report.

Culture & Attachment
Assessing attachment across cultures
requires CAUTION:
• Be aware of the limitations of attachment
theory
• Any observations of attachment
behaviours need to be discussed with a
cultural consultant

Culture & Attachment
• Cross cultural attachment assessments
needs to take into account the historical,
cultural and spiritual contexts
• Be aware that infant/caregiver behaviours
may have different meaning across
cultures
• Be aware of cultural variance of
attachment concepts of exploration and
closeness

Group Discussion
• What does Attachment mean for
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander
families?

Yarning about trauma

Community
Trauma

Historical/
Cultural
trauma

i.e. substance abuse,
violence,
multiple deaths

i.e. Stolen
generation

Types of
Trauma
Individual
Trauma

Family
Trauma

i.e. child abuse &
Neglect,
Vicarious trauma
(complex trauma/
PTSD)

i.e. Transgenerational
trauma,
Domestic violence,

Family & Community trauma
• Trauma impacts on the individuals who
experience it, but can also impact on
entire families and Communities,
compounding the individual effects.
• Trauma that occurs to one person will
usually have a ripple effect and other
family members, extended family, friends,
colleagues and even acquaintances can
suffer from the impact of that trauma.

Trauma

Trauma

Trauma

Trauma
Trauma

Family & Community trauma
• Indigenous families and Communities often
have a collective sense of suffering due to
current and historical traumas.
• Children living in traumatised communities,
may be affected by the pain & suffering of
the Community.
• Adults in these traumatised Communities
may not always act protectively of children or
provide support for recovery due to their own
life difficulties.

Family & Community trauma
• Traumatised Communities may struggle with:
• Internal conflicts
• High levels of trauma-related behaviours such as
drug and alcohol abuse
• High levels of violence, family and Community
• High levels of child abuse and neglect
• High levels of mental illness
• High levels of incarceration/criminal activity
• High levels of poverty
• Disrupted relationships with the wider
Community/society

Family & Community trauma
Traumatised Communities may also have strengths:

• Connectedness to
Culture
• Intensive support for
one another
• Humour
• Desire for the next
generation to do well

• Courage
• Will to survive
• Adaptability to new
environments
• Capacity to straddle
two different
cultures/worldview.
• Resilience

Activity: Think of a child you are working with…
1. Why might this child be
behaving in the way they
are? e.g. any history of abuse/ neglect?
2. What was the child’s earlier
attachment experience? (e.g.
attachment network and was the attachment
network traumatised?)

3. What is going on for the
mother/father? e.g. any family
history of trauma?

Activity: continue…
4. Is the family linked in with the Community
and is the Community traumatised?
e.g. Community trauma-substance abuse/multiple, deaths/violence

5. How might trauma have been passed
down the generations? e.g. Cultural trauma-stolen
generation, racism

6. What are the points of strength or
resilience in the family? culture is healing

For further Information:
Please contact:
Shaun Coade
Manager Aboriginal Service Development
Berry Street
scoade@berrystreet.org.au
Sandie de Wolf
Chief Executive Officer, Berry Street
sdewolf@berrystreet.org.au

HOME GROUP SESSIONS: Resiliency Strengths
Worawa College students will engage each week with activities developed to
enhance personal resilience strengths.
They will work on ONE specific strength over a fortnight with the teachers and
house-parents running a joint session each Tuesday afternoon from 4 – 4.30pm.
Each session will conclude with a Meditation conducted by the house-parent.
Each STRENGTH will be introduced in Week 1 with discussions, stimulus materials,
objects or pictures etc. It will also be discussed at that week’s assembly.
The new strength will be reflected upon in Week 2 with discussion and a possible
activity. Students will also be reminded about the strengths throughout the
week.
House-parents and teachers will be on the look-out for students displaying/
demonstrating the resiliency strengths over the fortnight and will be awarded a
merit point for significant demonstrations of specific resiliency strengths.

RESILIENCY STRENGTHS SCHEDULE 2014
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Resiliency Strength Activities
Resiliency
Strength
Term 2

Home Group Activity

Resources required

Week 2:
Discuss ‘what is beautiful’ from a collection of objects.
See discussion questions (on sheet)

Week 2:
Collection of
Beautiful things –
flowers, leaves, other
objects

2014

Appreciation
of Beauty

Week 3:
Reflect upon the ‘Appreciation of Beauty’ activity from
last week and discuss what beautiful things the students
have focussed upon over the week.
Create a poster of images of ‘beautiful’ things
Label it “APPECIATION OF BEAUTY”.

Kindness

Week 4:
Discuss what behaviours are expected in ‘respectful
relationships’.
Discuss the idea that people get out of relationships what
they put into it – and kindness is key.
Make a list of ‘acts of kindness’ that students have
experienced from others, and discuss how it made them
feel.
Encourage students to commit to undertaking one act of
kindness each day over the next week and report back
to the group next week.
Week 5:
Report back to each other about their acts of kindness
over the past week, and any acts of kindness that they
have experienced from others. How did it make them
feel?
Discuss what acts of kindness should be encouraged at
Worawa College and make recommendations to present
to Aunty Lois.

Humour

Week 6:
Discuss & List ideas
*What makes you laugh?
*When did you last have a strong belly-laugh?
*Who is the funniest person you know?
*What makes them ‘funny’?
*Are funny people happy?
*What is your funniest joke?
Tell some jokes and have a laugh together!
Look at the ‘funny’ photos and talk about what makes
them funny.
Week 7:

Week 3:
Poster, glue,
magazine pictures,
objects, scissors,
sticky tape, textas
Week 4:
A3 Paper and Textas
to record ‘kindness’
ideas.

Week 5:
A3 Paper and Textas
to record ‘kindness’
ideas that should be
encouraged at
Worawa College

Week 6:

Week 7:

Enthusiasm &
Vitality (Zest)

Week 8:

Week 8:
*Photos of
‘enthusiasm’ and
‘vitality’ from the the
net

Week 9:
Week 9:

Resiliency Strength Activities
Term 3

2014

Friendship &
Social
Cohesion
(Activities
prepared by
House 1)

Home Group Activity

Resources required

Week 2:
Discussion Questions
*What is Friendship?
*What makes a ‘good friendship’?
*Who are your good friends?
*When do you need a friend?
*When do you need to BE a friend?
*What are the characteristics of a good or bad friend?

Week 2:
*Poster paper, textas,
blutak

Make a Poster - Being a Friend
*Draw an outline of a figure
*Write the words (each student write one) associated
with being a ‘good friend’ on the inside of the figure (eg
love, listen, laugh, support etc)
*Write the words (each student write one) associated
with being a ‘not-so-good friend’ on the outside of the
figure (eg lying, gossip, name-calling, being mean etc)
Week 3:
Hand of Friends
*Review the discussion about ‘friends’ from last week.
*Ask students to identify 5 friends (2 from Worawa, 2 from
home, plus 1 other)
*Each student List the names of their 5 friends onto the
hand cut-out or tracing
*Blutak the hands on the wall and talk about how the
friends listed have made them ‘good’ friends
%

Week 3:
*Cut-outs of HANDS
(or students trace
one of their hands
onto paper)
*Blutak

%

Resiliency Strength Activities
Term 3

2014

Teamwork

Home Group Activity

Resources required

Week 5:

Week 5:
No resources required

Mindfulness/Meditation – Progressive Story
Work together as a team to create a progressive story.
Eg ‘Special places’
Student 1. ‘I was sitting in the bush’
Student 2. ‘I am sitting on my favourite beach’.
Student 3. ‘I am floating on a cloud’
What is Teamwork?
Discuss the meaning of Teamwork and talk about:
*situations/scenarios where we work as/are part of a
team
*the benefits/advantages of working together as a team
Discuss what the saying “there is no ‘I’ in ‘team’” means
Week 6:
Revisit discussion about ‘teamwork’ from previous week.
Play one of the following Games –
*Human Knots
*All Aboard
*The Alphabet Back Game

%

Week 6:
See attached game
instructions

%

Resiliency Strength Activities Weeks 7 - 8

Term 3

2014

Creativity

Home Group Activity

Resources required

Week 7:

Week 7:
‘Creativity’
Pictures

Introduce and Discuss QUESTIONS –
*What is Creativity?
*How do you express/demonstrate your
creativity – at home and at school?
Look at the pictures and talk about how they
represent creativity

Week 8:
Activity - Mind Riddles
*Read the Mind Riddles cards and try to solve

Week 8:
Mind Riddle
Cards

%
Persistence

Week 9:

Week 9:

Week 10:
Week 10:
%

%

Term 4 - Resiliency Strength Activities Weeks 2-3
Term 4

2014

Spirituality

Home Group Activity

Week 2:
Introduction and Discussion Questions –
*What is Spirituality?
*What is Religion?
-What are the Religions of the world?
*What are the different forms/expressions of
Spirituality?
-Creation/Dreaming stories
-Spiritual/Religious beliefs
-Spiritual/Religious practices eg praying,
ceremony
*What are some spiritual/religious symbols?
*How do religious beliefs/practices
help/enrich us?
*What does spirituality/religious belief mean
to you?
Activity
*Draw some different examples of
spiritual/religious symbols/icons
Eg

Week 3:
View a film/clip about world religions
Discuss the beliefs, practices, symbols, icons
etc. that are evident in the film

Resources required

Term 4 - Resiliency Strength Activities Weeks 4-5
Term 4

2014

Home Group Activity

Resources required

%

Leadership Week 4:
Introduction and Discussion Questions –
*Who are some leaders you can think of?
(school, community, Australia, world?)
-Look at photos of leaders to assist discussions
*Who are ‘good’ leaders among them?
*What qualities/characteristics do ‘good’
leaders have?
*RECORD/WRITE down the leadership
qualities discussed

Week 5:
Discuss the following Topic –
“If I could change the world (or my school,
or my community, or our country), I would
……..
Allow opportunity for each student to think
about, and suggest, how (as a leader) in
our school, in their community, in Australia or
in the world, they would make changes for
a better world/place etc.

What would their new world/ school/
community/ country – Be like, Look
like, Feel like?

*pictures of leaders

%
%

%

Term 4 - Resiliency Strength Activities Weeks 6-7
Term 4

2014

Home Group Activity

%

Gratitude

Week 6:
Introduction and Discussion Questions –
*What is Gratitude?
*How do we show gratitude to others?
Activity:
*Give each student a ‘Gratitude Journal’
*Suggest students record ‘gratitude’ notes
about people/friends/things they are
grateful for.

Week 7:
Introduction –
*Think about something over your lifetime
that you are very grateful for. What are
they?
Activity:
*Write a ‘thank-you’ letter to someone who
you are grateful to, for something he/she
may have done for you.

Resources required

Term 4 - Resiliency Strength Activities Weeks 8-9
Term 4

2014

Home Group Activity

%

Hope

Week 8:
Introduction and Discussion Questions –
*What are your hopes and dreams for
yourself?
*What are your hopes and dreams for
others?
Activity:
*Design a ‘hope’ card for some-one in the
school.
*Write about the hopes you have for
her/him.

Week 9:

Resources required
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I6,(-2.-!2.#,(.$#2&.$+!,42/,.A,!18--,1#1!#B$#:!)B,.!6,6C,(1!&%!$!1AB&&+!A&668.2#9!$(,!$1121#,/!
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S./! 9,#EEE! ,4,.! )B,(,! #B,(,! 21! $! -,.,($+! A8+#8(,! &%! A&.1#(8A#24,! A&668.2A$#2&.! 2.! $! )&(P!
#,$6:!$./!)2#B!),++O/,12-.,/!191#,61:!1&6,!5,&5+,!6$9!1#2++!2.#,($A#!8.A&.1#(8A#24,+9!)2#B!
5,,(1!$./!A&++,$-8,1E!!
!
S!58(,+9!#.&%.4.0%&)4!ĞǆƉůĂŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚŝƐƉŚĞŶŽŵĞŶŽŶ͕ŝŶǀŽŬŝŶŐ͞ƐǇƐƚĞŵĚǇŶĂŵŝĐƐ͕͟ŝƐƵŶƐĂƚŝƐĨĂĐƚŽƌǇ͘
S.! ,K#,.124,! +2#,($#8(,! $./! 6$.9! 5($A#2A$+! -82/,1! %&A81! B,$42+9! &.! +#7&/.4.0%&)4! ,K5+$.$#2&.1! ʹ!
,65B$1212.-!$./!A$#,-&(212.-!/2%%,(,.#!/21&(/,(1!&%!5,(1&.$+2#9E!!7B,!6,/2A$+!6&/,+!ʹ!%&(!)B2AB!3"<!
6

Barbara Fredrickson, Positivity, Crown Publishers, New York 2009; John Gottman, What Predicts Divorce: The Relationship Between
Marital Processes and Marital Outcomes. New York: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1994
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GR! 21! #B,! %&8./$#2&.$+! #,K#! ʹ! &ĨĨĞƌƐ ƵƐ ͞ŚŝƐƚƌŝŽŶŝĐ͕͟ ͞ŶĂƌĐŝƐƐŝƐƚŝĐ͕͟ ͞ĂŶƚŝOƐŽĐŝĂů͕͟ ͞ďŽƌĚĞƌůŝŶĞ͟ ĂŶĚ
4$(2&81!&#B,(!5,(1&.$+2#9!/21&(/,(1E!!'B2+,!18AB!/21&(/,(1!,K21#:!#B,9!6$9!C,!2.4&P,/!#&&!&%#,.! #&!
/,1A(2C,!C,B$42&8(1!#B$#!$(,!/,#,(62.,/!$#!+,$1#!#&!1&6,!/,-(,,!C9!15,A2%2A!12#8$#2&.1E!!
!
7B21!21!X82#,!8./,(1#$./$C+,E!!S1!),!/21A811,/:!6&1#!5,&5+,!&.!#B,!(,A,242.-!,./!&%!8.A&.1#(8A#24,!
C,B$42&8(1!,K5,(2,.A,!1#(&.-+9!.,-$#24,!,6&#2&.1:!)B2AB!2.!#8(.!5(&65#!#B,!#,./,.A9!#&F!
!
à B"-0'!
͞zŽƵ͛ƌĞĂŶĂƌĐŝƐƐŝƐƚ͊͟!
à C/)()&$'(%#'!$A#2&.1!
͞zŽƵƚŚŝŶŬŽŶůǇŽĨǇŽƵƌƐĞůĨ͘͘͟!
à <$$(%6"$'!6&#24,1!
͘͘͘͞ƉƌŽďĂďůǇďĞĐĂƵƐĞǇŽƵƌďƌĂŝŶŝƐǁŝƌĞĚƚŚĂƚǁĂǇ͘͘͘͟!
G(&.2A$++9:!519AB&+&-9!B$1!$!#,(6!%&(!#B21!,.#2(,+9!B86$.!#,./,.A9!#&!&4,(,1#26$#,!#B,!12-.2%2A$.A,!
&%!%2K,/!#,65,($6,.#$+!$./!5,(1&.$+2#9!#($2#1:!$./!#&!8./,(,1#26$#,!#B,!12-.2%2A$.A,!&%!12#8$#2&.$+!
ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ͘dŚĞƚĞŶĚĞŶĐǇŝƐŬŶŽǁŶĂƐ͞$/'13",-)8',$)41)$$(%6"$%.,1'((.(͘͟/ƚŝƐĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚĨŽƌƵƐƚŽƐƚĂŶĚ
&8#12/,!$!12#8$#2&.!2.!)B2AB!),!%2./!&8(1,+4,1:!18AB!#B$#!),!A$.!$AA8($#,+9!/,#,(62.,!#B,!(,+$#24,!
A&.#(2C8#2&.! &%! L2M! 519AB&+&-2A$+:! L22M! 1&A2$+! $./! L222M! 12#8$#2&.$+! D! 191#,62A! %$A#&(1E! ! "#2++:! $AA8($#,!
#B,&(9!A$.!B,+5E!!!
!

[2(1#:!5,(1&.$+2#9!21!1B$5,/!,$(+9:!C8#!2.%+8,.A,/!#B(&8-B!+2%,:!C9!&8(!5($A#2A$+!LB$C2#8$#,/M!$.1),(1!
#&!#B,!X8,1#2&.1F!
!

à
à
à

'2#B!)B&6!$(,!69!P,9!(,+$#2&.1B251d!
'B$#!-(&85L1M!/&!G!C,+&.-!#&d!
tŚĂƚ͛ƐŵǇƐƚĂƚƵƐŝŶƚŚĞŐƌŽƵƉ;ƐͿ͍c!

^ĞĐŽŶĚ͕ƚŚĞƉƐǇĐŚŽƐŽĐŝĂůůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞƚŚĂƚůŝŶŬƐƚŚĞƐĞƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐŝƐ ƚŚĞůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞĐŽŶĐĞƌŶŝŶŐƉĞŽƉůĞ͛Ɛ
)$$)&/8',$1#$74'#F!#B,!#,./,.A2,1!+,$(.,/!2.!#B,!191#,6!&%!#B,!%$62+9!)B2AB!6$9:!2.!+$#,(!+2%,:!$%%,A#!
#,$6!/9.$62A1E!!S#!$.9!-24,.!1#$-,!&%!+2%,:!$./!2.!#B,!B&6,:!)&(P:!&(!&#B,(!12#8$#2&.1!2.!)B2AB!),!
%2./!&8(1,+4,1:!&8(!5,(1&.$+2#9!)2++!C,!#,./2.-!#&)$(/1!&.,!&%!#B,!%&++&)2.-!X8$/($.#1F!

!

!"#$%"

&'()*$!

!"#$%$&'()*"+%(
,-./(0
123-4,

!"#$%$&'()*"+%(123-4,
5'6)%$&'()*"+%(,-./

."&%.$/

+)!,)!!)-"

5'6)%$&'()*"+%(
,-./(0
123-4,

!"#$%$&'()*"+%(,-./
5'6)%$&'()*"+%(
123-4,
!

7

See J.R. Harris No Two Alike: Human Nature & Human Individuality, NY: Norton, 2006
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dŚĞĐŽƌĞ͞ƐĐƌŝƉƚƐ͟ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚĞĂĐB!&%!#B,1,!#,./,.A2,1!$(,!$1!%&++&)1F!!
!

4O[KN21

1L92(L

ZG )$.# #& C, ,6&#2&.$++9 2.#26$#, )2#B
&#B,(1: C8# %2./ #B$# &#B,(1 $(, (,+8A#$.# #&
-,# $1 A+&1, $1 G )&8+/ +2P,E G $6
8.A&6%&(#$C+,
C,2.)2#B&8#
A+&1,
(,+$#2&.1B251: C8# )&((9 #B$# &#B,(1 /&.m#
4$+8, 6, $1 68AB $1 G 4$+8, #B,6EZ

ZG# 21 (,+$#24,+9 ,$19 %&( 6, #& C,A&6,
,6&#2&.$++9 A+&1, #& &#B,(1E G $6 A&6%&(#$C+,
/,5,./2.- &. &#B,(1 $./ B$42.- &#B,(1 /,5,./
&. 6,E G /&.m# )&((9 $C&8# C,2.- $+&., &(
B$42.- &#B,(1 .&# $AA,5# 6,EZ

ZG $6 8.A&6%&(#$C+, -,##2.- A+&1, #& &#B,(1E G
)$.# ,6&#2&.$++9 A+&1, (,+$#2&.1B251: C8# %2./ 2#
/2%%2A8+# #& #(81# &#B,(1 A&65+,#,+9: &( #&
/,5,./ &. #B,6E G )&((9 #B$# G )2++ C, B8(# 2% G
$++&) 691,+% #& C,A&6, #&& A+&1, #& &#B,(1EZ

7G $6 A&6%&(#$C+, )2#B&8# A+&1, ,6&#2&.$+
(,+$#2&.1B251E G# 21 265&(#$.# #& 6, #& %,,+
2./,5,./,.# $./ 1,+%O18%%2A2,.#E G 5(,%,( .&# #&
/,5,./ &. &#B,(1 &( B$4, &#B,(1 /,5,./ &. 6,EZ

7K13K11KTL

PL4(P2Q

Y&)+C9!]!S2.1)&(#BQ!Y$(#B&+&6,):!J&(&)2#l:!02,#(&6&.$A&:!]!Y$((,##!$1!1866$(21,/!2.!#B,!A8((,.#!'2P25,/2$!,.#(9!&.!)$$)&/8',$1#$74'#!!

!
'B,.! W81#! &.,! 1#8/,.#! 2.! $! -(&85:! &(! &.,! A&++,$-8,! G.! $! )&(P5+$A,! $A#1! &4,(#+9! /21621124,+9! #&)$(/1!
ŽƚŚĞƌ͛ƐǁŽƌŬ͕ŽƌƚŽǁĂƌĚƐƚŚĞŝƌǀĞƌǇƉĞƌƐŽŶ͕ŽƚŚĞƌƉĞŽƉůĞŝŶ#B,!-(&85!ʹ!,4,.!2%!#B,9!$(,!&#B,()21,!%$2(+9!
1,A8(,!2.!#B,2(!(,+$#2&.1B251!O!A$.!,K5,(2,.A,!#B,61,+4,1!C,A&62.-!$.K2&81:!$./!,4,.!%,$(%8+EEE!7952A$++9:!
$%#,(! &.+9!$! .86C,(! &%! ),,P1:! -(&85! /9.$62A1!)2++! C,-2.! #&! C,!$%%,A#,/:!$./!$%#,(!1&6,!6&.#B1:! #B21!
1#$#,!&%!C,2.-!C,-2.1!#&!$%%,A#!2./242/8$+!5,(1&.$+2#2,1EEE!
!
G.!#B,1,!12#8$#2&.1:!1,4,($+!2.#,(4,.#2&.1!6$9!C,!(,X82(,/!#&!%&1#,(!A&.1#(8A#24,!AB$.-,E!!H%#,.!ʹ!A&8.#,(O!
2.#82#24,+9! O! 6$(P,/! AB$.-,1! A$.! C,! $AB2,4,/! C9! %&A812.-! .&#:! 2.! #B,! %2(1#! 2.1#$.A,:! &.! AB$.-2.-!
519AB&+&-9:!C8#!&.!AB$.-2.-!#B,!1&A2$+!191#,6:!L$./!#B,.!&.!1&A2$+!(,+$#2&.1ME!!!
!
KŶĞŵĞƚŚŽĚĨŽƌ͞ŐĞƚƚŝŶŐƚŽ;ƐŽŵĞƐŽƌƚŽĨĐŽůůĞĐƚŝǀĞͿƉĞĂĐĞ͕͟!ďĞĨŽƌĞ͞ŐĞƚƚŝŶŐƚŽǇĞƐ͟ŝŶǀŽůǀĞƐĂŶĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞ
(,$1&.O-242.-!$./!/,A212&.O6$P2.-!5(&A,11F!

!
9"::)/+,-)'()-,)%'ʹ'#%,7+.60'6"#'*":-,8;'C#"H:)F*'G'*)++,8;';"$:*!
!
*&668.2A$#2&.! 2.! 6,,#2.-1! 21! &%#,.! 8.5(&/8A#24,E! ! 0,&5+,! ,2#B,(! L2M! $4&2/! /2%%2A8+#! 2118,1:! &(! L22M!
$//(,11!2118,1!)2#B!$/4,(1$(2$+!/,C$#,E!!!I$AB!5$(#2A25$.#!#(2,1!LC8#!#952A$++9!%$2+1M!#&!A&.42.A,!#B,!&#B,(1!
#B$#! #B,2(! ",-'(#$),-%,0! $./! 5(,%,((,/! )&$%.,! $(,! A&((,A#E! ! ',! .,,/! $! 1#(8A#8(,/! 5(&A,11! %&(! A(,$#24,!
5(&C+,6O1&+42.-!$./D&(!-&$+!1,##2.-E!!!0(&4,.!5(&A,11,1!B$4,!$!A&66&.!-,.,($+!1#(8A#8(,E!
!
7B,!1#(8A#8(,!&%%,(1!$! A&.1#(8A#24,!$+#,(.$#24,!#&!$4&2/$.A,!&(!$--(,112&.E!!0$(#2A25$.#1!A&++,A#24,+9!5&&+!
#B,2(!#+'&%3%&1,K$65+,1:!1&!#B$#!#B,9!A$.!2.#,(5(,#!#B,1,!,K$65+,1!A&++,A#24,+9E!!7B,9!A&++,A#24,+9!2/,.#2%9!$!
1,#! &%!-,.,($+!2118,1F!5(&C+,61! #&! 1&+4,!]D&(!-&$+1!#&!$AB2,4,E!!7B,9! 5(2&(2#21,! #B,1,!2118,1E! !7B,.!#B,9!
.,-&#2$#,!&5#2&.1!$./!$!5+$.!&%!$A#2&.E! !7B21! 5(&A,11! %&(6$#!21!2/,$+!%&(! A&++,A#24,!(,42,)1! &%!5&+2A9!$./!
5(&A,/8(,E!!!
!
U<1J),")41.,13)&%4%$)$%,01$/%#1D%)4.0"'1+(.&'##1%#1)*)%4)64'1.,1('M"'#$NV!
!

9

!

!!

!

!

',!A&8+/!81,!#B21!%&(6$#!#&!(,42,)!2.!1&6,!6&.#B1!&8(!,K5,(2,.A,1!)2#BF!
à

*&$AB2.-!%,,/C$AP!

à

"#(8A#8(,/!A&.4,(1$#2&.1!812.-!#B,!C$12A!.,-&#2$#2&.!#,65+$#,!

à

n1,!&%!#B,!A2(A+,!%&(6$#!%&(!A+$11(&&6!&(!B&81,!/21A8112&.1:!,2#B,(!L2M!5(&6&#2.-!1&6,#B2.-!-&&/:!L22M!
5(,4,.#2.-!1&6,#B2.-!C$/:!&(!L222M!(,15&./2.-!#&!1&6,#B2.-!C$/E

L$/W'*+$66'F)FH)#' /$8'8"%':""E'6"#'"CC"#+I8,+,)*' +W#"I;W'3$<'$8>'\I8)' +"'$CC:<' *"F)'"6'+W)'
ƉƌŝŶĐŝƉůĞƐĂŶĚƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐǁĞ͛ǀĞĚŝƐĐƵƐƐĞĚ͘'
<,$.)B2+,:!5+,$1,!%,,+!%(,,!#&!(,X8,1#!$.9!&%!#B,!%&++&)2.-!1855+,6,.#$(9!6$#,(2$+1F!
à

9"86)#)8/,8;'9"8-)8"#*!<$.8$+!

à

<$.8$+!%&(!A&.4,.2.-!$!7,$:";I)'#)-,)%!5(&A,11!

à

S!5($A#2A$+!#B,&(9!&%!LF"+,"8*!

à

*$1,!1#8/9!&%!$!1,(2,1!&%!/,#/:)'>,*/I**,"8*',8'$'*/W""::!$//(,112.-!#B,!2118,!&%!1#8/,.#!
6&#24$#2&.!

T2P,)21,:!%,,+!%(,,!#&!C,!2.!#&8AB!)2#B!$.9!&#B,(!X8,1#2&.1!&(!18--,1#2&.1E!
b&&/!+8APo!

!
3$42/!<&&(,!
/$42/p5(26,/E.,#E$8!
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!889"#:;$<&'U41K9'OLSNDK4DKNO'DL3.Q4DL''

USV!!!!!(L49RKOS'4'1R4(L7'2O7L(1D4O7KOS!
$
à 49DKNO1&'=-,'$-,440&01>$
'B$#!/2/!9&8!/&d!!
'B$#!/2/!9&8!&C1,(4,d!!
'B$#!)$1!(,5&(#,/!#&!9&8d!
!
à PLLQKOS1&'?+@$1%1$A+6$/007$,2+6'$%'>$
!J&)!),(,!9&8!$%%,A#,/d!!
1
à DRN2SRD1&'=-,'$@0(0$A+6$'-%&3%&.>$
1%N'N!'B$#!#B&8-B#1!A(&11,/!9&8(!62./d!
'B$#!6&1#!A&.A,(.1!9&8d!!!!
!
!UYV!'''9N33KDDKOS'DN'49DKNO!
$
à SN4Q&'=-,'$1+$@0$&001$'+$,*-%050>$
2E,E!'B,(,!/&!),!.,,/!#&!-,#!#&d!
!
à N.DKNO1&'=-,'$,(0$*)-)#$:'%$<*$'+$,*-%050$%'>$
$
à .Q4O&'=-%*-$+/$'-0)0$,(0$$ $
''''+W)'F"*+'C#$/+,/$:'$8>'FI+I$::<'$//)C+$H:)$@,A)$$
' '+$,*-%050$@-,'$@0$&001$'+$,*-%050 >$
S/$5#,/!5(26$(2+9!%(&6!#B,!)&(P!&%!#B,!J$(4$(/!N,-&#2$#2&.!0(&W,A#E!!S/$5#$#2&.!q!3EYE!<&&(,!=>>i!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!889"#:;$B&'3NDKT4DKNO'9NODKO223]'
4F"+,-$+,"8&''
>ĂĐŬŝŶŐƚŚĞŝŶƚĞŶƚŝŽŶƚŽĂĐƚ͕͞ŐŽŝŶŐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞŵŽƚŝŽŶƐ͕͟ĞŝƚŚĞƌĨƌŽŵ!
¾ !.&#!4$+82.-!#B,!$A#242#9:!!
¾ !.&#!%,,+2.-!A&65,#,.#!$#!2#:!&(!!
¾ .&#!,K5,A#2.-!$.9!5&12#24,!&8#A&6,!%(&6!2#E!
LY+#,8*,/'F"+,-$+,"8F!!
9C'0(&,7$#);I:$+,"8&''
_&8(! 2.#,.#2&.! #&! $A#! 21! C$1,/! &.! ,K#,(.$+! (,)$(/1! ]! 58.21B6,.#1E! @/',1
6(%6'#1),-1+",%#/8',$#1#$.+O1#.1-.'#1$/'1)&$%*%$71!
:&'(+D0*'01$#);I:$+,"8&''
zŽƵŚĞĂƌƐŽŵĞŽŶĞĞůƐĞ͛ƐǀŽŝĐĞŝŶǇŽƵƌŚĞĂĚ͕ĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŶŐǇŽƵ͕ΘǇŽƵĂƌĞĂĐƚŝŶŐƚŽ
5+,$1,!&#B,(1E!!!
:10&'%/%01$#);I:$+,"8&''
_&8!A&.1A2&81+9!4$+8,!$!-&$+E!
K/'('1%#1)10(.2%,01#',#'1.31&.8+'$',&'N1P$1%#18.$%*)$%,01$.13%,-18',$.(#O16(')51
$)#5#1%,$.18),)0')64'1'4'8',$#O1),-1/%0/4%0/$1'9)8+4'#1.31#"&&'##N!!
:&'0.(,'01$#);I:$+,"8&''
<&#24$#2&.!21!2.#,-($#,/!)2#B2.!9&8(!1,.1,!&%!1,+%:!C8#!1#2++!/(24,.!C9!$.!2.#,(,1#!
2.!#B,!."$&.8'!!
K8+#,8*,/'F"+,-$+,"8F!!
IK5,(2,.A2.-!2.B,(,.#!1$#21%$A#2&.!2.!#B,!+(.&'##1&(!)&$%*%$7E!!
!

8

!

Source: Deci, Edward L. & Richard M. Ryan (eds), The Handbook of Self-Determination Research. University of Rochester Press. 2006
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!""#$%&'()*(´5HDVRQVDULVHIURPVLWXDWLRQV UROHVµ0
+(5(·6:+<!
!"#$%&$'$(&#)"$**+,#"-."-.-)$/0"$*"+12'-.-)&$.#3"
40"5!67865"96!:;<66"
!"#$%&'("'"=##>+"$*"?@@AB@CBD@"
E$#)+F"?@@AB@CB@G"
"
6&))'+"H&/$)I0"&#"2'-0&.("J&)I"I&#"$'F+,"4,$)I+,"9+$**,+0K"JI+."I+"%$/+#",>..&.(")$"I&#"/$)I+,3 "
´0RPP\0RPP\µKHVWDUWVLQ´,ZDV2'-0&.("J&)I"/0"),>%LK"-.F")I+."9+$**,+0"%-/+"-.F"I+"
VDLGLWZDVKLVWXUQWRSOD\ZLWKWKHWUXFNHYHQWKRXJKLW·VP\WUXFNDQGWKHQKHSXVKHGPHµ"
´7LPRWK\µKLVPRWKHUVD\VVLOHQFLQJKLP´'RQ·WEHDWDWWOHWDOHµ"
"

H&/$)I0" I-#" I+-,F" )I-)" 2I,-#+³´'RQ·W EH D WDWWOHWDOHµ³%$>.)'+##" )&/+#K" -.F" &)" -'J-0#" #)$2#"
I&/" #I$,)3" M+" I-#" $**+,+F" I&#" /$)I+," -." +0+J&).+##" -%%$>.)" $*" -" %,&/+3" M&#" /$)I+,K"
*>,)I+,/$,+K"&.".$"J-0"F&#2>)+#")I+"),>)I"$*"I&#"#)$,03"N+)"JI-)"F$+#"#I+"F$O"PI+",+Q+%)#"&)"&."
*-R$,"$*" -"#&/2'&#)&%"#$%&DOIRUPXOD 'RQ·WEHDWDWWOHWDOH,WPDNHVQRVHQVH 7LPRWK\·V PRWKHU
J$>'F" .+R+," >#+" #>%I" -" *$,/>'-" )$" ),>/2" -" #)$,0" &*" #I+" J+,+" )-'L&.(" )$" I&#" *-)I+,3" 8." )I+"
%$.),-,0K"I&#"/$)I+,"-.F"*-)I+,")-))'+")$"+-%I"$)I+,"-4$>)"9+$**,+0"-''")I+")&/+3"!.FK"&*"H&/$) I0"
ZHUHWRWDWWOHRQ*HRIIUH\WRKLVEHVWIULHQG%UXFH%UXFHZRXOGQ·WUHMHFWWKHVWRU\LQIDYRURID
IRUPXOD HLWKHU 1DUUDWLYHV DUH WKH EDVLV RI 7LPRWK\·V IULHQGVKLS ZLWK %UXFH 7KH\ H[SODLQ QRW
Q>#)" +**+%)#" 4>)" %->#+#3" HI+0" )*++"'³+1%+2)" &." )I&#" &.#)-.%+K" $*" -" #)$,0" )$'F" 40" H&/$)I0" )$"
5$//0"-4$>)"9+$**,+0K"&."JI&%I"5$//0"&#"#>FF+.'0"&.F&**+,+.)")$"#)$,&+#"-')$(+)I+,3";I-)"&#"
WKLVGRQ·WB4+B-B)-))'+)-'+"4>#&.+##"-4$>)O"
"

,Q ´,-."µ 3ULQFHWRQ   WKH &ROXPELD 8QLYHUVLW\ VFKRODU &KDUOHV 7LOO\ VHWV RXW )$" /-L+"
#+.#+" $*" $>," ,+-#$.#" *$," (&R&.(" ,+-#$.#3" =." )I+" ),-F&)&$." $*" )I+" '+(+.F-,0" #$%&$'$(&#)" <,R&.("
9$**/-.K" H&''0" #++L#" )$" F+%$F+")I+" #),>%)>,+" $*" +R+,0F-0" #$%&-'"&.)+,-%)&$.K"-.F" )I+" ,+#>')" &#" -"
4$$L")I-)"*$,%+#",+-F+,#")$",+S1-/&.+"+R+,0)I&.("*,$/")I+"J-0")I+0")-'L")$")I+&,"%I&'F,+.")$")I+"
J-0")I+0"-,(>+"-4$>)"2$'&)&%#3"
"

,Q 7LOO\·V YLHZ ZH UHO\ RQ IRXU JHQHUDO FDWHJRULHV RI UHDVRQV 7KH ILUVW LV ZKDW KH FDOOV
%$.R+.)&$.#³FRQYHQWLRQDOO\ DFFHSWHG H[SODQDWLRQV 7LOO\ ZRXOG FDOO ´'RQ·W EH D WDWWOHWDOHµ D
FRQYHQWLRQ7KHVHFRQGLVVWRULHVDQGZKDWGLVWLQJXLVKHVDVWRU\ ´,ZDVSOD\LQJZLWKP\WUXFN
DQG WKHQ *HRIIUH\ FDPH LQ   µ  LV D YHU\ VSHFLILF DFFRXQW RI FDXVH DQG HIIHFW 7LOO\ FLWHV WKH
VRFLRORJLVW)UDQFHVFD3ROOHWWD·VLQWHUYLHZVZLWKSHRSOHZKRZ+,+"-%)&R+"&.")I+"%&R&'B,&(I)#"#&)B&.#"
$*" )I+" .&.+)++.B#&1)&+#3" E$''+))-" ,+2+-)+F'0" I+-,F" #)$,&+#" )I-)" #),+##+F" )I+" #2$.)-.+&)0" $*" )I+"
2,$)+#)#K" '+-R&.(" $>)" )I+" ,$'+" $*" %&R&'BULJKWV RUJDQL]DWLRQV WHDFKHUV DQG FKXUFKHV 7KDW·V ZKDW
#)$,&+#" F$3" !#" H&''0" J,&)+#K" )I+0" %&,%>/#%,&4+" )&/+" -.F" #2-%+K" '&/&)" )I+" .>/4+," $*" -%)$,#" -.F"
DFWLRQVVLWXDWHDOOFDXVHV´LQWKHFRQVFLRXVQHVVRIWKHDFWRUVµDQGHOHYDWHWKHSHUVRQDORYHUWKH
&.#)&)>)&$.-'3"
"

HI+." )I+,+" -,+" %$F+#K" JI&%I" -,+" I&(IB'+R+'" %$.R+.)&$.#K" *$,/>'-#" )I-)" &.R$L+" #$/+)&/+#"
,+%$.F&)+"2,$%+F>,-'",>'+#"-.F"%-)+($,&+#3"=*"-"'$-."$**&%+,")>,.#"0$>"F$J."*$,"-" /$,)(-(+K")I+"
,+-#$." I+" (&R+#" I-#" )$" F$" J&)I" 0$>," &.-4&'&)0" )$" %$.*$,/" )$" -" 2,+#%,&4+F" #)-.F-,F" $*"
%,+F&)J$,)I&.+##3"T&.-''0K")I+,+"-,+")+%I.&%-'"-%%$>.)#U"#)$,&+#"&.*$,/+F"40"#2+%&-'&V+F"L.$J'+F(+"
-.F" ->)I$,&)03" !." -%-F+/&%" I&#)$,0" $*" %&R&'B,&(I)#" #&)BLQV ZRXOGQ·W OHDYH RXW WKH UROH RI
LQVWLWXWLRQVDQGLWSUREDEO\ZRXOGQ·WIRFXVRQDIHZDFWRUVDQGDFWLRQVLWZRXOGDLPDWJLYLQJ
2-)&+.)"-.F"+12+,)"-))+.)&$.")$"+R+,0"#$,)"$*".>-.%+"-.F"F+)-&'3"
"

H&''0"-,(>+#")I-)"J+"/-L+")J$"%$//$."+,,$,#"JI+."&)"%$/+#")$">.F+,#)-.F&.(",+-#$.#3"HI+"*&,#)"
&#")$"-##>/+")I-)"#$/+"L&.F#"$*",+-#$.#"-,+"-'J-0#"4+))+,")I-."$)I+,#³)I-)")I+,+"&#"-"I&+,-,%I0"
$*",+-#$.#K"J&)I"%$.R+.)&$.#"W)I+"'+-#)"#$2I&#)&%-)+FX"-)")I+"4$))$/"-.F")+%I.&%-'"-%%$>.)#"-)")I+"
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WRS7KDW·VZURQJ7LOO\VD\VHDFKW\SHRIUHDVRQKDVLWVRZQUROH"
"

7LOO\·VVHFRQGSRLQWIORZVIURPWKHILUVWDQGLW·VWKDWWKHUHDVRQVSHRSOHJLYHDUHQ·WDIXQFWLRQRI
)I+&,"%I-,-%)+,³WKDWLVWKHUHDUHQ·WSHRSOHZKRDOZD\VIDYRUWHFKQLFDODFFRXQWVDQGSHRSOHZKR
-'J-0#" *-R$," #)$,&+#3" Y-)I+,K" ,+-#$.#" -,&#+" $>)" $*" #&)>-)&$.#" -.F" ,$'+#3" =/-(&.+K" I+" #-0#K" )I+"
IROORZLQJSRVVLEOHUHVSRQVHVWRRQHSHUVRQ·VNQRFNLQJVRPHERRNVRIIWKHGHVN"$*"-.$)I+,U"
"

6RUU\EXGG\,·PMXVWSODLQDZNZDUG"
,·PVRUU\,GLGQ·WVHH\RXUERRN"
G3"Z>)#["="F&F"&)"-(-&.3""
C3";I0"F&F"0$>"2>)")I-)"4$$L")I+,+O""
\3"=")$'F"0$>")$"#)-%L">2"0$>,"4$$L#".+-)'03""
"

HI+"'+##$."&#".$)")I-)")I+"L&.F"$*"2+,#$."JI$">#+#",+-#$."Z$3"D"$,"Z$3"?"&#"2$'&)+"-.F")I+"L&.F"
$*"2+,#$."JI$">#+#",+-#$."Z$3"C"$,"Z$3"\"&#"-"Q+,L3"HI+"2$&.)"&#")I-)"-.0"$*">#"/&(I)">#+"-.0"$*"
)I$#+" *&R+" ,+-#$.#" F+2+.F&.(" $." $>," ,+'-)&$." )$" )I+" 2+,#$." JI$#+" 4$$L#" J+" L.$%L+F" $R+,3"
Y+-#$.B(&R&.(K"H&''0"#-0#K",+*'+%)#K"+#)-4'&#I+#K",+2-&,#K"-.F".+($)&-)+#",+'-)&$.#I&2#3"HI+"I>#4-.F"
JI$">#+#" -"#)$,0")$"+12'-&."I&#">.I-22&.+##")$"I&#"J&*+³´(YHUVLQFH,JRW P\QHZMRE,IHHO
OLNH ,·YH MXVW EHHQ VR EXV\ WKDW , KDYHQ·W KDG WLPH IRU XVµ³&#" -))+/2)&.(" )$" #-'R-(+" )I+"
UHODWLRQVKLS %XW ZKHQ KH ZDQWV RXW RI WKH PDUULDJH KH·OO VD\ ´,W·V QRW \RX³LW·V PHµ +H
VZLWFKHV WR D FRQYHQWLRQ $V KLV ZLIH UHDOL]HV LW·V QRW WKH FRQWHQW RI ZKDW KH KDV VDLG WKDW
PDWWHUV ,W·V KLV VKLIW IURP WKH NLQG RI UHDVRQB(&R&.(" )I-)" #&(.-'#" %$//&)/+.)" )$" )I+" L&.F" )I-)"
#&(.-'#"F&#+.(-(+/+.)3"5-,,&-(+#")I,&R+"$."#)$,&+#3"HI+0"F&+"$."%$.R+.)&$.#3"
"

7$.#&F+," )I+" $,(0" $*" ,+-#$.B(&R&.(" )I-)" *$''$J+F" ]&%+B3UHVLGHQW 'LFN &KHQH\·V TXDLOBI>.)&.("
-%%&F+.)" &.R$'R&.(" I&#" *,&+.F" M-,,0" ;I&))&.()$.3" !''&+#" $*" )I+" ]&%+BE,+#&F+.)" &.#&#)+F" )I-)" )I+"
PHGLDZHUHPDNLQJZD\WRRPXFKRILW´$FFLGHQWVKDSSHQµWKH\VDLGUHO\LQJRQDFRQYHQWLRQ
&KHQH\ LQ D VXEVHTXHQW LQWHUYLHZ ORRNHG SHQLWHQWO\ LQWR WKH FDPHUD DQG VDLG ´7KH LPDJH RI
KLP IDOOLQJ LV VRPHWKLQJ ,·OO QHYHU EH DEOH WR JHW RXW RI P\ PLQG , ILUHG DQG WKHUH·V +DUU\
IDOOLQJ$QGLWZDV,·GKDYHWRVD\RQHRIWKHZRUVWGD\VRIP\OLIHµ&KHQH\WROGDVWRU\6RPH
RI&KHQH\·VFULWLFVPHDQZKLOHIRFXVVHGRQZKHWKHUKHFRQIRUPHGWROHJDODQGHWKLFDOVWDQGDUGV 3"
:&F"I+"I-R+"-"R-'&F"'&%+.#+O";-#"I+")$$"#'$J")$".$)&*0")I+";I&)+"M$>#+O"HI+0"J+,+"&.)+,+#)+F"&."
FRGHV 7KHQ FDPH WKH UHVSRQVH RI KXQWLQJ H[SHUWV 7KH\ UHWROG WKH QDUUDWLYH RI &KHQH\·V
-%%&F+.)K" >#&.(" )I+&," #2+%&-'&V+F" L.$J'+F(+" $*" I>.)&.(" 2,$%+F>,+3" HI+" 7I+.+0" 2-,)0" I-F" )I,++"
(>.#K"-.F"$."-"^>-&'"#I$$)K"#$/+"$*")I+/"#-&FK"0$>"#I$>'F".+R+,"I-R+"/$,+")I-.")J$3";I0"F&F"
:KLWWLQJWRQ UHWULHYH WKH GRZQHG ELUG" $ GRJ VKRXOG KDYH GRQH WKDW +DG &KHQH\·V VKRWJXQ
4++."-&/+F"/$,+")I-.")I&,)0"F+(,++#"*,$/")I+"(,$>.FK" -#"&)"#I$>'F"I-R+"4++.O"!.F"JI-)"J+,+"
)I+0"F$&.("&.")I+"4>#I"-)"*&R+BWKLUW\LQWKHDIWHUQRRQZKHQWKHOLJKWLVQ·WQHDUO\JRRGHQRXJKIRU
#-*+"I>.)&.(O"HI+"+12+,)#"(-R+"-")+%I.&%-'"-%%$>.)3"
"

M+,+"-,+"*$>,"L&.F#"$*",+-#$.#K"-''",+'-)&$.-'"&.".-)>,+3"=*"0$>"'&L+"7I+.+0"-.F"-,+"+-(+,")$",+'&+R+"
I&/" $*" ,+#2$.#&4&'&)0K" 0$>" J-.)" )I+"F&#+.(-(+/+.)" $**+,+F" 40" -" %$.R+.)&$.3"T$," -" 4+'+-(>+,+F"
E3Y3"-(+.)K")I+"*&,#)"'&.+"$*"F+*+.#+"&."-.0"4>,(+$.&.("#%-.F-'"&#K"&.+R&)-4'0K" /-"'"$01$2&$1+&'.$-"'"3"
:KHQ LQ &KHQH\·V FDVHK" )I&#" *-&'+FK" )I+" ]&%+BE,+#&F+.)" I-F" )$" %$.R+0" I&#" %$.%+,." -.F" ,+(,+)"
JI&'+".$)"-F/&))&.(")I-)"I+"I-F"F$.+"-.0)I&.("2,$%+F>,-''0"J,$.(3"8.'0"-"#)$,0"%-."-%%$/2'&#I"
)I-)3" !.0)I&.(" +'#+³)$" #I,>(" -.F" #-0" )I-)" -%%&F+.)#" I-22+.K" *$," &.#)-.%+³J$>'F" I-R+" 4++."
2+UFHLYHG DV XQSDUGRQDEO\ FDOORXV &KHQH\·V FULWLFV IRU WKHLU SDUW ZDQWHG WKH ILQDOLW\ DQG
2,+%&#&$."$*"-"%$F+U"I+"-%)+F"&/2,$2+,'03"!.F"I>.)&.("+12+,)#"J-.)+F")$"F&#2'-0")I+&,"->)I$,&)0"
-.F"+F>%-)+")I+"2>4'&%"-4$>)"I$J")$"I>.)"#-*+'0K"#$")I+0",+)$'F")I+"#WRU\RI&KHQH\·VDFFLGHQW
J&)I")I+"4+.+*&)"$*")I+&,"#2+%&-'&V+F"L.$J'+F(+3"
"

<**+%)&R+",+-#$.B(&R&.(K")I+.K"&.R$'R+#"/-)%I&.(")I+"L&.F"$*",+-#$."J+"(&R+")$")I+"2-,)&%>'-,",$'+"
)I-)"J+"I-22+.")$"4+"2'-0&.("-)")I+")&/+"-",+-#$."&#".+%+##-,03"HI+"*-%)")I-)"H&/RWK\·VPRWKHU
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-%%+2)#")-))'&.("*,$/"I&#"*-)I+,"4>)",+Q+%)#"&)"*,$/"H&/$)I0"&#".$)"+R&F+.%+"$*"%-2,&%&$>#.+##_"&)"
MXVWPHDQVWKDWDKXVEDQG·VUHODWLRQVKLSWRKLVZLIHJLYHVKLPDFFHVVWRDUHDVRQJLYLQJFDWHJRU\
WKDW D VRQ·V UROH GRHV QRW 7KH OHVVRQ ´'RQ·W EH D WDWWOHWDOHµ³JI&%I" /-0" J+''" 4+" $.+" $*" )I+"
I-,F+#)"%I&'FI$$F"'+##$.#")$"'+-,.³&#")I-)"&.")I+"-F>')"J$,'F"&)"&#"#$/+)&/+#"/$,+"&/2$,)-.)")$"
4+"-22,$2,&-)+")I-."&)"&#")$"4+"),>)I*>'3"
"

HJ$" 0+-,#" -($K" -" 0$>.(" /-." .-/+F" !.)I$.0" />((+F" -" J$/-." .-/+F" !..+" $." -" 6$.F$."
#),++)3"!.)I$.0"J-#"%->(I)"-.F"%$.R&%)+FK"-.F"-"*+J"F-0#"4+*$,+"I+"J-#"#+.)+.%+F"I+"#-)"F$J."
J&)I" !..+" *$," -" *-%+B)$BIDFH PHHWLQJ DV DQ H[HUFLVH LQ ZKDW LV NQRZQ DV ´UHVWRUDWLYH MXVWLFHµ
HI+"/++)&.("J-#" R&F+$)-2+F"40"-"%,&/&.-'BQ>#)&%+",+#+-,%I"(,$>2K"-.F")$"J-)%I")I+"R&F+$"&#")$"
JHWDQHYHQGHHSHUVHQVHRIWKHXVHIXOQHVVRI7LOO\·VWKLQNLQJ"
"

´:H·UH JRLQJ WR WDON DERXW ZKDW·V KDSSHQHGµ WKH SROLFHPDQ PRGHUDWLQJ WKH PHHWLQJ EHJLQV
´:KR·VEHHQ DIIHFWHGDQGKRZWKH\·YHEHHQDIIHFWHGDQGVHHZKDW J+"%-." F$")$"/-L+")I&.(#"
EHWWHUµ"
"

!.)I$.0" #)-,)#3" M+" I-#" -" #I-R+F" I+-FK" -" )-))$$" $." I&#" .+%LK" -.F" />')&2'+" 2&+,%&.(#" &." I&#"
H\HEURZVDQGHDUV%HVLGHKLPLVKLVSDUWQHU&KULVW\KROGLQJWKHLUEDE\ER\´:KDWKDSSHQHGLV
="I-F"-"4-F"J++L3"`++."$>)"$*"J$,L"*$,"-"%$>2'+"$*"J++L#3"M-F"/0"L.++%-2"4,$L+.3"3"3"3"="$.'0"
KDGP\GDGLQWKLVFRXQWU\ZKR,GRQ·WJHWRQZLWK:HKDGQRJDVLQRXUIODW0HDQG&KULVW\
ZHUHDUJXLQJDOOWKDWPRUQLQJ7KHEDE\KDGEHHQVFUHDPLQJ:HZHUHKXQJU\µ+LVVWRU\FRPHV
$>)" 2-&.IXOO\ DQG KDOWLQJO\ ´,W ZDV D ELW WRR PXFK $OO P\ IULHQGV , ZDV DVNLQJ WR ORDQ PH D
FRXSOHRISRXQGV7KH\MXVWFRXOGQ·WDIIRUGWRJLYHLWWRPH,GRQ·WNQRZZKDWJRWLQWRPH
,MXVWUHDFKHGRYHUDQGWRRN\RXUEDJ$QG,·PUHDOO\VRUU\IRULW$QG"&*")I+,+"&#"-.0)I&.("="%-."
GR WR PDNH XS IRU LW ,·P ZLOOLQJ WR GRLW , NQRZ \RX SUREDEO\ GRQ·W ZDQWPH DQ\ZKHUH QHDU
\RXµ"
"

!..+"I-#"4++."'&#)+.&.("%'$#+'0K"I+,"I>#4-.FK"H+,,0K".+1)")$"I+,3" Z$J"#I+")+''#"I+,"#&F+"$*")I+"
#)$,03"PI+"I+-,F"-"#$>.F"'&L+"/-'+"'->(I)+,3"PI+")>,.+FK"-.F"*+')"I+,"2>,#+"4+&.("2>''+F"-J-03"PI+"
VDZDPDQSXOOLQJXSKLVKRRG6KHUDQDIWHUKLPIHHOLQJOLNHD´FRPSOHWHLGLRWµ,QWKHVWUXJJOH
$R+,"I+,"4-(K"I+,"-,/" J-#"&.Q>,+F3"PI+"&#" -"Q$>,.-'&#)"-.F"I-#"#&.%+"I-F"F&**&%>')0")02& QJ´7KH
PXJJLQJZDVYHU\VPDOOµVKHVD\V´%XWWKHHIIHFWLVQRWJRLQJDZD\DVIDVWDV,H[SHFWHG,W
PDNHVOLIHRQHQRWFKOHVVEHDUDEOHµ"
"

,WZDV&KULVW\·VWXUQ6KHJRWWKHFDOODWKRPH6KHGLGQ·WNQRZH[DFWO\ZKDWKDGKDSSHQHG6KH
)$$L" )I+" 4-4\ DQG ZDONHG WR WKH SROLFH VWDWLRQ DQJU\ DQG IULJKWHQHG ´:H JRW RXUVHOYHV LQ D
VLWXDWLRQZKHUHZHZHUHUHO\LQJRQWKHVWDWHDQGZHMXVWFDQ·WOLYHRIIWKHPRQH\µ&KULVW\VD\V
´$QG WKDW·V QRW \RXU SUREOHPµ 6KH VWDUWV WR FU\ ´+H·V QRW D GUXJ DGGLFWµ #I+" %$.)&.>+#K"
ORRNLQJDWKHUKXVEDQG$QWKRQ\WDNHVWKHEDE\IURPKHUDQGKROGVKLP´,IZHJRWRFRXUWRQ
0RQGD\ DQG KH GRHV JHW WKUHH \HDUV IRU ZKDW KH·V GRQH RU VL[ \HDUV WKDW·V KLV SUREOHP +H
GRQHLW$QGKH·VJRWWRSD\IRUZKDWKH·VGRQH,ZDNH"XSDQGKHDUKLPFU\µ³#I+"'$$L#"-)")I+"
4-40³´DQGLWNLOOVPH,·PLQDVLWXDWLRQZKHUH,FDQ·WGRDQ\WKLQJWRPDNHWKLVEHWWHU,MXVW
ZDQW\RXWRNQRZ 7KHILUVWWKLQJKHVDLGWRPHZKHQKH ZDONHGLQZDV¶, DSRORJL]HG·$QG,
VDLG¶7KDWPDNHVZKDWGLIIHUHQFH"·µ"
"

;-)%I&.(" )I+" %$.*+,+.%+" &#" -" #),-.(+" +12+,&+.%+K" 4+%->#+" &)" &#" >))+,'0" *$,+&(." )$" )I+" %,&/&.-'"
2,$%+##" $*" JI&%I" &)" &#" $#)+.#&4'0" -" 2-,)3" HI+,+" &#" .$.+" $*" )I+" $22,+##&R+" '+(-'+#+" $*" )I+"
FRXUWURRP 1RWKLQJ LV ´DOOHJHGµ WKHUH DUH QR ´SHUSHWUDWRUVµ 7KH IRUPDO EDFNB-.FB*$,)I"
4+)J++."^>+#)&$.+,"-.F"-.#J+,+,K")I+"+/$)&$.-''0"2,$)+%)&R+"#),>%)>,+"$*"%$>,),$$/"2,$%+F>,+K"
&#" -4#+.)3" !..+" -.F" H+,,0" #&)" $." %$/*$,)-4'+" %I-&,#" *-%&.(" 7I,&#)0" -.F" !.)I$.03" HI+0" I-R+" -"
%$.R+,#-)&$.K".$)"-"%$.*,$.)-)&$.3"HIH\DUHWHOOLQJVWRULHVLQ7LOO\·VVHQVHRIWKDWZRUGUHSDLULQJ
)I+&,",+'-)&$.#I&2"40"%,-*)&.("-"%->#+B-.FB+**+%)"-%%$>.)"$*"JI-)"I-22+.+F"$.")I+"#),++)3"
"

;I0"&#"#>%I"#)$,0)+''&.(K"&.")I+"J-L+"$*"-"%,&/+K"#$"&/2$,)-.)O"`+%->#+K"H&''0"J$>'F"-,(>+K"#$/+"
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#$%LDOVLWXDWLRQVGRQ·WOHQGWKHPVHOYHVWRWKHHDV\UHFRQFLOLDWLRQRIUHDVRQDQGUROH,Q-RQDWKDQ
)UDQ]HQ·VQRYHO´7KH&RUUHFWLRQVµIRUH[DPSOHRQHRIWKHFKDUDFWHUV*DU\LVLQWKHPLGVWRID
*,$#)0" %$.R+,#-)&$." J&)I" I&#" J&*+K" 7-,$'&.+3" 9-,0" I-F" )I+" #+.#H )UDQ]HQ ZULWHV ´WKDW &DUROLQH
ZDVRQWKHYHUJHRIDFFXVLQJKLPRIEHLQJ¶GHSUHVVHG·DQGKHZDVDIUDLGWKDWLIWKHLGHDWKDWKH
J-#" F+2,+##+F" (-&.+F" %>,,+.%0K" I+" J$>'F" *$,*+&)" I&#" ,&(I)" )$" I&#" $2&.&$.#3" 3" 3" 3" <R+,0" J$,F" I+"
#2$L+"J$>'F"4+%$/+"-"#0/2)$/"RIGLVHDVHKHZRXOGQHYHUDJDLQZLQDQDUJXPHQWµ*DU\ZDV
-*,-&FK" &." $)I+," J$,F#K" )I-)" -" )+%I.&%-'" -%%$>.)" $*" I&#" 4+I-R&$,³)I+" +12'-.-)&$." )I-)" I+" J-#"
%'&.&%-''0"F+2,+##+F³J$>'F"),>/2"I&#"+**$,)#")$">#+")I+"#)$,&+#"-.F"%$.R+.)&$.#")I-)"2+,/&))+F"
I&/")$"4+"I>/-.3"`>)"JI-)"J-#"I&#"J&*+")$"F$O"PI+"J-.)+F"I&/")$"%I-.(+3"
"

:KHQZHVD\WKDWWZRSDUWLHVLQDFRQIOLFWDUH´WDONLQJSDVWHDFKRWKHUµWKLVLVZKDWZHPHDQ
)I-)" 4$)I" #&F+#" I-R+" -" '+(&)&/-)+" -))-%I/+.)" )$" />)>-''0" +1%'>#&R+" ,+-#$.#3" E,$2$.+.)#" $*"
-4$,)&$."$*)+.",+'0"$."-"%$.R+.)&$."W%I$&%+X"-.F"-")+%I.&%-'"-%%$>.)"W%$.%+,.&.(")I+"R&-4&'&)0"$*"
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WORAWA COLLEGE
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL PROGRAM (PAP)
Teacher:

Date:

Learning Centre/s:
Role/s:
Key Learning & Teaching College Improvement Priorities relevant to teacher’s role
Tick !
College Values, Goals, Vision & Expectations
Curriculum mapping and ACARA alignment
Personalised Learning with Purpose
Languages, Culture & Literacy across the curriculum for EAL/D learners
Safety, Wellness and Well-being
Global Digital Citizenship
Student DATA - Mapping student learning & progress
Teacher Professional Learning – AITSIL teaching standards

Teacher’s Performance Improvement Objectives for the next 12 months
Plan for 3 (three) personal performance improvement objectives in any of the
following categories of professional practice
WORAWA WAYS
Relationships

Tick !

Performance Improvement Categories
Personal Relationships
Professional Relationships

Responsibility

Student learning needs & progress
Feedback, assessment & reporting
Student behaviour & well-being management
Classroom management & expectations
Professional & College responsibilities

Respect

Aboriginal Students
Culture & Communities

Rigour

Teaching Practice
Programming & planning

Personal Performance Improvement Objective 1
(Based upon the Worawa Learning Template)
WHAT:
Objective 1

WHY:
Purpose

HOW:
Strategies to meet objective

Targets & measures to achieve
objective

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NOW WHAT?
Goals
*
*
*
*

Personal Performance Improvement Objective 2
(Based upon the Worawa Learning Template)
WHAT:
Objective 2

WHY:
Purpose

HOW:
Strategies to meet objective

Targets & measures to achieve
objective

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NOW WHAT?
Goals
Professional learning :
*
*
*
*
Other support :
*
*
*

Personal Performance Improvement Objective 3
(Based upon the Worawa Learning Template)
WHAT:
Objective 3

WHY:
Purpose

HOW:
Strategies to meet objective

Targets & measures to achieve
objective

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NOW WHAT?
Goals
Professional learning :
*
*
*
*
Other support :
*
*
*

What makes a quality OBJECTIVE
1. Specific and concise
2. Stated in terms of tangible outcomes and
measures
3. Within personal control
4. Achievable (within personal resources)
5. At the right level of challenge
6. In harmony with college’s objectives
7. Time framed

Lesson Observation Notes
Teacher Observed:

Date:

Observer:

Student Group:

Performance Area Categories:

Teaching Practice Observations
Strengths/Lesson elements
observed (examples)
Relationships
*Student & teacher relationships
*Student engagement
*Lesson interactions, feedback &
reflection

Responsibility
*Lesson planning & prep
*Classroom management &
organisation (incl rules, routines &
procedures)

*Learning expectations
*Lesson content & learning
activities
*Presenting new content,
consolidating & practising
learning

*Lesson intention & instructions
*Making learning purpose explicit
*Differentiated instruction &
individual learning needs

Areas for
improvement

!

Respect
*Cultural appropriateness/ safety
and understanding

*Acknowledging prior knowledge
& learning
*Understanding of individual
student language/s

Rigour
*Use of resources & materials
*Assessment & Reporting
(pre-test, on-going & post unit)
*Consistency of
routines/procedures

Other:

-

Examples of Best-Practice:

Signed (Observer): ________________________
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#%%1,-+@!7I!\1%)'(!*')2!/5&B,&!CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC!""!
!
#,3!QB1$(+),$!&(!&,3!(+21I!#,,!D&E1(!>K1&E+,?!0&,!61!0),(&0(1-!),!&,,C(&E1(]-1&E+,C1-BC&B!)'!979[A[T9AHYT!

!

!
!

"!!
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Data collected and missing data items
K&(&!;&$!0)<<10(1-!),!H7!$(B-1,($!+,!()(&<!+,!D1'2!7^!(;)!)*!(51$1!$(B-1,($!<1*(!$5)'(<3!&*(1'!(51!*+'$(!%)+,(!)*!-&(&!
0)<<10(+),!&,-!-+-!,)(!'1(B',4!*+G1!$(B-1,($!&''+G1-!;1<<!&*(1'!(51!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'24!&,-!(51'1*)'1!2+$$1-!$)21!-&(&!
0)<<10(+),!%)+,($C!!D&6<1!"!61<);!$B22&'+$1$!(51!1@(1,(!)*!2+$$+,.!-&(&!+(12$C!!!
)
?,0-+)=@)AB%+'%)#1)$&33&'().,%,)1#").&11+"+'%)%C6+)#1)&%+$3)
D%+$)
E8$0+")#1)3%8.+'%3)1#")
G)
/*&F*)&%+$)F#--+F%+.)
F#7+",(+H)
:1+.5(4!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!>)'!),!&''+G&<?!
H8!
[7U!
:1+.5(4!1,-!)*!(1'2!
H9!
[7U!
L1+.5(4!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!>)'!),!&''+G&<?!
HH!
[XU!
/K_4!21&$B'1-!2+-!W0()61'!
87!
YHU!
N<))-!%'1$$B'14!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!>)'!),!&''+G&<?!
H8!
[7U!
N<))-!%'1$$B'14!1,-!)*!(1'2!
8T!
XYU!
L1&'(!'&(14!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!>)'!),!&''+G&<?!
H8!
[7U!
L1&'(!'&(14!1,-!)*!(1'2!
8H!
X8U!
U!6)-3!*&(4!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!>)'!),!&''+G&<?!
8T!
X7U!
U!6)-3!*&(4!1,-!)*!(1'2!
87!
XTU!
=51$(4!;&+$(4!5+%$4!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!>)'!),!&''+G&<?!
HH!
[XU!
=51$(4!;&+$(4!5+%$4!1,-!)*!(1'2!
8X!
Y7U!
D5+.5$!&,-!6+01%$4!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!>)'!),!&''+G&<?!
"8!
HTU!
D5+.5$!&,-!6+01%$4!1,-!)*!(1'2!
8!
VU!
SB$5!B%$!1(0C4!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!>)'!),!&''+G&<?!
8T!
X7U!
SB$5!B%$!1(0C4!1,-!)*!(1'2!
8Y!
YYU!
/+@!2+,B(1!;&<E4!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!>)'!),!&''+G&<?!
H8!
[7U!
/+@!2+,B(1!;&<E4!1,-!)*!(1'2!
87!
XTU!
S1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$!
8X!
Y7U!
`!F,!'1<&(+),!()!,B261'!)*!$(B-1,($!&(!$05))<!&(!21&$B'121,(!%)+,(!
!
I#$$+'%3),'.)'#%+3)
a1,1'&<<3!(5+$!$5);$!&!G1'3!.))-!'&(1!)*!0)<<10(+),!)*!-&(&4!;+(5!$)21!1@01%(+),$I!
x O1&$B'121,(!)*!(5+.5$!&,-!6+01%$!%')G+,.!%&'(+0B<&'<3!-+**+0B<(4!'10)221,-&(+),!P!,11-!()!'1G+1;!
-1$+'&6+<+(3!)*!0)<<10(+,.!(5+$C!
x L1+.5(!;&$!,)(!'1A21&$B'1-!&*(1'!(51!+,+(+&<!21&$B'121,(C!!F(!+$!'10)221,-1-!(5&(!+(!+$!'1A21&$B'1-!
'1.B<&'<34!&(!61.+,,+,.!&,-!1,-!)*!1G1'3!(1'24!&$!05&,.1$!2&3!)00B'!1G1,!)G1'!),1!(1'2C!
x /('1,.(5$!&,-!-+**+0B<(+1$!QB1$(+),,&+'1!),<3!0)<<10(1-!),01!+,!(1'2!74!$)!05&,.1$!0&,,)(!31(!61!1@&2+,1-^!
'10)221,-!0)<<10(+),!),01!&!(1'2!0),(+,B1$!;+(5!0)<<10(+),!%)+,(!')B.5<3!HA7!;11E$!+,()!1&05!(1'2C!
!
How typical are the students at WAC, and what are the health challenges they face?
F,!(5+$!$10(+),!(51!'1%)'(!<))E$!&(!$)21!)*!(51!-+**1'1,(!+(12$!)*!-&(&!&,-!0)2%&'1$!&G1'&.1!G&<B1$!()!-&(&!*)'!)(51'!
%)%B<&(+),$!)*!3)B,.!;)21,!&.1-!"8!()!"X!()!1@%<)'1!$+2+<&'+(+1$!&,-!-+**1'1,01$4!0)2%&'+,.4!+,!)(51'!;)'-$4!
1@%<)'+,.!5);!(3%+0&<!(51!:#=!$(B-1,($!&'1C!!!
!
!

!
!

8!!

"#$%!&'()'*+!,-""!

b)'!G&'+&6<1$!(5&(!-+'10(<3!'1<&(1!()!<1G1<$!)*!'+$E!*)'!%))'!51&<(5!)B(0)21$4!$B05!&$!;1+.5(!&,-!NOF!>6)-3!2&$$!
+,-1@?4!-&(&!*)'!(51!:#=!$(B-1,($!+$!&<$)!0)2%&'1-!()!,)'2$!.+G+,.!-1$+'&6<1!<1G1<$!)*!(51!G&'+&6<1$C!
!
Weight, height and BMI
N)-3!O&$$!F,-1@!>NOF?!+$!0&<0B<&(1-!*')2!&!3)B,.!%1'$),c$!;1+.5(!&,-!51+.5(C!NOF!+$!&!'1<+&6<1!+,-+0&()'!)*!6)-3!
*&(,1$$!*)'!2)$(!05+<-'1,!&,-!(11,$C!b)'!3)B,.!%1)%<14!NOF!+$!&.1!&,-!$1@A$%10+*+0!&,-!+$!)*(1,!'1*1''1-!()!&$!NOFA
*)'A&.1C!!d1G1<$!)*!0),01',!*)'!)G1';1+.5(!&,-!B,-1';1+.5(!&'1!-+**1'1,(!*)'!-+**1'1,(!&.1$4!+,!D&6<1!8!61<);!(51!
-+$('+6B(+),!)*!(51!:#=!$(B-1,($!&0')$$!(51$1!&'1!$B22&'+$1-4!(&E+,.!&00)B,(!)*!(51+'!&.1$C!!D5+$!+,-+0&(1$!&!2&J)'!
&'1&!)*!51&<(5!'+$E!*)'!(51!2&J)'+(3!)*!(51!$05))<!$(B-1,($4!;+(5!VTU!)*!$(B-1,($!)G1';1+.5(!)'!&(!'+$E!)*!)G1';1+.5(C!
!
?,0-+);@)J&3%"&08%&#')#1)3%8.+'%3)0C)"&3K)F,%+(#"C)0,3+.)#')LMD)
=&(1.)'3!
eB261'!)*!
U!)*!()(&<!
e)(1$!
$(B-1,($!
#(!'+$E!*)'!B,-1';1+.5(!
9!
9U!
NOFf"7CY!&(!&.1!"84!NOFf"XC8!&(!&.1!"X!
Healthy weight
NOF!61(;11,!"7CY!!&,-!8"CV!&(!&.1!"84!NOF!61(;11,!
""!
HTU!
"XC8!&,-!8TC8!&(!&.1!"X!
At risk for overweight!
NOF!61(;11,!8"CX!&,-!8TC8!!&(!&.1!"84!NOF!61(;11,!
"H!
78U!
8TC8!&,-!8[CV!&(!&.1!"X!
Overweight
X!
8HU!
ZQB&(1$!()!NOFg8TC8!&(!&.1!"84!NOFg8[CV!&(!&.1!"X!
NOF!*)'!&.1!05&'($!&,-!0&(1.)'3!,&21$!(&E1,!*')2!e&(+),&<!=1,(1'!*)'!=5'),+0!K+$1&$1!S'1G1,(+),!&,-!L1&<(5!S')2)(+),!>8999?!&(!
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!
Wellbeing – the strengths and difficulties questionnaire
a))-2&,R$!$('1,.(5$!&,-!-+**+0B<(+1$!QB1$(+),,&+'1!;&$!$1<10(1-!&(!&!21&$B'1!()!&$$1$$!.1,1'&<!<1G1<$!)*!;1<<61+,.!+,!
(51!$(B-1,($C!#$!5&-!611,!1@%10(1-4!.+G1,!(51+'!0+'0B2$(&,01$4!(51!:#=!$(B-1,($!-+$%<&3!&!.'1&(1'!<1G1<!)*!
-+**+0B<(+1$!(5&,!&!0)2%&'&6<1!$&2%<1!)*!#B$('&<+&,!$05))<!.+'<$!+,!%B6<+0!$05))<$!*)'!6)(5!&.1!.')B%$!""!()!"H!&,-!"7!
()!"X4!$11!D&6<1!HC!!!
!
?,0-+)N@)O%"+'(%*3),'.).&11&F8-%&+3@)P2I)3,$6-+)F#$6,"+.)/&%*)283%",-&,')3,$6-+)1#"),(+)("#863)==)%#)=N),'.)=9)
%#)=Q)

Item
Total
difficulties
Emotional
symptoms
Conduct
problems
Hyperactivit
y-inattention
Peer
problems
Prosocial
behaviour

Age group 11 to 13
Australian sample
WAC students (7
students)
Mean (standard
Mean (standard
deviation)
deviation)
8.0 (6.1)
22.0 (5.4)

Age group 14 to 17
Australian sample
WAC students (17
students)
Mean (standard
Mean (standard
deviation)
deviation)
9.1 (4.8)
14.8 (4.4)

2.6 (2.1)

6.9 (2.5)

2.9 (1.9)

5.1 (1.9)

1.3 (1.5)

5.4 (1.7)

1.7 (1.5)

2.9 (1.9)

2.6 (2.2)

5.3 (1.9)

3.1 (2.2)

3.9 (2.0)

1.4 (1.6)

4.4 (2.9)

1.4 (1.4)

2.9 (1.1)

8.6 (1.4)

8.4 (0.8)

8.4 (1.6)

7.2 (1.8)

Data for Australian sample taken form O1<<)'4!KC!>899T?!e)'2&(+G1!-&(&!*)'!(51!/('1,.(5$!&,-!K+**+0B<(+1$!_B1$(+),,&+'1!+,!
#B$('&<+&C!.)/$*'01'(!2/+3%40451/$4!9<4!8"TA888C
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Students’ views of the physical activity program
!
D);&'-$!(51!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2$!74!(51!5)B$1%&'1,($!51<-!&!6'+1*!-+$0B$$+),!;+(5!%B%+<$!&6)B(!(51+'!5)%1$!&,-!*1&'$!
+,!'1<&(+),!()!(51!,1;!%53$+0&<!&0(+G+(3!%').'&2C!!D51!-+$0B$$+),$!;1'1!'10)'-1-4!&,-!(5+$!$5)'(!'1%)'(!$B22&'+$1$!
;5&(!;&$!$&+-C!!!
/)21!$(B-1,($!;1'1!&,@+)B$!&6)B(!1@1'0+$1!&,-!1@1'0+$+,.!+,!%B6<+04!$)21!'1%)'(1-!(5&(!(513!-+$<+E1-!%&'(+0B<&'!
*)'2$!)*!1@1'0+$1!>%+<&(1$!;&$!21,(+),1-!$1G1'&<!(+21$ "?C!!W,1!$B..1$(+),!;&$!*)'!+,-+G+-B&<!$1$$+),$!*)'!$(B-1,($C!!F,!
(&<E+,.!&6)B(!(51+'!1@%1'+1,01!)*!%53$+0&<!&0(+G+(3!&,-!(51+'!5)%1$!&,-!*1&'$4!%)+,($!21,(+),1-!63!&!,B261'!)*!
$(B-1,($!;1'1I!
A 1,J)3+,.!1@1'0+$1!i(51!.32R$!&;1$)21j^!
A ;&,(+,.!()!.1(!*+(^!
A ;&,(+,.!()!<)$1!;1+.5(^!
A ;&,(+,.!()!61!2)'1!(),1-!&,-!*<1@+6<1^!
A 61+,.!*+((1'!51<%$!3)B!()!61!2)'1!)B(.)+,.!&,-!$)0+&6<1^!
A 1,J)3+,.!&!G&'+1(3!)*!)%(+),$!*)'!%53$+0&<!&0(+G+(3^!
A *1&'$!&6)B(!%B<<+,.!2B$0<1$!&,-!)'!*11<+,.!$)'1!&*(1'!1@1'0+$1C!
!
/)21!$(B-1,($R!0)221,($!+,-+0&(1-!&!<&0E!)*!2)(+G&(+),!()!1@1'0+$14!*)'!1@&2%<1I!+,!'1$%),$1!()!(51!QB1$(+),4!
i;5&(!-)!3)B!5)%1!()!.1(!)B(!)*!(51!%').'&2Mj!),1!$(B-1,(!'1%<+1-!iF!5)%1!()!.1(!)B(!)*!+(!610&B$1!+(R$!5&'-jC!
!
#!,B261'!)*!-+**1'1,(!$B..1$(+),$!;1'1!2&-1!-B'+,.!(51!-+$0B$$+),$I!
A 2)'1!G&'+1(3!+,!&0(+G+(+1$!&G&+<&6<1^!
A i;1!$5)B<-!'B,!*)'!&,!5)B'!&,-!$11!5);!2&,3!<&%$!;1!0&,!-)j^!
A i2)'1!-&,01!%').'&2$4!2)'1!-&,01!.')B%$j^!
A 2)'1!('&+,+,.!!+,!6&$E1(6&<<^!
A i;1!$5)B<-!-)!$)21!$1<*!-1*1,01jC!!
!
k,*)'(B,&(1<3!*)'!$)21!'1&$),4!(51!'10)'-+,.$!)*!(51!1,-!)*!(1'2!-+$0B$$+),$!;+(5!(51!$(B-1,($!*&+<1-4!$)!'10)'-+,.$!
;1'1!),<3!&G&+<&6<1!*)'!(51!+,+(+&<!-+$0B$$+),$!&(!(51!$(&'(!)*!(1'2C!!b')2!'1%)'($!63!$(&**!+(!+$!0<1&'!(5&(!1,(5B$+&$2!*)'!
(51!%').'&2!')$1!-B'+,.!(51!(1'2!&,-!(5+$!+$!6)',1!)B(!63!+,0'1&$1$!+,!;+<<+,.,1$$!()!%&'(+0+%&(14!&,-!+,0'1&$1$!+,!(51!
%1'01,(&.1!)*!$(B-1,($!;5)!0)2%<1(1-!(51!1,-!)*!(1'2!*+(,1$$!21&$B'1$!>%B$5AB%$!1(0?4!$11!D&6<1!"C!
!
W%(+),$!*)'!-+$0B$$+),I!*B'(51'!('&+,+,.!+,!B$1!)*!'10)'-+,.!-1G+01!&,-h)'!0),$+-1'!B$+,.!K1&E+,!$(B-1,(!&$!&$$+$(&,(!
+,!'10)'-+,.!(51$1!-+$0B$$+),$4!&,-h)'!K1&E+,!$(B-1,(!()!(&<E!()!$(B-1,($!+,-+G+-B&<<3C!
)
Participation in the programme
#$!(51!'1%)'(!*')2!/5&B,&!>#%%1,-+@!7?!+,-+0&(1$4!(51'1!;1'1!-+**+0B<(+1$!+,!2)(+G&(+,.!(51!$(B-1,($!()!%&'(+0+%&(1!&(!
(51!61.+,,+,.!)*!(51!(1'2C!!D51!$(B-1,($R!G+1;$!&,-!0),01',$!1@%'1$$1-!&(!(51!61.+,,+,.!)*!(51!(1'2!+,-+0&(1!(5&(!
$)21!$(B-1,($!;1'1!&,@+)B$!&6)B(!1@1'0+$1!&,-!1@1'0+$+,.!+,!%B6<+0C!!S&'(+0+%&(+),!&,-!1,(5B$+&$2!-+-!+,0'1&$1!
2&'E1-<3!)G1'!(51!0)B'$1!)*!(51!(1'2!&$!'1%)'($!*')2!$(&**!+,-+0&(14!&,-!$11!+,!%&'(+0B<&'!#%%1,-+@!74!;5+05!&<$)!
1@%<&+,$!(51!05&,.1$!(5&(!;1'1!%').'1$$+G1<3!+,(')-B01-!)G1'!(51!(1'2!(5&(!51<%1-!&05+1G1!(5+$!+,0'1&$1!+,!
%&'(+0+%&(+),C!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"

!F(!+$!&<$)!;)'(5!,)(+,.!(5&(!$1G1'&<!)(51'!$(B-1,($!21,(+),1-!1,J)3+,.!%+<&(1$C!
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e)(!&<<!$(B-1,($!%&'(+0+%&(1-!1QB&<<3!5);1G1'C!!#!0'B-1!21&$B'1!)*!(51!1@(1,(!)*!%&'(+0+%&(+),!)G1'!(51!(1'2!&$!&!
;5)<1!+$!%')G+-1-!63!(51!,B261'!)*!%1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$!%1'!$(B-1,(!)G1'!(51!(1'2 8C!!D&6<1!7!$5);$!(51!-+$('+6B(+),!
)*!-+**1'1,(!<1G1<$!)*!%&'(+0+%&(+),C!
!
?,0-+)9@)R+7+-)#1)6,"%&F&6,%&#')&')6"#(",$$+)
S&'(+0+%&(+),!<1G1<!
eB261'!)*!
S1'01,(&.1!)*!
$(B-1,($!
$(B-1,($!
e),1!>,)!%1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$?!
T!
"VU!
l1'3!<);!>"!)'!8!%1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$?!
8!
VU!
d);!>H!)'!7!%1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$?!
7!
"HU!
O1-+B2!>T!)'!V!%1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$?!
[!
8YU!
L+.51$(!>X!)'!Y!%1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$?!
"8!
HYU!
N&$1-!),!H8!$(B-1,($4!1@0<B-1$!(5)$1!<1&G+,.!1&'<3!+,!(51!(1'24!%1'01,(&.1$!-)!,)(!&--!()!"99!
);+,.!()!')B,-+,.!

!
:5&(!0&,!61!$11,!&$!1,0)B'&.+,.!+$!(5&(!"9!)B(!)*!""!$(B-1,($!5&G+,.!&!NOF!(5&(!%B($!(512!&(!'+$E!)*!61+,.!
)G1';1+.5(!&05+1G1-!21-+B2!)'!5+.51$(!<1G1<$!)*!%&'(+0+%&(+),^!5);1G1'4!*)'!(5)$1!+,!(51!5+.51$(!'+$E!)G1';1+.5(!
0&(1.)'34!),<3!7!)B(!)*!X!&05+1G1-!21-+B2!)'!5+.5!<1G1<$!)*!%&'(+0+%&(+),C!!
!
b)'!(51!0)2+,.!(1'2$4!,11-!()!*)0B$!%&'(+0B<&'<3!),!5);!()!+2%')G1!(51!<1G1<$!)*!%&'(+0+%&(+),!*')2!(51!.')B%$!;+(5!
<);!)'!,)!%&'(+0+%&(+),4!;+(5!&!$%10+&<!12%5&$+$!),!(5)$1!;5)$1!NOF!%B($!(512!+,()!(51!5+.51$(!'+$E!0&(1.)'+1$C!!
K+**1'1,(!)%(+),$!*)'!&--'1$$+,.!(5+$!,11-!()!61!-+$0B$$1-C!
)
!
Changes over time
F,!(5+$!$10(+),!(51!'1%)'(!<))E$!&(!05&,.1$!)G1'!(51!(1'24!()!1@%<)'1!(51!QB1$(+),!)*!;51(51'!(51!%53$+0&<!&0(+G+(3!
%').'&2!$112$!()!61!5&G+,.!(51!-1$+'1-!1**10($C!!!
!
Changes in weight, BMI and % body fat
WG1'&<<4!05&,.1$!+,!NOF!.+G1!0&B$1!*)'!0),01', HC!!WG1'&<<!8H!)B(!)*!8Y!$(B-1,($!5&-!&!%15%6*!NOF!&(!(1'2!1,-!(5&,!&(!
(51!61.+,,+,.C!!D&6<1!T!$5);$!'1$B<($!$1%&'&(1<3!*)'!(51!(5'11!0&(1.)'+1$!)*!51&<(53!;1+.5(4!&(!'+$E!)*!)G1';1+.5(!&,-!
)G1';1+.5(C!D51'1!&'1!$)21!%)$+(+G1!&$%10($!()!(51!'1$B<($!5);1G1'4!(51!(5'11!$(B-1,($!;+(5!-10'1&$1!)'!,)!05&,.1!
+,!NOF!63!(1'2!1,-!;1'1!&<<!+,!(51!)G1';1+.5(!0&(1.)'3!>(51!<)$$!;&$!,)(!$B**+0+1,(!()!2)G1!(512!+,()!&!<);1'!'+$E!
.')B%!5);1G1'?C!!S)(1,(+&<!+2%&0(!)*!(51!%53$+0&<!&0(+G+(3!%').'&221!0&,!61!$11,!+,!(5&(4!)*!(51!8H!$(B-1,($!;+(5!
+,0'1&$+,.!NOF4!Y!'10)'-1-!-10'1&$1$!+,!(51!$B2!)*!051$(!;&+$(!&,-!5+%!21&$B'121,(!P!%)$$+6<3!+,-+0&(+,.!2B$0<1!
.');(5C!!=5&,.1$!+,!%1'01,(&.1!)*!6)-3!*&(!;1'1!&G&+<&6<1!*)'!"Y!$(B-1,($4!""!+,0'1&$1-!)G1'!(51!(1'24!7!$5);1-!,)!
05&,.1!&,-!H!-10'1&$1-C!D&E1,!().1(51'4!(51$1!'1$B<($!+,-+0&(1!(51!+2%)'(&,01!)*!&--'1$$+,.!,B('+(+),!+$$B1$C!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8

!D5+$!+$!),<3!&,!&%%')@+2&(1!21&$B'1!$+,01!;1!0&,,)(!61!$B'1!(5&(!&<<!$(B-1,($!%&'(+0+%&(+,.!+,!(51!1@1'0+$1!$1$$+),$!;+(5!
/5&B,&!;)'1!(51+'!%1-)21(1'$!1G1'3!(+21C!!F(!&<$)!-)1$!,)(!2&E1!&<<);&,01!*)'!-+**1'1,01$!+,!<1G1<$!)*!+<<A51&<(5!%'1G1,(+,.!
%&'(+0+%&(+),C!

H

!W,1!0&B(+),&'3!,)(1!+$!,11-1-!51'1C!!L1+.5(!;&$!,)(!21&$B'1-!&.&+,!&(!1,-!)*!(1'24!&,-!$)!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2!G&<B1$!;1'1!
B$1-!+,!(51!NOF!0&<0B<&(+),4!(5+$!2&3!5&G1!5&-!(51!1**10(!)*!2&E+,.!(51!*+.B'1$!2)'1!0),01',+,.!(5&(!(513!2+.5(!)(51';+$1!5&G1!
611,^!),01!,1;!51+.5(!21&$B'121,($!&'1!(&E1,!&(!61.+,,+,.!)*!,1@(!(1'2!F!0&,!0510E!;51(51'!(5+$!+$!(51!0&$1!)'!,)(C!

!

!
!

T!!
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?,0-+)S@)I*,'(+3)&')LMD)#7+")%*+)%+"$)
=&(1.)'3!>,B261'?!
eB261'!
eB261'!
;+(5!
;+(5!
+,0'1&$1-! -10'1&$1-!
NOF!
NOF!
L1&<(53!;1+.5(!
Y!
9!
$(B-1,($!>""?!
At risk for overweight
""!
9!
(13)!
Overweight (7)

7!

8!

e)!
05&,.1!

e)!
-&(&!

e)(1$!

"!

8!

9!

8!

"!

9!

#<<!$(B-1,($!'12&+,1-!+,!(51!51&<(53!;1+.5(!
0&(1.)'3C!
F,!H!$(B-1,($4!(51!$B2!)*!051$(4!;&+$(!&,-!
5+%!21&$B'121,($!-10'1&$1-!)G1'!(51!(1'2C!
e)!05&,.1!)*!0&(1.)'3!+,!$(B-1,($!;5)$1!
NOF!-')%%1-C!!!
+,!&<<!X!$(B-1,($4!(51!$B2!)*!051$(4!;&+$(!&,-!
5+%!21&$B'121,($!-10'1&$1-!)G1'!(51!(1'2C!

!
Changes in fitness and strength
/(B-1,($R!*+(,1$$!&,-!$('1,.(5!;&$!21&$B'1-!+,!&!,B261'!)*!-+**1'1,(!;&3$I!(51!$+@!2+,B(1!;&<E!(1$(^!%1-)21(1'!
$(1%$!-B'+,.!1@1'0+$1!$1$$+),$^!&,-!%1'*)'2&,01!&(!&!,B261'!)*!&0(+G+(+1$4!%B$5!B%$4!$QB&($4!%'),1!6'&01!&,-!;&<<!$+(C!!
D&6<1!V!$B22&'+$1$!(51!05&,.1$!)6$1'G1-!)G1'!(51!(1'2C!!D5+$!(&6<1!$5);$!(5&(!*)'!(51!$(B-1,($!*B<<3!%&'(+0+%&(+,.!+,!
(51!%').'&24!(51!2&J)'+(3!-12),$('&(1-!+2%')G121,($!+,!%1'*)'2&,01!)G1'!(51!0)B'$1!)*!(51!(1'24!61(;11,!V"U!
&,-![VU!)*!$(B-1,($!),!(51!-+**1'1,(!21&$B'1$!$5);,!+,!(51!(&6<1C!
!
?,0-+)T@)I*,'(+3)&')1&%'+33),'.)3%"+'(%*)#7+")%*+)%+"$)
S1'*)'2&,01!
eB261'!)*!$(B-1,($! eB261'!)*!$(B-1,($! eB261'!)*!$(B-1,($! eB261'!)*!$(B-1,($!
21&$B'1!
;+(5!+2%')G1-!
;+(5!-10'1&$1!+,!
;+(5!,)!05&,.1!+,!
;+(5!,)!&$$1$$21,(!
%1'*)'2&,01!
%1'*)'2&,01!
%1'*)'2&,01!
)*!05&,.1!%)$$+6<1!`!
SB$5!B%$!
88!
8!
"!
V!
/QB&($!
8"!
H!
9!
X!
S'),1!6'&01!!
"7!
Y!
"!
Y!
:&<<!$+(!
88!
"!
9!
Y!
/+@!2+,B(1!;&<E!
"9!
"!
9!
8H!
`!D5+$!+,0<B-1$!.+'<$!;5)!;1'1!B,;1<<!),!(51!-&3!)*!),1!)*!(51!&$$1$$21,($!
!
?,0-+)Q@)27+",(+)!+.#$+%+")"+,.&'(3)6+")3+33&#')#7+")%*+)/*#-+)%+"$)
#G1'&.1!%1-)21(1'! eB261'!)*!
'1&-+,.!>$(1%$?!
$(B-1,($! U!)*!()(&<!
9!
T!
"VU!
"!()!7[[!
8!
VU!
T99!()![[[!
""!
H7U!
"999!()!"T99!
"9!
H"U!
"T99!()!"[[[!
8!
VU!
8999!()!8T99!
8!
VU!
!
S1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$!&<$)!$5);!$)21!1G+-1,01!)*!+,0'1&$1-!%&'(+0+%&(+),!&,-!&05+1G121,(!)G1'!(51!0)B'$1!)*!(51!
(1'2C!!D513!$5);!&!2+@1-!%&((1',!)*!%&'(+0+%&(+),4!&$!-+$0B$$1-!1&'<+1'C!!F,!(1'2$!)*!&05+1G121,(!D&6<1!X!$5);$!(51!
-+$('+6B(+),!)*!&G1'&.1!%1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.!&05+1G1-!%1'!$1$$+),!)G1'!(51!(1'2!*)'!H8!$(B-1,($C!!D51!%1-)21(1'!
'1&-+,.$!%1'!$1$$+),!+,0'1&$1-!63!&6)B(!TU!)G1'&<<!-B'+,.!(51!(1'2C!!#$!#%%1,-+@!7!,)(1$!(51!%1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$!
;1'1!&**10(1-!63!(51!%&'(+0B<&'!&0(+G+(+1$!B,-1'(&E1,!+,!&,3!$1$$+),C!
!
!
!
V!!
"#$%!&'()'*+!,-""!

!
!
Overall summary: how did it go?
D51!)G1'&<<!&,$;1'!+$!G1'3!$+2%<1P!+(!;1,(!G1'3!;1<<!+,-11-4!&,-!;1!'1&<<3!$5)B<-!0),.'&(B<&(1!)B'$1<G1$!&,-!(51!
$(B-1,($!),!&!.'1&(!*+'$(!(1'2!;+(5!(51!%53$+0&<!&0(+G+(3!%').'&2C!!D51'1!&'1!5);1G1'!&'1&$!(5&(!,11-!-+$0B$$+),4!
$%10+*+0&<<3I!
x

D51'1!;1'1!-+**+0B<(+1$!+,!0)<<10(+,.!-&(&4!(51$1!5);1G1'!;1'1!),<3!()!61!1@%10(1-!.+G1,!(51!<+2+(1-!(+21!&,-!
'1$)B'01!&G&+<&6<14!&,-!'10)221,-&(+),$h)%(+),$!5&G1!611,!2&-1!+,!(51!'1%)'(!()!'1$)<G1!(51$1C!

x

D51'1!+$!G1'3!1,0)B'&.+,.!$(B-1,(!%').'1$$!+,!(51!*+'$(!(1'24!;+(5!-1*+,+(1!$+.,$!)*!+,0'1&$1-!1,(5B$+&$2!
&2),.$(!(51!$(B-1,($!*)'!%53$+0&<!&0(+G+(3!&,-!+2%')G121,($!'10)'-1-!+,!*+(,1$$!&,-!$('1,.(5!*)'!(51!
2&J)'+(3!)*!$(B-1,($C!!b)'!,1@(!(1'2!05&<<1,.1$!'12&+,!+,!(1'2$!)*!+2%')G1!(51!<1G1<!)*!%&'(+0+%&(+),!+,!(51!
%').'&24!%&'(+0B<&'<3!*)'!(5)$1!+,!5+.51$(!'+$E!NOF!.')B%C!!D51'1!+$!(51!%)(1,(+&<!*)'!B$+,.!&,!5),)B'!$(B-1,(!
%')J10(!51'14!*)'!1@&2%<1!()!;)'E!),!-+**1'1,(!;&3$!)*!.+G+,.!*11-6&0E!()!$(B-1,($!),!(51+'!&05+1G121,($!&$!
&!21&,$!()!2)(+G&(1!*B'(51'!&05+1G121,(C!

x

#,)(51'!2&J)'!05&<<1,.1!+$!,B('+(+),C!D51!$(B-1,($!-+G+-1!+,()!-+**1'1,(!.')B%$C!!/)21!5&G1!&!;1+.5(!&,-!
6)-3A2&$$!+,-1@!>NOF?!(5&(!+$!'1.&'-1-!&$!5+.5!)'!G1'3!5+.5!'+$E4!&,-!;)B<-!61,1*+(!*')2!'1-B0(+),C!!D5+$!
%'1$1,($!&!05&<<1,.1!+,!1,$B'+,.!(5&(!%B%+<$!.1(!&,!&%%')%'+&(1!-+1(!*)'!(51+'!+,-+G+-B&<!,11-$C!!!D51'1!&'1!&!
,B261'!)*!%)$$+6+<+(+1$!*)'!&,!5),)B'$!%')J10(!()!&--'1$$!(51$1I!
ͻ

:)'E+,.!),!*))-!&,-!,B('+(+),!()%+0$!;+(5!$(B-1,($!&$!&!;5)<1!>(5+$!0)B<-!61!+,!(51!0),(1@(!)*!1@('&A
0B''+0B<&'!&0(+G+(+1$?C!

ͻ

#!,B261'!)*!(51!$(B-1,($!5&G1!1@%'1$$1-!&!$%10+*+0!.)&<!)*!<)$+,.!;1+.5(4!&,-!+(!;)B<-!61!%)$$+6<1!()!
;)'E!;+(5!(512!&$!&!.')B%!();&'-$!(5+$!.)&<C!!!

ͻ

:)'E+,.!),!51&<(53!21&<!05)+01!&,-!*))-!$1'G+,.!$3$(12$!2&E1!+(!1&$3!*)'!$(B-1,($!()!.1(!
&%%')%'+&(1!%)'(+),!$+m1!1(04!2+.5(!+,0<B-1!<))E+,.!&(!(51!-1G1<)%21,(!)*!(51!B$1!)*!(51!E+(051,!
.&'-1,!&(!(51!0)<<1.14!&,-!<))E+,.!&(!$(B-1,($!*))-!%'1*1'1,01$C!

ͻ

:)'E+,.!),!*))-!&,-!,B('+(+),!()%+0$!;+(5!5)B$1!%&'1,($C!

!
F(!,);!<))E$!<+E1<3!(5&(!(51'1!;+<<!61!&(!2)$(!),1!5),)B'$!$(B-1,(!&G&+<&6<1!()!;)'E!;+(5!(51!%').'&2!+,!89""C!!:1!
,11-!()!-+$0B$$!;5+05!)*!(51!2&,3!)%(+),$!-+$0B$$1-!1&'<+1'!;)B<-!61!(51!2)$(!B$1*B<!*)'!:#=C!!D51!$(B-1,(!;+<<!
),<3!61!&6<1!()!0)221,01!&*(1'!1(5+0$!&%%')G&<!5&$!611,!$10B'1-4!$)!(5+$!;+<<!21&,!&(!<1&$(!$)21!-1<&3!61*)'1!;1!
E,);!-1*+,+(1<3!(5&(!;1!5&G1!&!$(B-1,(C!

!
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Appendix 1: Overview of evaluation strategy
!
"C D51!1G&<B&(+),!)*!(51!/%)'($!#0&-123!&(!:)'&;&!#6)'+.+,&<!=)<<1.1!;+<<!61!0&''+1-!)B(!&$!&!%&'(,1'$5+%!
61(;11,!(51!#0&-123!$(&**!&,-!$(&**!*')2!=L#/Z!>=1,('1!*)'!L1&<(5!(5')B.5!#0(+),!),!/)0+&<!Z@0<B$+),?!&(!
K1&E+,!k,+G1'$+(3C!!!
8C D51!1G&<B&(+),!;+<<!61!*B<<3!0),$+$(1,(!;+(5!:#=R$!1(5+0&<!'1$1&'05!%'+,+0+%<1$C!!!
HC D51!$%10+*+0!-1(&+<$!)*!(51!1G&<B&(+),!%<&,!;+<<!61!%').'1$$+G1<3!-1G1<)%1-!(5')B.5!-+$0B$$+),4!&,-!;+<<!61!
$B6J10(!()!(51!*+,&<!&%%')G&<!)*!(51!Z@10B(+G1!K+'10()'!)*!:)'&;&!#6)'+.+,&<!=)<<1.1C!!D1'2!74!89"9!;+<<!
%')G+-1!(51!)%%)'(B,+(3!()!%+<)(!(51!1G&<B&(+),!21(5)-$4!;5+05!;+<<!(51,!61!'1G+$1-!&$!,101$$&'3!*)'!D1'2$!"!
&,-!84!89""C!
7C D51!1G&<B&(+),!;+<<!61!$B62+((1-!*)'!*)'2&<!'1$1&'05!1(5+0$!0<1&'&,01!(5')B.5!K1&E+,!k,+G1'$+(3!&$!$)),!&$!
%)$$+6<14!()!*&0+<+(&(1!%B6<+0&(+),!)*!*+,-+,.$!+,!5+.5!QB&<+(3!J)B',&<$C!
TC N'+1*!'1%)'($!;+<<!61!%')-B01-!&$!$)),!&$!%)$$+6<1!&*(1'!(51!1,-!)*!1&05!(1'2!()!51<%!$5&%1!&,3!05&,.1$!()!
61!+2%<121,(1-!+,!(51!*)<<);+,.!(1'2!&,-!()!6B+<-!&,!1G+-1,01!6&$1!()!51<%!$10B'1!0),(+,B1-!*B,-+,.!*)'!
(51!%').'&2!&$!,101$$&'3C!
VC D51!1G&<B&(+),!5&$!611,!-1$+.,1-!$)!(5&(!+(!0&,!%')-B01!+,*)'2&(+),!(5&(!;+<<!51<%!%').'1$$+G1<3!-1G1<)%!(51!
%').'&2!>*)'2&(+G1!1G&<B&(+),?4!&,-!%')G+-1!+,*)'2&(+),!),!(51!05&,.1!)G1'!(+21!+,!(51!)B(0)21$!)*!
+,(1'1$(4!%53$+0&<!&0(+G+(3!&,-!;1<<61+,.!>$B22&(+G1!)'!)B(0)21!1G&<B&(+),?C!
)
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Appendix 2: Evaluation Plan – Term 4, 2010, details discussed and amended on October 12th
P*+')
#(!61.+,,+,.!)*!
D1'2!7!

P*,%)
a')B%!-+$0B$$+),4!<1-!63!
5)B$1!%&'1,($!),!(51!,1;!
%').'&24!'10)'-1-!B$+,.!
-+.+(&<!'10)'-1'$!

5,%&#',-+),'.)'#%+3)
:+<<!%')G+-1!+,*)'2&(+),!()!51<%!$5&%1!
%').'&2!-1<+G1'3C!
#(!(51!61.+,,+,.!)*!(1'2$!"!&,-!8!,1@(!31&'!
(5+$!.')B%!-+$0B$$+),!;)B<-!61!51<-!*)'!&<<!'+/!
%B%+<$C!
K+$0B$$+),!;+<<!61!'10)'-1-!),!-+.+(&<!'10)'-1'C!!
D'&+,+,.!;+<<!61!)**1'1-!),!W0()61'!"8(5C!
D)!61!0&''+1-!)B(!63!/5&B,&!

#(!61.+,,+,.!)*!
D1'2!7!

O1&$B'121,(!)*!;1+.5(4!
51+.5(4!6<))-!%'1$$B'14!;&+$(!
0+'0B2*1'1,014!1(0!
\1%)'($!%')-B01-!63!#,,!>&(! l1'3!B$1*B<!$B22&'3!+,*)'2&(+),!),!
:);&'&?!),!1&05!$(B-1,(!
%&'(+0+%&(+),4!0&,!&<$)!%')G+-1!B$1*B<!0),(1@(!
*)'!+,(1'%'1(&(+),!!

#(!61.+,,+,.!)*!
D1'2!7!>&,-!
;51,1G1'!
B%-&(1-?!
#$!$)),!&$!%)$$+6<1! #%%<+0&(+),!)*!&.'11-!
+,!D1'2!7!
+,$('B21,(!*)'!21&$B'121,(!
)*!;1<<61+,.!
W,01!&!;11E!
/+@A2+,B(1!;&<E!!
-B'+,.!(1'2!

D)!61!B$1-!;51,!
.+'<$!&'1!+,!
$B%1'G+$1-!&0(+G+(3!
%').'&2!

S1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$!

O+--<1!)*!(1'2!

/('1,.(5$!&,-!K+**+0B<(+1$!_B1$(+),,&+'1!
$1<10(1-4!#,,!>&(!:);&'&?!()!)'.&,+$1!+($!
&-2+,+$('&(+),!&$&%!
D)!61!0&''+1-!)B(!61*)'1!-+,,1'!),!(51!2)$(!
$B+(&6<1!-&3!1&05!;11E!>()!61!,)2+,&(1-!63!
$(&**C!
D)!61!'10)'-1-!),!$(B-1,(A51<-!'10)'-4!6B--3!
()!'10)'-!-+$(&,01!;&<E1-!&,-!%B<$1!'&(1!&(!
1,-C!!aB+-&,01!,)(1$!&,-!'10)'-!$511($!
S1-)21(1'$!0&,!61!2)(+G&(+),&<!%&'(!)*!
%').'&24!&$!;1<<!&$!%')G+-+,.!-&(&!*)'!)B(0)21!
1G&<B&(+),C!!:)B<-!,11-!()!61!%B'05&$1-C!!
Z&05!.+'<!()!5&G1!);,!,B261'1-!%1-)21(1'!
>*)'!1&$1!)*!0&<+6'&(+),?!!
!

#%%<+0&(+),!)*!;1<<61+,.!
+,$('B21,(!
O+--<1!)*!(1'2!
O1&$B'121,(!)*!;1+.5(4!
D)!61!0&''+1-!)B(!63!/5&B,&!
51+.5(4!6<))-!%'1$$B'14!;&+$(!
0+'0B2*1'1,01!1(0C!
O+--<1!)*!(1'2!P!
.')B%!-+$0B$$+),!),!1@1'0+$1! :+<<!%')G+-1!+,*)'2&(+),!()!51<%!$5&%1!
-10+$+),!;51(51'!
%').'&2!
%').'&2!-1<+G1'34!0)B<-!B$1!$&21!*)'2&(!&$!
()!-)!(5+$!)'!,)(!()!
(5&(!*)'!<&$(!;11E!)*!(1'2!
61!2&-1!<&(1'!
:+<<!%')G+-1!+,*)'2&(+),!()!51<%!$5&%1!
F,!<&$(!;11E!)*!
a')B%!-+$0B$$+),4!<1-!63!
%').'&2!-1<+G1'3C!
D1'2!7!
5)B$1!%&'1,($!),!(51!,1;!
!
%').'&2!
F,!<&$(!;11E!)*!
O1&$B'121,(!)*!;1+.5(4!
D)!61!0&''+1-!)B(!63!/5&B,&!
D1'2!7!
51+.5(4!6<))-!%'1$$B'14!!
F,!<&$(!;11E!)*!
#%%<+0&(+),!)*!;1<<61+,.!
!
D1'2!7!
+,$('B21,(!
!
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Appendix 3: Evaluation Plan – Term 1, 2011, recommended changes for discussion
P*+')
#(!61.+,,+,.!)*!
D1'2!!

#(!61.+,,+,.!)*!
D1'2!

P*,%)
a')B%!-+$0B$$+),4!<1-!
63!5)B$1!%&'1,($!),!
(51!,1;!%').'&24!
'10)'-1-!B$+,.!
-+.+(&<!'10)'-1'$!

5,%&#',-+:)'#%+3),'.)U8+3%&#'3)
:+<<!%')G+-1!+,*)'2&(+),!()!51<%!$5&%1!%').'&2!
-1<+G1'3C!
F*!%)$$+6<1!&<<!'+/!%B%+<$!;)B<-!61!+,!&!$1%&'&(1!.')B%!
*')2!(5)$1!;5)!&'1!&<'1&-3!*&2+<+&'!;+(5!(51!1@1'0+$1!
%').'&2!.')B%!-+$0B$$+),!;)B<-!61!51<-!*)'C!
K+$0B$$+),!;+<<!61!'10)'-1-!),!-+.+(&<!'10)'-1'C!!
bB'(51'!('&+,+,.!()!61!)**1'1-!&(!(+21!()!61!&''&,.1-C!!!
D)!61!0&''+1-!)B(!63!/5&B,&!

O1&$B'121,(!)*!
;1+.5(4!51+.5(4!6<))-!
%'1$$B'14!;&+$(!
0+'0B2*1'1,014!1(0!
#6)B(!H!;11E$!+,()! #%%<+0&(+),!)*!
/('1,.(5$!&,-!K+**+0B<(+1$!_B1$(+),,&+'1!()!61!B$1-4!
#,,!>&(!:);&'&?!()!)'.&,+$1!+($!&-2+,+$('&(+),!!
D1'2!
&.'11-!+,$('B21,(!
*)'!21&$B'121,(!)*!
;1<<61+,.!
#(!61.+,,+,.!&,-!
/+@A2+,B(1!;&<E!!
D)!61!0&''+1-!)B(!61*)'1!-+,,1'!),!(51!2)$(!$B+(&6<1!
1,-!)*!(1'2!
-&3!1&05!;11E!>()!61!,)2+,&(1-!63!$(&**C!
D)!61!'10)'-1-!),!$(B-1,(A51<-!'10)'-4!6B--3!()!
'10)'-!-+$(&,01!;&<E1-!&,-!%B<$1!'&(1!&(!1,-C!!!
7*151('0!80'(!9'/!$4!:4!$%1/!966;0+<!8*484/6!:*4881(5!
$4!4(0+!$9136!'!$6*=!1(!>169!4?!$1=6!1(>40>6:!$4!*)(!$%1/@!
D)!61!B$1-!;51,!
S1-)21(1'!'1&-+,.$! S1-)21(1'$!0&,!61!2)(+G&(+),&<!%&'(!)*!%').'&24!&$!
.+'<$!&'1!+,!
;1<<!&$!%')G+-+,.!-&(&!*)'!)B(0)21!1G&<B&(+),C!!:)B<-!
$B%1'G+$1-!&0(+G+(3!
,11-!()!61!%B'05&$1-C!!Z&05!.+'<!()!5&G1!);,!
%').'&2!
,B261'1-!%1-)21(1'!>*)'!1&$1!)*!0&<+6'&(+),?C!!!!
F,!<&$(!;11E!)*!
a')B%!-+$0B$$+),4!<1-! :+<<!%')G+-1!+,*)'2&(+),!()!51<%!$5&%1!%').'&2!
D1'2!!
63!5)B$1!%&'1,($!),! -1<+G1'3C!
!
(51!,1;!%').'&2!
F,!<&$(!;11E!)*!
O1&$B'121,(!)*!
D)!61!0&''+1-!)B(!63!/5&B,&!
D1'2!7!
;1+.5(4!51+.5(4!6<))-!
%'1$$B'14!!
)
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Background
Deadly Sista Girlz Development

The ‘Third Space’

From its launch in 2005 the David Wirrpanda Foundation has been
committed to the delivery of carefully constructed, culturally inclusive
programmes to assist Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander young people,
their families and their communities to be better equipped to contribute
WRVLJQLÀFDQWVRFLDOGHFLVLRQVWKDWGLUHFWO\LPSDFWXSRQWKHLUOLYHV

The concept of a ‘third space’ emerged from a professional development
workshop undertaken by David Wirrpanda Foundation mentors in 2011.
Since then this concept has evolved through yarning with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Island people involved with the Foundation’s work. It has been
developed further by drawing on the work of Dr Hami Bhahba at Harvard
8QLYHUVLW\DSRVWFRORQLDOLVWVFKRODUERUQLQ,QGLDZKRÀUVWGLVFXVVHGWKH
concept of a ‘third space’ in the 1990’s1.

This commitment drives the on-going development of the Deadly Sista Girlz
Programme as a strategic social intervention, designed to achieve positive
life-long outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women.
The Deadly Sista Girlz Program, formally known as the Dare to Dream Girls’
Programme, began in 2009. It was originally designed for Aboriginal/Torres
Strait Islander girls aged 12-17 years as a health-based initiative with an
emphasis on sexual health and building self esteem. It delivered modelling,
dancing, grooming, deportment and sport activities at schools, youth and
FRPPXQLW\FHQWUHVÀUVWO\LQ:HVWHUQ$XVWUDOLDWKHQLQRWKHU6WDWHV
In-line with its commitment to social change and intervention, in 2012
the Foundation entered a project partnership with the POWA Institute
to conduct a Social Return on Investment (SROI) analysis of the Deadly Sista
Girlz Programme. This work involved close liaison with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander stakeholders, including girls who participate in the Programme,
their families and other Aboriginal/Torres Strait adults who have an impact on
their well-being. This work gave the Foundation a clearer understanding of
the outcomes stakeholders want from the Deadly Sista Girlz Programme.

On-going yarning and research has resulted in the David Wirrpanda
Foundation’s conceptualisation of the ‘Third Space’ as a new construct for
HQDEOLQJVRFLDOFKDQJHIRUWKHEHQHÀWRILQGLYLGXDO$ERULJLQDODQG7RUUHV
Strait Island people as well as Aboriginal/Torres Strait Island organisations.
The journey towards the Third Space for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Island people and their organisations.

Pre-Colonialism

Colonialism

On-going work with the POWA Institute since 2010, in the area of staff
development and training, has also resulted in the conceptualisation
of a ‘third space’ as a construct for enabling social change.

Post-Colonialism

This Programme Manual is therefore a culmination of nearly 10 years work
by the David Wirrpanda Foundation. It formalises the Foundation’s outcomes
approach to Deadly Sista Girlz Programme planning and its commitment
to helping each girl and young women participating in the programme to
achieve the following long-term outcome:

21st Century

Being a proud Aboriginal/Torres Strait Island woman with
good spirit, thriving in the Third Space.

111

Identity of ‘self’ formed in relation
to the ‘other’ - the ‘other’ being
the indigenous owners of the Island
that became known as ‘Australia’.
Identity of ‘self’ formed in relation
to the ‘other’ - the ‘other’ now
being the non-indigenous people
who took ownership and control of
the island.
Hybridity2 creates a new era of
negotiation in regards to identity
of ‘self’. With this hybridity comes
the possibility of a new indigenous
identity except organisational,
cultural and intellectual
colonialism still dominates.

In the 21St Century there is an
opportunity for Aboriginal/Torres
Strait Australians to create a Third
Space of personal, social, cultural,
intellectual and organisational
identity, rather than conform to
the colonialist norms of the past.

1
Identity: Community, Culture, Difference. Third Space Interview with Hami Bhabha. Ed. John Rutherford 1990.
2
The use of this term is within the context of post-colonialist studies, not in the derogatory way ‘hybrid’ was used in the 1800’s - 1900’s.
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Programme Overview
Outcomes-based Approach

Deadly Sista Girlz Programme Outcomes

Since the late 1990’s an outcomes-based approach to social change has
been adopted by non-government organisations (NGO’s) across the world
in their effort to help reduce social and economic disadvantage in ways
that can be measured, evaluated and reported more effectively. Similarly
in Australia both State and Commonwealth Governments have or are
adopting an outcomes-based approach to the provision of social services.

The Deadly Sista Girlz Programme takes a “whole person” perspective in
UHJDUGVWREULQJLQJDERXWVSHFLÀFFKDQJHVLQSDUWLFLSDQW·V´EHKDYLRXUV
knowledge, skills, status and level of functioning”. In this context a whole
SHUVRQLVGHÀQHGDVDSHUVRQZKRGHPRQVWUDWHVWKHIROORZLQJEHKDYLRXUV

The principle difference between an outcomes-based approach to the
Deadly Sista Girlz Programme and the earlier delivery of activities by the
David Wirrpanda Foundation is the increased focus on desired ‘outcomes’
for the girls attending the Programme as a basis for planning Deadly Sista
Girlz activities, rather than the emphasis being on ‘inputs‘ driving what
activities will be delivered.
,QSXWVDUHWKHÀQDQFLDOKXPDQRUJDQLVDWLRQDODQGFRPPXQLW\UHVRXUFHV
required to conduct activities. Outputs are the direct results of programme
activities and are usually described in terms of size or scope or types of servLFHVGHOLYHUHG HJQXPEHURISDUWLFLSDQWVDWWHQGLQJRYHUDVSHFLÀFSHULRG
RIWLPH 2XWFRPHVDUH´WKHVSHFLÀFFKDQJHVWRSDUWLFLSDQW·VEHKDYLRXUV
knowledge, skills, status and level of functioning” (W.K. Kellog Foundation
Logic Model Guide, 2004)
The Deadly Sista Girls Programme outcomes listed in this Manual have been
developed to align with the outcomes desired by stakeholders who have an
impact on, or are impacted by the Deadly Sista Girlz programme, including
participants and their families and Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander adults who
are involved with the delivery of the Programme.
6SHFLÀFDOO\WKHVHRXWFRPHVKDYHEHHQLGHQWLÀHGDQGSULRULWLVHGE\
drawing extensively on the work of Dr Phyllis Scott an Australian educational
researcher who focuses on a ‘whole-person’ approach to education and
child care; Dr David Perkins a cognitive educationalist at Harvard University
who focuses on ‘education for understanding’ and the science of ‘learnable
intelligence’; Dr Carol Dweck Professor of Psychology at Standford University
ZKRIRFXVHVRQFKLOGUHQDQGDGXOWVIXOÀOOLQJWKHLUSRWHQWLDOWKURXJKD¶JURZWK
mindset’ and Dr Edward de Bono the internationally acclaimed expert on
creative thinking and problem solving, whose thinking tools have been used
extensively in the education of young indigenous South Africans.

• Has a voluntary commitment to learning, who takes an active role in their
own development, who initiatives positive self-development and progress
which is of value to them.
• Who meets the requirements which protect the freedom and welfare of
other individuals, who doesn’t seek to develop themselves at the expense
of others, who behaves in a way which is necessary for the sustainable
functioning of a social group/community, of which they are a member.
• Makes a personal contribution, going beyond the requirements of an
individual claiming membership of a social group/community and
contributes something of themselves which will enhance and improve
the quality and sustainability of the group/community.

Behaviour Outcomes and Skill Outcomes
The Deadly Sista Girlz Programme acknowledges there is a difference
between outcomes that are concerned with behaviours like those described
above and outcomes that are concerned with abilities (skills).
The following example shows the difference between a behaviour and a skill:
The outcome listed in this Manual as Outcome 2.2 is: Answers questions
which indicate her current understanding, risking being wrong, embarrassed
or having shame. This Outcome is describing an action (behaviour) in a
social situation, that can be observed or experienced by other people. It is
therefore listed in this Manual as a Behaviour Outcome.
The outcome listed in this Manual as Outcome 5.3 is: Communicates with
other people objectively by listening to what they are saying. This Outcome is
describing a listening ability not a behaviour. This is a communication skill that
is ‘internal’ to the person who has gained this ability, therefore it is listed in this
Manual as a Skill Outcome.
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Skill Outcomes as pre-requisite abilities.

Programme Phases

It is also acknowledged that progress with desired behaviours depends on
pre-requisite learning in many areas of ability (skill) that will enable these
behaviours to emerge1. Pre-requisite being something that has to happen
ÀUVWEHIRUHVRPHWKLQJHOVHFDQKDSSHQ

The Outcomes listed in this Manual have been prioritised into three phases
to form the Deadly Sista Girlz Programme. These phases symbolically
represented by circles. The circle is a symbol used within the context of
Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander culture to represent resting place, camp or
ceremonial site. It is an ancient symbol used by many cultures to signify
patterns and rhythms of life, connections and relationships, the totality of life
DQGWKHLQÀQLWHQDWXUHRIVSLULW

For example:
We can’t expect a young Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander woman to answer
TXHVWLRQVIURPDPHQWRURUWHDFKHULIVKHKDVQRWKDGVXIÀFLHQW
development in learning how to listen objectively. Without this ability she
may not know how to answer, because she doesn’t know what the questions
are asking for.
Skill Outcomes listed in this Manual therefore provide a framework for
'HDGO\6LVWD*LUO]0HQWRUVWRIRFXVRQVSHFLÀFVHWVRIDELOLWLHVZKHUHVXIÀFLHQW
progress needs to be made by participants so that Behaviour Outcomes can
successfully emerge.

The large red circle represents the safe, supportive space created by
Deadly Sister Girlz for the Aboriginal/Torres Strait Island participants in the
programme. The large yellow circle represents adult mentors/role models,
the small circles represent the girls/young women participating in the programme.
Phase 1
Connecting

Phase 2
Developing

Phase 3
Contributing

Foundation Skill Outcomes
People need precise cognitive abilities to be able to function successfully
in the 21st Century. Thinking dispositions, mindful thinking, being able to use
thinking tools and processes to solve problems, deal with issues in everyday
life and create new ideas and ways of doing things are fundamental skill sets
that this Manual includes as pre-requisite abilities for both behaviours and
other skills. Therefore they are listed as Foundation Skill Outcomes.
7KHVHRXWFRPHVDUHVSHFLÀFDOO\FRQFHUQHGZLWKFRJQLWLYHDELOLWLHV7KHQHHG
for cognitive Outcomes to be treated as Foundation Skill Outcomes for the
Deadly Sista Girlz programme is illustrated by the following examples:
• A young Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander woman is less likely to answer
questions from a mentor or teacher or know how to listen objectively if she
thinks she is stupid and can’t do anything about it.
• She will be less likely to answer questions from a mentor or teacher, or
NQRZKRZWROLVWHQREMHFWLYHO\LIVKHGRHVQ·WKDYHWKHPRWLYDWLRQWRUHÁHFW
on her thinking, in order to work out what to answer.
• And she will be less likely to answer questions or listen objectively if she or
doesn’t have the appropriate thinking strategies and tools to work out
what
she should be thinking about in order to answer the questions.
1 The Words and the Reality: Bases for development in CARE and EDUCATION programs - a self-help adult

education course. Unit 3 Restoring meaning to “care” and “education”. Phyllis M. Scott. 1980.

)DFWRUV,QÁXHQFLQJ3URJUHVVZLWK2XWFRPHV
The Deadly Sista Girlz programme recognises that whatever activities are
provided for Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander girls and young women who are
SDUWLFLSDWLQJLQWKH3URJUDPPHWKHVHDFWLYLWLHVZLOOLQVRPHZD\LQÁXHQFH
their progress with the Behaviour, Skill and Foundation Skill Outcomes listed in
this Manual.
Therefore within the context of the Programme’s Outcomes Framework and
the Programme Phases of Connecting, Developing and Contributing
considerable effort is made to deliver the Programme with positive factors
LQÁXHQFLQJSURJUHVVUDWKHUWKDQQHJDWLYHZLWKLQWKH3URJUDPPLQJ5HDOPVRI
The Physical Environment: the space available and what’s in it.
The Human Environment: mentor’s attitudes, expectations, actions.
Time: how the time in the Programme is spent, doing what? For how long?
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Minimum Standards of Care
David Wirrpanda Foundation has responsibility for the physical and
emotional care of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander girls and young
women attending Deadly Sista Girlz Programmes, therefore each
Deadly Sister Girlz Programme, wherever it is delivered, meets at least
the minimum standard of care for the personal well-being of each
participant in the following areas:
Safe Custody

Ensuring participants enrolled in the programme don’t remove themselves
from the programme without parental, guardian, school or other
appropriate permission. This also includes protection from accidents and
from physical harm from others.

Physical Care

This includes:
• providing for appropriate refreshments,
• protecting from infection (Example: contaminated food, unhygienic
communal facilities etc.)
• maintaining preventative conditions (Example: against infections, against
dental decay, against obesity)
• dealing with suspected physical problems and arranging for treatment if
required, including overt or hidden physical abuse
• cooperation with specialists if treatment is undertaken
• ensuring quick and appropriate medical help in emergencies
Psychological Care
This includes:
• providing unconditional kindness and warmth,
• respect for participants as human beings with independent rights,
capacities and needs,
• concern to understand each participant without invasion of privacy
• expressing positive feelings with consistency
• building feelings of trust and security consistently over time,
• activities carried out in ways which prevent emotional stress
(Example: mentors not competing for participants attention)
• activities paced so participants not overwhelmed
• freedom for participant’s to take an active role in their own development,
• pressure to meet inappropriate levels of performance is not applied

• participant given help to manage her feelings by
• allowing for rest/play
• reducing over-stimulation
• allowing release of feelings (positive and negative)
• supporting her in dealing with fears that are situation specific
• providing some opportunity for privacy - time for being alone
• symptoms of psychological problems are recognised (Example: anxiety,
depression, generalised hostility)
• suspected psychological disturbances are dealt with appropriately,
referral for specialised support arranged through parent, guardian, school,
other authorities if necessary
• cooperation with specialists if any treatment is undertaken

Preserving meaning, enjoyment, satisfaction and realities of living.

This includes basic areas of freedom where participants have the freedom to
create their own lives, are not over-protected and are given the opportunity
to be intellectually independent. This also includes:
• providing participants with the time and opportunity for personal interests,
• expecting participants to pursue their own goals
HQVXUHSDUWLFLSDQWVKDYHVXIÀFLHQWVSDFHDQGIUHHGRPIURPLQWHUUXSWLRQ
• not interrupting activity unnecessarily, stopping/observing before
interaction
• providing help but not co-opting the participant’s learning
• providing quality materials and resources that can be used independently
• preserving the opportunity for creative self development
• not requiring conformity to other’s beliefs and ideas, way of doing things
• not imposing images of reality (Example; not drawing for participants)
• not telling participant how to do everything, allowing them to discover
• allowing, expecting and appreciatively acknowledging participation
group/community responsibilities

Upholding the limits to freedom which protect others rights.

• providing a model of acceptable social behaviour
• consistently ensure the limits of freedom are not over-stepped
• upholding the limits which protect basic human rights (freedom from
verbal and physical attack, freedom from fear, freedom from
discrimination, freedom from personal interrogation, freedom of speech)
• upholding the limits which are necessary for effective and enjoyable group
functioning (sharing resources/facilities, respecting property rights)
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Outcomes Summary
Phase 1: Connecting
9.1
to
9.7

10.1
to
10.4

7.1
to
7.3
8.1
to
8.10

4.1
to
4.3

1.1
to
1.8

5.1
to
5.4

2.1
to
2.4

6.1
to
6.5

3.1
to
3.3

Phase 2: Developing
9.1
to
9.7

10.1
to
10.4

7.1
to
7.3
8.1
to
8.10

4.1
to
4.3

1.1
to
1.8

5.1
to
5.4

2.1
to
2.4

6.1
to
6.5

3.1
to
3.3

11.1
to
11.3

6.6
to
6.11
7.4
to
7.35

1.9
to
1.12
2.5
to
2.6

3.4

Phase 3: Contributing
9.1
to
9.7

10.1
to
10.4

7.1
to
7.3
8.1
to
8.10

4.1
to
4.3

1.1
to
1.8

5.1
to
5.4

2.1
to
2.4

6.1
to
6.5

3.1
to
3.3

11.1
to
11.3

6.6
to
6.11
7.4
to
7.35

1.9
to
1.12
2.5
to
2.6

3.4

11.1
to
11.30

6.12
to
6.15
7.36
to
7.50

1.13
to
1.15

Proud Aboriginal/Torres Strait
Islander woman with good spirit,
thriving in the Third Space.

3.15
to
3.25
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Phase 1: Connecting
This Phase begins the Deadly Sista Girlz Programme (Extensive) and
focuses on enabling participants to form positive connections and
relationships within the safety of the Deadly Sista Girlz Programme
environment.
All girls/young women are treated equal and part of the group.
Building the successful functioning of the group at this stage is
essential. Sharing information about each other’s Aboriginal/Torres
Strait Islander origins is an important part of this connecting phase.
At the same time, it is equally important that Mentors set up the
conditions that enable each participant to take an active role in
their own development, in order to lay strong foundations for the
Programme to evolve to Phase 2 and 3. Therefore there is a focus
RQVSHFLÀFSUHUHTXLVLWHVNLOOVWKDWZLOOHQDEOHSDUWLFLSDQWVWRPRYH
IRUZDUGZLWKWKHLURZQGHYHORSPHQWFRQÀGHQWO\DQGSXUSRVHIXOO\
During Phase 1 the Mentor/s also focus on connecting with each
participant, building a trusting and supportive relationship with each
girl/young women participating in the Programme.
A central feature of both the Deadly Sista Girls’ physical and human
HQYLURQPHQWLVHVWDEOLVKLQJWKH\DUQLQJFLUFOHIURPWKHÀUVWGD\RI
the Programme and maintaining this circle of comfort, support and
learning throughout the duration of the Programme.
Each session of the Programme therefore begins with the yarning
circle with all mentors, participants and visitors participating.
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Phase 1: Behaviour Outcomes
AREA 1 OUTCOMES

AREA 2 OUTCOMES

AREA 3 OUTCOMES

Outcomes in this Area of behaviours are concerned
with each participant’s ability to meet the social
requirements that are necessary for the successful
functioning of social groups, communities and society,
VRWKH\FDQJDLQEHQHÀWIURPEHLQJDPHPEHU

Outcomes in this Area of behaviours are
concerned with each participant’s ability to
be actively involved in their own personal
development, not how they function as a
member of a group or community.

Outcomes in this Area of behaviours are
concerned with each participant’s ability
to voluntarily contribute to the positive
development and growth of Aboriginal/Torres Strait
Islander social groups. These behaviours require
voluntary commitment and contribution. This is
more than just meeting requirements in Area 1.

1.1

Communicates in a positive, friendly and
constructive way with her Aboriginal/Torres
Strait Islander peers and non-Aboriginal/Torres
Strait Islander peers.

1.2

Asserts herself in a social situation with her
peers and other people, in ways that are
not aggressive or detrimental to others.

1.3

Doesnt physically or verbally attack other
people, even when provoked.

1.4

Respects other people’s rights in a social
situation as well as their individual and
group property rights.
.
Treats other people with equal respect
and concern; doesn’t discriminate.

1.5
1.6

Helps with the work that is necessary for
positive and effective group functioning.

1.7

Controls her impulsive actions, doesn’t just
apologise after something negative has
happened, actively thinks about the possible
consequences in advance.

1.8

Controls expressions of anger, she doesn’t
displace agression and take it out on other
people, or hurt others in any way, she deals
with her anger in a socially responsible way.

2.1

Challenges herself in a positive
growth-orientated way when dealing with
situations, tasks, issues and problems

2.2

Answers questions which indicate her
current understanding, risking being wrong,
embarrassed or having shame.

2.3


Persists in efforts to learn and achieve her
JRDO6KHWROHUDWHVGHOD\RIJUDWLÀFDWLRQDQG
sustains an activity. or task even if she is not
getting immediate internal satisfaction or
external reward for her efforts

2.4


Seeks out and selects opportunities
WRZRUNDWOHDUQLQJWDVNVVKHÀQGVGLIÀFXOW
even when her progress is less or slow.

3.1

Gives affection, love and emotional
warmth, freely without being asked or
wanting something in return, in a way that
is acceptable to the recipient.

3.2

Shares ideas her ideas and thoughts with
other people who are interested.

3.3

Shares knowledge and information that is
appropriate, useful and helpful, with others
WKDWDUHLQWHUHVWHGDQGZLOOEHQHÀWIURPLW
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Phase 1 Skill Outcomes
Successful progress with Phase 1 Behavioural Outcomes depends on successful progress with these pre-requisite skills.
AREA 4 OUTCOMES

AREA 5 OUTCOMES

AREA 6 OUTCOMES

Outcomes in this Area of pre-requisite skills
are concerned with each participant
being able to organise their perceptions
of social situations accurately.

Outcomes in this Area of pre-requisite skills
are concerned with each participant
being able to communicate with other
people effectively.

Outcomes in this Area of pre-requisite skills are
concerned with each participant having positive
attitudes, interests and values about other people
and herself as a valuable human being.

4.1

Perceives a wide range of feelings expressed
by other people, including subtle expression
of feelings as well as obvious expressions of
feelings.

5.1


Expresses her thoughts, ideas and feelings
6.1
WKURXJKWDONLQJÁXHQWO\LQDZD\RWKHUSHRSOH
clearly understand, both in one-on-one
conversations and group situations.

4.2

Perceives different types of emotional
distress, for example is able to perceive
the difference between someone being
uncertain, shy, afraid, lonely, sad, nervous,
embarrassed, having shame.

5.2

Communicates with other people objectively
by listening to what they are saying.

6.2

5.3.

Considers ideas, thoughts and feelings
that are unfamiliar to her.

6.3

5.4.

Open and receptive to a wide range of
communication from other people both in
one-on-one and group situations.

Respects, feels positive towards her peers
both within and outside Deadly Sista Girlz.

6.4

Respects herself as a valuable human being.

6.5

Developing her feelings of value towards
human individuality and human life.

4.3

Perceives cause and effect in interpersonal
relationships.

Respects, feels positive towards people in
teaching, mentoring, coaching and
facilitation roles. that are helping her with
her learning and development in a positive
way.
,
Respects, feels positive towards person in
authority.

AREA 7 OUTCOMES

AREA 8 OUTCOMES

Outcomes in this Area of pre-requisite skills are
concerned with each participant acquiring useful
descriptive and explanatory information;
building their knowledge and understanding.

Outcomes in this Area of pre-requisite skills are
concerned with each participant developing feelings
WKDWZLOOEHQHÀWKHUDQGSRVLWLYHO\HIIHFWKHUZHOOEHLQJ
as an Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander female.

7.1
7.2
7.3

Knows her clan and tribal origins in Australia.
,
Understands her clan and tribal traditions
and stories, both pre and post-colonialism.

8.1

Feels loved.

8.8

Experiences mild frustration.

8.2

Feels delight, joy and happiness.

8.9

8.3

Experiences wonder.

Experiences anxiety, uncertainty,
suspense (about events not relationships).

Knows about the current status and
existence of her clan and tribe in their 21st
Century communities.

8.4

Feels excitement.

8.10

Feels appreciation towards others.

8.5

Feels emotional involvement.

8.11.

Feels guilt appropriate to deviation.



)HHOVFRQÀGHQW

8.12

Feels concern for others.

8.7

Feels satisfaction and achievement.

8.13

Feels sympathy towards others.
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Phase 1: Foundation Skill Outcomes
Successful progress with Phase 1 Behavioural and Skills-based Outcomes depends on successful progress with these Foundation Skills.

9.1

AREA 9 OUTCOMES

AREA 10 OUTCOMES

Outcomes in this Area of foundation skills are
concerned with each participant being mindful with
their thinking, so they can successfully navigate their
way around the tasks, issues, situations and problems
they encounter, within and outside Deadly Sista Girlz.

Outcomes in this Area of foundation skills are
concerned with each participant having
a growth mindset.

Broad and adventurous with her thinking.
Open-minded and tries not to be narrow
in her thinking. She explores alternative views
and perspectives. She tries to generate many
alternative possibilities not just one or two
options.

9.2

Sustains intellectual curiosity.



:RQGHUVDERXWWKLQJVSUREHVWRÀQGRXW
about issues and problems, enquires about
things and is aware of inconsistencies.

9.3

9.4

Planful and strategic.
Has the drive to set goals and to make
plans and then carry them out. She is alert
to a lack of direction and can envision
outcomes.

9.5

Intellectually careful.



10.2

Developing a growth mindset. She believes
she can learn from her mistakes, believes
failing gives her the opportunity to learn how
to do better and believes that she should seek
help from others to continuously grow her
abilities.

10.3


Understands how her brain functions and
NQRZVVKHFDQLQÁXHQFHKRZKHUEUDLQOHDUQV
understands the value of increasing her
learning capacity by increasing her cognitive
capacity (mental power).

10.4

Understands and uses the vocabulary of
mindful thinking and a growth mindset in-line
with Outcomes 9.1-9.7

Has the urge to be precise, organised,
thorough and accurate with her thinking.
9.6

&ODULÀLHVDQGVHHNVXQGHUVWDQGLQJ
Alert to the need for focus with her thinking
and tries not to be fuzzy or sprawling with her 9.7
thinking. She wants to clearly understand what
the issue is that she has to focus on.


(YDOXDWHVDQGWULHVWRÀQGUHDVRQV
'HPDQGVMXVWLÀFDWLRQDQGVHHNVUHDVRQV
she is alert to the need for evidence and
wants to weigh up and asses reasons.
Thinks about her thinking
6KHUHÁHFWVRQKHUWKLQNLQJVKHLVDZDUHRI
WKHÁRZRIKHUWKLQNLQJDQGLVDEOHWR 
monitor her thinking. She is metacognitive.

8QGHUVWDQGVWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQDÀ[HG
and growth mindset, believes she can
grow her intelligence and that her potential
DVDPLQGIXOWKLQNHULVQRWÀ[HGDQG
unchangeable.
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Phase 2: Developing
As the girls/young women involved in the Programme become
more connected and secure in their relationships within the safe
environment of the Programme the Mentors’ focus can broaden to
an additional range of Phase 2 Outcomes.
The Behavioural Outcomes, Skill Outcomes and Fundamental
Outcomes of Phase 1 are not abandoned however. They continue
to be important building blocks, particularly for participants who may
need more support and more time to gain these skills.
The yarning circle becomes particularly important during this Phase
therefore the Mentor’s work building trusting relationships with each
participant continues within the context of the yarning circle as a
safe place of learning.
Phase 2 is primarily concerned with laying the foundation for
participants to become role models in their own right, within the
context of the Deadly Sista Girlz Programme, being role models for
each other and outside the Programme with Aboriginal/Torres Strait
Islander girls/young women who are younger than themselves.
For this to emerge an emphasis is placed in this Phase on
developing the capabilities of each participant as she grows towards
adulthood and has to deal with a wide range of personal issues and
pressures associated with this growth, both within herself and within
her external environment.
Building the ability of the participants to operate in a cooperative,
non-adversarial way as a cohesive social group/community is also a
focus for this Phase in preparation for Phase 3.
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Phase 2: Behaviour Outcomes (in addition to Phase 1 Outcomes)
AREA 1 OUTCOMES

AREA 2 OUTCOMES

AREA 3 OUTCOMES

Outcomes in this Area of behaviours are concerned
with each participant’s ability to meet the social
requirements that are necessary for the successful
functioning of social groups, communities and society,
VRWKH\FDQJDLQEHQHÀWIURPEHLQJDPHPEHU

Outcomes in this Area of behaviours are
concerned with each participant’s ability to
be actively involved in their own personal
development, not how theyfunction as a
member of a group or community.

Outcomes in this Area of behaviours are
concerned with each participant’s ability
to voluntarily contribute to the positive
development and growth of Aboriginal/Torres Strait
Islander social groups. These behaviours require
voluntary commitment and contribution. This is
more than just meeting requirements in Area 1.

1.9

Takes responsibility for personal safety and
safety of others.

1.10

Independent in daily routines, she makes an
effort to look after her own personal physical
care within the context of family lifestyle and
circumstances.

1.11

Copes with unavoidable frustrations without
acting helplessly, she takes action to deal with
the problems she is experiencing, doesn’t
break down and cry and give up doing
anything about the situation.



5HFWLÀHVKHURZQPLVWDNHVSDUWLFXODUO\ZKHUH
they affect other people, she actively
assumes responsibility and doesn’t blame
other people for her mistakes.
.

2.5

Tries to imitate Aboriginal/Torres Islander
positive role models that she knows or has
experience with (Deadly Sista Girl Mentors and
other appropriate people).

2.6

Conforms to forms of courtesy that operate
within her community (Deadly Sista Girls,
School, family, general community).



&RQWULEXWHVDWDSUDFWLFDOOHYHOWRÀQGLQJ
solutions for group problems, she volunarily
helps the group progress with their goals.
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Phase 2 Skill Outcomes (in addition to Phase 1 Outcomes)

Successful progress with Phase 2 Behaviour Outcomes depends on successful progress with these pre-requisite skills.
AREA 6 OUTCOMES

AREA 8 OUTCOMES

Outcomes in this Area of pre-requisite skills are
concerned with each participant having positive
attitudes, interests and values about other people
and herself as a valuable human being.

Outcomes in this Area of pre-requisite skills are
concerned with each participant acquiring useful
descriptive and explanatory information;
building their knowledge and understanding.

Attitudes to Self
6.6

Accepts aspects of herself that she can’t
change, particularly those physical aspects
that are associated with being Aboriginal/
Torres Strait Islander woman.

6.7

Treats sex in natural, open and healthy
manner.

6.8

Respects self as a female who is growing
into a woman, has healthy attitude to
changes that may/are happening to her
body during pubity.

6.12


Expects herself to achieve, progress and
JURZLQDSRVLWLYHIXOÀOOLQJZD\

Personal Grooming, Deportment and Maturation
7.4

Knows what is appropriate with personal
hygiene habits dental care, skin, hair and
body care, washing clothes regularly.

7.5

Understands cause and effect relationship
between appropriate hygiene habits and
inter-personal relationships and a wide range
of social situations.

7.6

Understands what attire and etiquette is
appropriate for a range of occasions, social
functions and events.

7.7

Understands what make-up is appropriate for
a range of occasions and the correct way to
apply make-up.

7.8

Understands how and why her body will
change/has changed with the onset of
puberty and adulthood.

Attitudes to Natural Processes
6.9

Accepts dying and aging as a natural
processes and an inevitable part of life.

6.10

Aware of death without fear or morbidity.
Attitudes to Others

6.11

Has a positive attitude towards people
younger than herself and is positive about
being a role model for them.

Nutrition and Heathy Eating
7.8

7.9

Understands the changes that have occurred
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People’s
diet due to colonisation.
,
Understands which foods make up a healthy
diet and why.

7.10

Understands the importance of a healthy
diet and the cause and effect relationship
between diet and life-long health; health
conditions and unhealthy diets.
Drugs and Alcohol

7.11

Understands the impact that drug and alcohol
use has on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples sense of self identity, culture and spirit;
understands cause and effect relationships of
drug and alcohol use within this context and
the cultural consequences.

7.12

Understands why people use drugs (physically
and psychologically addiction) and the
problems they face.

7.13

Knows drug categories, can sort drugs into
categories, knows the physiology of each
category; knows what a standard drink of
alcohol is.

7.14

Understands the short and long term
consequences of drugs and alcohol and the
cause and effect relationship between
drugs and alcohol on their health, family,
community, livelihood, dealing with the law,
death and grief, culture and country.



,QGHQWLÀHVDFWLRQVWKDWPD\OHDGWRGUXJDQG
alcohol addiction and can understand the
cause and effect relationships.
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Sexual Health
7.15

Knows and understands the characteristics of
a healthy interpersonal relationship

7.16

Understands what ‘sex’ is and why people
have sex.

7.18

Knows how to decide when to have sex.

7.19

Knows the difference between public and
private parts of her body, knows that nobody is
allowed to touch private parts of their body
without permission and understands why.

7.20

Understands what her sexual rights are.

7.21

Understands the consequences of having sex;
the importance of safe sex and how to
practice safe sex; how and why to use a
condom.

7.22

Understands the cause and effect relationship
between drugs. alcohol and sex.
Protective Behaviours

7.23

Knows she has the right to feel safe at all times.

7.24

Knows and understands the characteristics of
a healthy interpersonal relationship

7.25

Knows the difference between healthy
risk-taking on purpose and reckless, unsafe
behaviour.

7.26

Knows early warning signs when they are
not feeling safe.

7.27

Knows the difference between good and
bad secrets and understands why the
difference is important for her to know.

7.33

Knows why, where and how to get help if
she is a victim of family, domestic violence
and/or child abuse.
Spiritual Self

7.34

Understands that different people have
different spiritual beliefs.



Knows that nobody is allowed to touch
private parts of their body without
permission and understands why.

.QRZVVKHFDQFRQÀGHQWO\KDYHKHURZQ
beliefs about spiritual and religious practices.

7.36

Understands what her spiritual and religious
beliefs are, if she choices to have them..

7.29

Knows the difference between good
and bad sexual behaviour.

7.33

7.30

Understands that it is ok to say “no” assert
her self; stand up for her own rights as a
person, even with adults.

Knows why, where and how to get help if she
is a victim of family, domestic violence and/or
child abuse.

7.28



7.32

8QGHUVWDQGZK\LWLVEHQHÀFLDODQG
important to have a network of trusted
adults to talk to about anything.
Understands the different forms of abuse
(verbal, emotional, physical, controlling
behaviour and sexual).

Role Modelling
7.37

Understands what a good role Aboriginal/
Torres Strait Islander Role Model is.

7.38

Understands the consequences of being an
Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander Role Model
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Phase 2: Foundation Skill Outcomes (in addition to Phase 1 Outcomes)
Successful progress with Phase 1 Behaviour and Skill Outcomes depends on successful progress with these Foundation Skills.
AREA 11 OUTCOMES
Outcomes in this Area of foundation skills are
concerned with each participant thinking using tools
and processes for productive thinking in
the 21st Century.
11.1

Understands the characteristics of the Six
Thinking Hats and Parallel Thinking at a level
that is appropriate for her age.

11.2

Accurately applies the Six Thinking Hats and
Parallel Thinking with other participants in the
Deadly Sisters Girlz Programme for productive
group and team meetings at a level that is
appropriate for their age.

11.3

Understands relationship between thinking
dispositions and the use of the Six Thinking Hats
at a level that is appropriate for her age.
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Phase 3: Contributing
When a Deadly Sista Girlz Programme progresses to Phase 3 the overall objective is to give participants the opportunity to gain skills that
will enable them to operate in their communities as rolemodels for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People and in particular girls and
younger generations, sharing their identity and culture and
being ambassadors of the Third Space in the wider community.
Moving to Phase 3 of the Programme depends on progress with
Phase 1 and 2 so this Phase requires participants to have reached
reasonable levels of maturity within the context of the Programme’s
Outcomes up to this Phase.
Outcomes in the earlier Phases are still not abandoned however.
They continue to be important building blocks, particularly for participants who may need more support and more time to gain skills.
When Phase 3 emerges it provides an opportunity for Programme
participants to not only continue developing in the areas listed in
Phases 1 and 2 but to move beyond the Deadly Sista Girlz
Programme and make a contribution to their community, within the
context of being a Torres Strait Island girl/young women. Community
could be their school, other social groups, family networks, whatever
context is relevant for their age and experience.
This is an opportunity or setting goals and carrying them out with a
VLJQLÀFDQWDPRXQWRIDXWRQRP\DQGLQGHSHQGHQFH
The yarning circle now becomes both a safe haven for sharing ongoing learnings and experiences but also a group planning and
decision-making environment as the Programme participants are
given the opportunity to contribute something of themselves to their
community within the context of the Deadly Sista Girl Programme.
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Phase 3 Behaviour Outcomes (in addition to Phase 1 and Phase 2 Outcomes)
AREA 1 OUTCOMES

AREA 3 OUTCOMES

Outcomes in this Area of behaviours are concerned
with each participant’s ability to meet the social
requirements that are necessary for the successful
functioning of social groups, communities and society,
VRWKH\FDQJDLQEHQHÀWIURPEHLQJDPHPEHU

Outcomes in this Area of behaviours are
concerned with each participant’s ability
to voluntarily contribute to the positive
development and growth of Aboriginal/Torres Strait
Islander social groups. These behaviours require
voluntary commitment and contribution. This is
more than just meeting requirements in Area 1.

1.13

Helps less independent people.

3.5.

1.14

Doesn’t impose own interests and goals on
others people

Shows interest in other people’s purposes,
efforts and activities.



Acts independently of approval from other
people.

+HOSVWRGHÀQHDUHDVRIFRQVWUXFWLYHJRDO
orientated group activity.

3.7

3.8

1.15


3.9

3.10

Stimulates positive group effort towards
the goals that have been accepted by
the group.

Makes a contribution to the positive
development and growth of social groups/
community from her own thinking and
experience through art and design,
music, dance, language, drama,
and/or multimedia.

3.11

Takes initiative in thinking out or bringing
about group action towards positive
change in existing rules/mores/group
behaviour, where opportunities occur to
LQÁXHQFHWKLV

Gives something of her own that’s either
material or personal (eg time) towards the
welfare of others in a way that is acceptable
to them.



([HUWVSRVLWLYHLQÁXHQFHDVDQLQGLYLGXDO
on cultural development by acting
independently of group pressures which
ignore existing laws or human rights or are
known to have negative effects.

Enables others to do better, be more goal
orientated, be more adaptive, creative,
in areas that are appropriate to her own
knowledge and experience.
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Phase 3 Skill Outcomes (in addition to Phase 1 and Phase 2 Outcomes)

Successful progress with Phase 3 Behaviour Outcomes depends on successful progress with these pre-requisite skills.
AREA 6 OUTCOMES

AREA 8 OUTCOMES

Outcomes in this Area of pre-requisite skills are
concerned with each participant having positive
attitudes, interests and values about other people
and herself as a valuable human being.

Outcomes in this Area of pre-requisite skills are
concerned with each participant acquiring useful
descriptive and explanatory information;
building their knowledge and understanding.
Cyber Safety and Protection:

6.12

Shows particular interest in at least one area
of individual constructive activity.

6.13

Shows particular interest in at least one area
of constructive social activity.

6.14

Has values that are in-line with the positive
outcomes of the Deadly Sista Girlz Programme,
she considers that these matter.

7.37

Developing feelings of value towards making
an effort to understand others and contribute
to their welfare.

Knows why it is important to avoid scams and
hoaxes on-line and having safe banking and
shopping on-line.

7.38

Understands the consequences with social
networking and online dating; using public
computers or public wireless networks.

6.15

7.36

7.40

Knows the possible negative consequences of
sharing her name, photograph or likeliness via
social media (emails, text, twitter or facebook;
knows how to protect her identity and privacy
on-line.

7.44

7.45


Understands how to set up and use a bank
account, including internet and phone
EDQNLQJSRLQWVV\VWHPRILGHQWLÀFDWLRQ
need for P.I.N security, that different
accounts are useful for different purposes.

7.46

Knows the potential for debt with mobiles

7.47


Understands about credit; the need to read
WKHÀQHSULQWRQFRQWUDFWVZKDW¶XVLQJFUHGLW·
means, differences between credit cards
and the cost of credit, the risk of increasing a
credit limit, repaying a minimum amount,
credit reports the difference between fringelenders and banks.

Understands how to deal with cyber-bullying
and how to deal with online grooming; how
to secure her mobile phone.
Financial Literacy



7.42

7.43


7,48
8QGHUVWDQGVKRZÀQDQFLDOGHFLVLRQVDUHPDGH
in families and how to make SMART (family)

ÀQDQFLDOJRDOV
Understands the difference between needs
and wants, how to prioritise spending; personal 
spending leaks.
Understands how attitudes to money can
LQÁXHQFHVSHQGLQJDQGVDYLQJKDELWV

Understands what a budget is, how it can
help, how to create a personal budget and
how savings can lead to the achievement
RIÀQDQFLDOJRDOV

7.50

Understands the legal implications of signing
a contract, the difference between secured
DQGXQVHFXUHGORDQVWKHÀQDQFLDOULVNRI
relationship debt, the ‘cooling off period’ in
contracts.
.QRZVZKHUHWRVHHNKHOSDERXWÀQDQFLDO
matters.
Understands the issues when borrowing and
buying a car.
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Phase 3: Foundation Skill Outcomes (in addition to Phase 1 Outcomes)
Successful progress with Phase 1 Behaviour and Skill Outcomes depends on successful progress with these Foundation Skills.
AREA 12 OUTCOMES
Outcomes in this Area of foundation skills are
concerned with each participant gaining a sense of
direction, formulating goals and putting plans into
action with the use of appropriate thinking
tools and processes.
11.1

Understands the characteristics of primary
CoRT thinking tools and processes for
productive problem solving and quality
decision-making at a level that is appropriate
for her age.

11.2

Accurately applies the CoRT thinking tools and
processes in combination with the Six Thinking
Hats with other participants in the
Deady Sisters Girlz Programme for quality

group

11.3

decision-making and problem solving,
planning, creating and implementing new
ideas, at a level that is appropriate for their
age.
Accurately applies the CoRT thinking tools
and processes to own decision-making and
problem solving with particular use for
formulating goals and making plans for,
deciding on, and implementing alternative
courses of action.
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Behaviour Outcome: Levels and Range
When observing the behaviour of the participants and providing them opportunities for skill development Deadly Sista Girlz Mentors should be aware that progress with
Outcomes can be considered in two dimensions: level and range. The following diagrams provide guides for considering progress with Behaviour Outcomes.

LEVEL
This is the level of progress that
has been made.
Area 1 and 2 Outcomes
Needs no support from others. Is
motivated and driven to ‘do the
right thing’ rather than relying on
external reward.

Area 3 Outcomes
Doesn’t need to be asked or
wait for opportunity to arise,
actively seeks opportunities to
contribute something of self

Needs little support from adults
or peers, still responds more
when there is an external reward
or ‘punishment’.

Contributes something of self
when opportunity is provided.

Major support and
encouragement
required from adult/s or
peer/s. Shows need for
reward or external
EHQHÀWVLVQRWRSHUDWLQJ
independently of external
re-enforcement of
behaviour.

Only contributes when asked
but does so willingly and gets
engaged in contributing
something of self, such as
expertise, emotional support,
knowledge.

+3

+2

+1

Only at Deadly At DSGz and in
Sista Girlz
classroom.
(DSGz).

At DSGz and
within school
community.

At home.

Within
community.

RANGE
This is the context within a level
has been made.
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Established by the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development Victoria,
Catholic Education Commission of Victoria and Independent Schools Victoria and funded by
the Closing the Gap program of the Council of Australian Governments, the Technology
Enriched Curriculum Program (TECP) seeks to improve literacy outcomes and engagement
with schooling for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students.
This research report of TECP details an investigation into the use of Information and
Communication Pedagogies with middle years (Years 5-8) Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander students to improve literacy progress and engagement with schooling. It was located
in fifteen non-metropolitan schools in Victoria involving the Government, Catholic and
Independent sectors. Approximately 140 students were involved to varying extents
throughout the year and were provided with tablet technology purchased from project funds.
The research team from Victoria University Melbourne was aware of two major problems
associated with research of this kind. Firstly epistemological and sociological issues of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children attending mainstream schools usually in small
numbers and contradictions that can exist between family and school understandings of
schooling, knowledge and teaching. Secondly the design and conduct of research
methodologies that may not be in accord with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community philosophy and aspiration. In this regard, the research team is most appreciative
of the ongoing critical advice from the project’s Critical Friend and provided from an
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspective.
In discussing and theorizing the findings and recommendations of this study, it is hoped that
the general insights and practices outlined will inform and guide similar work elsewhere and
open up continuing and perhaps new fields of investigation. As is mentioned throughout the
report, the philosophical and practical difficulties of researching Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander education conducted within bureaucratic and ideological institutions need to be
recognised and dealt with in appropriate ways. Quality teaching and learning is always
complex and challenging taking place as it does within the different cultural, educational and
political arenas of diverse socio-economic communities. This study suggests however that the
incorporation of new technological devices and pedagogies for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander education can enhance practices of schooling and learning.
Terminology
1. The phrase ‘Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander’ is used throughout this report,
whereas the word ‘Indigenous’ may be used in referenced documents or in a global
and historic sense when referring to general issues of knowledge and learning. The
term ‘Koorie’ is used to identify Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples of
Victoria.
2. The commonly used phrase ‘Information and Communication Technology’ (ICT) is
based on the field of Cybernetics involving the study of physical and biological
1!
!

systems that are changed through feedback mechanisms as the environment changes.
Information and communication have specific cybernetic meanings that apply across
fields as diverse as engineering, neuroscience and psychology. Within education, the
phrase generally refers to computer-based systems that enable students to interact
with knowledge for learning purposes.
3. Pedagogy is a broad concept that extends beyond the science of teaching to involve
reasoned and moral human interaction that enables new knowledge and learning
processes at all ages not necessarily within formal institutions. Information and
Communication Pedagogy (ICP) refers to the use of ICT in formal school settings but
is extended here to refer to the facilitation of knowledge and learning that is reasoned,
moral and new as defined by particular organisations and communities.
4. Mobile learning refers to learning with and through mobile technological devices so
that learning situations are not determined by location and can be investigated
immediately on-site. The term usually assumes portable and hand-held devices such
as mobile phones iPads etc., that allow for learning anywhere, anytime.

2!
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A selective set of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) equipment and
programs was introduced into participating schools to investigate whether Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander students will be more engaged learners, will demonstrate enhanced
literacy outcomes, will utilise ICT technology for personal and community purposes and will
strengthen pride in their own cultural identity. The overall project was be managed by a
representative working party that was responsible for general oversight, employment of a
program co-ordinator, the purchase and distribution of ICT equipment and liaison with the
Victoria University research team. The research was complicated given the usually small
number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students in each school, the mix of primary,
secondary, government and non-government schools and the sensitivities of working with
different local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. An Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander staff member of the School of Education advised the research team as critical
friend throughout the project and a cultural awareness seminar was conducted for the team at
Worawa Aboriginal College. It was intended that the project assist schools in respecting
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture and knowledge and in the incorporation of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge and culture into the regular curriculum. In
researching the program, the Victoria University research team attempted to conduct research
methodologies that were respectful and inclusive of cultural understandings and protocols.
The schools participating in the project were arranged in three clusters in country Victoria
and are shown in Table 1 below:
Table 1. Demographic data of participating schools*
Cluster 1
Healesville
School
Healesville HS

Healesville PS

St Brigid’s PS

St Josephs College

General
Government
Years 7-12
Co-educational
387 students
ICSEA** 944
Government
Years P-6
Co-educational
361 students
ICSEA 970
Catholic
Years P-6
Co-educational
221 students
ICSEA 1055
Catholic
Years 7-12
Boys
1021students
ICSEA 1027

Overview
A small semi rural school in the Yarra Valley, aiming to provide
engaging and dynamic learning experiences for all students within
a caring school community. Students are nurtured and motivated
to reach their full academic and personal potential.!All Year 7
students have access to netbook computer for their exclusive use.
Excellent facilities including music and art rooms, library,
gymnasium, ICT lab, science and technology centre. A new
Junior School facility (4 classrooms and a library) will soon be
completed. The performing arts, sustainability and habitat
protection have been features since 2010.
Provides a safe, stimulating environment that is non-threatening
yet challenges, motivates and fosters enjoyment which is
conducive to authentic 21st century learning. Actively promotes a
constructivist approach to learning, supported by the latest
technology both in the classroom and the general school.
Modern facilities located on extensive grounds which includes a
separate campus for Year 9 students. A Salesian education which
inspires dynamic learning that is life-focused, person-centred and
built on the respect between teacher and student. A broad and
innovative curriculum caters for the needs of all students, both
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Worawa Aboriginal
College

Cluster 2
Ballarat
School
Ballarat SC

Independent
Years 7-10
Girls
62 students
ICSEA not reported

General
Government
Years 7-12
Co-educational
1067 students
ICSEA 932

Forest Street PS

Government
Years P-6
Co-educational
340 students
ICSEA 960

St Alipius PS

Catholic
Years P-6
Co-educational
273 students
ICSEA 1029

St Patrick’s College

Catholic
Years 7-12
Boys
1245 students
ICSEA 1055

Cluster 3
Echuca
School
Echuca College

General
Government
Years 7-12
Co-educational
860 students
ICSEA 962

Echuca PS

Government
Years P-6
Co-educational
503 students
ICSEA 1012

Echuca South PS

Government
Years P-6
Co-educational
283 students
ICSEA 924
Government
Years P-6
Co-educational
356 students
ICSEA 969

Echuca East PS

academically and emotionally,
Embraces a holistic approach which integrates education, culture
and wellbeing and is based on the concept of “two way” learning.
This involves the teaching and learning program addressing the
key learning areas of mainstream curriculum whilst taking into
account Aboriginal culture, values, spiritual beliefs and learning
styles.

Overview
A large multi-campus college with two middle years campuses, a
senior campus and a re-engagement campus. The largest Koorie
student population in the region attends. Students are provided
with the opportunity to achieve full academic, social, emotional
and physical potential before taking up further pathways to
learning and employment.
A seamless educational experience with a focus on developing the
whole child who can take responsibility for building their
knowledge, skills and abilities and applying these in a variety of
ways and settings. Programs are supported by various
technologies including interactive whiteboards in all classrooms,
data projectors, cameras, a range of desktop, notebook and ipad
computers.
Programs that develop students' capacities: to manage themselves
as individuals and to understand the world in which they live and
act effectively. Early years are a time of wonder and discovery,
building each child's confidence, sense of wellbeing and
willingness to learn. Middle years curriculum builds students'
capacities as independent, responsible and technologicallycapable learners.
An inclusive enrolment policy, an established indigenous
education program and engaging relationships between students,
teachers and parents and a broad range of curricular and cocurricular options to cater for all boys.!The College has highly
renowned music, cultural and sporting programs.

Overview
‘Diversity Our Strength’ reflects the value placed on every
student’s learning and the contribution every student makes and
reflects the comprehensive and innovative curriculum that is
provided for all students, allowing them to pursue pathways into
further study, apprenticeships and employment.!Notebook
computers for all students at Year 7 and 8 have been introduced.
A caring and challenging learning environment within a
supportive school community atmosphere that equips children
with the necessary skills and knowledge to become life long
learners and valued members of a global society. ICT is integrated
across the school and aims to ensure students acquire skills with
computers and the use of multi-media technology.
A strong community feel and valued academic and social growth
with environmental awareness to develop the whole student.
Classroom technologies continue to be upgraded with electronic
smart boards used across the school. All students have access to
computers and all year 5/6 students have individual netbooks.
Creation of a challenging and supportive learning environment
encompassing all community members, based on the values of
respect, teamwork, diversity, learning, responsibility. Continual
learning through best practice, inquiry, reflection, and celebration
of our achievements. Specialist programs include Visual Arts,
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St Mary’s PS

Catholic
Years P-6
Co-educational
363 students
ICSEA 1044

St Joseph’s College

Catholic
Years 7-12
Co-educational
706 students
ICSEA 1001

Reading Recovery and Physical Education.
The school was completely relocated, beginning at its new site in
2009 and is proud of its modern facilities, flexible learning areas
and exciting spaces in which the students can play. The school
provides a great number of opportunities for its students to
develop their capabilities across a wide range of academic, artistic
and physical domains, with the fostering of the performing arts as
a focus.
Future-orientated programs and pathways that advance young
peoples' gifts and talents, by providing an exciting and
challenging range of opportunities to develop spiritually,
academically, emotionally and socially. Several specialist
programs are offered including a strong jazz program and a
significant commitment to social justice. All students have an
individual Macbook laptop.

!
*Source: My School website, accessed at http://www.myschool.edu.au/ , January 2013.
**ICSEA: Index of Community Socio-Economic Advantage.

Three research questions constituted the basis of the study as follows:
1. What is the relationship between educational and cultural factors that impact on
literacy and engagement for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in
regular classrooms?
2. How does the introduction of Information and Communication Technologies into
classrooms impact on the literacy and engagement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children in regular classrooms?
3. How does altering the matrix of educational and cultural factors for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander children in regular classrooms impact on new
understandings of literacy and engagement by Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children, parents and community?
Data collected involved On Demand and NAPLAN test results, student writing work sample,
student engagement survey, student attendance records, teacher personal accounts and parent
comments.
Issues arising from the study requiring ongoing investigation are listed below:
1. That research projects involving Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples need to
ensure appropriate initial discussion between communities, schools and research
teams so that research purpose and methodologies are agreed and that communities
are able to participate throughout the duration of the project.
2. That Information and Communication Technologies and Information and
Communication Pedagogies in schools need to reflect, support and enhance the
cultures and knowledges of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.
3. That electronic tablet devices support literacy progress and engagement with
schooling of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children when applications are
culturally inclusive and respectful of local community culture and knowledge.
4. That Information and Communication Technologies should be available for school
use and out-of-school use so that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families can
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participate for educational and cultural purposes including literacy and school
engagement.
5. That Information and Communication Technologies and Pedagogies can support the
experience and investigation of different cultures from different community
perspectives enabling Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and nonAboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children to more deeply appreciate diverse
knowledge, customs and viewpoints.
6. That teachers should be able to access professional learning programs including those
that are designed and delivered by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and
that support the education of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and the
innovative use of Information and Communication Technologies and Pedagogies with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children.
7. That mixed methods methodologies are most likely to enable respectful research
relationships with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture, knowledge and
learning and recognize the history, language and perspectives of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities.
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1. That all schools establish protocols for respectful communication with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander parents on all matters regarding the incorporation of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander culture and knowledge across the curriculum.
2. That all schools provide continuing access to Information and Communication
Technological devices for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students for
incorporation across the curriculum, including literacy applications.
3. That all teachers have access to professional learning programs regarding the
incorporation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture and knowledge across
the curriculum and the use of tablet devices for literacy purposes.
4. That all research regarding Indigenous issues should include Indigenous researchers.
5. That funding be sought for longitudinal mixed methods research regarding the
incorporation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture and knowledge across
the curriculum and the use of tablet devices for literacy purposes.
6. That a seminar be held for all stakeholders including local communities, Elders and
Koorie Education Support Officers regarding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
education to discuss strategies for the incorporation of Information and
Communication Technologies and Pedagogies especially in relation to literacy and
school engagement.
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Researching the education of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in Australian
schools is an exceedingly difficult and uncompromising task. Working respectfully with local
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities must remain top priority with any research
project regarding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewpoints of culture, knowledge,
teaching and learning and the purposes of schooling. In many cases, such viewpoints will be
congruent with those of the school, but in others, there may be significant differences. All
researchers whether Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander or non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander need to have a respectful understanding of local perspectives, values and community
interests and carefully negotiate the direction of research and the appropriate methodologies
to pursue. This is particularly complicated when researching within the policies and
structures of social institutions such as schools where many procedures have already been set,
in some cases to meet the requirements of outside authorities. With the best of intentions
however, all researchers need to recognise that historic and contemporary ‘Imperialism
frames the Indigenous experience’ (Smith, 1999, p.19) and that research projects must not
impose philosophical world views that colonise or counter Indigenous culture and
knowledge.
Indigenous philosophy is generally described as involving the interrelatedness of all aspects
of the universe, cycles of experience, ‘seeing’ the perceptions of nature, intimate connection
with and belonging to the land, family and community stories and oral traditions, careful
listening and patience and the knowing of relationships between events. Traditions of living
are passed on from generation to generation by Elders. They are clearly distinct in the main
from those of non-Indigenous society and regular schooling that rely on linear cause and
effect, detailed analysis of specific and isolated issues to relieve doubt and a distinct
separation of the physical and metaphysical. For these reasons, the process of colonization
including the forcible removal from land placed considerable pressure on tribal knowledge,
language and customs and remains a major cultural disjunction for Indigenous peoples today
whether living in urban, regional or remote communities. The dominant society will always
dominate making it extremely frustrating and often impossible for marginalized groups to
participate fully in social life while at the same time remaining true to community beliefs and
practices. For these reasons, a democratic and equitable society must establish ways of
recognizing and respecting Indigenous history, language and customs in all appropriate social
institutions and procedures to provide cultural identification and sustainability.
In considering the above principles, the work of two Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Australian scholars has been drawn upon in constructing a framework for the research.
Firstly, Martin Nakata has developed the concept of the ’cultural interface’ where he
describes this ‘contested space between two knowledge systems’ (Nakata, 2007, p. 9) as
being not clearly Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander or non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander. This could be described as a ‘liminal’ consciousness as understandings become
more variable and are challenged and questioned by changing circumstances. Nakata suggests
that the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander epistemological constructs of knowledge are
embedded in land and place for many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, as well as
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‘ways of story-telling, of memory-making, in narrative, art and performance, in cultural and
social practices’ (ibid, p.10) such that there is a constant process of acting and transforming
for family and community concerns. Secondly, in discussing ‘8 Aboriginal ways of learning,’
Yunkaporta and Kirby (2011) indicate that at the core of Aboriginal philosophy is ‘bringing
culture into the how not just the what … We’re learning through culture, not just about
culture’ (p. 206). This is recognition that culture is central to learning and simply cannot be
added on to the development and implementation of assumed Aboriginal perspectives
regarding learning and schooling. In combining understandings of the ‘cultural interface’ of
Nakata and the ‘8ways’of Yunkaporta, the research attempts to locate its purpose and
methodology within a broad framework of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
epistemologies that engages dominant knowledge and pedagogies.
Holistic approaches to learning that are infused with culture, language and community
intersect closely with the pragmatic philosophy of John Dewey (1963). Here, learning arises
from the continuing experience of living and thinking carefully about the effects of
experience. That is, knowledge emerges from the resolution of disrupted habits and customs
by the adjustment or alteration of belief, or the stabilisation and formation of conventions in
response to the resolution of doubt. When humans are confronted with new situations that
challenge current understanding and practice they reflexively call upon their knowledge,
culture and history with their experience in relation to particular influences for constructing
new ways of interacting with their changing environment. Knowing, being and language
constitute a foremost strategy in this process for understanding the problems being faced,
possible options to enact and communicating with others for support and advice. In general
terms, pragmatic philosophy is the basis of integrated knowledge and inquiry learning around
which many schools organize their curriculum and teaching. Paulo Freire (1972) saw learning
in a similar light, situated in community interest and being approached from a cultural
standpoint. His literacy work in Brazil and elsewhere centred on ‘culture circle’ discussion
amongst people who had come together to solve problems important to the community and
who undertook a process of discussion, action, communication, writing and reflection to
produce a way of improving life conditions for the people.
The social inquiry and cultural basis of knowledge as understood by Dewey and Freire
provide a secure and recognized backdrop for Indigenous knowledge and learning in formal
schooling. Freire’s notion of literacy for example is embedded within his central concept of
‘conscientisation’ or the development of community and personal critical consciousness to
critique and change society. He placed importance on dialogue between participants, with the
essence of dialogue being the word. Each word contains the two dimensions of action and
reflection, or of usage and meaning and to deny either destroys the praxis that exists between
them. Freire (1972, p. 29) argued that teachers and students need to have a relationship of
‘authentic dialogue’ and that
If learning to read and write is to constitute an act of knowing, the learners must
assume from the beginning the role of creative subjects. It is not a matter of
memorising and repeating given syllables, words and phrases, but rather of reflecting
critically on the process of reading and writing itself and on the profound significance
of language.
There are strong connections between the key points noted above and the current strategy for
the education of Koorie students in Victoria. Organised as a partnership between the
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development Victoria (DEECD) and the
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Victorian Aboriginal Education Association Incorporated (VAEAI), the strategy known as
Wannik: Learning Together – Journey to Our Future (Victoria, 2008) highlighted the need
for a ‘comprehensive and holistic approach’ (p. 14) and a ‘culturally inclusive curriculum’
(p.15) within current curriculum guidelines for all schools. Significantly, Wannik also
commented that ‘Victoria is well behind other states in recognizing the cultural identity of
our Koorie population within a curriculum framework,’ that ‘Engagement between school
staff, parents and community is poor and under-valued’ (p.12) and that substantial
improvement was also required in ‘participation, attendance, literacy, numeracy, retention
and completion’ (p. 8). As a broad strategy, Wannik did not provide detail of how such
culturally inclusive and improved learning outcomes were to be achieved, but did provide a
number of systemic reform proposals. What seemed clear however was the imperative that if
the formal learning of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children is to improve, then the
curriculum of all schools needs to be more culturally inclusive, that all schools need to be
respectful of the knowledge and social background of local communities and that there needs
to be a closer relationship between all schools and local communities.
Introducing an expanding range of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) into
schools over the past thirty years has not fundamentally changed how schools operate, how
the curriculum is arranged, or the relationships between teachers and students. In accord with
Dewey and Frere, the latest ICT applications should be used to promote an integrated and
inquiry approach to knowledge and learning and indeed, to create a new suite of Information
and Communication Pedagogies (ICP) for this intent. In particular, innovative ICPs should be
used across the curriculum to strengthen culturally inclusive learning environments at all
levels that open up current fields of study to fresh investigations and understandings by
students and which move beyond constraints and barriers to learning into new vistas and
imaginings. Such aspiration should be available for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
children as well. In terms of supporting children from diverse backgrounds, ICPs should
enhance connections with family backgrounds, community cultures and aspiration for success
within the regular curriculum, as well as provide encouragement and opportunity for every
child to explore knowledge in creative and expressive ways. Difficulties will arise for all
children when they are working within the complicated cultural interface of Nakata, drawing
on their own cultural histories in relation to the ideas and customs of others, a situation that
hopefully can be interpreted and reconstructed by prudent ICP. Literacy and numeracy are
important examples of the cultural interface where school structures and practices of
knowledge and learning need to recognize and not deny the place of culture and community
in learning. Social media enables language, story, communication and expression to be
integrated by children and may explain why ICTs that incorporate these features are used
quite extensively. Under these circumstances, the voice of child and community can be
respected, unadulterated by outside authority and regulation.
Taking these factors of respect for culture and community into account within the confines of
regular schooling demonstrates that research projects involving Indigenous peoples must be
sensitive to ontological and epistemological concerns. All research projects need to act in the
interests of Indigenous peoples first rather than impose predetermined world views and
theoretical frameworks of knowledge embedded in research design. This is exceedingly
difficult to do for non-Indigenous researchers especially when the time available and other
project features make careful and respectful discussion and immersion in local culture and
aspiration constrained. At Worawa Aboriginal College (2012) in Victoria, an integrated
education model has been developed that attempts to enable such respect and immersion to
occur within state curriculum guidelines. In this model, the ‘Worawa Way’ involves the four
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principles of relationship (ways of being), responsibility (ways of knowing), respect (ways of
valuing) and rigour (ways of doing) so that a holistic and culturally inclusive education for
students can be pursued. These principles can serve as a research framework as well, holding
Indigenous knowledge, learning and community in esteem and as the mutual search for
meaning continues. This research project has attempted to adhere to a philosophy of
democratic process and knowledge creation that is in accord with Indigenous ways of being,
knowing, valuing and doing to the best of our understanding and capabilities.
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The future of digital technologies in Indigenous education is upon us. However,
it is important to remember that Indigenous perspectives on Indigenous education
in the twenty-first century are under-theorised in Australia. We have little
knowledge of what parents of Indigenous children think about digital education,
or what needs and aspirations an ICT education can meet in the twenty-first
century. We have limited knowledge of how to integrate technology into nonEnglish speaking Aboriginal communities (Rigney, 2011, p. 40).
This literature review provides a brief outline of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
education in Australia, with particular emphasis on learning and curriculum forms. It has
been organised around a series of six themes although these of necessity intersect and have
common ground. Following some contextual remarks, the themes are discussed in the order
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander research, ways of knowing, information and
communication technologies and pedagogies, approaches to curriculum design, literacy and
learning outcomes and academically robust curriculum. A summary discussion of the review
is then provided. The review consists of pointers to major topics, themes and reports rather
than an extensive discussion of each.
Context
Australia does not have a commendable record regarding Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander education at all levels. The situation itself is complex involving as it does different
views regarding power, race, knowledge and learning. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students are also dispersed across urban, regional and remote communities, with the majority
attending neighbourhood schools in the towns and cities of eastern Australia where they are
generally a small minority of the individual school population. It is difficult to generalise
across Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities that have different languages, geohistories and aspirations. However a report from the Ministerial Council on Education, Early
Childhood Development and Youth Affairs, now renamed as Standing Council on School
Education and Early Childhood (SCSEEC, 2010-2014) provided six general guidelines for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education involving readiness for school; engagement
and connections; attendance; literacy and numeracy; leadership, quality teaching and
workforce development and pathways to real post –school options. Such detail needs to be
seen within the general Australian commitment to improved educational options as noted by
the Melbourne Declaration (MCEETYA, 2008) through building on the knowledge of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and working in partnership with local
communities. Internationally, the specific recommendations of United Nations Declaration of
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN, 2007) as a global consensus that took twenty years to
assemble need to be considered, especially Article 14 which asserts:
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1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational
systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner
appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning.
2. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and forms
of education of the State without discrimination.
3. States shall, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, take effective measures, in
order for indigenous individuals, particularly children, including those living
outside their communities, to have access, when possible, to an education in their
own culture and provided in their own language.
Given the connections for all Australians between formal education and access to higher
education, vocational education and training, economic security and standing in the
community, these trends from pre-school onwards contribute markedly to personal, social
and economic disadvantage. They are however well known and the inability of Australian
society to make progress on their improvement gives cause for grave concern. The
significance of educational reform for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples cannot be
overestimated. The view of Rigney at the head of this chapter clearly refers to technology for
specific educational and learning purposes as distinct from daily use and it does indicate that
considerable theorizing of application is required. In this regard, Radoll (2012) proposes that
‘there is a commonality between Aboriginal pedagogy and ICTs, which teachers can explore
in the classroom’ (p.122) and goes on to argue that teachers can use ICT to ‘ensure that
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students move towards a student-centric, teacher guided
learning environment in which the student takes primary responsibility for their own learning
and educational outcomes’ (p. 123).
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research
A number of problems exist in relation to the conduct of research into Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander education in Australia. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities who
aspire to have their children succeed in mainstream curriculum with mainstream outcomes
are confronted by epistemological and ontological difficulties that the regular curriculum has
either ignored, or has not been able to resolve. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities who aspire to a more culturally-inclusive understanding of knowledge and
history if necessary integrated with mainstream outcomes will also have considerable
difficulty in finding school locations where this occurs. Academic research that arises from a
dominant culture will tend to overlook contextual features of culture and socio-political
circumstance and will not only provide an inadequate and distorted account, but will be seen
by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples as another form of oppression.
As a Quandamooka woman from Queensland, Karen Martin (2003, p. 204) claims ‘my
genealogy, my ancestry and my position as a researcher and author. The purpose is to locate
myself firstly as an Aboriginal person and then as a researcher.’ She suggests that a
‘Quandamooka ontology’ informs Indigenist research through the relations of ‘Ways of
Knowing, Ways of Being and Ways of Doing’ (p. 208). From a non-Indigenist perspective,
such ontology is often disregarded as unnecessary, with research being seen as disconnected
from the background of researchers. That is, how research is conducted and how knowledge
is understood is quite separate from researcher world views such as community, feminist,
social class, or race. Martin highlights an essential problem for Indigenous researchers
undertaking projects in non-Indigenous social and political environments, but similar issues
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also apply for non-Indigenous researchers who adhere to articulated world views of their own
to inform the generation and interpretation of knowledge.
In a major study, Mellor and Corrigan (2004) have argued that Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander research ‘is not explaining the rich and complex factors that are contributing to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students’ poorer educational outcomes.’ They suggest a
number of limitations of the research including projects that are isolated from the broader
educational discourses, a lack of connection with other disciplines such as sociology, research
findings that are equivocal, incomplete or unclear and testing without context. Mellor and
Corrigan point out that good studies use a mix of qualitative and quantitative methodologies
to get a more detailed picture of complex situations and that a lack of this type of research
should be remedied.
A recent development in Australia has been Hooley’s (2007, 2009) proposal for the adoption
of narrative inquiry as a democratic means of qualitative Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander research. According to Clandinin and Connelly (2000), ‘Arguments for the
development and use of narrative inquiry come out of a view of human experience in which
humans, individually and socially, lead storied lives.’ If this is so, then the school curriculum
needs to ensure that narrative forms of knowing are included for all children along with those
approaches that are more empirically oriented. Based on the writing of Clandinin and
Connelly (2000), Hooley has developed a systematic four-dimensional approach towards
narrative curriculum. As Rigney (2006, p. 42) points out, we hope that narrative can support
the project of Indigenist research ‘to chart our own political and social agendas for liberation
from the colonial domination of research and society.’ The methodology involves students in
cycles of looking backwards and looking forwards, looking inwards and looking outwards,
thinking about the ideas we have at present and how we might go about changing current
circumstances to take our understanding forward.
A key aspect of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander research is that of oral history.
Accepting the oral traditions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples may be difficult
for some researchers and therefore the inclusion of voice and story in research projects may
often be overlooked. Attwood (2005) and Clendinnen (2006) have both discussed oral history
in terms of its interpretation and incorporation into research. These questions of knowledge
demonstrate the problems that afflict testing regimes within schools and the inaccuracy of
results if they are not taken into account. The question of whether Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples in colonial societies wish to live within two worlds and resist cultural
assimilation, or find strategies whereby communities remain time-honoured and customary, is
a problem for formal education that runs throughout this report.
In some respects it is understandable that there are major deficiencies regarding Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander research, given that the question of research itself is a highly
contested area. Qualitative research is still not recognised as a legitimate form of research in
some quarters and within qualitative research different methodologies are still being
developed (Denzin & Lincoln, 2004). Conversely, in the continuing debate regarding the No
Child Left Behind legislation in the United states, Cummins (2007) has strongly argued that
‘The research reviewed in the National Reading Panel (NRP) report provides no empirical
support for the imposition of scripted reading curricula on schools serving low-income
students. The research studies cited by the NRP as supporting systematic and explicit phonics
instruction show no consistency in the way that construct is operationalised. Thus the
construct is devoid of theoretical coherence and empirical substance.’ As this shows,
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academic research regarding human knowledge is fraught with disputation and competition
between two epistemological and value positions. In particular, literacy and numeracy find
themselves caught within a vigorous political and educational debate about schooling that
Dewey (1963) characterized as ‘traditional and progressive.’
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Ways of Knowing
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge that is shared and community-based rather
than individual and competitive poses a number of intricate issues for non-Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander law, science and educational practices. This is sometimes seen as a
problem to be solved, rather than possibility for democratic engagement. According to the
Native American Battiste (2008, pp.89-90), ‘To effect reform, educators need to make a
conscious decision to nurture Indigenous Knowledge, its dignity, identity and integrity by
making a direct change in school philosophy, policy, pedagogy and practice.’ Indigenous
communities around the world have regularly reported a small set of principles by which they
see learning and knowledge occurring. Confirmed by Australian studies (Hughes, 2000;
Hughes & More, 2004), these include learning from the land, proceeding from community
interest, the respectful participation of Elders, holistic connections between knowledge, forms
of observation and practical inquiry, longer time spans and the place of culture involving
language, ceremony and communication.
In discussing his work on the connections between digital applications and Aboriginal
knowledge, Christie (2005) makes a number of significant ontological and epistemological
comments. He is interested in how digital environments such as the database can assist
‘collective memory-making which is fundamental to renewing traditional knowledge in each
new generation’ (p. 62) and how digital systems can support this process:
When Aboriginal elders are inducting their young people into their ancient knowledge
traditions, they are not so much interested in teaching them the content of their
knowledge, but the shared background which make truth claims and performances
possible and assessable, the practices of intuition which derive axioms from theorems,
the modes of performance through which truth claims and performances can be made
and the complex ethical and aesthetic work which is done in validating and
privileging some particular performances rather than others (p. 66).
The fact that the regular curriculum in Australia and elsewhere has found it incredibly
difficult to incorporate and work with these principles indicates either a lack of ontological
and epistemological sophistication, or the continuing influence of prejudice and bias
regarding diversity. What is striking however when reading the literature is the close
correspondence between ways of knowing and the approaches of integrated inquiry learning
outlined by the pragmatic philosophers such as Dewey (1963, 1997). Australian education
has struggled to implement a truly integrated and inquiry curriculum and still maintains a
system that is heavily characterised by behaviourism. This may be due to the strong cultural
yet essentially unexamined and uncritiqued framework that has grown up around a particular
subject, as with school mathematics, or the power relations that are maintained by privileged
forms of knowledge through strict regimes of assessment. These features of culture and
power that determine curriculum design and pedagogical practice make it extremely difficult
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander considerations to be heard, let alone impact
substantially on daily classroom life.
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Approaches to Curriculum Design
Partington (2002) has outlined a number of models that have characterised Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander education in Australia. He has termed these models of separate
schooling, deficit/assimilation, culture, empowerment, two-way schooling and partnership.
Bilingual and multiliteracy approaches will also be discussed below. Partington suggests that
the move to cultural models for the provision of education represented a landmark in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education. It has also been noted that little evidence
exists to suggest that modest curriculum revisions alone will provide for the inclusion of
‘non-dominant knowledge’ (Ladwig & Amosa, 2004). While these models did not ensure
empowerment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, they did at least acknowledge
the validity of the culture of the people. There will always be a tension between the
requirements of the European state as translated by principals and teachers and the cultural
aspiration of local communities. The role of the individual teacher and teaching teams is
central and extremely complicated here, as they attempt to find ways of making progress with
European knowledge such as literacy and numeracy, while at the same time recognising the
cultural imperatives and framework within which they work.
Hooley (2002) in following the work of Harris (1990) on two-way learning has incorporated
Dewey’s notion of inquiry into a systematic approach towards two-way inquiry learning. The
appropriateness of two-way learning has been contested in Australia, particularly in regards
to whether the dominant society and culture will always prevail or indeed assimilate the nondominant culture and society. In rejecting the notion of ‘hybridity,’ Hooley has attempted to
cover this criticism through the notion of systematic inquiry. He has provided a list of seven
dimensions that characterise this approach as being continuity of experience, a recognition
that learning occurs in different ways and involves long- term reflection on experience, an
integrated practice and theory, integrated and constructed knowledge, childrens’ knowledge
as being valid and a holistic view of life itself. These dimensions should enable peoples from
across cultural settings to come together to discuss and reach consensus on issues of mutual
concern and to consider ways of moving forward together. Two-way inquiry learning is not
intended to remain at the level of understanding only, but to develop new ways of resolving
practical problems and thereby to enact new forms of understanding. This raises the
possibility of new narratives being constructed as noted above in relation to narrative as
research methodology.
As a first step to cultural inclusiveness, schools need to develop structures that enable
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families, children and Elders to participate as respected
equals in the learning process. Wherever we live, there will be Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander co-ops, health centres, education houses and local identities through which contact
can be made. To see formal education as a community partnership involving all stakeholders
is surely not a radical idea. In Sweden for instance and as described by Brophy (2001), a
system of study circles has existed for over one hundred years. This is seen as a form of
liberal education and a means of strengthening democracy for the entire country. Swedish
study circles have over two million participants each year and arrange about 200 000 cultural
events annually. They follow the same tradition of the folk high school established in 1868,
where programs are decided by the people according to current interests and needs.
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in Australia are also familiar with this type of
organisation. In attempting to make progress on reconciliation matters, a number of learning
circles were established to bring Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and non-Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples together for cross-cultural understanding. Key features
again included a sharing of experience and explanation through story telling and the
identification of common themes arising. Depending on the circumstances, a learning circle
exists inside other structures. For schools, there are constraints of time and regulation
including the need for formal assessment. The purpose of the learning circle is however to go
beyond such barriers and to work with other structures that are enduring, democratic and
respectful. The learning circle provides a structure to enhance human agency, not to restrict
it.
Literacy and Learning Outcomes
As the discussion thus far has indicated, research and assessment, learning generally and
literacy and numeracy learning in particular are complicated and contested areas around the
world. There may well be cultural incongruence between formal education programs and the
history, practices and understandings of communities. Testing programs for example have
long been criticised for concentrating on what can be ‘measured’ empirically at a particular
time instead of the emerging knowledge, insights and apprehensions of the child over time. In
diverse communities, what is considered ‘common’ and therefore available for measurement
is changing and often disputed. It was only in the 1950s that the place of science in the
curriculum as compared with the humanities was still being decided. More recently, the role
of new technologies across the curriculum has needed to be considered. A significant report
however conducted for the NSW Minister for Education canvassed a wide range of issues
regarding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education and identified the following
strategies as having potential to improve the learning of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students (NSW, 2004, p. 76):
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

talking and listening activities, especially in kindergarten to build on home language
literacy and numeracy workshops for parents supported by local Aboriginal Education
Consultative Groups
professional development for teachers regarding Aboriginal English, language
development and Aboriginal learning
strategies that enable Aboriginal students to hear, understand and engage in
classrooms and to be able to code switch between Aboriginal English (AE, home
language) and Standard Australian English (SAE, school language)
specific support for literacy and numeracy in both AE and SAE
culturally inclusive texts
mainstream programs that incorporate the needs of Aboriginal students
academic research and mentors regarding quality teaching.

To act on all of these recommendations at once is a difficult task for schools and to be
successful will require whole school approaches over time. As the NSW report suggests, the
Scaffolding Literacy program offers promise in accelerating literacy skills. It appears to be
especially appropriate for those who have failed to make appropriate literacy gains and who
may be falling behind classmates (Creswell, Underwood & Withers, 2002). Teachers
involved with the program comment that major features include age –appropriate texts,
professional development and the applicability of the program across stages and key learning
areas of the curriculum.
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Any discussion of literacy in Australia must note the most recent report (DEST, 2005) that
has been both strongly supported and criticised. Release of this report continued the national
debate regarding whether literacy is best taught through an emphasis on phonics and
phonemics, or through an emphasis on experience including whole language. This debate has
been vigorous around the world for many years and has included the contentious No Child
Left Behind Legislation (NCLB, 2002) of the United States. The debate concerns whether or
not humans learn language through direct instruction of letter-sound correlations as their first
encounter with literacy, or whether such coding is incorporated into the child’s general
experience when needed. Whole language advocates support the latter approach and argue
that culture, context and experience are necessary for comprehension, as distinct from a
knowledge of other components of language such as grammar, syntax and spelling. This
debate is highly significant for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children if one method
or the other of teaching reading and literacy is imposed by the dominant society, without a
balanced view of all the factors at play being adopted.
In an extensive report regarding the literacy and numeracy learning of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander children in the early years, Hughes (ACER, 2003, p. iv) raises the question of
the development of assessment tools that do not disadvantage Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children. He describes a test item that asks the child to explain the logo on a carton
of milk and comments: ‘Who has the cultural advantage here - the student whose father has a
strong interest in basketball, season tickets to the game and drinks fresh milk from the cool
room at the supermarket – or the student who lives in a small community in the country,
follows the local football team and who drinks generic long-life milk bought in a box?’ This
is only one cultural problem of literacy and numeracy testing that in the mainstream
curriculum draws almost exclusively on dominant life practices rather than a diversity of
geographies and experience.
Although concerned with the early years, this report raises many issues that can be related to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education generally. Factors that the report found as
being statistically associated with achievement included the role of the school, differences
between metropolitan, regional and remote locations, language background including the
speaking of standard Australian English at home, school attendance and student attentiveness.
A list of learning contexts was also included such as cultural diversity and inclusivity, the
provision of literacy and numeracy programs and school-community partnerships. Some of
the key factors that were seen to be important in enabling student success were the style of
leadership, attendance and engagement of students, good teaching and an Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander presence in the school. An important finding of the study was that the
pre-school years provide the foundation for future learning and student skills at the start of
school shape their subsequent learning in powerful ways.
A federal discussion paper (MCEETYA, 2001, p. 34) also noted that literacy skills in
Standard Australian English are central to success in formal education for all ages and
subjects. The report emphasised again that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students are
often confronted with literacy and numeracy activities that assume culturally-embedded
understandings and that assessment regimes that follow a similar pattern can produce less
than adequate or accurate results. Particular mention was made of mathematical concepts
such as space, time, number and measurement that may be considered in a more abstract and
cultural manner in schools and topics like chance and data and algebra may alienate
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students for similar reasons. The report indicated that
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many educators may also have low expectations of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
learning and that this can become a self-fulfilling prophesy. This problem can arise
specifically if Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children do not read, write or use
mathematics for personal enjoyment, but see these activities as compulsory and imposed by
the school.
Amongst other issues, the concept of bilingual education for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children in the Northern Territory was reviewed by Collins (1999) and strongly
supported. Since that time, the policy has undergone major changes with the current
government committed to strengthening the practice across schools as it exists. Bilingual
education is sometimes confused with two-way learning which is a broader concept than
involving language alone. It is significant that the Collins review preferred the term two-way
learning in relation to language because it brought together and respected both formal and
vernacular speech and communication. It was also stated that a ‘one size fits all’ approach to
two way learning is inappropriate with different communities needing more flexible
approaches. The review found that improved speaking and literacy development was a key
concern for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander parents, students and community members.
There was also comment from older Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people that the
literacy level of the current generation was less than their parents.
Rose and others at the Koori Centre, University of Sydney have worked on a long-term action
research program with school and university programs across Australia and internationally.
Strategies have been developed for teaching reading and writing at all educational levels,
particularly with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander learners (Rose et al, 2004). At the
Koori Centre these strategies are known as scaffolding academic literacy and are currently
being implemented by staff in the Diploma and Tertiary Preparation courses. Scaffolding is a
technique used in teaching generally and with literacy in particular whereby key ideas and
information are made available to learners as a framework within which they build and
experiment with new ideas and concepts.
Questions of multiliteracy (Yelland, 2006) including orality (Ong, 2012) and the place of
information and communication technologies must also be considered in regards to literacy
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children. These issues show that notions of culture
and literacy are changing in the broader community and that this will impact on Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander practices as well. The use of computer-based technologies in
relation to music improvisation, composition and performance, graphics and design, Internet
searches, text messaging, video and digital film creation and application all demonstrate that
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture is
dynamic and that static representations are not necessarily accurate or appropriate. These
developments have important ramifications for notions of teaching, learning, curriculum and
assessment.
Information and Communication Pedagogies
Information and Communication Pedagogies (ICP) are an emerging branch of educational
practice and theory, the role of which is promote the adoption of technological innovations in
schools and other learning organizations, in order to prepare new generations for the digital
society. CIP attempt to explore, understand, describe and explain the complex relationships
between futuristic policy aspirations, evolving architectures of learning and teaching, and
discordant models of evaluation and assessment of student performance and learning
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outcomes. This section will reflect on key Australian policy directions related to new
technologies and Indigenous learning, Indigenous access to technologies, and will examine
the culture-pedagogy-technology nexus in the context of Indigenous culture in Australia and
beyond through a number of research studies involving Indigenous participants.
Future-proofing Australia in the global digital age – Implications for Indigenous students
and their schools
Unprecedented technological progress resulted in rapid changes to our daily lives. Through
digital technologies, most social practices have been reconceptualised, demanding significant
adjustments in ways of thinking acting and learning. In order to keep up with these
revolutionary developments within the context of global economies, schools have been
receiving steady injections of technological infrastructure to ensure that the future workforce
of Australia is ready for the global challenge. Unfortunately, due to lack of strategic thinking
around the deployment of ICT infrastructure, including the preparation of teachers and
provision of technological support, the investments created little return in the form of student
outcomes (Dakich, 2008).
The recent Gonsky report revealed that the performance of Australian students continues to
fall behind other OECD countries when it comes to literacy and numeracy skills. Additionally
summaries of OECD reports (ACER, 2012) indicated that Indigenous test results of reading,
mathematical and scientific literacy had not improved in between 2000 and 2009. In
particular, test results of Indigenous students were overrepresented at the lower literacy bands
and underrepresented at higher literacy bands. In order to stop these unfavorable trends,
Prime Minister Gillard announced a national overhaul of school funding, costing the states
and territories 6.5 billion, to help raise the performance of Australian students in literacy,
numeracy and science to the top five countries by 2025 (Gillard, 2012). The Gillard
Government also committed additional funding loading, beyond the Gonsky
recommendations for every Indigenous student across the country. In its decision-making the
Government was responding to the National Congress of First Peoples Education Advisory
Group. The Advisory Group recommended a change to the funding scheme, and emphasized
that “closing the educational divide requires a focus on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students, as well as a system, which is inclusive of ongoing professional support and
development for their educators, and quality support for parents/carers and community,
throughout this process (National Congress of Australia’s First People’s, 2012, p.3).
The above commitments of the Australian Government mirror the aspirations articulated in
the Melbourne Declaration of National Goals (MCEETYA, 2008). The goals aim for
excellence across all school sectors and highlight the need for working with Indigenous
communities on all aspects of schooling by promoting high expectations for the learning
outcomes of Indigenous students, and building on local cultural knowledge and experiences.
The Australian Curriculum (ACARA, 2010), attempted to operationalize these goals by
incorporating Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures within the English,
Mathematics, History and Science curriculum areas as a cross-curriculum priority. The aim of
this curriculum innovation was to help teachers avoid tokenistic and simplistic
representations of Indigenous cultures, and assist them with the development of culturally
relevant learning experiences that build on partnerships with local Indigenous communities
and promote rich cultural interfaces and intercultural understanding between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous Australians.
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The Federal Closing the Gap initiative (Altman, 2009), a long-term commitment of the
Australian Government to work towards a better future for Indigenous and Torres Strait
Islander Communities, called on State and Territory Governments to commit to developing
local and regional strategies in order to improve educational outcomes for Indigenous student
and school communities by:
• improving enrolment rates;
• improving attendance;
• improving student engagement;
• improving literacy and numeracy attainment;
• developing an Indigenous education workforce;
• up-skilling the teaching workforce to better support Indigenous students;
• improving parental and community engagement;
• improving ‘wrap around’ support, including through extended service school models;
• improving retention rates;
• improving transitions from school to further education and training; and
• creating high expectations for Indigenous young people (p. 25).
Surprisingly, improving access to new technologies or raising the bar when it comes to digital
literacy amongst Indigenous students was not explicitly articulated in this strategy. However,
since its publication, the Australian Government Initiated and funded a number of projects
including the TECP project evaluated in this report, aiming to close the gap between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous educational outcomes and open up sustainable pathways
towards employment and community development for all Australians.
These efforts were fortified by the $540 million investment following the National
Partnership Agreement on Literacy and Numeracy that was allocated to improve literacy and
numeracy performance of students from over 1000 schools across the country, as well as the
Digital Education Revolution (DER). The goal of DER was to scaffold effective integration
of new technologies to Australian Schools, with a special focus on providing every secondary
school student in years 9-12, with a laptop/notebook computer through the National
Secondary Schools Computer Fund (www.coag.gov.au/schools_and_education). Part of this
initiative was to provide 33.500 Indigenous students in years 9-12 across states and territories
with personal access to a portable computer, hoping to improve student engagement and
retention in upper secondary education.
Currently, there is a lack of conclusive research evidence that could support a sound analysis
on why so little progress had been made towards this goal, despite major national initiatives
and investments, the were directed towards raising learning outcomes and improving the
pathways for the participation of Indigenous youth in the Australian Workforce. Studies from
around the world, involving Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and other First
Nation communities (Reedy, 2011; Hartnell-Young and Vetere, 2008; Pirbhai-Illich, Turner
and Austin, 2009; Smith and Magee, 2005; Chikonzo, 2006; Mignone and Henley, 2009;
Litchfield, Dyson, Lawrence, and Zmijewska, 2007; Oakley, Pegrum, Faulkner and Striepe,
2012), highlighted a number of issues that hinder the success of top-down interventions by
governments. These issues include access and connectivity, examining digital technologies
through cultural contexts and cultural interfaces, and looking at the barriers of their
integration within traditional western learning paradigms and pedagogies.
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Digital access, inclusion and participation
Much has been written on the problematic of digital divide in the last decade (Norries, 2003;
Warschauer, 2004), and how it affects the socio-economic health of modern societies. Mainly
through trial and error, it has become evident that the key steps towards a digitally inclusive
society are providing convenient and sustained access to ICT infrastructure as well as
opportunities for participation in the digital society. Assessing the challenges of social
participation, this review looks beyond the context of education, and examines arguments
offered by a recent study (Perlgut, 2011), in which the author warns of a “...looming ‘digital
participation gap’ in Australia” (p.1), likely to affect the most vulnerable communities of the
society in the midst of the rollout of the National Broadband Network (NBN). He highlights
the critical importance of access to the Internet, hardware and software, relevant content and
services as well as to opportunities for the development of digital literacy skills as key
prerequisites for participation in a networked society. Perlgut also identifies the gap in digital
ownership, as symbol of a growing problem and the next big social justice issue. According
to him, owning digital artifacts takes on symbolic meaning and represents social participation
and belonging to the broader society. It is important to mention that this theme emerging
from the literature review is underpinned by the findings of this study and translates into one
of the recommendations of this report.
Similarly to Smith and Magee (2005) Perlgut’s study argues for understanding the
importance of connectedness and the need to risk-proof Indigenous communities from being
excluded from enjoying the benefits of the National Broadband Network. With the
deployment of NBN in full swing, it is expected that about 80% of all Australian premises
will be connected by 2025. Perlgut argues that:
we must commit to 100% inclusiveness, because if we aim anywhere lower we are
running the risk of creating a second class of citizens, and whole communities that
have the potential to become divorced from social, civic and economic engagement
with the rest of Australia (as well as the rest of the world) (p.4).
Digital technologies, context and culture
Another broad concept that emerges from a number of studies is the extent to which digital
artifacts are determined by the culture in which they were created and how they are
reconstructed and assigned new values through social practices. Technology driven
approaches to educational innovation often consider digital technologies as culturally neutral
artifacts, while critical perspectives highlight possible hidden agendas of market driven
segments of the society (Ferneding, 2003; Drenoyanni, 2006), and view technologies a new
platform of cultural imperialism (Dyson, 2004). In her analysis, Dyson raises pertinent
questions such as:
How are Indigenous peoples to deal with these technologies? Will they be able
to access the many advantages while retaining their own cultures intact?
Importantly, do they view them as a medium of colonization, antithetical to their
traditional values and worldview? (p.58)
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Dyson’s analysis concurs with Pelrgut’s (2011) remarks that limited access, lack of computer
ownership and poor levels of digital literacy are key to low adoption rates of digital
technologies in Indigenous Australians. She also emphasizes the importance of cultural
appropriateness in the use of technologies and the need to reflect indigenous knowledge and
contexts and support individual and community aspirations.
Similarly to authors representing a variety of Indigenous perspectives from countries around
the world (Chikonzo, 2006; Mignone et al., 2009), Dyson highlights the role of ( in
maintaining cultural continuity and cultural preservation, including the revival of Indigenous
languages. She suggests that rather than maintaining cultural marginalization, “against the
exclusion of the print elites, ICTs offer the prospect of genuine, unmediated, unedited
Indigenous Australian voice to be heard across Australia and across the world.” (p.69).
Brugier and Greathouse-Amador (2012) further argue that digital technologies and new
learning environments based on culturally sensitive experiential learning provide
opportunities for cultural transactions and the development of intercultural understandings, a
generic capability recently introduced into the National Curriculum.
In recent years, the widespread introduction of smart phones, tablet devices and Web2
technologies brought these ideas alive. Instead of pushing mono-cultural information, these
digital tools allow for the creation and communication of user-generated content regardless of
language, culture and worldview, thus opening up new opportunities for harnessing their
power for pedagogic transformation and improving the outcomes of diverse groups of
learners.
Making the most of mobile learning
Mobile learning has become increasingly popular amongst young people where it often is a
technology of choice (Hartnell-Young et al., 2008). They allow students to learn anywhere
anytime and according to these authors, mobile technologies are used in conjunction with
new styles of communication, new literacies (Lankshear and Knobel, 2006) and personalized
curriculum. Mobile learning has the capacity to incorporate old and new literacies and
provide a more student-centered approach to learning. Through Internet connectivity (Smith
at al., 2005) and rich multimedia experiences mobile technologies transform conventional
literacies and expand traditional repertoires of communication by adding moving images and
audioscapes to words, creating multilterate (New London Group, 1996), multimodal channels
of communication and collaboration. Because of the above characteristics, it is hypothesized
that mobile technologies are conducive to facilitating student engagement and improving
literacy outcomes for Indigenous students. Two recent studies conducted with Indigenous
Australians (Hartnell-Young et al., 2008 and Oakley et al., 2012) that explored pedagogical
approaches of using mobile technologies for improving literacy outcomes for Indigenous
students will be looked at in the next section.
Hartnell-Young and Vetere (2008) have conducted a small-scale study in the Northern
Territory by providing four male secondary school students with mobile phones with a
camera and an online Life blog software that automatically stored text images and video. The
students were asked to record their everyday life and provided minimal guidance. Apart from
the Life blog data the researchers visited each student in their schools and recorded their
conversations. The authors found that the opportunities for engaging with new forms of
literacies facilitated various forms of storytelling and that these digital creations representing
segments of students’ families and community experiences contributed to personalizing the
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curriculum in a meaningful way. More importantly, in their article Hartnell-Young and
Vetere argued that the study had significant implications for existing assessment practices by
demonstrating the need for broadening assessment to include learner–generated material. The
study also reported a positive effect of mobile learning on students’ self-confidence.
A larger sample of both Indigenous and non-Indigenous students was involved in Oakley et
al.’s (2012) study, where a two-phase project involving a broad survey of ten independent
schools in Western Australia was followed by six in-depth case studies of schools in the
second phase of the project. The researchers explored pedagogical applications of mobile
technologies for teaching literacy. The devices of choice were IPods and IPod Touches that
were provided to students with the aim to transform the teaching and learning of English and
improve learning outcomes through literacy as a ‘general capability’ as described by the New
Australian Curriculum across other learning areas. The study concluded with significant
implications for current interpretations of literacy, suggesting the likelihood of “further
redefinition of what literacy actually is and what is it for” (p.67). The researchers highlighted
the need for providing teachers with ongoing professional development as well as
professional networking opportunities. They have identified the need for further research
examining the impact of mobile technologies on students’ learning of traditional texts as well
as multimodal digital texts.
Studies involving Indigenous participants in countries such as Canada, the US, Mexico and
Zimbabwe (Smith et al.,2005; Chikonzo, 2006; Mignone et al., 2009; Pirbhai-Illich et al.,
2009) also highlight the need for rethinking literacy and the assessment of literacy skills in
culturally diverse classrooms. According to Pirbhai-Illich et al. (2009) prepared worksheets,
grammatically correct sentences are much easier to assess and align with curriculum
documents than student-generated content and report cards filled at the end of terms do not
provide an accurate representation of deep knowledge and critical literacies learnt through
pedagogical approaches using digital devices. This often results in teachers reverting to less
challenging approaches to teaching and learning and assessment.
The above argument demonstrates the complex context of technology integration that goes
beyond providing access to technological infrastructure and calls for a pedagogical cultural
repositioning that takes into account the nature of knowledge the contexts in which the
production of knowledge takes place, as well as how it is enacted in praxis through the prism
of values and beliefs. Studies demonstrate that pedagogical approaches and assessment
methods are by and large incongruent with the cultural context in which they are employed
and are unsuitable for measuring new forms of knowledge that emerge from learning
experiences with and through digital technologies. Research also suggests that ignoring
teacher professional development needs breaks the link between policy and practice and
prevents successful translation of government investments to improving learning literacy
levels and broader learning outcomes.
If we are to provide equitable access to education for Indigenous Australian learners, as
Reedy (2011) recommends, we need to extend research into four major areas. This entails
research into mobile technologies to facilitate teaching and learning, research into models of
flexible delivery for indigenous students to foster retention and pathways, research into the
interfaces of formal and informal learning, and finally, research into alternative assessment
forms of student learning to measure learning experiences and outcomes that are lifechanging, and create an interface between social capital and increased socio-economic wellbeing (Reedy, 2011) for young Indigenous Australians.
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Academically Robust Curriculum
There is constant debate in Australia and overseas regarding the nature, purpose and structure
of curriculum. This is not unusual as society and the economy changes and the expectations
of schooling change. Retention rates to Year 12 for example are subject to policy review and
update as more students regardless of socio-economic background are expected to complete
secondary schooling and to move to either higher education or vocational education.
Accordingly, there is deliberation as to whether or not the curriculum should consist of the
academic disciplines, a selection of contemporary knowledge, or focus on student interest.
There is a divide between abstract and applied knowledge, with primary schools focusing on
broad language development through integrated and applied activities and secondary schools
tending to separate knowledge into discrete academic blocks. Currently there is discussion
regarding the appropriateness of a national curriculum for all schools in Australia and how
the question of diversity can be best handled.
In considering how to arrange the work of schools within this context, the effective schools
movement outlined a series of principles (for an Australian perspective see McGaw et al,
1992). These included strong administrative leadership, high expectations of student
achievement, frequent evaluation of learning, an emphasis on basic skills, a safe and orderly
climate and a well trained teaching force with clear goals and outcomes. This approach has
sometimes been criticised on the grounds that it is essentially an industrial model of
organisations imposed on schools. That is, schools are not factories or assembly lines where a
strong manager sets down the goals of the company which employees then set out to meet.
The effective schools movement discusses a broad range of issues within the principles
outlined above including curriculum, the role of staff, students and parents, school ethos and
vision, the capacity of schools to change and improve and the location of schools within the
community and systems. These items can be taken separately, or be seen within the
complexity of school life, each connected to the other.
Associated with the idea of schooling effectiveness, is the self-managing school concept
(Caldwell & Spinks, 1988; Caldwell, 1994, 2006). Here the school is somewhat extricated
from systemic requirements and adopts the principles of strong leadership, clear goals, well
trained teachers and the like. This approach was adopted in varying ways by Victorian
governments from the mid-1980s onwards and is still influential today although to a limited
extent. Some commentators have argued that the transition has not gone far enough and the
self-management that occurs within a framework of government regulation and devolved
responsibility, should proceed to self-governing where all schools operate as independent
entities. A criticism of this view is that it detracts from public concepts of education for all
and is based on notions of privatisation involving student fees and fund raising by school
communities. The self-managing school model has also never been able to adequately
demonstrate that its organisational structure results in improved student learning outcomes.
Connections may be drawn with the Year 12 exam results for private schools and their
independent forms of operation as advocated by effective schooling. This is a complicated
relationship however involving social capital, cultural reproduction and connections with
privileged knowledge, a relationship that is subject to ongoing community and professional
debate and research (Teese & Polesel, 2003)
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An interesting trend in Australia has been to isolate the notion of teacher quality from the
broader approach of schooling effectiveness. In some respects this is a simplistic argument
building on the hard-to-dispute contention that good teachers are significant for improved
student outcomes. The extent of the impact of quality teaching is difficult to define especially
in regards to other factors such as the socio-economic background of students and the
intermixing human, cultural and economic capitals of the school. This leads to a debate that is
referred to as ‘within school differences,’ or ‘between school differences.’ Can the teacher
overcome all the other factors that exist in a school and which are brought to the classroom
by students and achieve high quality learning outcomes by excellent teaching alone? The
current framework for curriculum in Victoria (VELS, 2005; AusVELS, 2012) has drawn
upon these ideas identifying essential learning in three strands: processes of physical,
personal and social development; a selection from traditional disciplinary knowledge and a
number of interdisciplinary domains such as communication and technology. The VELS
framework is difficult to describe in theoretical terms as it is a mixture of activities that do
not necessarily fit neatly together. As a framework, it remains the responsibility of schools to
decide how they will arrange the strands, domains and dimensions provided and to this time,
many schools are in transition. The rhetoric however continues to be firmly but uneasily
based in quality teaching and therefore schooling effectiveness. It is still too early to ascertain
whether any new schooling structures have emerged in public schools to support the new
curriculum and whether such structures and processes have impacted on learning outcomes.
Apart from teacher quality, another specific aspect of schooling that is commented on
frequently is that of educational leadership. Fullan’s work is important here and his efforts at
clarifying leadership characteristics and school reform initiatives over many years and in
different countries have been prominent (Fullan, 2003, 2004, 2005). He has a democratic and
collegial approach to the leadership question while not denying that particular people with
particular roles are important. Within Australia, Sarra is a former school principal and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander educator who has placed emphasis on strong leadership
at the school level achieving outstanding results on attendance and other indicators. He
comments that ‘School is a place where you get power, where you learn how to play and win
the game of life. We want to change the tide of low expectation among Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander students and teach these students to have high expectations. All educators
should have high expectations of students whether they’re Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander students or not’ (Sara, 2007). He advises that teachers of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander children should not worry too much about their lack of knowledge regarding
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander issues, but rather ensure a belief that educational
outcomes can be achieved, have an open mind in working with the community and be bold in
setting out to achieve the results you want. These remarks begin to unpack the idea of
leadership and how it works for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander schools. The role of the
principal is crucial not only in articulating a vision and program for the school and
community, but in working with teachers who may be inexperienced and require considerable
guidance in bringing expectations into effect.
In discussing education in more remote Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander locations,
Pearson (2004) notes the market framework of supply and demand: ‘The supply-side
concerns the provision of good teaching. It is not just a quantity issue about how much
teaching is available, but perhaps more importantly, the quality of that teaching. The demandside concerns the desire for learning amongst the community, parents and students.’ This is
an important insight of two-way education where responsibility for outcomes falls on the
organic relationship between school and community. He goes on to note that high quality
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educational leadership is also required and must be able to flourish, rather than be mired in
the bureaucratic jungle of forms and other requirements. Pearson argues that education
should be ‘exciting and culturally engaging to encourage parental and community interest,’ a
theme that is very strong in the literature involving all children and families. This again
provides a clear guide for educational leadership, showing that the good leader is not aloof
from or above particular situations, but has a deep understanding of problems arising from
practical experience and works diligently with colleagues in planning realistic strategies
about how to proceed. Pearson’s work at the Cape York Aboriginal Australian Academy
(2013) has the stated aim of closing the achievement gap between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal students and to support the ‘bicultural’ identity of Cape York children. The
Academy has attracted attention particularly for literacy and its teaching emphasis on ‘direct
instruction’ (DI). This approach draws upon the early work of Siegfried Engelmann (Barbash,
2012) and the systematic instruction by the teacher within narrow, predetermined content,
ability groupings and the frequent assessment of students. In addition to direct instruction, the
Academy has introduced extra curricula clubs alongside Aboriginal culture and language
activities. A recent review of the Academy by McCollow (2012, p.107) notes a comment
from Professor Allan Luke that, despite ‘some serious reservations about DI, it would be
unhelpful for the debate to develop in a way in which the choice is between polarized ‘proDI’ and ‘anti-DI’ positions.’ Rather, there may be ways for direct instruction to connect with
other broader and deeper pedagogical and curriculum experiences.
Is it possible to detail and generalise these notions of quality teaching, expectations and
leadership as they might apply to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education? The
answer is yes, but we must be very careful in so doing. Like all schools, there is probably no
blueprint on such matters that can be automatically implemented, but principles that need to
frame consideration of the specific issues and dilemmas that exist. Quality teaching that is
required to achieve high expectations of learning involves taking the key ideas that are
thought to be important and connecting them with the culture and interest of the child.
Attempting to impose the major features of privileged knowledge whether it be atom from
chemistry, equation from mathematics, energy from physics, or time and sequence from
history will generally confuse rather than enlighten. Working with only pencil, paper and
written text will probably alienate rather than engage the young mind. Disconnecting ideas
from the world of experience will make it difficult for intellectual leaps to occur. Setting the
bar too high and ensuring failure to clear, will not of itself enable barriers to be overcome.
Educational leadership takes place within such a matrix of competing factors with new
relationships between them being formed and reformed in diverse classrooms every day.
What seems clear is that for all children, schools should embody a democratic and culturallyinclusive life of respect and challenge, where practices are informed by internal reflection and
by the external understandings of others. For children and learning, quality teaching,
expectation and leadership are built and not enforced.
Summary Discussion
It is suggested that the data covered by this review while significant are often broad and
require ongoing research and elaboration. Similar issues are seen internationally as in
Australia. From the above discussion however it is possible to distil a number of specific
items that impact strongly on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education and curriculum.
These have been grouped under six themes and commented on as follows:
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Models of curriculum
Central to the establishment of successful schools and educational programs for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples is the recognition and respect accorded Elders, Traditional
Owners and families of local communities. Because of this, it is inappropriate to attempt to
design a national or state-based model of curriculum that is applied to all locations in the
same way. It is the responsibility of central authorities to provide adequate levels of funding
and guidance, assistance and support materials that all communities require to meet the
learning needs of children. Developing a model of curriculum for a particular community is a
difficult process that must give due attention to government and other regulation, draw upon
a complete understanding of knowledge and learning and enable appropriate processes of
assessment and evaluation. Elements of curriculum that need to be considered for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities involve cultural inclusivity, Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander ways of knowing, cognitive and active engagement with knowledge
production, community participation and two-way connections with the regular curriculum.
To shift the paradigm of under-achievement for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children
in mainstream schools particularly in the literacy and numeracy areas requires attention to be
given not only to the educational framework, but to the actual day-by-day, or hour-by-hour
techniques that teachers apply.
Having an understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander epistemologies and
pedagogies however can challenge all communities, especially when learning outcomes must
embrace both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander formalisms such as literacy and numeracy. While teachers and parents have high
expectations that their children can achieve at the highest levels, programs need to be
constructed that enable this to happen. A cultural framework within which teaching and
learning occurs is necessary and it is the role of the teacher to ensure that connections are
made between the understandings that all children bring to school and the outcomes that the
community desires. In essence, these connections involve ideas that are abstracted from
experience and ideas that are grounded in experience and involve investigation of the links
that bring practice, reflection, and theorising together. An excellent example of this approach
is called ethnomathematics (Ascher, 1991), almost unknown in Australian schooling, where
serious attempts are made at working with the cultural understandings of mathematics that
exist in multicultural and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities and the formal
knowledge and concepts of regular schools. Working with the codes that characterise formal
language, mathematics, science and other areas of school knowledge is an experiential
process that is time consuming and complicated and which brings together the expectations,
interests, history and language of local communities. These are the features that build a high
quality curriculum with high quality teaching rather than having it imposed from external
sources.
Leadership
Experienced leadership is required in all schools to establish a culturally inclusive high
quality curriculum with high quality teaching. Leadership exists at all levels including
principals, teachers and community. Principals occupy a central position in that they are
experienced personnel who are appointed to ensure that the learning needs of children are met
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and that all aspects of the school run smoothly. Being a principal is exceedingly demanding
under any circumstances, but even more so when Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
requirements are present. Hopefully, there is community participation in the selection process
and that strong and collegial links are maintained between the principal and community. A
good principal does not emphasise a pyramidal or top-down structure but encourages all staff
to play important roles in the life of the school regardless of experience. New teachers bring
energy and enthusiasm to schools and in dealing with problems and often have a ‘why not?’
approach.
Schools need to be organised in such a way that democratic teams or learning circles deal
with all the main issues particularly those of curriculum, assessment and evaluation. In
smaller schools whether at the primary or secondary levels, it should be possible to involve
all of the community in considering school programs on a regular basis. Principals who have
a non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander background need to be very sensitive to culture
and local issues and ensure that the entire school is infused with the recognition and respect
of the community. Depending on the state jurisdiction, it is advisable that Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander representatives are members of school decision-making bodies and if
possible, be in the majority. The principal has a vital role in the appointment of staff and
should provide leadership in the balance between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and
non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander members. This is not always an easy task, given the
lack of qualified Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander teachers around Australia.
Communities of practice
Two concepts that can inform the actual setting up of the above conditions involve
democratic schooling (Pearl & Knight, 1999) and communities of practice (Wenger, 1998).
Pearl and Knight contend that democratic education requires that knowledge should be
universally available, that students are involved in the posing and solving of social and
personal problems, that students participate in all decisions that affect their lives, that clearly
specified rights should be universally available and that all should be encouraged to succeed
in society’s legal endeavours. These are high expectations indeed of schooling and of the
curriculum, but expectations that are appropriate for all children, both Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander and non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander. Clearly, strong and perceptive
leadership will be required to achieve them. Wenger has similar aspirations for his concept of
communities of practice. Based in the literature of organisational change, Wenger raises
questions regarding situated learning and knowledge management. He suggests an alignment
between participants and tasks so that progress can be made on innovative solutions to
difficult problems. Obviously, the community of practice enables all those concerned to work
together and to be respected for the contributions they make. A consideration of these two
features of organisations, that is democratic process and community of practice, locates
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education in the respected literature and strengthens the
notion of two-way approaches as a planning framework.
Community support
Realistic mechanisms of support are necessary if the above steps are to be put in place for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education. The role of government and bureaucratic
authorities has already been mentioned. Appropriate support is however required on-theground, on a daily basis if any progress is to be made and sustained. As mentioned above,
within Victoria the state-wide Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisation VAEAI
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supports the operation of a number of Local Aboriginal Education Consultative Groups
throughout the state. VAEAI works closely with government for policy development and
implementation, has a number of officers and enables funded projects to occur. Similarly,
other organisations such as Dare to Lead (2012) and What Works (2012) also provide support
for schools and local communities. The above discussion that raises issues regarding the
improvement of learning outcomes such as literacy and numeracy, democratic schooling and
the establishment of more formal communities of practice, imply that the organisation
currently available needs to be strengthened. A positive means of so doing is the study circle
proposal (Brophy, 2001; Hagan, 2005).
Given the proviso of appropriate funding, culturally-inclusive teaching, community respect
and the like, the establishment of a series of community study circles or learning circles in
Victoria associated with the work of VAEAI and LAECGs could provide a more systematic
way of raising, considering and supporting the complex array of issues discussed in this
review. A small group of experienced educators (similar to Koorie Education Support
Officers in Victoria) could be appointed to work alongside state organisations and to initiate
an ongoing series of study/learning circles to reinforce the role of local communities in their
relationship with schools, principals and teachers, to support the leadership role of principals,
teachers and community members, to develop deeper understanding of issues such as
cognitive engagement mentioned above and to ensure participation in curriculum design,
implementation and evaluation. Study or learning circles would consist of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander and non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander persons associated with a
particular school, would promote dialogue and consensus rather than formal debate and
would focus on emerging understanding as distinct from strategic positioning. Such an
arrangement could be formalised in terms of locating this support group (or perhaps
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Study Circle Network) at a university and
linking or co-ordinating its work with other such organisations Australia-wide. This approach
is non-bureaucratic, practice-based and rather than overlay a new structure, is intended to
enhance Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community structures that already exist.
Teacher education
The issues raised in this summary are not complete without a consideration of initial teacher
education programs and of professional learning programs for teachers and community alike.
There has been discussion throughout Australia over recent years regarding the place of
compulsory Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander studies in pre-service teacher education
courses. Very few such compulsory studies exist at present and usually involve single
semester units rather than a sequence of units. Difficulties included in this debate range
across finding space within already crowded programs, the problem of students paying HECS
for any additional units and the support for more integrated rather than separate approaches to
knowledge and teaching that many programs embody. There are also issues regarding the
lack of experience felt by many staff and the possibility they feel of acting inappropriately
and making mistakes in their teaching. The Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT, 2007)
which registers teachers in Victoria, has recently endorsed a new set of course approval
guidelines for teacher education programs which encourages rather than makes compulsory,
all teacher graduates to be capable of meeting the educational community goals of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples. VIT has also recently decided that the renewal of
registration every five years must include 100 hours of recognised professional development
which opens up the question of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander programs being a
necessary pre-requisite. The issue of compulsory studies for all teachers both for initial and
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renewal of registration and the provision of funded programs for community members needs
to be worked through carefully with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities,
government authorities, university teacher education programs and teacher organisations.
Reconciliation
Finally, a note regarding the underpinning issue of the above discussion. The availability of
democratic, high quality, culturally-inclusive education and curriculum for all children is
necessary for reconciliation between the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and nonAboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples of Australia. The features of education and
curriculum raised here have not been generally achieved thus far in Australia, indicating that
the problems involved are substantial and systemic and require sophisticated rather than
simplistic practical solutions. The review has provided some background information
regarding initiatives and programs that have been tried and has raised some tentative
suggestions in the summary regarding possible and realistic pathways to progress. No other
social question is more urgent for Australia to confront if it is to be considered a civil society
amongst the nations of the world.
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Case 1: Worawa Aboriginal College!
Situated to the east of Melbourne on the former Coranderrk Aboriginal Station and near the
township of Healesville in the tranquil Yarra Valley, Worawa Aboriginal College continues to
honour the ideals of its founder, Aboriginal visionary Hyllus Maris. Speaking at the opening of
the college in 1983, Hyllus said: ‘..in this, the first Aboriginal school in Victoria, the
educational curriculum has been specially designed to suit Aboriginal students to bring them to
their full potential..Aboriginal culture will be imparted not only as a school subject in each
class’s timetable but as an integral part of every day life at the school’!
Worawa Aboriginal College is a boarding school for Aboriginal young women in the middle
years of schooling who come from Aboriginal communities in urban, regional and remote
locations across Australia. Worawa provides a holistic education through an integrated
education, culture and wellbeing approach. Governed by Aboriginal people, the Worawa
Model of learning is grounded in Aboriginal values and ways of knowing, doing and being. The
academic program is based on AusVELS that incorporates the new Australian Curriculum
while retaining Victorian principles and approaches. The curriculum is delivered through a
series of Learning Centres involving Aboriginal Culture, Health and Sport, Creative Arts,
Languages, Mathematics and Science Environment, the education program includes
personalised learning plans, partnerships with other schools and organisations, vocational
education experience, sport and physical fitness and health and well being arrangements. The
beautiful rolling hills and country setting of the college includes the world-renowned
Healesville Sanctuary and provides wonderful opportunities for students to interact with and
contemplate their relationship with the natural environment.
The College offers a themed approach with a realistic pathways to continued education or the
world of work. Environmental management through a state of the art horticulture centre
provides the opportunity for students to develop knowledge and skills in Indigenous plant use
and extends to special projects such as maintaining a Koala feed plantation for the Healesville
Sanctuary. A strong relationship with the nearby world-renowned Healesville Sanctuary
enables students to gain work experience in wild life care and management and interpretation.
A feature of life at Worawa that brings together Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal learning is the
exquisite art work created by students. Reflecting stories of community, family and land, the
designs of wonderfully expressive paintings are now incorporated into fabric patterns and are
displayed alongside original costume jewellery. The College has a very modern creative arts
centre for the visual and performing arts as well as its own art gallery which holds exhibitions
that are open to the public. The gallery displays high quality student art as well as art from the
students’ home communities and demonstrates the holistic and creative nature of learning for
all to see. Through partnerships with the Wilin Centre for Indigenous Art and Culture at the
Victorian College for the Arts, Ilbijerri Indigenous Theatre and Malthouse Theatre and partner
schools, Worawa is expanding the reach of its arts program to encompass the Performing Arts.
Aboriginal languages are seen as a focal point and the College will introduce skills
development in media through family oral history collection.
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5. METHODOLOGY: SEARCHING FOR COMPREHENSIVE
MEANING

In constructing the research design for this project, the following principles inter alia of
ethical conduct when Indigenous issues are involved were considered of central importance:
•

•

•

Indigenous people have the right to full participation appropriate to their skills and
experiences in research projects and processes. Research on Indigenous issues should
incorporate Indigenous perspectives. This is often most effectively achieved by
facilitating direct involvement in the research from the start of a project (AIATSIS,
2012).
Researchers need to put forward a proposal in which each of the following phases of
the research process, where relevant, is ethically defensible on the grounds of each of
the values of these guidelines: conceptualisation, development and approval, data
collection and management, analysis, report writing, dissemination. Consultation and
other strategies that facilitate Aboriginal participation are critical in all phases of this
research process (NHMRC, 2012).
It is required that all research involving or impacting on humans is performed in an
ethical manner. Such conduct is guided by the following Principles of Human
Research Ethics: 1. Research merit and integrity: research must be worthwhile, and
have value to the community. 2. Respect for human beings: individuals should be
treated as autonomous agents and that persons with diminished autonomy are entitled
to protection. 3. Beneficence: the obligation to maximise possible benefits and
minimise possible harms. 4. Justice: addressing the resolution of the question of who
ought to receive the benefits of research and bear its burdens (Victoria University,
2012).

Ethical Protocol. While the names of participating schools are noted in this report, the
research is not comparative in any way. Given that most schools have small numbers of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students, ethical protocols of confidentiality and privacy
require that students cannot be identified. Data and comment contained in the report therefore
must not be used to compare participating schools or students for any purpose.
A broadly ethnographic research approach was adopted involving descriptions of the social
and educational situations that are encountered and the relational factors that influence
teaching, learning and engagement. In terms of data collection, a mixed methods approach to
the research is preferred because:
•

•

It combines an integrated philosophical process regarding knowledge production with
qualitative and quantitative approaches to more comprehensively analyse and
understand a social and educational situation.
It encourages the respectful incorporation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community knowledges and understandings in a variety of ways so that the overall
integrity of the research is strengthened.
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The particular approach to mixed methods methodology being followed gives equal
weighting to all data, will collect different data concurrently and will result in explicit
theorising of explanation for discussion. The data collected will be discussed, analysed and
interpreted holistically for ongoing discussion to gain a more thorough understanding of the
learning outcomes of the student sample. Composition of the quantitative and qualitative
components will be further discussed in the measures sub-section.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students from Years 5 to 10 were recruited for the
study. Teachers working with the participating students were invited and recruited to be a
part of the larger Technology Enriched Curriculum Program. Three clusters of schools were
purposively selected and included 15 schools from the Echuca, Ballarat, and Healesville
areas. Table 2 presents a summary of participants recruited for each school:
Table 2. Overview of schools, teachers and student numbers

School

School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5
School 6
School 7
School 8
School 9
School 10
School 11
School 12
School 13
School 14
School 15
TOTAL

Cluster

Sector

-

Government
Government
Catholic
Catholic
Independent
Government
Government
Government
Catholic
Government
Catholic
Catholic
Catholic
Government
Government

Number of Number of Number of Number of
students
Teachers in students students w/
eligible
for
consent
for
participating
TECP
TECP
TECP
in TECP
3
5
1
3
7
2
1
2
1
1
3
5
2
2
2
40

12
10
5
5
59
6
5
5
2
15
24
12
4
9
11
184

7
9
4
5
43
0
5
4
2
4
20
8
2
7
7
127

2
10
4
4
43
6
5
4
2
8
21
11
2
9
8
139

The particular approach to mixed methods methodology being followed gives equal
weighting to all data, will collect different data concurrently and will result in explicit
theorising of explanation for discussion. The data collected will be discussed, analysed and
interpreted holistically for ongoing discussion to gain a more thorough understanding of the
learning outcomes of the student sample. Composition of the quantitative and qualitative
components will be further discussed in the measures sub-section.
The data collected included student test results, student work samples, student attendance
records, responses from student engagement questionnaire, teacher personal accounts and
reports from parent and caregiver forums. Analysis of data from each of the three groups of
schools (Ballarat, Echuca, Healesville) will be compiled into a descriptive case study of each
group to indicate themes and issues. Specific measures used to generate data involved:
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"# ON Demand and NAPLAN test results (Both measures formally administered by the

schools). Both data sets will be de-identified and made available for analysis by
schools:
i) On Demand Testing is provided by Victorian Curriculum and Assessment
Authority and is an online resource for schools and teachers to use when, where
and how they choose. Tests are designed to link to curriculum and Victorian
Essential Learning Standards (VELS) standards. Both general ability tests and
topic-specific assessments are provided. It is a measure that can be administered to
a single student and/or a whole class. Both general skills tests and dimension
specific tests are available. Many questions in the tests are multiple choice.
Students may also be required to enter short answers on the keyboard, use the
mouse to ‘drag and drop’ answers, use an on-screen calculator or answer by
locating ‘hot spot’ on screen that corresponds to the answer. The tests are
automatically marked by computer providing immediate class and student reports.
Within the current research, year level appropriate adaptive reading tests were
selected. Adaptive tests deliver sets of questions to students that vary according to
student ability. Depending on the responses given in the previous questions, the
system automatically presents easier or more difficult questions to each student.
These computer-based tests can determine a student’s performance level quickly
and accurately. The tests used in the current project included the six English
reading tests for the Year levels of 3 to 8.
ii) NAPLAN tests are administered by Victorian Curriculum and Assessment
Authority and assess student knowledge in numeracy, reading, writing, spelling,
punctuation and grammar. The results of the tests provide information for students,
parents, caregivers, teachers and principals about student achievement which can
be used to inform teaching and learning programs. NAPLAN tests provide pointin-time information regarding student progress across Australia in literacy and
numeracy and are intended to complement teacher judgement and the wide range
of formal and informal testing programs that are already used in schools.
$# Student school engagement survey (See Appendix A).

i) The “thinking about school survey”, developed by the Victorian Centre for
Adolescent Health (2006) will be completed by participating students (see
attached). At this point in time, the measure has been used in a variety of school
settings but no specific psychometric information is available. It is the opinion of
the investigators that the items included in the measure are well matched to the
research. The version of the measure used in the current research was titled
“Student Engagement Survey” and includes 27 items that consider student self
perceptions of their educational goals, peer interactions, teacher interactions, and
school connectedness. Students respond on a 4 point Likert type scale that uses the
anchors When you answer the following questions, YES! means you definitely
agree with the statement, yes means you agree a bit, no means you disagree a bit
and NO! means you definitely disagree. Respondents are asked to circle one choice
for each item. All items were scored from 4 (YES) to 1 (NO) except for item 8
which was reversed scored. Respondents could receive a score from within the
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range of 27 to 108. Internal consistency or the current version and administration
of the survey was r = .89 for a sample of 67 full completions of the measure.
%# School-based literacy assessment.

Formal writing task (See Appendix B)with a focus on major characteristics of literacy
including Audience, Text structure, Ideas, Persuasive devices, Vocabulary, Cohesion,
Paragraphing, Sentence structure, Punctuation, and Spelling.
&# Student attendance data. Attendance records for the 2011 School year, Semester 1 and

Term 3 from the 2012 school year. Attendance data is presented as the number of
days missed in any of the given periods.
'# Student work samples analysis.

Work Sample A (See Appendix C)
i) Each school will provide access to a teacher evaluation of a student work sample
that focuses on knowledge and skill attributes they consider demonstrates higher
levels of academic achievement by that student. Participant teachers were asked to
select and consider a work sample for a student involved in TECP. A work sample
should be chosen that clearly demonstrates the capabilities and knowledge
incorporated by the student. It does not have to be produced from working with the
iPad and can be selected from any learning area such as an English essay, art work,
science project, music or dance performance. Teachers were invited to respond via
email to the questions below with a paragraph of comment each:
a. Can you describe the piece of work?
b. What do you find interesting about this piece of work?
c. Why do you think this piece of work demonstrates capabilities and knowledge
for the student?
d. Are other students in the class demonstrating similar capabilities and
knowledge?
e. How has your awareness of student capability in relation to this piece of work
informed your teaching practices with him/her?
f. Are there any ways that knowing about such capabilities has contributed to
your overall teaching approach?
Work Sample B (See Appendix D)
ii) Each school will provide access to a teacher evaluation of a work sample generated
as an outcome of students’ involvement in the TECP program. It is intended that
participant teachers will be asked to select a work sample produced from use of the
iPads that clearly demonstrates the capabilities and knowledge incorporated by a
student. While produced from using iPad applications, the work sample can be
selected from any learning area such as digital story telling, music or dance
performance, an English essay, art work, or science project. Teachers will be asked to
respond to the questions below:
a. Can you describe the piece of work?
b. What do you find interesting about this piece of work?
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c. Why do you think this piece of work demonstrates capabilities and knowledge
for the student?
d. How does this piece of work highlight the student’s skills amongst their peers?
e. Are other students in the class demonstrating similar capabilities and
knowledge?
f. How has your awareness of the student’s capability in relation to this piece of
work informed your teaching practices with him/her?
g. Are there any ways that knowing about the student’s capabilities has
contributed to your overall teaching approach?
(# Teacher personal accounts (See Appendix E).

Each participating teacher received 6 questions by email in relation to their teaching
background, experience in working with indigenous children, and knowledge and
practices regarding ICT. Participant teachers were invited to respond via email to the
six questions below with a paragraph of comment each.
a. Could you please detail your teaching background (years teaching, year levels and
subjects taught, specialist subjects and/or particular interests, extra-curricular
activities)?
b. What is your experience in working with Indigenous students in your classroom?
c. How is communication undertaken with families of Indigenous students in your
classroom
d. How do you incorporate ICT in your teaching?
e. How do you perceive the influence of ICT on Indigenous student engagement and
learning?
f. What professional learning opportunities would assist you to respond to the
diverse needs of your students?
)# Parent and caregiver forums (See Appendix F).

Forums were arranged where possible following protocols as agreed by each
participating school. The purpose of the forums (informal, refreshments) was to
provide background information for the study. The research team collected data from
parents, house parents and family members of students involved in the TECP project
through the forums. A semi-structured interview protocol was used to facilitate these
conversations. The protocol was structured around the following questions:
a. What do you think children enjoy most at schools?
b. What ways do you think your children like to participate in reading?
c. Are your children using computers at home and at school (including mobile
technologies)?
d. What do they normally like to use computers and iPhones for?
e. Do you think your child has sufficient access to computer technology at their
school?
f. What is your understanding of your child’s participation in the iPad program?
g. Do you know of any computer technologies being used within your communities?
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Procedures
After gaining approval from the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development
Victoria (DEECD) and the Ethics committee of Victoria University to undertake the project,
the following information dispersion and recruitment steps were followed:
1. Initial contact with schools was made by telephone to the principal, to discuss the
overall project and to arrange for a note to be sent to the appropriate researcher
regarding approval for the school’s participation
2. Teachers will be notified by letter placed in pigeon holes via principals, including
‘information to participants’ and consent forms. Consent forms will be mailed back to
researchers via pre-paid envelopes.
3. Students were notified by letter sent to parents and caregivers via school address
lists. All children recruited to participate in the research were contacted through
invitation to parents and caregivers seeking the involvement of their child and
themselves within the project. Parents and caregivers interested in having their children
participate, completed consent forms at this time or submitted completed consent forms
to the coordinator via pre-paid envelope or to be collected by the researchers at a later
time.
4. Parents and caregivers were notified by letter sent via school address lists. Consent
forms were mailed back to researchers via pre-paid envelopes or given directly to the
researchers by school administrators.
Data collection, analysis and reporting have operated and will continue to operate within the
following phases of the research project:
Phase 1. March-June 2012: School visits 1, data collection and analysis 1, interim
report 1. During this phase participants were involved in the following manner:
i. Schools. Initial consultation with Principals, Teaching staff, Koorie Education
Support Officers, and CEO Indigenous support workers
ii. School. Collection of school based assessment data.
iii. Teachers. Responding to email communication and compilation of personal
accounts.
iv. Students. Undertaking school and project assessment.
v. Parents and caregivers. Participating in forums, as arranged.
Phase 2. July-December 2012: School visits 2, data collection and analysis2, interim
report 2. During this phase, participants are involved as per phase 1.
Phase 3. January-February 2013: Final report.
Participating schools were initially visited by researchers to discuss with principals and coordinators the outline and detail of the research, data to be collected, timelines and ethics
requirements. Ongoing contact has been maintained with schools during the year through
visits, email, telephone and attendance at school and cluster activities as appropriate. Data
collection and communication was facilitated by the appointment of a program administrative
assistant and a support officer in one of the school clusters.
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Schools managed administration and data collection for the following measures: On demand
test, student engagement survey, and writing tasks. Surveys and scored results were then
provided to the researchers for data entry and analysis.
Teachers were emailed and invited to provide email responses to the researchers for the
teacher personal account measure, work sample A questions, and work sample B.
TECP coordinators at each setting were asked to provide date of birth information and
student attendance records.
Parents and guardians were invited to participate in school or cluster based forums. Family
members that indicated a willingness to participate were contacted and a suitable time and
location for the forum was determined. All family forums were audio recorded. In a number
of the family forums, Koorie Education Support Officers (or their equivalent at the nongovernment settings) would also be participating members.
Data Analysis
The following procedures were adopted to analyse the data according to mixed methods
principles.
"# On Demand and NAPLAN test results: Trend analysis of quantitative data relating to
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individual student progress. Inferential analysis will be completed after second
assessment data is received
School-based assessments of student literacy performance: Trend and diagnostic
analysis of quantitative data (including descriptive and inferential statistical
procedures)
Student engagement survey: Quantitative analysis. Phase 1 and phase 2 data
inferential comparison
Student attendance data: Trend analysis of quantitative data.
Student work samples including de-identified digital portfolios: Analysis of collected
samples undertaken by teaching staff for trends, characteristics, and themes to
highlight student learning. Teacher responses regarding work samples were analysed
to determine themes in relation to specific knowledge and skills demonstrated by
students involved in the TECP program.
Teacher personal accounts: Document analysis of themes, major points in relation to
indigenous student literacy and technology skills.
Parent and caregiver forums: Analysis of reports and notes taken by the research team
in relation to the opinions of parents and caregivers regarding student learning and
engagement.

Quantitative data was analysed using correlation, t test, ANOVA and repeated measures
MANOVA. Adopting an alpha level of .05, a medium effect size for the MANOVA and
ANOVA (f = 0.25), and for the t test (d = 0.5), could be achieved using the estimated sample
of 150 student participants.
Qualitative data analysis in this research will incorporate a directed approach to content
analysis to extend current research and theory. It can also aid in the development of
predictions about the variables of interest or about the relationships among variables, thus
helping to determine the initial coding scheme or relationships between codes (Hsieh &
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Shannon, 2005). This has been referred to as deductive category application (Mayring, 2000).
All interviews will be recorded, transcribed verbatim and analysed using content analysis
involving the directed approach.
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Results
General Demographics
An overview of the demographic characteristics of the student sample is presented in Table 3.
Demographic distribution for the entire sample of 116 students included 81 females and 35
males. The sample comprised 16 students at year 5, 18 students at year 6, 16 students at year
7, 19 students at year 8, 5 students at year 9, 1 student at year 10, and 41 students at
secondary school level with no year level details. Overall, mean age of the student cohort for
the TECP was 13.48 years.
Table 3. Student Demographic composition
School
School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5
School 6
School 7
School 8
School 9
School 10
School 11
School 12

School 13
School 14
School 15

Year Level

Number of
Students

Gender

Mean Age

7
8
5
6
5
6
>7
>7
5
6
5
6
5
6
5
6
<7
7
8
7
9
10
5
6
5
6
7
8
9

1
6
2
7
1
3
4
43

1F
2M 4F
1M 1F
2M 5F
1M
3F
4M
43 F

13.81

3
2
3
1
3
1
3
9
10
3
4
1
2

3F
2M
1M 2F
1M
2M 1F
1F
2F1M
4M 5F
6M 4F
3M
4M
1M
2M

4
4
3
3
1

3M 1F
4F
1M 2F
3F
1M

15.64
14.16

11.51

13.27

14.01
10.52
11.01

13.15
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Student School and Spark Session Participation Data
Student Attendance for the 2011 and 2012 School Years
Student attendance data for the 2011 school year, semester 1 and Term 3 of 2012 was
reported in Table 4. Data is presented as the average number of days absent for year level
cohorts (percentage of total number of days in brackets) at a particular school.
Table 4. Student Attendance Data
School
School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4

School 5
School 6
School 7
School 8
School 9
School 10
School 11
School 12

School 13
School 14
School 15

Year Level

Number of
Students

7
8
5
6
5
6
7
8
9
<7
5
6
5
6
5
6
5
6

2
10
2
7
1
3
8
10
2
29

7
8
7
9
10
5
6
5
6
7
8
9

3
2
3
1
2
3
8
10
3
4
1
2
3
2
2
1
1

Attendance
2011

Attendance
Sem1 2012

Attendance
Term 3 2012

6 (3)
13.5 (6.8)
10 (5)
11(5.5)

5.5 (5.6)
7.93 (8.2)
14 (14.4)
6.67 (6.8)
3.0 (3.1)
0 (0)
4.5 (4.6)
8.71 (8.8)

0.5 (1)
2.85 (5.7)
5 (10)
5 (10)
2 (4)
2 (4)
2 (4)
8.6 (17.2)

26.67 (13.4)
58 (29.1)
18.33 (9.2)
13 (6.5)
8.25 (4.1)

18 (18.5)
34 (35)
20.33 (21)
13 (13.1)
5.5 (5.6)

9.33 (18.7)
15 (30)
13.33 (26.7)
4 (8)
3.5 (7)

70.2 (35.2)

15.67 (7.9)
18.5 (9.3)

19.33 (19.9)
9 (18)
13.88 (14.3) 23.66 (47.32)
47.3 (48.8)
39.5 (79)
5 (3.4)
18.25 (12.4)
11 (7.5)
7 (4.8)
7.67 (7.9)
15.5 (15.9)
1 (1)
1 (1)
8 (8.2)

6.67 (13.34)
14 (28)
1 (2)
0 (0)
3 (6)

Student attendance varied considerably between school settings. During the 2011 school year
the number of days absent ranged from a minimum of 6 days to 70.2 days between school
year level cohorts. Overall, the general trend in attendance across 2011, Semester 1 2012, and
term 3 2012 could be interpreted as a slight decline.
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Student SPARK Attendance for the 2012 School Year
Student SPARK attendance data for the 2012 school year, semester 1 and semester 2 was
reported in Table 5. Data is presented as the average number of SPARK sessions attended per
student at a particular school.
Table 5. Student SPARK Attendance Data
School
School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5
School 6
School 7
School 8
School 9
School 10
School 11
School 12
School 13
School 14
School 15

Number of Students
2
9
4
4
61
5
4
2
8
19
8
2
4
7

Attendance Sem 1 2012 Attendance Sem 2 2012
4
4
3.8
3.3
3.75
2.3
2.7
3
3
3.1
3.2
3.75
4
3.4
3.1
2.6
4
4
2.7

2
2
3
1.8
2.4
3.5
4
2
2.3

The results generally indicated regular attendance, however, noticeable variation of
involvement can be observed between settings. The mean attendance per student for semester
1 was 3.4 sessions. Attendance during semester 2 decreased to a mean of 2.8 sessions.
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Student Engagement
Results for responses on the student engagement survey are reported in Table 6. Descriptive
results for each school and each year level at the school is presented.
Table 6. Student Engagement Results
School
School 1

Overall Result Overall Result Year Level
T1
T2
81.43

77.00

School 2

93.63

85.44

School 3

89.00

90.5

School 4
School 5
School 6
School 7

99.80

School 8

95.17

School 9

88.50

School 10

82.67

School 11

87.71

School 12

95.25

School 13

99.00

School 14

91.71

School 15

84.14

97.50

86.73

95.00

7
8
5
6
5
6

5
6
5
6
5
6
5
6
7
8
7
8
7
9
10
5
6
5
6
7
8
9

Number of
Students

Result T1

Result T2

1
6
2
6
1
3

92.00
79.67
94.00
93.50
104.00
84.00

77.00
81.50
86.57
97.00
88.33

3
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
9
10
3
4
1
2

101.00
98.00
98.50
88.50
95.00
82.00
81.00
86.00
88.11
87.35
100.33
89.50
103.00
99.00

3
4
3
3
1

96.00
88.50
85.67
83.67
81.00

100.00
95.00

86.71
86.75

95.00

Descriptive results indicated that the majority of indigenous students responded to the
questions in a positive manner indicating a moderate level of engagement within their school
and education experience.
Inferential analysis of student engagement results for gender, school type, school level, and
year level are presented in Table 7. Independent t-test analysis revealed no significant
differences between groups on the basis of gender, school type, or school level. Results of a
one-way ANOVA indicated significant differences in student engagement on the basis of
year level (F (4,67) = 5.526, p = .001). Post hoc analysis (LSD) showed that the Year 5 group
was significantly higher than all other year levels and the Year 8 group was significantly
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lower than all other year levels. The survey appears to be a reasonably accurate instrument
when used over time. Student engagement with schooling depends on a number of variables
including those present at school and at home and specific student interest. The isolation of
such variables demands a longer term study with continuing student access to ICT and mobile
technologies. Inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students more thoroughly and
extensively in school knowledge is an outcome of educational and curriculum change that
will involve particular features at particular locations.
Table 7. Student Engagement Survey Score Contrasts T1
Variable
Gender
School Type
School Level

Males
91.86

Year Level

5
98.07

Females
88.78

6
90.21

Gov

Non Gov

91.44

89.14

7
90.19

8
83.34

Primary

Secondary

93.76

87.50

9
90.33

10

Repeated measures MANOVA revealed no significant differences in student engagement
between test occasion 1 and 2. Post hoc contrasts revealed small significant differences
between Year 5 and Year 9 students in engagement scores at both test occasions.
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General Academic Performance
On Demand Test
Summary results for the On Demand tests according to school and year level are presented in
Table 8.
Table 8. On Demand Results
School
School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5
School 6
School 7
School 8
School 9
School 10
School 11
School 12

School 13
School 14
School 15

Year Level
7
8
5
6
5
6
>7
5
6
5
6
5
6
5
6
7
8
7
9
10
5
6
5
6
7
8
9

Number of
Students
1
6
2
6
1
3

Expected
Level
>4
>4
>3
>3
>3
>3

Achieved
Level T1
3.2
3.8
2.8
4.1
3.7
4.8

31

>4
>3
>3
>3
>3
>3
>3
>3
>3
>4
>4
>4
>4
>5
>5
>3
>3
>3
>3
>4
>4
>5

2.7

1
2
3
1
1
1
5
9
9

3
3
2
2
1

Achieved
Level T2
4.7
1.4
3.7
5.2
4.5

2.6
2.4
2.6
5.1
2.2
4.7
3.82
4.0
4.5

3.6
3.9
3.4
5.1
3.0
5.4
4.4
4.1
4.8

2.5
4.1
3.1
4.5
3.4

2.7
4.65
3.4
5.4
3.2

Descriptive results for On Demand test scores indicate that for the majority of the schools,
students were performing at, or slightly below expected levels for reading. Further inferential
comparisons will be completed following students completing the on demand measures a
second time. Results of a repeated measures MANOVA indicated a significant improvement
in on demand test scores across test occasions, (F (1,31) = 8.595, p = .006). A small number
of significant differences were observed in on demand scores between schools and year
levels. Given the complex mix of factors operating in any classroom, it is difficult at this
stage to directly correlate test results with ipad use. Such results however are a useful means
of monitoring literacy progress when repeated over time.
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NAPLAN
NAPLAN scores are summarized in Table 9. Descriptive data is presented for the areas of
reading, writing, spelling, and grammar. Test occasion 2 represents the students current year
level scores if in year 5, 7, or 9, or the previous years scores if in year 6 or 8. Test occasion 1
represents the students scores from the NAPLAN test undertaken 2 years earlier.
Table 9. NAPLAN Results
School
School 1

Year
Level
7
8

School 2

Student Reading Reading Writing Writing Spelling Spelling Grammar Grammar
Numbers
T1
T2
T1
T2
T1
T2
T1
T2
2

431.2

445.1

464.0

476.4

467.4

517.6

491.0

467.2

3

467.0

463.4

494.8

489.0

534.2

549.0

444.1

526.2

5
6

School 3

5
6

School 4
School 5

<7

School 6

5
6

School 7

5
6

School 8

5
6

School 9

5

School 10

<7

School 11

7

6

407.2

469.1

377.1

449.9

388.65

431.3

379.4

480.1

8

6

458.4

505.8

396.0

478.6

471.02

513.6

466.1

504.6

7

3

463.3

525.2

464.8

534.9

464.7

500.0

497.0

530.0

2

382.7

430.3

363.2

434.3

324.8

396.1

384.2

387.3

5

1

366.4

441.6

324.4

453.3

293.3

401.4

363.9

470.5

6

3

364.3

469.1

407.5

473.3

334.7

420.4

319.0

468.0

7

3

454.4

481.3

428.2

345.3

405.5

445.8

448.7

462.7

8

2

403.2

469.5

418.35

481.5

416.0

500.0

385.9

462.8

9

1

428.8

576.4

371.1

558.0

530.0

592.1

467.5

537.6

6

School 12

9
10
School 13

5
6

School 14
School 15

In general, the majority of students were performing above or at their expected levels at each
test occasion. A small number of the students could be considered as performing below the
expected national minimum standard. Repeated measures MANOVA revealed significant
positive differences in all four NAPLAN literacy areas between test occasions. Specifically,
reading, (F (1,21) = 27.845, p < .001); writing, (F (1,18) = 9.800, p = .006); spelling, (F
(1,17) = 28.261, p < .00); and grammar, (F (1,17) = 12.335, p = .003). No significant
differences were found in NAPLAN literacy score comparisons between schools or between
year levels. Further NAPLAN points are required incorporating ipad usage for correlations to
be made. An acceptable 68 percent match was found between NAPLAN data and student
details submitted to Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority.
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Targeted Academic Performance
Writing Task
Results for the specific writing task are presented in Table 10. Patterns of results when
considered between school settings indicate a high degree of variability in the writing skills
performance of the indigenous student sample.
Table 10. Literacy Achievement Results
School
School 1

Overall
Writing
Task T1
25.17

Overall
Writing
Task T2
25.33

School 2

21.50

21.33

School 3

27.50

25.00

School 4
School 5
School 6

17.25
20.86

18.00
19.52

School 7

22.40

26.67

School 8

20.33

21.75

School 9

23.00

30.50

School 10
School 11

27.50

26.53

School 12

22.57

25.00

School 13

25.00

23.00

School 14

22.60

24.33

School 15

28.00

Year Level
7
8
5
6
5
6
>7
>7
5
6
5
6
5
6
5
6
7
8
7
9
10
5
6
5
6
7
8
9

Number of
Students

Writing
Task T1

Writing Task
T2

6
2
6
1
3
4
29

25.17
18.50
22.50
17.00
31.00
17.25
20.86

25.33
18.50
22.14
21.00
26.33
18.00
19.52

3
2
2
1
1
1

20.33
25.50
18.00
25.00
22.00
24.00

28.00
24.00
20.33
26.00
25.00
36.00

9
9
2
4
1
2

27.00
28.00
27.00
21.00
20.00
25.00

25.88
27.11
29.00
22.00
25.00
23.00

3
2
2
2
2

16.00
32.50
26.00
30.00

15.00
29.00

Overall results of a repeated measures MANOVA for test occasion, school, and year level
variables demonstrated no significant differences in the writing test scores comparison at the
school or year level. However, several small significant differences were found in total
writing test scores between schools and between year levels. Although it is not possible at
this stage to directly correlate writing results with ipad use, the task itself is a useful
mechanism for reflecting on literacy progress and can be repeated over time.
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Work Sample A
A variety of samples were provided including use of the Internet and written questions and
review of films and countries. A number of positive comments indicated progress being made
by students and in relation to their peers. Examples of evaluations provided by the teachers
are:
The one thing that jumped out at me was the fact that she had brainstormed and set out
her essay (in a rough draft) and then received feedback from her teacher before writing
up a final copy. I have both draft and final copy so I can see the changes she has made
from one to the other. I think this shows her skills in essay writing and higher order
thinking.

Due to her extensive answers, there are some grammar issues with the piece but this is
definitely a good standard piece of work for a year 7 student.

She can clearly respond to a movie in which is quite complex. Also her piece shows that
she gained a great understanding of the movie based on her answers.
Teachers reported some influence on their teaching as a result of working with the students
concerned and with their students generally. Examples of teachers' responses are:
It makes me aware of the type of work and responses I can set for her. Questions /
answers activities seem to be a strong point of hers so I would make use of this skill.
Slowly extending her and introducing her to other forms of response to films such as
power point presentations, posters or even a small oral presentation to myself or the
class based on her answers.

Perceptions of Student Literacy and Technology
Teacher Personal Accounts
Many of the teachers working in the project have considerable teaching experience across a
range of subject areas. However there is limited experience in teaching Indigenous children in
both remote and urban communities. There is a commitment to assisting all children with
their learning as highlighted in the following examples:
Our school is very supportive of diversity and we have students who come from a range
of backgrounds and cultures. We take this into consideration when planning physical
spaces and learning programs and ensure we provide a safe environment where
students can all share their family's story and experiences.
Contact with parents is usually by telephone from the school office or by the teacher
concerned. In some cases, fortnightly or term meetings are arranged as required.
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A wide range of ICT is used across the schools including laptops, iPads, eboards, Internet,
YouTube, digital cameras. In some cases, both classroom and computer room access is
available. ICT is integrated into the curriculum sometimes as an encouragement as revealed
in the following teacher response:
ICT is valuable but should not be relied on; students need balance of other tasks which
engage, for example reading, building models, physical manipulation.
There is consistent comment that Indigenous students are enthusiastic about their use of ICT
in relation to specific application and studies but more generally as well. This engagement
can apply to both Indigenous and non-Indigenous students, as demonstrated by the following
examples:
I think the ICT is beneficial for all students' engagement and learning. Our students use
iPads often in all learning situations - to help with learning and to present learning.
The two indigenous students in my room are confident with the technology and are
happy to share their understandings with their peers.
ICT is only effective if students are engaged in the work / topic. When engaged students
are able to apply prior knowledge and explore topics using technology for information
and concept exploration. I don't see a difference between the use of ICT with
Indigenous or non Indigenous students. If the students see the value of what they are
undertaking they will have a higher level of engagement.
Teachers express the need for expanded professional learning opportunities regarding ICT
use generally and for Indigenous students in particular. The following quote reflects this idea:
Learning how science can be taught with appropriate Aboriginal knowledge
construction, more crossing over between world perspectives, more on each language
group represented.

Family Forums
Family and community forums were held across the clusters. Overall, parents and community
members appeared to be informed about the purpose of the TECP project and were pleased with
noticeable improvements in student motivation and engagement. They welcomed the culturally
relevant approach of the TECP project to the integration of iPads into student learning, however, they
emphasized the importance of local involvement in decision-making processes when conceiving,
designing and implementing projects involving Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander students.
In the following section perceptions of parents and community members are discussed about student
engagement, access to technologies, patterns of technology use, as well as the impact of TECP on
student learning and engagement. Emerging issues, suggestions for improvements and modification
are also elaborated on.
Student engagement
Emerging patterns from parent forums suggest that the introduction of TECP project has contributed
to “visible” results when it comes to student engagement. Parents reported that students looked
forward to attending the SPARK sessions and when the arrived home they would say, “we had a fun
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day” as opposed to “nothing much” happened when coming home from school.!They reported that the
program, was a success and that the “kids loved it”:
That is one of the most deadliest thing I have ever seen, because there is no forum that allows
our kids to have these discussions.
The SPARK sessions provided students with opportunities to engage with their own culture as well as
to meet and cultivate friendships with other Indigenous children outside of school. They were able to
work at their own pace, to be creative and to excel. Sharing and collaboration were intrinsic to
SPARK learning. Laughing and singing together as well as encouraging each other provided
additional motivation to do well and be supportive of each other. As one of the parents reported:
…if you did not know, you weren't made to feel inadequate or that you did not belong. And you
were not called ….. it was all right then and other people in the group shared the information.
According to one of the KESOs the program attracted even those who would not be “regulars” at
school:
I think that the program was actually good, it did engage the kids. The kids wanted to be there.
Kelly*(pseudonym), who would miss Monday and Tuesday at school, showed up on the
Wednesday, caught the bus from Deniliquin, because the IPads program was on.
Parents and community members were full of praise when talking about the approach implemented by
the facilitator of the SPARK sessions, David, who integrated the use of iPads with inspiring activities
that celebrated Indigenous peoples and culture. The iPads provided students with a platform for
exploring new ways of telling stories, composing and singing songs, and opened up opportunities for
sharing and preserving Indigenous culture. David and his team creatively meshed tradition and culture
with the acquisition of 21st century literacy skills. The pedagogical approaches utilized in the SPARK
sessions resembled traditional Indigenous pedagogies that included learning from the Elders through
storytelling and role modeling, as well as integrated and experiential learning strategies the focus of
which was on improving literacy skills through authentic learning experiences. Building rewarding
interpersonal and intrapersonal relationships was a crucial component of learning. According to one
of the LAECG representative:
David formed a great relationship with all those kids, he was just amazing.
I think that was the best thing about it, the point-of-view that, when David was up speaking with
such passion I think a lot of the older boys got a lot more out of that than the younger boys, and
the older guys got a lot more out of that than actually doing any work on any iPad.[sounds of
agreement] Taking pride in their own culture and taking the step up to now sort of be the
generation that kicks on and sort off leads.
Outstanding Indigenous People from local communities were invited to inspire learning, build
confidence and promote deeper understandings of Indigenous culture, connectedness with the
community and the environment. Forum participants thought that the involvement of respected
community members had a significant influence on children’s self-respect and self-worth. As one of
the KESOs, whose child also attended the program put it:
The actual sessions were more important than the technology. To see how proud they were.
Outside the SPARK sessions sports activities appeared to be the most engaging of all at school:
“….sport, sport and sport. Any sport”, parents said. Recently, however, digital technologies have
opened up a new dimension of possibilities for learning, and school has become more engaging, more
enjoyable for more students. One of the parents reported with excitement about changes in her child’s
attitudes towards reading and writing since the introduction of the iPad program:
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…they had written a whole story, they’d happily sit down a read a book, because this is the new
technology and they were getting right into it and really enjoying it.
…he wouldn’t write in his book, but in the iPad he’ll write you a story no problems and he’s
produced some really beautiful work about his family and leaders in his community and people
that he looks up to and he’s just done some really beautiful work.
Being connected to the Internet at school seemed to have amplified these experiences and provided
students with convenient access to information, which in turn transformed learning into a more
engaging activity:
They’re forever getting information on the phone or whatever, more than going to a textbook
and doing the same.
They want to know something straight up, or Google something, just chk-chk-chk [sound of
typing] and it’s there for them.
Access to technologies
Parents reported a diversity of experiences related to accessing digital technologies. Both in schools
and family homes access varied from poor to adequate:“There’s not nearly enough. Way too much
chalk n’ talk in the classroom”.
Despite parents’ perceptions, conversations with school principals from both government and
independent schools participating in the TECP project revealed that providing students with access to
technologies was of high priority. Technology access ranged from access to wired personal computers
in labs and electronic white boards in classrooms to wireless mobile devices such as netbooks or
iPads. The Education Revolution introduced by the Rudd Government, enabled the provision of
notebooks for most senior secondary school students. Parents’ comments reflect the above patterns of
technology use in schools:
…basically year 9s and 10s have netbooks at this campus, the year 7s and 8s don’t, but there
are heaps of computer rooms that teachers book them into but it’s been really handy that my
group of girls, when I have them for dance, they all have iPads, we had enough for the whole
group of them. So, it has been handy. Even if you had a few, one between two, you can still do
some stuff with them.
…in year 8 she doesn’t have a netbook, so using an iPad was handy for her year level, her year
level doesn’t have netbooks
They have an interactive whiteboard but I don’t think they use it much and they have iPads but
I don’t know whether they’re allowed to use it much.
Unfortunately parents’ reports of home access to technology in Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander
families painted a less optimistic picture. Access was limited and in most cases did not involve
Internet connectivity. Some parents had a work laptop with a prepaid wireless dongle, which was
occasionally used by their children to complete homework or play games:
Well, he hasn’t really got much access to your computers at home, I’ve got a computer but I use
it for work, I won’t let him on it much, and he’s never really had video, I don’t know the names
of the things [laughs], the video games…
Often good access to technology at the school was multiplied by readily available technologies at
home, which increased opportunities for learning and networking as the following excerpts indicate:
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There’s three computer labs, and trolleys of laptops and things like that.
They’re actually rolling out many more sets of iPods and iPads. Which is really starting to get
them up, we’ve got a group of teachers who are working from year 7s and 8s that the iPad will
almost be your thing.
He’s been using computers since he was two. He’s almost finished with his third PC, he’s got a
windows machine and a mac, and they’re both connected to the internet all the timeAccording to participants, limited access to the Internet impacted on the quality of learning
experiences. Most parents admitted that students were more likely to access the Internet at school
than at home:
He has his own computer in his room but it doesn’t have internet or anything. So they probably
tend to use the Internet at school more, because it is free.
For those being connected to the World Wide Web at home had introduced new challenges related to
cyber safety:
There’s an awful lot who have extremely limited internet, with dad standing over your shoulder
watching you while you www., or have no internet at all, and for very good reasons.
According to Participants, the networked computer usually occupied a central place in the family
room so that parents could monitor usage:
…we didn’t have a computer until the eldest was in year 9 and the computer was ALWAYS in
the family room. It was not allowed anywhere else except the family room.
They’re all in the lounge room as well, so they can’t do anything without us seeing what they’re
doing. None in the bedrooms!
Some parents used computers as a behavior management tool:
That’s how I punish him. He does something wrong, I take the internet off him, I change the
password, one of the access points to ‘no internet for jack’ just to taunt him. [laughs] Or move
his internet completely.

Patterns of technology use
Parents and KESOs talked about patterns of technology use at schools, which ranged from dressing up
old practices with new technologies to integrating them into innovative ways of learning:
I think being so big and being so busy it’s very curriculum driven, and the fastest way to get
stuff across is still standing there and giving the information. The boys use a lot of technology
in presentations, but they don’t use a lot of technology for actual learning.
We were talking a little bit at the other school and they were saying that they’ve actually
started uploading their textbooks to iPads and that’s how they’re doing textbooks these days.
Mostly the textbooks that are on the booklist have a CD, so they don’t have to lug their books
home all the time, they just put the CD onto their computer. Most of those books have also got
an interactive website, so they can go onto the website at home and do their homework, and do
some extra work as well.
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They integrate that into their actual learning, your textbook will be on your iPad, everything
will be on your iPad, and they you do your work on it and export it. Because I think we’re
lagging a little bit behind.
The emergence of social networking technologies had impacted on ways of communication and
collaboration amongst youth. In particular the rise of social networking tools had been very popular
with secondary school students. Parent responses indicated that the most often used applications
included Facebook, YouTube, Skype and Twitter. Facebook was often accessible on mobile devices
for free and allowed students to communicate with friends and relatives across the states and
territories. Parent’s however appeared to have limited understanding and control of their children’s
use of social networking tools:
Well, he’s on it, ‘cause he got on it for school I think.
He’s never used it on my computer, I don’t think. But he talked to his cousin a few times on his
phone.
Mixed feelings had emerged about the usefulness of Facebook. Some parents were really excited
about opportunities to connect with friends and family, some were concerned about risks involved in
meeting and befriending strangers in cyberspace:
I use it all the time. I use it for work, home, family contact. I’ve developed a really close
relationship with the boys through the use of it, and tea families. People that I don’t want to
know don’t know what I’m doing or what I’m up to.
Yep. For work, I’m supposed to be on Facebook but I’m not, I just don’t see that it’s necessary,
you know, why should millions of people know what you’re doing?
I don’t want you on Facebook, I lot of things happen, a lot of nasty people out there that will do
things, so he deleted his page and everything else, I’m not a techno-freak I have trouble.

The impact of TECP on student learning
Parents were generally satisfied with the impact of the TECP project on their children’s learning.
They reported perceived improvements in motivation and engagement. The Spark sessions took
learning beyond mainstream classrooms and provided Indigenous students with opportunities to
connect with each other and with members of their local communities within the context of their own
culture:
…it has been a really, really good program. He has loved every minute, but he’s developed in it
as well. Like I said It’s not just about what he’s doing on it, when I went into the program and I
saw him up there singing…that takes a bit for him to do and that sort of stuff. And he felt very
comfortable there, there were a lot of people who he had no idea who they were, and it was just
an opportunity to connect, to see who else was around in the community.
Learning with iPads proved to be a powerful catalyst and a fun way to tackle those less favourite
activities at school. Parents noticed improvements in problem-solving, literacy scores and selfconfidence:
Jack* loves the TECP, loves the iPad, he’s a more hands-on kid, he can sit there with Lego
Mechano, can nut out a problem, whereas he finds it really diff in the classroom, I’ve found this
this year with Jack worked on self-esteem, the last four years he’ been in trouble a lot of the
time….
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..if it’s something that’s really appealed, usually a hands-on thing, the iPad stuff he’s told me
more than he ever has about what he does in class.
….probably learn better with project-based, where it’s their own interests.
….it has worked for her, because her mid-year report in English she skyrocketed, and I noticed
with the other girls that they went up with their literacy, there’s only a few girls that stayed the
same.
Especially when you can see that your child has potential to do well in that area, if they really
like it, not saying it has to be used inappropriately it could be used really well like he loves
building on the iPad, creating stuff on that, even the story writing stuff he really enjoyed doing
stuff.
All parents agreed that iPads had been a popular and intuitive medium for learning, helping children
to be more self-directed and curious:
It’s very, very popular. My older son, he likes to do the car guide, all that sort of things, he’ll
read anything like that more than a textbook, actually. And because the car guide’s accessible
on the iPad, he reads it all the time.
…anything to do with the iPad, Jack* excels, he really loves it he’s even got a program with the
tables and he’ll sit there with that.
According to some, innovative uses of technologies, such as collaborative and project based learning,
as well as the ability of completing work at home had a positive influence on student learning:
…..probably learn better with project-based, where it’s their own interests
It’s so easily accessible, too, you don’t have to go down to the museum if you want to know
something.
…..he brings it home and uses the stuff he’s done through the program, build stuff on that,
whatever happened that he’s learned.

Issues identified by parents and community members
Despite the overall satisfaction with the program a number of issues had been raised by community
members. These involved the community not being part of the decision-making about the project, the
lack of involvement of Koori Education Support Officers (KESOs), unsustained connection between
the Spark sessions and school work, and limited access to iPads
Community leaders such as Elders, and members of the LAECG expressed their concern about the
lack of consultative processes prior to the implementation of the program:
If you are not a part of the decision-making and initiation of programs as a community, you are
not truly engaged in it.
Community leaders would have liked to see Koori Education Support Officers given more
responsibility in facilitating student learning within the TECP project. In their views, KESO’s should
have taken a leading role in translating Spark experiences into school-based activities:
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We were utilised to make sure that the kids got there, to get there ourselves and look after the
kids. But we were not actually engaged in the whole discussion in the outline of the program.
What are we actually going to do here, how the kids are going to benefit?
Not all KESO’s had access to the IPads which also further complicated their ability and acquisition of
necessary digital literacy to assist children with their tasks:
But if we, the KESOs would have had access to them [iPads], maybe the kids would have been
up to date with their work, with everything.
Community forums also revealed that most schools did not allow their students to take the iPads
home, thus denying families the opportunity to embrace the TECP journey with their children. This
evoked feelings of not being trusted. Not being able to share the joy of learning with new technologies
also prevented parents from taking advantage of these new technologies themselves, thus becoming
part of the bigger picture of closing the gap:
If the kids were able to take those iPads home anyway, to work with their parents, and that
would bring the parents into it.
A need to continue improving the program was also expressed across the board. A number of
recommendations were however maid. These included more consultations with the community, more
defined roles for KESO’s in projects involving Indigenous students, improved access to technologies,
promoting cultural understanding by using local resources and more support to schools and teachers
to be better prepared for these important initiatives:
And I think, because the program, this is obviously the first year that it’s running, so there’s
obviously things that can be fixed up, that’s the idea of the first year of running a program, you
look at things that did work and didn’t work, and escalating the things that did and getting rid
of the things that didn’t.
Most parents and community members participating in the parent forums emphasized the importance
of implementing consultative processes when planning for and designing learning experiences for
Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander students. Besides consultations with Elders, and LAECG
members this would involve utilising the expertise and experiences of KESOs. One of the Elders used
the following example of a successful partnership where Indigenous protocols and expertise are
valued:
I would say more consultations with locals, but if you are talkin' about schools, as far as I am
concerned, KESOs are the experts in Aboriginal affairs, and Maureen* is a classic example,
Maureen never comes to this town, she calls in and you know, she find out what's going on, and
if there is a problem, she is the first person I call. That's the kind of support….
Parents also highlighted the need for more access to new technologies. In particular access to Internet
connectivity so that children from Indigenous communities can collaborate across schools, states,
even internationally. Using the affordances of mobile technologies and tablet devices could promote
better approaches to learning as well as capacity building in the community. More convenient access
to technologies, more time spent on experimenting and learning with them and through them could
potentially multiply the benefits across the curriculum. Additionally, having access to technologies at
home would provide students with more time to work on and complete their projects:
If they had projects to do, they still did not have those iPads with them to complete the projects
at home. That was really important. I understand this is a pilot project, you know, there is a lot
of things to iron out if we do it again, but, um, you know, those kids should have had those
iPads at home.
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One of the highlights of the TECP project was its ability to tap into community resources and create
an engaging learning environment for Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander students. This approach
was welcomed and celebrated by the community and has provided a powerful source of motivation
for the students. Parents suggested that these positive practices could be further improved by inviting
local community members to serve as role models:
If we new what they were planning for the year, we could have hooked them into the right
resources for their topics and themes, especially local resources. We are about sharing with
our kids. You know a role model does not have to be someone they see on TV, or someone who
is playing footy, we have role models in the community. So even to talk to them about how You
know the Honor Roll staff and that… We brought that up and we changed the way the
information is shared or whom we want them to learn about.
The need for promoting intercultural understandings, while respecting Indigenous protocols for
communication and community engagement was also highlighted by participants. The potential for
harnessing the power of digital technologies to preserve and share local culture was also recognized:
Is there an opportunity for us to get down or record our local stories? When Elders aren't
around anymore, you know so they can share their stories, this is the time when they can do
that, an opportunity for us to do it with the technology. And keep our culture going.
Finally, parents and community members expressed the need for the provision of ongoing access to
the iPads for Indigenous students following the conclusion of the TECP project:
Honestly, if you kind of roll it out into communities, let the communities use it.
Interesting data it would be how many Indigenous children will utilise and access those iPads
in the following years? It would be interesting to see how many of our children will get the
opportunity to utilise those iPads, the iPads themselves over the coming years?
!
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Case 2: Spark Sessions
An innovative digital media, youth engagement and story telling program called
Spark was supported by the Technology Enriched Curriculum Project. Students used
tablet and other technology to collect, document, record and tell stories from their
own culture and communities. Based on the acclaimed Voices From The Cape
(Community Prophets DVD, 2008) the program has a training function in terms of
the creative use of new media technologies as well as a number of guiding principles
that establish respectful learning environment. These principles include partnership
with community and families, youth engagement through hands-on use of digital
media, intergenerational communication and recognition of Indigenous learning
systems. With the advent of new multimedia technologies the meaning of literacy
has been expanded to include not only linguistic texts, but visual, audio, spatial and
gestural texts. In addition, multimodal texts are also encountered that combine
elements from all text types such as in the production and viewing of films.
Beginning with an authentic learning project negotiated with students, the Spark
Program involved culturally relevant and culturally responsive pedagogies and
encouraged collaboration, self-direction, independent learning and critical thinking.
The Community Prophets team visited each of the three project clusters for a total of
eight days throughout 2012 to work with students in the operation of equipment and
the development of their digital stories. Overall, project goals included the
production of an ebook and a CD of songs written by students to tell the stories of
community members or young people in the community, or important events in the
lives of community members and history of the community. Activities included an
introduction to equipment, media and technical language, developing knowledge of
the medium and content knowledge, interviewing techniques and the formulation of
questions, the gathering of stories and the incorporation of cross-cultural links
involving issues such as colonisation, land rights, stolen generations and
constitutional matters. This enabled students to enhance an understanding of culture
and issues affecting all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. A 3-day
professional learning program was conducted for teachers and included guests
Archie Roach, Lou Bennett and Gary Foley. Use of iPad programs included iMovie,
GarageBand and ComicLife.
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Firmly locating the epistemological paradigm for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Education in regular schooling remains difficult because of the different conceptions and
definitions of the term. A working consensus regarding epistemology, or that branch of
philosophy concerned with the nature of knowledge and learning, where knowledge comes
from and how learning occurs, is required to frame discussions regarding issues of truth,
values, belief and knowledge so that fair and reasonable evaluations of learning can be made
and recognised. Research methods need to be in close alignment with epistemological
understandings and research outcomes need to be considered in relation to questions of
truthfulness, credibility and consistency. More broadly, these matters are also central to the
Westminster-derived legal system in Australia where citizens are called upon to provide
honest and accurate evidence regarding the most significant aspects of social life. Expanding
his theory of communicative action for example, Habermas (1992a) wrote about civil society
and democracy and how the law deals with ‘facts and norms’ in establishing due process.
This followed his theory of language, communication and meaning (Habermas, 1987) and his
work on discourse ethics that valid claims needed to meet the approval of all participants in a
discourse. While this is a general principle, the law allows for the dissenting voice of judges
on each case to not be discounted but to be seriously considered, documented and studied for
strengthening of legal precedent and understanding.
In discussing the issue of quality in research, Seale (2003, p. 173) notes the view of Guba and
Lincoln that research should:
.. develop ‘more sophisticated’ understandings of the phenomenon being studied
(‘ontological authenticity’), be shown to have helped members appreciate the
viewpoints of people other than themselves (‘educational authenticity’), to have
stimulated some form of action (‘catalytic authenticity’) and to have empowered
members to act (‘tactical authenticity’).
This approach to authentic research opens up discourses between Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities and non- Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander researchers regarding
different cultural perspectives of society and knowledge. It enables a mutual framework of
what is real and genuine to be agreed and established. The word ‘catalytic’ as used above has
most likely been taken from an early paper of Lather (1986, p. 67) where she seeks to resist
the domination of positivist methodologies and introduces the notions of construct, face and
catalytic validity. Lather describes catalytic validity in Freireian terms as knowing and
transforming reality such that participants ‘gain self-understanding and ideally, selfdetermination through research participation.’ Research concepts and practices of this type
are supportive of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge formation.
In relation to the above matters, this research project has involved both affirming and limiting
features. Adopting an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander epistemological frame of
reference and a mixed methods approach, the project has attempted to assemble a variety of
evidence that respects community voice and possibility. While the project is concerned with
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in schools, procedures and interpretations have
not been imposed that knowingly distort family perspective. A significant limitation of the
study involved the lack of time overall but particularly for the establishment phase during
which more extensive conversations and consultations with all participants should have been
undertaken. This view was reported by a number of parents and schools.
Issue 1.

That research projects involving Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
need to ensure appropriate initial discussion between communities, schools and
research teams so that research purpose and methodologies are agreed and that
communities are able to participate throughout the duration of the project.

In a general sense, approaches to knowledge, curriculum design, teaching and assessment
across schooling will enhance learning when there is alignment with the culture and
experiences of all participants. That is, learning is most profound when the epistemologies
and pedagogies of school connect with the epistemologies and pedagogies of students. On
this basis, Information and Communication Technologies and Pedagogies should enhance
and connect with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander epistemologies and pedagogies as best
they can be defined within particular locations. As described earlier, Indigenous philosophy
generally involves the interrelatedness of all aspects of the universe, cycles of experience,
‘seeing’ the perceptions of nature, intimate connection with and belonging to the land, family
and community stories and oral traditions, careful listening and patience and the seeking of
relationships between events. Traditions of living are passed on from generation to generation
by Elders and other community members. Indigenous epistemologies and pedagogies are
clearly distinct in the main from those of non-Indigenous society and regular schooling that
rely on linear cause and effect, detailed analysis of specific and isolated issues to relieve
doubt and a distinct separation of the physical and metaphysical. To be culturally inclusive of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander experience, ICT and ICP need to be evaluated carefully
to support these principles and to move past the mere manipulation of given information
within the regular curriculum. This issue is taken up in more detail in the final section of the
report.
Issue 2.

That Information and Communication Technologies and Information and
Communication Pedagogies in schools need to reflect, support and enhance the
cultures and knowledges of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

From a Freireian perspective, holistic and culturally inclusive technologies should be
supportive of Indigenous literacy. Nakata (2003) has alerted us to the dangers of a racist
anthropological model of difference that establishes Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander
inferiority. However he also notes that good teaching practice is good for all students
indicating that the principles of cultural inclusivity should extend across the curriculum for
everyone. It should not be expected that any technological application will automatically
support Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander learning and many may have obvious or covert
assimilationist tendencies. What is termed ‘social media’ has been rapidly diffused across
Australian society with mobile phones for example enabling ready contact between people
and with large numbers involved with messaging-type programs. There is no reason why
such diffusion should not involve Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities as well
and indeed, there are advantages. Involvement of students with digital story telling, still and
video cameras, sound recording and the like appears to be most successful. A distinction must
be drawn between common usage social media and the use of such applications for
epistemological and culturally inclusive curriculum in schools. As Freire pointed out above
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‘If learning to read and write is to constitute an act of knowing, the learners must assume
from the beginning the role of creative subjects’ so that it becomes possible to reflect ‘on the
profound significance of language.’ Incorporation of culturally relevant ICT and ICP across
the curriculum should support this process. While data reported here are not extensive or
conclusive of the use of technology, it does suggest modest levels or progress in relation to
student engagement, test results and writing. More substantial experience by students with
specific applications is required to elaborate their impact on literacy and learning.
Issue 3.

That electronic tablet devices support literacy progress and engagement with
schooling of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children when applications are
culturally inclusive and respectful of local community culture and knowledge.

Connecting country and place with school content is not always easy to do, but is essential
for epistemological and cultural harmony. For example, Yunkaporta and Kirby (2012, p. 210)
point out the difference between Aboriginal perspectives and themes in school: ‘A genuine
Aboriginal perspective can bring Aboriginal Community and place-based orientations to the
study of mainstream content, no matter what the theme is.’ The role of Elders is central here
and given that many Elders and community members do not have ready access to school, it
follows that this process continues at home and within community activities. Questions of
access to ICT is an equity issue for all schools, but it seems appropriate that access should be
provided for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students at home particularly for cultural
and literacy use. Bringing school and community closer together in this way will be strongly
supportive of educational programs and engagement with schooling. Parents had definite
views that portable technological equipment should be available at home.
Issue 4.

That Information and Communication Technologies should be available for
school use and out-of-school use so that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
families can participate for educational and cultural purposes including literacy
and school engagement.

In discussing the ‘cultural interface,’ Nakata observes the difficulty of participants being able
to maintain their own cultural understandings and intellectual positions while at the same
time, being open to the challenges and uncertainties of history and difference. If this was an
easy process then intractable issues of prejudice, bias and discrimination would have been
dealt with some time ago and with more harmonious relations as an outcome. In considering
similar problems, Habermas (1992b) described ‘public spheres’ as forms of democratic
association where citizens meet and discuss issues of community importance. These
associations are not formal decision-making organisations, but exist mid-way between
legislative institutions such as local councils and the court system and state and national
parliaments. In Australia today, groups such as trade unions, sporting clubs, art societies,
neighbourhood organisations, schools and universities and the like could constitute public
spheres of discourse that enable citizens to become involved with issues of the day. The
anthropologist Turner (1967) also explained the concept of ‘liminality’ as the encountering of
different experience and rituals whereby identity, values and understanding become
ambiguous and confusing, until such time as new thinking emerges. It is possible that new
thinking will not come forward if current ideas are too strong or intransigent, or the ‘liminal’
experience is not sufficiently collegial.
As noted earlier, information and communication technologies can contribute to community
processes of discourse and engagement provided that they are designed with such features in
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mind. ICT programs used in schools do not necessarily embody these features, but those that
encourage language, narrative and expression have an important role in engaging all children
in all subject areas. For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, such applications and
pedagogies provide important ‘cultural interface’ and ‘liminal’ experience for literacy and
numeracy and can connect language and symbolic acquisition with formal learning. Tablet
technologies with appropriate experiential applications can provide flexible environments at
school and home for exploring culturally inclusive issues and open up new perspectives of
knowledge and learning. The school curriculum will need to be sufficiently flexible and
integrated to allow this to occur. As discussed in the literature review, ICT and ICP are
emerging processes for learning that should benefit all children.
Issue 5.

That Information and Communication Technologies and Pedagogies can support
the experience and investigation of different cultures from different community
perspectives enabling Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and nonAboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children to more deeply appreciate diverse
knowledge, customs and viewpoints.

There is little argument that high quality and continuing professional learning should be
available for teachers regarding all aspects of their work. This is particularly so for all
teachers concerned with Indigenous education and the social and cultural complexities
involved. Schools need to have a clear view of their model/s of knowledge, teaching and
learning and how connections can be made across all subjects with the key features of
Indigenous epistemologies. This necessitates continuing contact with local communities and
the participation of Elders and other community members in the life of the school. Working
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations is also strongly encouraged, together
with a systematic review of the literature. Incorporating ICT and ICP across the curriculum
for all schools still requires a major epistemological effort and is certainly complicated within
diverse classrooms. The key issue to be considered here is whether the latest technology is
seen as merely another platform for the delivery of predetermined subject content, or whether
new avenues to understanding and learning can be designed. In this regard, the initial hope by
some educators that the introduction of the microcomputer into schools in the early 1980s
would in effect reconstruct both learning and schooling for greater inclusivity, has not been
realised. There is an extensive literature on building teacher capacity in general including the
practice of professional learning teams in Victoria (Vale, Davies, Hooley, Weaven, Davidson
& Swann, 2010) and professional learning communities in the United States (DuFour,
DuFour & Eaker, 2008).
Issue 6.

That teachers should be able to access professional learning programs including
those designed and delivered by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and
that support the education of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and
the innovative use of Information and Communication Technologies and
Pedagogies with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children.

Debate regarding the nature of research and the selection of appropriate methodologies
continues to be highly contested around the world. Experiential and qualitative research is a
very active field with new forms of data gathering being constantly devised to meet specific
circumstances and problems. Different tendencies in the social sciences and humanities such
as linguistic, cognitive and participatory give rise to different understandings of how we
interpret the world and generate different methodologies. Positivist and quantitative research
continues to rely on more traditional approaches to measurement and to not place emphasis
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on questions of human value and belief within which dilemmas are situated. To resolve this
dichotomy, methodologies that involve mixed methods have emerged so that a range of
different data sets can be available. This approach seems to be appropriate for research
programs involving Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities because it does not
impose a particular perspective and allows a range of experience to be considered. While
different weightings may be given to different data, mixed methods research needs to be able
to analyse and interpret research data in a holistic and integrated manner if it is to move
beyond traditional dualities. Research methodologies are of course enacted by researchers in
the most respectful way they can in relation to the research environment; it is the approach of
the researchers that is crucial, not so much the methodologies selected.
Issue 7.

That mixed methods methodologies are most likely to be respectful of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander culture, knowledge and learning and recognize the
history, language and perspectives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities.

In considering a major theme that runs throughout the report and above issues, we turn in the
final section to Indigenous identity. To introduce this aspect of the discussion, we quote
Smith (1999, p. 126) at length where she describes ‘multiple layers of belonging’ as ‘nested
identities,’ a personal and community perspective that has important social and educational
implications:
When visiting New Zealand in 1996, African American historian Bernice Reagon
Johnson visited a Maori community and, in response to discussions about the
significance of land to Maori identity, described her own community as one held
together by song rather than by territory. An Aborigine friend also made the comment
that ‘we sing the land into existence.’ For Maori, there are several ways of identifying
one’s Indigenous ‘community.’ One commonly used way is to introduce yourself by
naming the mountain, the river, the tribal ancestor, the tribe and the family. Through
this form of introduction, you locate yourself in a set of identities which have been
framed geographically, politically and genealogically.
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Case 3. The Echuca Parent and Community Forum
Echuca is located in the Murray-Goulburn Region, where the Yorta Yorta people
live. Central to the ancestral home of the Yorta Yorta Nation is the Murray River
which is surrounded by wetlands, creeks, rivers and lagoons. Echuca means
“meeting of the waters” in Yorta Yorta language and is the administrative centre of
the region catering for the educational needs of the Indigenous and other local
students. The indiscriminate invasion of the ancestral land by European settlers as
well as the destruction and mission management of local Indigenous communities
in the last 200 years resulted in a strong sense of community and Indigenous
Identity in the region. Community members maintain a firm voice in negotiating
the future of the Yorta Yorta Nation, including other Indigenous communities, in
Echuca and beyond. This includes matters of education and initiatives involving
Indigenous children, such as the TECP project. Part of the research of the
educational features of the TECP project was to hold a discussion forum for parents
and listen to their views about their children’s experiences of learning with iPads in
culturally relevant contexts.
The Echuca Parent and Community Forum had raised important questions about
ethical and cultural issues related to implementing projects conducting research
with Indigenous participants. In particular it highlighted the need for continuous
consultative processes that are respectful of local Indigenous protocols when
working with members of Indigenous communities. In this regard, consultation and
community involvement in the initial stages of the TECP project could have been
more extensive to strengthen community support for the program. This affected
student participation as well as timely collection of qualitative research data from
parents and community members. Through prolonged negotiations the local
community was assured that research practices would reflect local protocols for
communication and community engagement. Extra time allowed for more detailed
community response and the collection of important qualitative data. Apart from
parents, this involved the inclusion of community leaders such as Elders, LEACG
members and KESO’s in the discussion about the TECP project. The research
included forum participants in the analysis of data and verification of findings.
The Echuca parent Forum was held in mid December, 2012 at the Echuca TAFE in
hot (39C) weather conditions. Community leaders were invited by a representative
of the Local Catholic Education Office. Eight community members came together
to voice their opinions about the perceived impact of the TECP project on student
learning and engagement as well as the potential of the TECP for capacity building
in the community. The overall response to the project was positive. Parents and
community members however highlighted the need for sustained community
involvement when designing and implementing educational programs for
Indigenous students.
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The Technology Enriched Curriculum Project (TECP) has been an innovative project
designed to incorporate new approaches to literacy and school engagement for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students using Information and Communication Technologies and
Pedagogies. It emphasized situated learning in culturally inclusive contexts through the
application of mobile technologies and tablet platforms. While there was limited time to
establish the detailed understandings, relationships and procedures required in a complex
project of this type, there is sufficient relational evidence to suggest that ipad technology can
support student learning and engagement. Further longitudinal research is required to study
the complex mix of social and educational factors that constitute culturally inclusive learning
environments and the continuing participation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
families, students and in particular at school level, Koorie Education Support Officers. Mixed
methods research methodologies with equal value being given to each data set provide an
appropriate knowledge paradigm for cultural recognition and respect. Recommendations
contained in this report support the initial work undertaken by TECP being extended and
taken to the next stage.
Consideration of the three research questions that formed the basis of this study and analysis
of data have been undertaken holistically and with regard to the face, construct and catalytic
principles of validity that underpin credibility and truthfulness. In relation to Question 1
(What is the relationship between educational and cultural factors that impact on literacy and
engagement for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in regular classrooms?) a
number of factors have been identified in the literature review and have been supported by
the data collected. They include the incorporation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
ways of knowing, holistic approaches to knowledge, curriculum design and pedagogy and the
respectful participation of local communities, families and Elders. Acting on these features of
cultural inclusiveness is a difficult task for all schools and will require whole school
approaches over time. While Question 2 (How does the introduction of Information and
Communication Technologies into classrooms impact on the literacy and engagement of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in regular classrooms?) refers to ICT generally
the specific literature base is not extensive. However literature and data indicate that
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities appropriate ICT in the same way as other
Australians. The question does not specify mobile technologies such as laptop computers,
iphones and tablet devices, the latter being still relatively new. School and parent participants
were supportive of mobile technologies, but there is an urgent need to ensure culturally
inclusive and user-generated content for learning purposes. Question 3 (How does altering
the matrix of educational and cultural factors for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
children in regular classrooms impact on new understandings of literacy and engagement by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, parents and community?) draws on the
Freireian concept of language and literacy adopted by this study, a major aspect of which is
further developed in this section. The central issue being raised here is that of ‘new’
understandings of literacy and engagement through mobile and other technological pathways
into language and learning. A snapshot of possibility has been provided by this study
whereby local community members, families and children are finding ways of utilizing new
applications for their own benefit.
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There are certain risks in attempting to provide some brief overview comments regarding
complex research issues, especially those involving Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples
living and working together within organizational procedure and regulation. We do not wish
to intrude on matters that are sensitive and may offend. Dodson (2003, p. 32) for example has
pointed out that ‘For Indigenous peoples, there is no doubt that self-determination and selfidentification are their inherent and inalienable rights. In both this country and
internationally, the principle of self-identification has been enshrined in the law.’ However
for those citizens who have a deep commitment to social justice and educational equity there
is no choice but to express thoughts and proposals as clearly as possible for discussion and
response. For non-Indigenous researchers, the task of looking deep within personal
understanding and to recognise elements of racism and colonialism to decolonise accepted
methodologies and practices (Smith, 1999) is immense. We begin therefore with the view of
Wilson (2008, p. 69) that, for Indigenous people, ‘research is a ceremony.’ This indicates that
the development of knowledge needs to respectfully involve the participation of all those who
are concerned and the bringing together of appropriate combined experience and
understandings. From this perspective, it is clear that all research regarding Indigenous issues
should include Indigenous researchers. Connecting such a view with the research literature
and defining a broadly ethnographic methodology, the research has been structured around
relationships, explorations, interpretations and relational analysis of culture and education as
experienced by participating school communities. It is emphasised that this approach does not
centre on the study of particular groups of people.
According to van Maanen (1988, p. 127), ethnographic ‘critical tales’ are ‘strategically
situated to shed light on larger social, political, symbolic or economic issues,’ not necessarily
to provide answers to specific issues and problems. Positioned therefore within culture as
‘systems of meaning,’ the argument of Williams (1989) seems appropriate, that culture
involves current and emerging meaning and direction for communities. Williams writes,
‘These are the ordinary processes of human societies and human minds and we see through
them the nature of a culture: that it is always traditional and creative, that it is both the most
ordinary common meanings and the finest individual meanings’ (p. 4). In this passage,
Williams sees culture as a way of life that is ordinary or encountered every day, fixed yet
dynamic. A culture of this type is relational with other key ideas in society such as learning,
art, democracy, transformation and is not restricted to persons of wealth and privilege. The
connection between culture and meaning raises research questions of epistemology, ontology,
axiology and methodology, also identified relationally in the conversation of Wilson (ibid, p.
70) regarding how meaning is actually constructed in the human domain.
From these considerations, the construct of Indigenous identity has emerged as a theme
throughout the research. The phrase ‘Indigenous identity’ is used here in its global context
and is taken to denote a consciousness or world view or set of perspectives that are
distinctively Indigenous. It has been mentioned previously that Indigenous philosophy
involves in part an interconnected view of the world, belonging to the land, kinship
relationships, family and community story telling and oral conventions of knowledge and
learning by Elders and other community members. The lack of an articulated and shared
understanding of an Indigenous world view is perhaps the major problem and barrier to
insight if productive and shared work at the ‘cultural interface’ is to proceed for research
projects and in schools and other organisations. Bridging the concept and practice of
Indigenous identity with the reality of schools and the formal curriculum can be guided by
‘8Ways’ (2012) whereby ‘Teaching through Aboriginal processes and protocols, not just
Aboriginal content, validates and teaches through Aboriginal culture and may enhance the
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learning for all students.’ In addition, the ontological and epistemological ways of being,
knowing, valuing and doing listed earlier, can be investigated across the ‘Common ground
between mainstream and Aboriginal pedagogies’:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning through narrative
Planning and visualizing explicit processes
Working non-verbally, with self-reflective, hands-on methods
Learning through images, symbols and metaphors
Learning through place-responsive, environmental practice
Using indirect, innovative and interdisciplinary approaches
Modeling and scaffolding by working from wholes to parts
Connecting learning to local values, needs and knowledge.

As the above points indicate, incorporating Indigenous identity into the school curriculum is
not the same as seeking to Indigenise the school curriculum. Rather it involves a specific
approach towards knowledge and learning that builds upon local culture and experience and
which can be applied in all subject areas. As such, it constitutes an approach to literacy and to
schooling engagement that is essentially epistemological in character but which may generate
some tensions with current pedagogies. For example, more experiential ‘modeling and
scaffolding by working from wholes to parts’ may not be regular practice in either literacy or
numeracy, where more inductive and step-wise techniques may be preferred, including the
use of ICT and various tablet stratagems. Learning needs to involve the whole child, family
and cultural connections such that holistic meaning becomes available to enhance identity.
Under these conditions, it may be possible to begin with small projects or pilot studies that
provide experience for teachers and students in ‘mind-sized’ bites and from which progress
with learning can be evaluated. Such work may not result in an immediate epistemological
‘paradigm shift,’ but it may mean that taken-for-granted non-Indigenous approaches will be
challenged to some extent making greater participation and inclusion possible. Personal
experience of the ‘cultural interface’ and ’liminality’ discussed above then becomes
accessible to frame further change and improvement.
At this stage, it is important to reflect again on the relationship between these key ideas of
‘cultural interface’ and ‘liminality’ and the notion of the ’public sphere’ raised by Habermas.
In their discussion of language, learning and the impact of digital technology, Gee and Hayes
(2011) detail what they call ‘three social formations’ (pp. 121-131). They suggest that the
‘oral social formation’ allows for interpretation that is ‘dialogic, interactive and flexible.’
Next, the ‘literate social formation’ enabled records of previous exchanges to be kept and to
provide reference points for future proposals. Such records are often decontextualised (across
time) and are considered differently than in the ebb and flow of conversation. Gee and Hayes
then describe the ‘digital social formation’ that allows the oral and the literate to be combined
and negotiated by users. It is these features that begin to break down the roles of authority
and institution and which potentially at least can return citizens who may have been excluded
to more respected and participatory positions. A ‘digital identity’ emerges. However as
processes of globalization and technologising have continued the strength of the public
sphere and relationships within the public have become eroded, with greater emphasis on the
individual and the local. It may be however that digital and social media will tend to recover
notions of community and public as the channels of communication and expression are
recouped by the citizenry. For Indigenous communities, this possibility is significant as less
formal, more conversational and culturally inclusive literacy is accepted, contact with family
and community often dispersed is maintained and connections with the dominant society can
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be explored in ways not feasible before. In this fluid context that is still being worked
through, Gee and Hayes ask prophetically whether ‘modern social media (is) giving rise to
‘new global publics’ (p. 131) or to new forms of separation and isolation. For Indigenous
communities and families, this question applies to the ‘public sphere’ of school and to the
public practice of literacy.
Finally, we note recent work being conducted in Australia that illustrates how many of the
principles described above can be applied at the university level. Kutay, Mooney, Riley and
Howard-Wagner (2012, p. 47) outline their ‘Indigenous On-Line Cultural Teaching and
Sharing’ project that is developing a ‘web repository of narratives from Aboriginal
community Elders, Aboriginal students and staff at the University of Sydney,’ so that such
narratives can then be ‘embedded in relevant scenarios within online, single-user interactive
games to teach about kinship.’ It is intended that the materials will support ‘different
professional learning contexts such as law, social policy, health and education.’ Respecting
community narratives and being encouraged to build scenarios that embody them, is an
approach towards learning that is congruent with the philosophy of Nakata and Yunkaporta
and a process that can be supported by ICT and ICP across the curriculum. Enabling
different world views to co-exist around the big ideas and contestations of the day is a major
contribution to social progress that formal education pursues and one that must include
Indigenous culture and knowledge. Looked at in this way, Indigenous identity becomes a
crucial factor in comprehending Australia itself and knowledge production. While there may
be differences in conceptualising time, space and origins, these do not prevent counter views
entering perhaps tentatively into a harmonious relationship and establishing the basis of new
knowledge, values and satisfaction. Rather than being an added ingredient, Indigenous
identity should be considered as a reconciling democratic construct of learning and ‘systems
of meaning’ for all citizens regardless of social class, cultural background, or creed.
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Appendix C
Hello to the Teaching Staff at TECP School
Thank you for your continuing involvement in the Technology Enriched Curriculum Project
(TECP).
As the next step in the research, could I please ask that you select and consider a work sample
for Student A. (a student involved in TECP)
A work sample should be chosen that clearly demonstrates the capabilities and knowledge
incorporated by Student A. It does not have to be produced from working with the iPad and
can be selected from any learning area such as an English essay, art work, science project,
music, or dance performance.
It would be great if the work sample is a piece that demonstrates that they are performing
above their peers within this area of learning. (Covered by Q4)
I will be grateful if you could briefly respond to the following items:
1. Can you describe the piece of work?
2. What do you find interesting about this piece of work?
3. Why do you think this piece of work demonstrates capabilities and knowledge for Student
A?
4a. How does this piece of work highlight Student A’s skills amongst their peers?
4b. Are other students in the class demonstrating similar capabilities and knowledge?
5. How has your awareness of Student A’s capability in relation to this piece of work
informed your teaching practices with him/her?
6. Are there any ways that knowing about Student A’s capabilities has contributed to your
overall teaching approach?

Yours sincerely
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Appendix D
Hello to the Teaching Staff at TECP School
Thank you for your continuing involvement in the Technology Enriched Curriculum Project
(TECP).
As the next step in the research, could I please ask that you select and consider a work sample
for Student A. (a student involved in TECP)
You are asked to select a work sample produced from use of the iPads that clearly
demonstrates the capabilities and knowledge incorporated by a student. While produced from
using iPad applications, the work sample can be selected from any learning area such as
digital story telling, music or dance performance, an English essay, art work, or science
project.
It would be great if the work sample is a piece that demonstrates that they are performing
above their peers within this area of learning. (Covered by Q4)
I will be grateful if you could briefly respond to the following items:
a.

Can you describe the piece of work?

b.

What do you find interesting about this piece of work?

c.

Why do you think this piece of work demonstrates capabilities and knowledge for
the student?

d.

How does this piece of work highlight the student’s skills amongst their peers?

e.

Are other students in the class demonstrating similar capabilities and knowledge?

f.

How has your awareness of the student’s capability in relation to this piece of work
informed your teaching practices with him/her?

g.

Are there any ways that knowing about the student’s capabilities has contributed to
your overall teaching approach?

Yours sincerely
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Appendix E

Hi Teachers in the TECP,
Great to meet up with you at SPARK last Friday. As I mentioned I am hoping you would be
able to provide responses to a small set of questions regarding how you integrate ICT into
your teaching and with your students including those from an Indigenous background (see
below).
I would be really pleased if you could type your response into a return email against the items
listed below and return those before the 15th of June. If you have any further questions please
feel free to contact me. I am including the teacher consent and information forms just in case
you have not got copies. If you could sign the consent and scan and email it back to me or
give it to Roger to file that would be great. Your involvement in this part of the bigger project
is really appreciated.
Regards

Prompts for reflection:
•

Could you please detail your teaching background (years teaching, year levels and
subjects taught, specialist subjects and/or particular interests, extra-curricular
activities)?

•

What is your experience in working with Indigenous students in your classroom?

•

How is communication undertaken with families of Indigenous students in your
classroom?

•

How do you incorporate ICT in your teaching?

•

How do you perceive the influence of ICT on Indigenous student engagement and
learning?

•

In your opinion, what professional learning opportunities would assist you to respond
to the diverse needs of your students?

Regards
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Invitation to have a chat regarding children using information technology
Dear Families,
My name is Tony Watt and I am working as part of the Technology Enriched
Curriculum Program that involved your child. I am hoping that you would be able to join
with me in a casual discussion regarding how you think that your child and other children are
using information technology as an important component of their formal education, and as a
key part of their day to day social life and activities. I will pose a few questions such as
1. What do you think your children enjoy most at school?
2. What ways do you think your children like to participate in reading?
3. Are your children using computers at home and at school? What about mobile phones
similar to an iphone?
4. What do they normally like to use computers and iphones for?
5. Do you think your child has sufficient access to computer technology at their school?
6. What is your understanding of your child’s participation in the iPad ICT program?
Has your child mentioned what they have been doing in that program
7. Do you know of any computer technologies being used within your communities?
We will work towards keeping the conversations as informal as possible. The information
you will provide will make a great contribution toward an improved understanding of how we
can use information technology to provide great learning opportunities for young people at
school.
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Overview of Worawa Learning Centres - four year curriculum mapping
The Worawa Learning Centres (and Literacy Block), together with the Culture Curriculum aims to educate the whole person – emotionally, socially,
culturally, intellectually and physically. As students progress through the Learning Centre Program and Culture Curriculum, they will become independent
and mature learners. They will be confronted with increasing expectations, allowing them to find that they can meet them, developing greater self-esteem
and increased self-discipline.
The Learning Centres will enhance educational outcomes by:
• Providing greater autonomy in learning (particularly through the Personalised Learner Programs)
• Building core skills for the future.
• Emphasising respect, relationships, responsibility and rigour.
• Developing creativity and self expression
• Improving problem-solving skills, through collaborative learning activities and in completion of independent challenges.
• Emphasising the value of peer relationships and support networks.
• Fostering self-confidence in contributing to discussion and group work
• Making vocational links and instilling development of ‘life skills’.
Each term, students will complete studies in the following:
• Literacy Block (every morning), focusing on core literacy skills of Reading, Writing, Spelling and Vocabulary, Speaking and Listening and research
skills.
Five Learning Centres:
• Science Environment Learning Centre
• Numeracy Learning Centre (including the Value Added Program – core Mathematical skills)
• Creative Arts Learning Centre (including Visual Arts and Drama)
• Wellbeing Learning Centre (including Health and PE/Sport)
• Literacy Learning Centre
Each day, students will work in two Learning Centres (timetabled).
Overarching themes for each term:
• Term 1 – Connection to Community
• Term 2 - Exploration of Place
• Term 3 – Identity of Self and Our Environment
• Term 4 – Celebrating Our Past and Planning for Our Future.

WORAWA ON-GOING PROGRAM
SCHEDULE
ON-GOING
THROUGHOUT
YEAR

SCIENCE /
ENVIRONMENT
Healesville
Sanctuary—Ranger
Program.
Polytechnic—Land
management
BOM--Year 9/10
students ‘Weather
Watch Program’
(Daily weather
measurements,
interpretation and
implication of
seasons,
change/impact of
weather,
interpreting and
concluding
readings)

NUMERACY

CREATIVE ARTS

WELLBEING

LITERACY

‘Value Added
Program’
Core skills in
Number. (20 mins
at beginning of each
Numeracy Learning
Centre block)

NOTE: Under
• 1 period per
Daily literacy block
Aboriginal Law, an
week of
focusing on core
artist is permitted
Health
skills:
to portray only
• 1 period per
• Reading
those images and
week of PE /
(DEAR)
stories to which,
Sport
• Writing
through birthright, Additional Sporting
• Spelling and
he or she is entitled. games organised
vocabulary
during lunchtime
• Speaking
Artists in residence. and weekends.
and
Coordinator liaises
Listening
with the staff for
Weekend recreation
• Reading
appropriate
and leisure
comprehensi
program
Outdoor recreation
on
and adventure
• Research
‘Tracking the Arts
(hiking/bushwalking,
skills
Festival’ – Term 4
orienteering
Visual Art and
Duke of Edinburgh
Performing Arts.
Program

PATHWAYS
Program delivered
in Life Skills
lessons and on
weekends.
Purposeful leisure
and recreation
activities. are
planned for the
weekends -• Swimming
• Gymnastics
• Food and
technology
• Outdoor
recreation
and
adventure
(hiking,
bushwalking
,
orienteering,
rock
climbing)

WORAWA LEARNING CENTRE OVERVIEW
2008/2012
SCHEDUL
E
T1 2008-2012

T2 08/12

SCIENCE /
ENVIRONMENT
LEARNING
CENTRE
P (nano)–
‘Communication
Science-Magnetic
fields and electric
circuits. Basic
communicationphones/reception/E
MR from
appliances/dangers
of mobile phones

NUMERACY
LEARNING
CENTRE

B – ‘Survivor
Exploration’.
Biomes. A focus on
Australian native
fauna –links to
Healesville
Sanctuary. Linking
with MATHS-Symmetry in plants,

‘Maths in Nature
(perimeter/area;
angles; ratio; nets;
brackets;
factorisation)
Patterns of
growth(Guiness
book of animal
records)

‘Restaurant Rules’
(square
numbers/indices;
fractions-decimals;
operations;
operations using
algebra; using a
calculator)
Time/calendar—
bookings.Cooking
times, recipes,
estimation,
discounts,
wholesale prices,
statistics, menu and
adding bills

CREATIVE
ARTS
LEARNING
CENTRE
‘It’s all in a look’
(self portrait,
painting tone and
expression. Drama
focus– mime
(movement in
drama) and the
importance of
facial expression)

WELLBEING
LEARNING
CENTRE

LITERACY
LEARNING
CENTRE

Health –
‘Relationships’
Friendships,
acceptance,
mateship and
bullying (watch
‘Mean Girls’ and
‘Edward
Scissorhands’ and
discuss exclusion,
struggle to belong,
exile). Link to peer
pressure in drug
taking and sexual
decision making.
PE – ‘Team
sports’ – summer
sports – cricket and
, basketball,
analyse and design
skill development.)

LIFE SKILLS
Orientation to the
course which
incorporates:-time
management;
communication;
discussion—
giving and
receiving
feedback;
cyberbullying;
meeting
protocols;
problem solving;
decision making;
celebrating
difference

‘Indigenous
Illustration’
(Link to
Dreamtime Stories
and creation myths
from other
cultures.)

Health – Personal
Development (Year
7/8 ‘I’m
changing”
(puberty), Year
9/10 ‘It’s ok to say
no’ (sexual
decision making)
PE – ‘It’s all a

LIFE SKILLS
Wearable Art
Fashion &Sports
Day Stall. -1Planning and
preparation for
Sports Day in
Reconciliation
Week:--lemonade

‘Write away’
Transactional texts
in the workplace business letters,
resumes, memos,
minutes, short
reports, invitations,
job applications
Role play different
working
environments and
types of written
texts used .Notion
of audience.
Students introduced
to concept of
apology/sorry in
anticipation of
Sorry Dayimportance to
Indigenous
Australians.
Web design and
Newspaper
Investigation
‘Exploring
Creation Stories’
A focus on
narratives, in
particular Creation
Myths / Dreamtime
stories. Compare
with other
Indigenous

MEDIA STUDIES
(link with
CREATIVE ARTS)
It’s All In A Look-Photography—study
of self portraits and
portraiture—impact
of the photo.
Utilizing the
College camera
students experiment
with colour, angles
and lighting.. The
unit concludes with
an exhibition
showcasing student
portraits.

MEDIA
Indigenous
Illustration—
students complete a
Digital Storybook
using imovie,
Keynotes or Pages.
Students choose an
unknown

flowers and
animals.. Bee
dance(figure 8)
ratios of colours,
petals in flowers.
Crocodiles snakes
and turtle scale
patterns. Use of
animals culturally,
food dreamtime,
skinships.
Introduced animals

Space and
Measurement
(together with
Geography and
Visual Art,
indigenous
directions)

game’ (tactics,
strategies and rules,
designing own
team game),
football and netball.

and cookie stall;
2Wearable Art—
explore, design,
produce, prepare
for presentation

cultures.
Read, listen and
view Creation
Stories, respond to
framed questions
and tasks, write,
edit and present a
creation story.
Utilisation of
Animations to
enhance knowledge
of “story frame”
Storytelling
Week—Kutcha
Edwards and visit
to Bunjilaka.
Students write their
own creation
stories

place/culture of
interest to research
/record. Focus on
individual creativity

T3
B (genetics)– ‘Seed
08/12 Propagation—maintaining
native flora.Identifying
seeds—
collection/storage/propagating.
(Worawa Nursery-Polytechic.)
Firestick farming, wool, rock
and flint experiments, GM
foods

Olympic Maths
A focus on
measurement—
length, height,
time.
Ordering,
Decimals
Percentage
Directed
Numbers
Solving linear
equations
Chronology
(link PE)

‘ Exploration into
Aboriginal
Iconography’
A focus on traditional
and contemporary
Indigenous art,
including analysis of
iconography.

‘Dispute Resolution –
exploring new skills.’

T4
ES – ‘Our Future’
08/12 A focus on environmental
sustainability including
climate change, alternate
forms of energy and becoming
‘environmentally friendly’.
Human impact—individual
roles/rights/responsibilities

Maths in the
Workplace
Setting up a
shop---balancing
the books,
banking, profits,
invoices,
statements.
Gathering
data—surveys
etc.
(trigonometry,
graphing,
Pythagoras’
Theorem) ).

‘Tracking the Arts
Festival’ (Visual art
(two-and threedimensional), Dance,
Drama, Media, Music,
and Visual
Communication,
individually and in
combination.)

“Body Image and
Fitness for life”
A focus on perceptions
of body shape, the
importance of healthy
eating and developing
physical fitness.

A focus on dispute
resolution and
developing harmony.
Students investigate
the Olympic Games
(events, athletes,
developments in
technology and fitness
regime) and play field
events.

Health – Body image
and fitness for life
PE – Fitness testing,
design own fitness
regime/routine

LIFE SKILLS
1-Wearable Art
Fashion—
preparation for
and
participation in
Fashion parade
2—Winter
Woollies—
make your own
scarf, poncho,
blanket.
Parade and
Display

‘Identity – an
exploration into
ourselves’
A focus on
identity – who we
are and what are
our connections
to culture,
community and
environment?
Utilization of
Multiple
Intelligences—
variety of
approaches to
tasks. Olympicsstories of
Indigenous
athletes—
research and
writing tasks
leading to
production

MEDIA(Link
with Creative
Arts)Students will
explore Aboriginal
Icocography from
a community and
personal
perspective. They
will produce a
video clip to
illustrate their
knowledge and
understanding of
icocography

LIFE SKILLS
Skills and
strategies to
explore
pathways post
Worawa
1-timetables,
METLINK
2—excursion to
RMIT(students
plan)
3-TAFE/UNI
options
4-Career Expo
5-Interview
skills

“Belonging –
past, present and
future “
A focus on our
sense of
belonging within
our community
and culture.
A study of poetry
writing, film as
text: including
‘Women of the
Sun’, ‘Yolngu
Boy’ and ‘Whale
Rider’, expressive
writing, oral

MEDIA
Students will
explore the
concepts of plot,
narrative,
character,
costume,
cinematography
and script.. They
will produce a
short film utilizing
the term theme of
“Celebrating Past
and Planning For
Futures.

6-Caring and
sharing—
preparation of
Xmas gifts for
family and f
riends
+

presentations.
Issues: racism,
oppression,
justice and
apartheid,
changing roles of
men and women
through time.

WORAWA LEARNING CENTRE OVERVIEW
2009/2013
SCHED
ULE
T1 09/13

T2 09/13

SCIENCE /
ENVIRONMENT
LEARNING CENTRE
B – ‘Brain Science – a
thoughtful exploration’
(function of brain and
impact of drugs)

ES – ‘Extreme Weather’
A focus on Indigenous
weather watch, reading
signs, Brambuk Calendar,
reading weather maps and
satellite photos,
understanding matter classify matter as solid,
liquid or gas, work of a
meteorologist and/or a
weather reporter (guest
speaker), diffusion and
convection and extreme
weather – cyclones,
hurricane, tornados, storm
surges etc.

NUMERACY LEARNING
CENTRE

CREATIVE ARTS
LEARNING CENTRE

WELLBEING LEARNING
CENTRE

LITERACY LEARNING
CENTRE

‘Maths in the Community’
(A focus on Number and
Chance and Data through
trade apprenticeships,
banking, shopping and real
estate)

“Exploring Community
Arts ”

“Exploring Resilience and
harm minimisation”

“Civics and Citizenship – an
Exploration into how we are
governed.”

A focus on Art Sites and
opportunities offered to
local artists, Healesville,
Melbourne and ‘home
towns’.

“Smoking tobacco &
drinking alcohol” (Yr 7/8)

‘Circus Games’
(Chance and Probability,
Charles Lovitt maths games)
Change to
‘Travel Expo’
A focus on time zones, 24
hour clock, currency,
calendars and money around
the world.

‘Textiles’
A focus on stitches,
weaving, dying using
traditional indigenous
techniques, using natural
objects for jewellery and
hair decoration and using
batik methods.
Excursion: Fair
Trade/Community Aid
Abroad and the National
Gallery of Victoria (Fed
Square)

“Drugs formally known as
Party Drugs” (Year 9/10)
Physical Education
A focus on swimming
/survival techniques/life
saving and cricket/t-ball
learning centre rotations.
Health- ‘Personal
Development’ Year 7
Puberty and reproduction,
Year 8 Sexual activity,
relationships, risks associated
with sex, STIs &
contraception, abstinence,
Year 9/10 – sex and the law,
protecting yourself (STIs and
morning after pill), Family
Planning, ‘Knocked Up’ and
‘Juno’, getting a Medicare
card.
PE – ‘Team sports with
Rackets’ Roles in team
games (for example, player,
coach, umpire or
administrator) and reflect on
their experiences. Aboriginal
racket sports, badminton,
table tennis and tennis.

Elders to work with students on
traditional law.
A focus on leadership, laws,
democracy and impact of policy.
Issues and challenging beliefs.
Visit Bunjilaka (Melbourne
Museum) – explore traditional
laws
‘Narrative development’ –
‘Characterisation’ – characters in
plays, poems and stories.
Imaginative texts. Short stories.
Change to
‘Show Me a Story’
A focus on visual literacy,
including comics/Manga, still-life
animation, photos and pictures,
picture books, contextual
understandings, linguistic
structures and features and
strategies.

T3 09/13

C – ‘Chemistry of
Cooking’ (physical and
chemical reactions,
indigenous cooking
techniques – elders work
with girls, all studentscooking healthy meals
using fire, stove and micro.)

‘Numbers Everywhere’
A focus on number,
measurement, chance and
data. In this unit there is a
focus on decimals, using
measurement (length and
weight), time and money.
Part 1: Luna Park (including
an excursion)
Part 2: Decimals at work

Visual Art - ‘About
Face’ (portraits in
proportion and scale –
charcoal, pastel, chalk,
pen and pencil, study of
indigenous portraits)

T4 09/13

ES - “Astronomy – Out of
this World”
Work of astronomers,
features of the solar system
& universe, Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
perceptions about the solar
system, rotating and
orbiting, lunar and solar
eclipses and space
exploration.

‘Geometric Journey’
(Polygons, perimeter and
angles, geometry in
Melbourne City and the
Royal Botanic Gardens,
shapes in our environ,
symmetry and tessellations in
nature and indigenous art,
transport and clothing)

‘Tracking the Arts
Festival’ (Visual art
(two-and threedimensional), Dance,
Drama, Media, Music,
and Visual
Communication,
individually and in
combination.)

Health – ‘Wellbeing’
Conquering fears and
challenging comfort zones,
developing positive self
esteem, dealing with
emotions, identifying and
developing personal beliefs,
developing effective
communication skills,
understanding and managing
relationships and acceptance
of others.
PE – ‘Alternative Sports’,
including Wheelchair sports
(guest visitors), handicapped
sports, yoga, pilates, tai chi)
Health –‘It’s what you eat’
Personal food intake, issues
related to eating, food
selection, nutritional
requirements, nutritional
information provided in
advertising and product
labels, and influence on food
choices.
PE – ‘Feet and hands’ –
What is stability? What is a
leverl? Hockey, soccer and
netball. – skills drills.
Year 10 students to organise
a sporting competition

Report writing - ‘Issues in film’.
• Investigate, comprehend,
analyse and present a point
of view based on an issue
raised in a film (The
Castle).
• Report writing
(speculating, hypothesising
and reflecting).
• Speaking and listening.
• Focus on Native Title (link
to Mabo)

‘Narratives’
A focus on short stories – what
makes a good story? Story telling.
Short stories in 55 words or less.
Guest story tellers.
Emphasise plot, structure, setting,
atmosphere and characters.

WORAWA LEARNING CENTRE OVERVIEW
2010/2014
SCHED
ULE
T1 10/14

T2 10/14

SCIENCE /
ENVIRONMENT
LEARNING CENTRE
P - “Getting Moving”
A focus on the physics of
force and motion.
Key concepts:
push and pull, equipment
(including cogs, pulleys,
gears, levers and springs),
kinetic energy (energy of
motion) and potential
energy (stored energy –
springs), gravity, friction
and air resistance,
calculation of speed, theme
parks and rides, learn to use
mechanical systems to
modify speed and forces.
ES - “Geoscience
Exploration”
The focus of this unit is on
historical implications of
land use for Aboriginal
people.
A focus on land rights,
implication of terra nullius,
overlay map of mining in
Australia, Eddie Mabo,
metals and reactions.

NUMERACY LEARNING
CENTRE

CREATIVE ARTS
LEARNING CENTRE

WELLBEING LEARNING
CENTRE

LITERACY LEARNING
CENTRE

‘Automotives’
A focus on statistics, formula,
length and distance,
percentages, simple and
compound interest,
acceleration, time, consumer
maths and fuel efficiency.
Costs associated with owning
a car, fuel, registration, blood
alcohol levels and traditional
indigenous forms of
transport.

‘Rock Art’ (mural
painting – link to ancient
civilisations (e.g.
Egyptian art) and
Indigenous Australian
Cave/rock paintings some
50,000 years old)

Health – Decision Making
and Harm Minimisation.
Drug education (Year 7/8
prescription drugs, substance
abuse (petrol sniffing and
chroming) Year 9/10 alcohol,
tobacco and cannabis) +
community support networks.
PE – Solitary sports (golf,
bowls, cross country running
and swimming)

‘The Mob’ - Speaking and
Listening. ‘Game Show’ – oratory
lessons through a study of Game
Show hosts. How to project your
voice, display confidence, positive
body language and structure
speeches and learn how to
improvise. ‘Message Stick’ –
presentation techniques. Compare
and contrast to Game Show hosts.
Researching, writing, reading,
speaking and listening – ‘Proud of
Our Mob’ Oral presentations
focusing on influence of notable
Indigenous Australians.

“Learn to Earn”
A focus on Number and
Chance and Data through the
development of businesses.

“Landscape”
A focus on the
development of landscape
artwork through the ages.

“Persuasive texts“–
A focus on examples of persuasive
language as seen in different text
types (written and film).

Key concepts:
• Salary, wages &
deductions
• Business applications
of percentage
• Use Excel-tables,
charts and graphs
• calculate and
interpret measures of
centrality (mean,
median, and mode)
and data spread
(range)

A focus on photography
of landscape, features of
landscape artworks over
time, capturing
atmosphere using acrylic
paints, Impressionist style
landscapes, Albert
Namatjira (1902 – 1959).
Students to create their
own landscape painting
of their homeland.

Health – “Personal
Development”
Yr7/8 – ‘I am changing’ –
puberty and personal
development
Yr9/10 – ‘It’s ok to say no’ –
sexual health and harm
minimisation
Yr 7 - 10
Respect in relationships and
‘Pride and Prejudice’ – same
sex relationships
PE – “Communication”
Roles in sport. Skill
development - Rugby,
football and volleyball

Writing Letters to the Editor and
persuasive/argumentative essays.
Debates

Students study language of
advertisements, emotional
arguments, point of view and
inference through texts.
Film as text ‘Rabbit Proof Fence’
and ‘Gattaca’.

T3 10/14

T4 10/14

B – ‘Exploration of
Systems’
A focus on the biology of
the circulatory and
respiratory systems.

C – ‘H2O to Go’ (Water
recycling, desalination,
indigenous connection to
water – survival in the
desert)

‘Developing Economies’
A focus on the theoretical and
practical side of running a
business with emphasis on
number (e.g. %, fractions),
measurement (e.g. scaled
drawings), chance and data
(e.g. spreadsheets).
(Examples of Free Trade
including ‘Kenana Knitter
Critters’, selling of
indigenous artwork (issues
and protective mechanisms),
investigating and establishing
businesses in remote
indigenous communities,
basic accounting, balancing
books)
Make some changes from t2
2008 unit.
‘Gunditjmara nation – An
exploration’
(measurement, scale, maps,
temperature and graphs using
the Gunditjmara nation as
stimuli.)

‘Symbolising self in
Aboriginal
Iconography’
(traditional and
contemporary Indigenous
art, including analysis of
iconography/symbols in
art)

Health -Sun smart (consider
health resources, products and
services, and the influences of
the law, public health
programs, their conscience,
community attitudes, and
religious beliefs.)
PE – Fair play and sporting
conduct. Indoor sports.
(indoor cricket, dancesport,
indoor soccer and indoor
netball) Peer teaching and
coaching with a focus on skill
dev. and improvement.
Discuss sporting conduct, and
implement fair play & good
sporting behaviours.

‘Exploring Texts’ –
Book: ‘Does My Head Look Big In
This’ – Randa Abel Fattah
Documentary : ‘Swapping Places’
Film: ‘Osama’
Poetry: exploring poetry through
film
Students produce, study and
respond. Analyse characters, ideas
and contexts. Research aspects of
identity exploration across
historical and cultural boundaries.
Develop skills in research, posing
and responding to key questions,
cross referencing, summary
writing, persuasive language and
oral lang skills.

‘Tracking the Arts
Festival’ (Visual art
(two-and threedimensional), Dance,
Drama, Media, Music,
and Visual
Communication,
individually and in
combination.)

Health - Personality type
(Myers Briggs) How does
‘PT’ influence decision
making, communication,
relationships and learning?
Personality type and
influence on career choices
PE – Track and field sports
and carnival

Transactional writing with a focus
on ICT – workplace texts – reading
and writing business letters,
emails, formal meetings, agendas,
interviews, CVs and resumes.
Analyse effective web sites
(www.skwirk.com/) (ICT)

WORAWA LEARNING CENTRE OVERVIEW
2011/2015
SCHED
ULE
T1 11/15

T2 11/15

SCIENCE /
ENVIRONMENT
LEARNING CENTRE
P – ‘Disco’ (light and
sound)

NUMERACY LEARNING
CENTRE

CREATIVE ARTS
LEARNING CENTRE

WELLBEING LEARNING
CENTRE

LITERACY LEARNING
CENTRE

‘Maths in the Community’ (A
focus on Number and Chance
and Data through trade
apprenticeships, banking,
shopping and real estate)

‘Construction and
collage’ (Inspired by
community – recycling,
sewing, public display,
indigenous collage
artists)
Music – Students to
compose music (and
record) to accompany
their piece of art. Focus
on rhythm and
percussion.

Health – Drugs in popular
culture (movies, video clips,
TV). Issues: Alcohol in
indigenous culture. Drugs and
alcohol and homeless youth
(visit Urban Seed at the
Collins Street Baptist Church)
PE – Self control and
discipline – gymnastics,
balance, baseball, tennis.

ES – ‘Moving Plates’ (earth
quakes and tsunamis,
planning for life,
indigenous management of
earthquakes and tsunamis)

‘It’s a problem’
(Worded problem solving
Cover the 6 Wizards:
1. Guess and Check
2. Make a Table
3. Look for Patterns
4. Use a Drawing
5. Simplify
6. Eliminate)

‘Masks’ (Masks from
indigenous cultures,
masks for corroboree,
making of papier mache
masks. Drama – writing
‘monologues’ for masks
and present to elders)

Health- Year 7 – Puberty &
reproduction, Year 8 sexual
activity, risks, contraception
and STIs, abstinence, Year
9/10 – sex & the law,
protecting yourself (STIs and
morning after pill), Family
Planning Victoria, ‘Knocked
Up’ and ‘Juno’, getting a
Medicare card.
PE – Ball sports competition
(soccer, football, basketball,
volleyball). Design own game
using a combination of ball
handling skills. Indigenous
ball sports.

Persuasive writing / speaking and
listening - Civics and Citizenship –
how we are governed, Indigenous
Law, Indigenous meeting places –
visit Bunjilaka (Melbourne
Museum) Discuss relevance of the
smoking ceremony at Bunjilaka as
a way of acknowledging the
desecration of spiritual, practical
and cultural bonds with the land
that occurred during invasion. Two
Laws - indigenous knowledge, law
and property in Australia. History
of indigenous nations who were
subordinated to the crown.
Indigenous rights and formal
recognition of indigenous
customary law.
Informative texts – focus on
different careers. For example:
Reporters - news (print and screen)
and BTN.
Garden Designer – following
instructions on designing a garder.
Receptionist – memos, minutes,
formal letters
Cook – following and writing
recipes, writing descriptions
Travel writer – travel experiences,
descriptive writing, postcards

T3 11/15

B – ‘In Miniature’ (light
microscopes, cell theory,
types of cells, structure of
cells, making, staining and
drawing a cell)

‘Vehicle Ownership’
(car and motorbike
maintenance, road rules,
getting your L plates, costs
associated with owning a car,
fuel types, registration, blood
alcohol levels, traditional
indigenous forms of
transport)

‘Totem’ (Create own
totem using style from
different parts of
Australia as impetus: Xray style from Arnhem
Land to the painted
bollards seen along the
waterfront at Geelong.
Drama – students to
create a documentary film
(in Year Level groups)
talking about their totem
and what it represents)

Health – Dispute Resolution
(historical and contemporary,
between peers at school or in
communities)
PE - views about fitness and
what it means to various
groups in society. They
develop understanding of
physical, mental, social and
emotional benefits of
participation in physical
activity. Students explore
sports they would like to play
(team and individual) –
students teach one another
skills.

Reading Challenge - Library Alive
– scavenger hunt, features of
libraries, different types of books,
research skills, text analysis.
Reading ‘different’ texts –
including visual texts (CD covers,
photos, paintings and cartoons).
Reading indigenous stories
(including rock paintings and Bark
Petition, Yirrkala (1963) presented to the Parliament of
Australia in 1963 on behalf of 500
indigenous people, to plead their
case opposing mining.

T4 11/15

C – ‘Chemistry of
Cosmetics’ (moisturisers,
lipsticks, eye shadows and
cleansers, history of
cosmetics) OR
‘Chemistry of the Kitchen’
(acids and bases, chemical
aspect of tartaric acid,
caustic soda)

‘City Maths Trail’
(Using public transport,
maths trail through
Melbourne CBD, Indigenous
maths trail through the bush)

‘Tracking the Arts
Festival’ (Visual art (twoand three-dimensional),
Dance, Drama, Media,
Music, and Visual
Communication,
individually and in
combination.)

Health – Sun smart (consider
health resources, products and
services, and the influences of
the law, public health
programs, their conscience,
community attitudes, and
religious beliefs.)
PE – Indoor sports (indoor
cricket, dance sport, indoor
soccer and indoor netball)

Researching, writing, reading,
speaking and listening – ‘Our
Mob’ A focus on notable
Indigenous Australians – What can
we apply to our own future? How
are we inspired? Including:
William Barak, Albert Namatjira,
Eddie Koiki Mabo, David
Unaipon, Noel Pearson, Mick
Dodson, Sally Morgan, Cathy
Freeman, Neville Bonner, Rosie
Kunoth Monks, Pemulwuy,
Shirley Smith, Yothu Yindi.

Worawa Aboriginal College: Approach to the teaching of Literacy
Literacy is a sociocultural practice. Foundational to the teaching of literacy is seeing all
students as resourceful. All communities have resources that often remain invisible and
undervalued in the school context. Many students’ knowledge, experiences and practices
e.g. bi-lingualism, musical and artistic heritage, expertise of parents’ work practices
(Artist) remain invisible at school. Educators need to re-think the capacities, interests,
strengths and cultural attributes of their students in order to have an impact on their
literacy achievements. As well as tapping into the interests and starting “where the
student is at”, this approach requires analysis of diversity and literacy.
Literacy taught out of context doesn’t make sense. Ralph Waldo Emerson said “As to
methods their may be millions and then some, but principles are few. The man who
grasps principles can successfully select his own methods. The man who tries methods,
ignoring principles, is sure to have trouble.”
We need to assess student literacy competencies and to provide age-appropriate learning
no matter where the student lies along the literacy continuum. Students need to be
engaged in many discourses during literacy sessions. Upon entry to Worawa College
students undertake diagnostic assessment in literacy which identifies students’ strengths
and challenges and informs the development of personalized learning strategies.
The Worawa literacy program is implemented daily (block-scheduled – blocktimetabled). Literacy blocks include, reading, writing, writing-spelling, oral language,
personal research.
Reading
Based on the school Term Theme, students supported by the teacher select reading
material appropriate to their reading level. The teacher personalizes the learning and
teaching program to ensure the skill and knowledge development of the individual
student. Group activities are possible due to the common content related to the Term
Theme.
Writing
Based on the school Term Theme, the teacher introduces writing genres, conventions of
language etc. The teacher personalizes the learning and teaching program to ensure the
skill and knowledge development of the individual student. Group activities are possible
due to the common content related to the Term Theme.
Writing and Spelling
Te spelling program is founded within the writing program. The teacher personalizes the
learning and teaching program to ensure the skill and knowledge development of the
individual student. Group activities are possible due to the common content related to the
Term Theme.
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Oral Language
The Aboriginal culture is an oral culture. Recognising this, oral language is both a
resource and a beneficiary of the Worawa literacy program. Oral language is steeped in
thinking and the discourse of cultural knowledge. A number of Worawa students are ESL
students and oral language is foundational to the building of vocabulary, modeling of
language, the literacy devices of sound e.g. alliteration, rhyme and rhythm and figurative
language e.g. simile and metaphor. Worawa strategies for the development of oral
language include story-telling (Dreamtime), radio plays, literature circles, oral
presentations.

Worawa Deconstructive/Analysis Process
For the Worawa students who are unable to read and write the College has developed a
Worawa Deconstructive/Analysis Process for the teaching of literacy. This process
involves strategies such as modeling, scaffolding, analysing, deconstructing and
constructing language. Deconstruction is used to learn about how text works – spelling,
grammar, vocabulary, composition of text-types etc.
The Deconstructive/Analysis Process involves the following Dimensions of English
Reading and Writing
Students who express positive attitudes to reading, who read a variety of materials and
who spend time reading for pleasure are generally much better readers. Therefore
engagement in reading is paramount. For some ‘at risk’ students reading strategies will
need to be explicitly taught. Students do not learn to read by reading aloud to a teacher or
other adult. The setting up of an engaging reading climate within the classroom is vital.
For example, from a student’s interest – music, art, sport – the student (guided initially by
a tutor) develops a simple verbal description their interest.
From this description the student supported by the tutor composes a simple sentence. The
tutor and student write/ re-write this sentence constantly reading/ saying the sentence.
The tutor deconstructs the sentence with the student i.e. the student identifies the main
words – naming words/ nouns, describing words/ adjectives, action words/ verbs. The
tutor introduces the formal language as the student progresses/ develops understanding. T
support the students in the deconstruction/ analysis of language e.g. type of word is given
a particular shape i.e. non – rectangle, adjective, circle, verb – triangle. As the student
identifies the words they are written within the shape. Students re-write/ jigsaw the
sentence utilizing the shape words. The tutor constantly checks with the student – what
does this say?, read it again. The tutor constantly gives positive feedback. Students store
their sentences in a folder and their jigsaw words in a container. At the commencement of
the next session, using a flash card approach with the student’s word shapes, the student
identifies their “words”. They re-read their description. If the student does not recognize
the words they are removed to a different container.
The tutor uses gentle self-competition to help the student build their word bank. In time
this will be substantial and the tutor will encourage/ assist them to build sentences/
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descriptions from their word bank. At all time the tutor encourages the student to develop
understanding of the language through deconstruction/ analysis. When the student has an
understanding of the process and is developing a word bank the tutor commences the
introduction of additional conventions of language i.e. commonly used words and
spelling strategies. Commonly used words such as - is, as and, the can be written on gold
card and become another category in the word bank. As the student identifies key words
– nouns, adjectives, verbs – the tutor assists with further deconstruction/ analysis of the
word i.e. tree – sound out phonetically – T-R- Double E. This commences the
understanding of the phonics.
Students, working with their word bank make lists of words beginning with a particular
sound or incorporate a particular phonogram i.e. tree, sheep. When students have
developed a substantial word bank they commence the development of their personal
English Reading/ Writing reference book (multiple categories). In time as their skill and
knowledge level develops the personal reference book can become the focus of the tutor
session activities. The student, when appropriate confidence and learning strategies have
been developed will be able to participate/ actively engage within a mainstream literacy
program.

P. Russell, J. brown, M. Hamilton 2008
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Appendix 1: Building on from known

Graham, B. (1984). Finding meaning in maths: an introductory program for Aboriginal children.

Dianne Siemon, June 2009

Appendix 2. Mathematics as a Social Practice at Worawa

COUNTING

LOCATING

Connection to Community
Exploration of Place
EXPLAINING

MEASURING

Identify of Self and Our
Environment
Celebrating our Past and
Planning for our Future

PLAYING

Dianne Siemon, June 2009

DESIGNING

Worawa Aboriginal College: Approach to the teaching of Numeracy
Paper prepared by Dianne Siemon, June 2009
Numeracy, like literacy, is a sociocultural practice. It has been described as
… the effective use of mathematics to meet the general demands of life at home, in paid work, and for
participation in community and civic life … the National Numeracy Benchmarks will refer to the
contribution that school mathematics and other areas of learning make to the development of students’
numeracy. They will incorporate the development of students’ understanding and competence with number
and quantity (ie, measurement), shape and location and the handling and interpretation of quantitative data.
(National Benchmarking Taskforce, 1997)
… a fundamental component of learning, performance, discourse and critique across all areas of the
curriculum. It involves the disposition to use, in context, a combination of: underpinning mathematical
concepts and skills from across the discipline (numerical, spatial, graphical, statistical and algebraic);
mathematical thinking and strategies; general thinking skills; and a grounded appreciation of context
(Australian Association of Mathematics Teachers, 1997).

What these definitions suggest is that “numeracy involves using some mathematics to achieve
some purpose in a particular context” (AAMT, 1997). What they all have in common is the
recognition that numeracy involves a much broader range of knowledge skills and attributes
than can be simply characterised as “basic number facts and skills”. They also all
acknowledge the critical importance of interpreting, applying, and communicating the
mathematics that is known to achieve some purpose related to one’s everyday existence. This
requires confidence built on understanding which derives from meaningful experiences and
the “ability and inclination to use this understanding in flexible ways to make mathematical
judgements and to develop useful and efficient strategies for managing numerical situations”
(McIntosh, 1977). In support of this, numeracy has been referred to elsewhere as “critical
numeracy” or “quantitative litereracy” (Tate, 1996).
From this perspective, it can be seen that there is indeed some overlap with literacy, but there
are some important differences. Where there is overlap, it makes sense to draw on the
relevant literacy literature. For example, Pimm (1987) makes the case for using the metaphor
‘mathematics as a language’ where “being fluent in a language involves being able to tap into
the resources implicit within it and use these potentialities for one’s own ends” (1987). This
acknowledges the importance of knowing how and when to communicate in mathematics.
It is widely recognised that to be numerate in the society we live in and that future generations
will help to create, students need to have access to some core competencies as well as some
habits of mind or dispositions that enable them to adapt to new demands. In curriculum terms,
these are commonly described in terms of a sense of number, a sense of measurement and
data, and a sense of space (National Numeracy Benchmarks, 1997)
For the purposes of the Middle Years Numeracy Research Project (Siemon, Virgona &
Corneille, 2001), the view of numeracy adopted by the National Benchmarks Taskforce
(1997) together with view espoused by AAMT above were used to inform the design and
implementation of the project.
This meant that numeracy in the middle years was seen to involve
• core mathematical knowledge, in this case, number sense, measurement and data sense
and spatial sense as elaborated in the National Numeracy Benchmarks for Years 5 and 7;
• the capacity to critically apply what is known in a particular context to achieve a desired
purpose; and the
• actual processes and strategies needed to communicate what was done and why.
Dianne Siemon, June 2009

This view of numeracy embodies the three aspects of numeracy identified by Willis (1998),
that is, mathematical knowledge, contextual knowledge, and strategic knowledge. It suggests
that the development of numeracy is likely to involve a consideration of each of these aspects
in different ways and proportions at different ages and stages of schooling. While this is
relatively straightforward in the early years where the focus is primarily on the development
of the key mathematical ideas, skills and strategies that underpin numeracy, it is arguably
more problematic in the middle and upper years of schooling where prior knowledge and
experience, issues of identity, and a range of complex social, emotional and physical factors
impact student’s capacity to learn.
To ensure students acquire these dispositions and competencies, we need to understand what
it is that students do know and are able to demonstrate in order to provide age-appropriate,
targeted learning experiences that build on what is known irrespective of where the student ‘is
at’ in curriculum terms. This is consistent with the policy that upon entry to Worawa College
students undertake diagnostic assessment in numeracy which identifies student’s strengths
and informs the development of personalised learning strategies/trajectories.
Students also eed to be exposed to many different numeracy contexts and situations,
particularly those that value Indigenous knowledge systems. In recognition of the fact that
Western mathematics curricula assumes a particular world view that is not necessarily shared
by Indigenous peoples, the relatively new field of ethnomathematics has emerged to
document and celebrate the fundamental mathematical activity of human societies irrespective
of their cultural and historical circumstances (e.g., D’Ambrosio, 2001).

The adventure of the human species is identified with the acquisition of styles of
behaviours and of knowledge to survive and transcend in the distinct environments
it occupies, that is, in the acquisition of

THE NATURAL,
SOCIAL,
CULTURAL, AND
IMAGINARY
ENVIRONMENT

ETHNO

OF EXPLAINING,
LEARNING,
KNOWING, AND
COPING WITH

MATHEMA

MODES,
STYLES, ARTS
AND
TECHNIQUES

TICS

ETHNOMATHEMATICS
(D’Ambrosio, 2001)

In a review of studies that examined the mathematics used by different cultural groups around
the world, Bishop (1988) identified six universally recognised mathematical activities:
counting, locating, measuring, designing, playing, and explaining which he describes as
follows.
Counting [is the] use of a systematic way to compare and order discrete phenomena … Locating
[involves] exploring one’s spatial environment and conceptualising and symbolising that
Dianne Siemon, June 2009

environment with models, diagrams, drawings, words or other means … Measuring
[involves] quantifying qualities for the purposes of comparison and ordering, using
objects or tokens as measuring devices with associated units or ‘measure words’ ….
Designing [involves] creating a shape or design for an object or for any part of one’s
spatial environment … Playing [involves] devising, and engaging in games and
pastimes, with more or less formalised rules that all players must abide by …Explaining
[involves] finding ways to account for the existence of phenomena, be they religious,
animistic or scientific. (pp. 182-183)
The Worawa Numeracy Program is implemented daily in block-scheduled/block-timetabled
sessions. Numeracy blocks will variously involve a combination of collaborative group
activity and individual research that is focussed on the practical knowledge and skills
associated with each of these six universal mathematical activities as they relate to
mainstream curricula and Indigenous knowledge systems. These are social practices rather
than isolated topics to be studied without reference to the use, beauty and cultural heritage of
mathematics.
Counting:
Based on the school Term Theme, students supported by the teacher select
counting/calculating related tasks appropriate to their level of understanding and interest. This
might involve working with numbers, number patterns, number relationships, number
systems, algebraic representations, probability, event spaces, or limits.
Locating:
Based on the school Term Theme, students supported by the teacher select locating related
tasks appropriate to their level of understanding and interest. This might involve working with
position, orientation, coordinates, bearings, angles, lines, networks, change of position, loci,
change of orientation, rotation, reflection and frame of reference
Measuring:
Based on the school Term Theme, students supported by the teacher select measuring related
tasks appropriate to their level of understanding and interest. This might involve comparing,
ordering, length, area, volume, time, temperature, mass, conventional units of measure,
measuring tools, estimation, and approximation
Designing:
Based on the school Term Theme, students supported by the teacher select designing related
tasks appropriate to their level of understanding and interest. This might involve working with
properties of objects, shape, pattern, design, geometric shapes, properties of shapes,
similarity, congruence, and ratios (scale)
Playing:
Based on the school Term Theme, students supported by the teacher select playing related
tasks appropriate to their level of understanding and interest. This might involve working with
puzzles, paradoxes, models, games, rules, procedures, strategies, prediction, guessing, chance,
hypothetical reasoning, games analysis
Explaining:
Based on the school Term Theme, students supported by the teacher select explaining related
tasks appropriate to their level of understanding and interest. This might involve working with
classifications, conventions, generalisations, logic, arguments, proof, symbolic explanations
Dianne Siemon, June 2009

(equations, formulae, algorithms, functions), figural explanations (diagrams, graphs, charts,
matrices) …

Worawa Assessment Guided Process
Identify, Articulate, Connect and Progress …
• Identify using research-based diagnostic instruments that locate where students are at
and provide clear advice on what is needed to progress learning
• Articulate what is known through constructive feedback and negotiate clear goals
• Connect to culture, language, contexts, and interests to build and sustain engagement
• Progress understanding through carefully selected tasks that provide success and invite
challenge
Teaching mathematics for understanding – some guiding principles:
• Recognise prior knowledge and experience, help learners build bridges to new
learning.
• Use materials to generate meaning (not to get answers), for example, use MAB and
number expanders for developing an understanding of numeration and written
computation, fraction kits to demonstrate fraction renaming.
• Use well-structured sequences that focus on material to be learned, for example,
revisit pre-requisite knowledge and skills before proceeding to the
development/introduction of new knowledge and skills, proceed in an overt,
explicit and systematic manner - avoid ‘butterfly’ approaches.
• Emphasise discussion and the negotiation of meaning, for example, peer-peer
discussion, co-operative group work, cross-age tutoring, teacher-peer (large
group/small group) discussion, individual reflection/cognitive monitoring.
• Use consistent language and recording, avoid unnecessary abstractions and
symbolism, for example, encourage written and oral elaborations of what was done
and why, use ‘thinking strings’ to record mental computation (e.g., for 82 take 57,
Think: 82, 32, 30, 25 or 82, 22, 25 - invite students to say what was done using
language to support place-value ideas such as “take away 5 tens then 7 ones by
making down to nearest ten ..)
• Carefully link experiences, materials and models to language, then link language to
symbols.
• Embed mathematics in meaningful contexts, use inclusive activities, for example,
use real-world problems and contexts, situations with non-traditional male/female
role models.
• Encourage the use of more efficient knowledge structures to solve problems, for
example, place-value, number facts, mental computation strategies.
• Use meaningful mental strategies for developing the number facts to 99 as opposed
to "tables" (equations), for example, use mental strategies such as count-on-fromlarger, doubles-and-near-doubles, and make-to-ten for addition; build on these
strategies to develop meaningful strategies for the multiplication facts such as
double and 1 more group for the threes facts.
• Use a variety of teaching and learning strategies, for example, group work,
individual work, meaningful practice, project work, investigations, technology,
problem solving (problem posing), physical involvement, outdoor locations
• Provide opportunities to apply what is known which stretch current understandings
and motivate further learning.

Dianne Siemon, June 2009
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Australian Principals Association Professional Development Council
Leadership starts from within

•

I articulate my beliefs and values and how they underpin my work.

•

I articulate what I want to achieve for students, staff and schools.

•

I know, understand and respect the school community.

•

I demonstrate courage in taking responsibility for achieving this vision.

•

I take time to critically reflect on myself and my work.

•

As a result of this reflection, I take action to look after myself.

•

I demonstrate optimism and integrity in challenging times. *

Leadership is about influencing others

•

I have an appreciation of my impact on others.

•

I explain things in ways that people can identify with and understand.

•

I build trusting and respectful relationships within the school community.

•

I expect the best from people and celebrate achievements.

•

I know the politics of my school community and work with this knowledge to achieve school goals.

Leadership develops a rich learning environment

•

I model a commitment to, and involvement in, ongoing leadership learning.

•

I work expertly with others to ensure quality teaching and learning, and support services are
provided.

•

the learning of all students and staff is the focus of leaders' work

•

Collaborative approaches to teaching and learning are encouraged and resourced.

•

What people 'bring with them' is valued as crucial to what and how they learn.

Leadership builds professionalism and management capability

•

Well understood structures, systems and processes are in place to manage the development of the
organisation.

•

The vision and values of the school underpin and inform all management decisions.

•

Accountability is an integral part of the operations and functions of the school.

•

Advocacy for the profession and engagement with professional networks is occurring regularly.

•

Local and global trends and influences inform professional and organisational learning.

Leadership inspires leadership actions and aspirations in others

•

All staff are encouraged and supported to take on leadership responsibilities.

•

Risk taking is acceptable and 'mistakes' are seen as learning opportunities.

•

Real opportunities are provided for people to take on leadership roles.

•

Mentoring and coaching are routinely used in the professional development of staff

•

Within the school community, leaders demonstrate the intrinsic rewards they get from their work.

APAPDC Framework

A Submission to the Standing Committee on Aboriginal and
Torres Strait I slander Affairs

LANGUAGE LEARNI NG I N
I NDI GENOUS COM M UNI TI ES
This submission has two sections:
Section 1: Submission from Beth Graham M .Ed and Kathryn Gale M .Ed
This submission outlines the need for a bilingual/bicultural model of education for the
I ndigenous children of Australia who speak a language or dialect other than English, when
they begin formal schooling.
To demonstrate their involvement in this area of education over many years, biographical
information and a list of publications are attached.

Beth Graham and Kathryn Gale felt that the important contribution of Professor Grimes to this discussion
needed to be brought to the attention of the committee. It is therefore attached to this submission.

Section 2: A Contribution by Professor Charles Grimes Ph.D
With the permission of Professor Grimes who was unable to prepare a submission at this
time, WKH WH[W RI KLV ERRNOHW µI ndigenous languages in education: what the research really
shows¶ has been included.

I t should be noted that all those associated with this submission: Beth Graham, Kathryn
Gale and Professor Charles Grimes would welcome the opportunity to speak to this
submission on µ/DQJXDJH/HDUQLQJLQ,QGLJHQRXV&RPPXQLWLHV¶ in Canberra. !
!
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Section 1:
A Submission to the Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Strait I slander Affairs
LANGUAGE LEARNI NG I N I NDI GENOUS COM M UNI TI ES
This submission is concerned with the education of I ndigenous children who come to school
speaking their mother tongue.
A Summary
Indigenous children, like all other children, need effective schools which are staffed by
appropriately qualified teachers who take them from where they are to where they need to go. As
experienced educators in Indigenous Education [Attachments 1, 2 & 3], we believe that when the
mother tongue is valued and recognized, school can become a place where children explore and
extend their cultural understandings, while they begin to learn English and the knowledge regarded
as important by the Australian society.
7KH UHVXOW LV D VFKRRO HGXFDWLRQ IRU ,QGLJHQRXV FKLOGUHQ WKDW FDQ EH UHJDUGHG DV µDGGLWLYH¶ DV
RSSRVHGWRWKHPDQ\µVXEWUDFWLYH¶English only models of education. Such English only models of
education, which allow for at most, just a WRNHQXVHRIWKHFKLOGUHQ¶VPRWKHUWRQJXHDUHGHVWLQHGWR
continue their pattern of failure, for they:
ignore the language, culture and the knowledge system Indigenous children bring with them
to school, and so schools are simply not able to µVWDUWZKHUHWKHFKLOGUHQDUH¶
result in Indigenous children being VHHQDVµGHILFLW¶DQGdefined in WHUPVRIZKDWWKH\GRQ¶W
know; eg English and such things as an understanding of our number system, rather than in
terms of what they do know; eg one and possibly two or more languages and the spatial and
other knowledge intrinsic to their culture.
Hence a bilingual/bicultural model of school education needs to be developed and implemented
systematically, so these patterns of failure endemic in the current approaches are reversed. Some of
the implications, for the development and training of all teachers and the system-wide support for
bilingual/bicultural education, are briefly explored in this submission.
While such models of education provide a sounder approach to school learning, our experience is
that they also contribute to the maintenance of the local language and so work to reinforce the
cultural identity of the children concerned. Loss of these last remaining Indigenous languages is not
only a calamity for the speakers of these languages but will diminish all those who consider
Australia to be their home.
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Discussion
µ5HVHDUFK IURP Indigenous communities around the world as well as in the Northern Territory
[Grimes, Section 2@KDVFRQWLQXHGWRGHPRQVWUDWHWKDWWKHHIIHFWLYHXVHRIWKHFKLOG¶V mother tongue
in school learning enhances their opportunities for success. Cummins [in the above] would argue
that a two-language education empowers children and encourages the development of pride in their
own language and culture. This in turn results in a strong sense of identity and self worth and leads
to success in school.
In contrast, the current English only models of education which allow for only token use of the
mother tongue, are destined to fail students who consequently will not achieve the required
academic and cognitive gains assumed by the school process. These programs are also seen to
contribute to the loss of language, culture and identity which is apparent in many Indigenous
communities today.
Wherever possible, all such children would be best served by a model of schooling that:
values and uses their mother tongue and the knowledge encoded in that language as the
starting point for their formal schooling;""
demonstrates to the community that their way of being and knowing is valued and that the
schooling offered will add on to what the children bring with them and not discard it or
subtract from it;
develops literacy in the mother tongue before doing so in English;
continues Indigenous language and cultural studies as a highly valued strand of the total
education program, leading to the development of translation, interpreting and other highly
developed language skills [supporting the objectives of the Remote Service Delivery
National Partnership];
develops an appropriate curriculum for the teaching of all aspects of English, Mathematics
and other mainstream studies;
attracts and maintains a body of teachers from both cultures who are specialists in teaching
Indigenous children in a bilingual/bicultural setting.
It is realistic to expect that not all this will be possible in every community. However, the research
evidence supporting the use of the mother tongue in the education of Indigenous children is quite
clear and therefore every effort should be made to do as much as possible in all situations [Gale &
Graham, 1992]. For those who fear diminished English outcomes if a two language approach in
schooling is adopted, should note that research also demonstrates that strength in the second
language is directly related to strength in the child¶VILUVWODQJXDJH>&XPPLQV, in above].
Unless early education begins with the language the children speak, while also teaching English as a
second [or third] language, success in the school environment will continue to elude Indigenous
children throughout Australia.
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Some Implications for Learning and Teaching:
The need for qualified Indigenous teachers must be treated as a matter of urgency. Such teachers
will not only teach children in their mother tongue, but will also need to develop curriculum for the
variety of programs that emerge in their community and be aware when/if that knowledge differs
from English. In the current context, children are left to work out these differences for themselves
and frequently fail to do so [Graham, 1988].
In communities where initial literacy is developed in the mother tongue, Curriculum Centres staffed
by local writers and artists are needed to produce necessary materials for school programs. With
modern technology, such materials can be as attractive and accessible, as those in English. Facilities
in major language communities could also provide Indigenous education resources to the smaller
communities around them.
In this way, the bilingual/bicultural model of school learning ensures employment for; teachers,
writers, artists, illustrators, linguists, story-tellers and other language and culture specialists. The
outcome is a highly skilled workforce in well paid positions in these remote communities. An added
benefit is the retention of language and strengthening of cultural identity.
Other teachers in these schools should be specialists in the teaching of English as a Second
Language and have developed understandings of what is required to teach in cross-cultural contexts.
Hence they need to be involved in ongoing and appropriate professional learning so they:
know how to teach English as a second language to Indigenous children, as well as using
English as the language of instruction. [This can be compared with the expectations and
qualifications of teachers in the Migrant education context];
are aware that at times, Indigenous languages have a different way of looking at the world.
Teachers need to be aware of these differences and rather than ignore them, work with
Indigenous teachers to deal with them;
appreciate that much of the learning and preparation for learning in mainstream education,
occurs in life lived outside the school, and so starting points into western learning for
children in Indigenous communities need to be adapted;
need to understand that the children not only need to learn English, but need to become
proficient in the type of language interactions used in school [Graham, 1986];
need to have adequate pre-service and on-going professional learning to participate
collaboratively in these cross-cultural contexts. They also need to demonstrate a willingness
to learn the local language, so that they can be part of the community as well as a part of the
teaching teams operating within the school [Graham, 1986 & 1999].
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Some Implications for Schools and Education Systems
Excellence needs to be the defining word for bilingual/bicultural schools in remote communities.
These schools should be recognized as essential to the on-going life of each community and respect
and retain their own cultural knowledge base and the how and why of their own program. This
requires strong school and community leadership as well as system-wide support. Principals and
advisors need to be experienced, respected and highly qualified in Indigenous Education.
It would seem that there would be a role for the Australian Government in working with State and
Territory Governments and appropriate Tertiary Institutions, to develop a large bank of teachers
from both cultures who are qualified to work in Indigenous schools. Incentives then need to be
provided to keep effective and committed teachers in place for longer and longer periods.
National Assessments undertaken at Year 3 through NAPLAN, are not applicable to Indigenous
children who have their early education in their mother tongue. These children will not have
advanced sufficiently in English to be able to participate at that level and will only measure what
WKH\ FDQ¶W GR, not what they can. [Experience in the N.T. before the disbanding of the Bilingual
program, indicated that by Year 5, participation in National Assessments (prior to NAPLAN) was
more appropriate].
Finally, where communities, parents, teachers and students are involved in such a model of
education, they need to be able to depend upon Commonwealth and State Government systems to
structure administrative support ensuring the optimum conditions for the success of these programs.
Conclusion
When mother tongue education becomes a reality in the Indigenous schools of Australia, it will
result in ZKDW,QGLJHQRXVSHRSOHDUHFRPLQJWRUHIHUWRDVµWZR-way¶VFKRROV7KHVHVFKRROVwill be
repositories of a language and open knowledge that are integral to that community and will ensure
that their students have access to English and the knowledge and ways of learning inherent in the
wider community.
Such two-way school programs lead to confident, cross-culturally secure students who have real
opportunities to make choices about where and how they live.

Beth Graham M.Ed., F.A.C.E

Kathryn Gale M. Ed.
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Section 2:

µI ndigenous languages in education: what the research
UHDOO\VKRZV¶
by Charles E. Grimes Ph.D
Published by the Australian Society of Indigenous Languages
Reproduced here with the permission of the author and AuSIL

Professor Grimes¶VH[SHULHQFHand contribution to this area is as follows:
Professor Grimes is a member of an indigenous minority group. He is also an Adjunct Professor of
Linguistics, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, Australian National University; a Linguistics
Consultant with the Australian Society for Indigenous Languages (AuSIL), which is affiliated with SIL
International, a partner organisation with UNESCO in language development and multilingual education
(MLE); and Translation Coordinator at the Language & Culture Unit, GMIT, Kupang, Indonesia.

In the following pages Professor Grimes discusses the importance of beginning the schooling of
Indigenous children in their mother tongue. He also comments on the current education policies of the
Northern Territory Government.
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Charles E. Grimes, Ph.D.
³&KLOGUHQ OHDUQ EHWWHU LI WKH\ XQGHUVWDQG WKH ODQJXDJH VSRNHQ LQ VFKRRO 7KLV LV D
straightforward observation borne out by study after study (Thomas and Collier, 1997;
Dutcher, 1995; Patrinos and Velez, 1996; Walter, 2003). Even the important goal of
learning a second language is facilitated by starting with a language the children already
know. Cummins (2000) and others provide convincing evidence of the principle of
interdependence²that second language learning is helped, not hindered by first language
study. This leads to a simple axiom: the first language is the language of learning. It is by
far the easiest way for children to interact with the world. And when the language of
learning and the language of instruction do not match, learning difficulties are bound to
IROORZ´ :RUOG%DQN 
!

³7KHOHYHORIGHYHORSPHQWRIFKLOGUHQ VPRWKHUWRQJXHLVDVWURQJSUHGLFWRURIWKHLUVHFRQG
ODQJXDJHGHYHORSPHQW´ &XPPLQV 
³7KHPRVWSRZHUIXOIDFWRULQSUHGLFWLQJHGXFDWLRQDOVXFFess for minority learners was the
DPRXQW RI IRUPDO VFKRROLQJ WKH\ UHFHLYHG LQ WKHLU /´ 7KRPDV DQG &ROOLHU 
reporting on an 11-year study of 42,000 minority language speakers in the USA.
www.ncela.gwu.edu/ncbepubs/resource/effectiveness/)
The gap in the Northern Territory
With something like 30% of the population of around 200,000 of the Northern Territory being
indigenous, and those indigenous citizens speaking several dozen heritage languages, it is clear
that the Northern Territory is multilingual, perhaps to a greater degree than any other state or
territory in Australia. (See www.ethnologue.com for a listing of languages in Australia.) This
presents special challenges for education, health, the job market and the criminal justice system,
just to name a few key sectors.
But with something like 80% of the prison population being disproportionately indigenous, and
the disproportionate lack of indigenous people employed in the mainstream community (also as a
result of being educationally disadvantaged), it is clear that past and current policies and
practices of the Northern Territory government (both current and past) in relation to the role of
language in education, and cross-cultural communication in other sectors such as health and the
criminal justice system, are for the most part ineffective. And as the addage says, ³,I\RXNHHS
GRLQJZKDW\RX YHDOZD\VGRQH\RXZLOONHHSJHWWLQJWKHUHVXOWV\RX YHDOZD\VJRWWHQ´ So it is
time for the NT government to show the courage of taking a fresh look and a more informed
approach to education in indigenous communities, and pursue a better understanding of the role
of language in undergirding current problems in education, health, the job market, and the
criminal justice system.
Around the world (including Australia), the fields of linguistics, sociolinguistics, and English as
a Second Language (ESL) have made huge advances in the past several decades, as have studies
of issues facing speakers of minority languages in mainstream education (see attached
bibliography). But there is a big gap between these fields, and the attitudes and practices of
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general educators, policy-makers, and the national curriculum in education for the subject of
English as it is taught in schools, which has for the most part been fairly static for decades and
assumes that students are native speakers of Standard English. The latter field is either ignorant
of, or chooses to ignore the developments in the former fields, even though the demographic of
English-speaking countries such as Australia is increasingly multilingual, and the proportion is
increasing of children in schools who do not come from homes where Standard English is the
primary language. There is a move in some countries to force the educators through legislation to
become aware of and accommodate many of these advances in related fields which are directly
relevant to the language-related challenges faced in education and society.
This gap between what the research actually shows and the policies and practices in Northern
Territory schools relating to language issues is quite glaring. The specifics of this are well
documented in Simpson, Caffery and McConvell (2009), and in Devlin (2009). It does not speak
well of the NT government, nor of its commitment to making a real difference in indigenous
communities. It is time for a significant change in direction²but one that is better informed on
the issues.
The World Bank (2005:1) observes:
³)LIW\ SHUFHQW RI WKH ZRUOG¶V RXW-of-school children live in communities where the
language of schooling is rarely, if ever, used at home. This underscores the biggest
challenge to achieving Education for All (EFA): a legacy of non-productive practices that
lead tRORZOHYHOVRIOHDUQLQJDQGKLJKOHYHOVRIGURSRXWDQGUHSHWLWLRQ´
The Northern Territory government ultimately wants their indigenous citizens to be part of:
x
stable communities, who are
x
both literate and competent in the national language²English;
x
have a strong sense of identity and pride in their unique ethnic heritage (there can be no
community stability without this);
x
stay in school at least through most of secondary school, and preferably beyond;
x
are productive and contributing members of society in whatever rural or urban
community in which they live.
Worldwide experience and decades of research (including in Australia and the Northern
Territory²see attached bibliography) show an overwhelmingly unified picture that:
x

x

x

People who speak more than one language competently are not only enriched by it, but
true bilinguals can also see the legitimacy of and appreciate multiple perspectives in ways
that monolinguals can't. They have greater opportunities of participation and
advancement in multiple communities.
People who can function competently in both the national (majority) language and the
ORFDO PLQRULW\ ODQJXDJHWHQGWRµVXFFHHG¶LQERWKworlds (bilingual). They are the ones
who become respected community leaders within the community, can represent the
interests of the community to outsiders, and can also participate fully in mainstream
society.
In contrast, members of indigenous communities who are not fully competent in either
the national language nor in the local language (semi-lingual), tend to be frustrated. They
do not have a complete or mature cultural or linguistic framework for problem-solving,
and they also aren't accepted by their own societies as having a legitimate voice in
community affairs. Semi-linguals are often involved in anti-social behaviour.
!"
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x

x
x

Where the government and educational system promotes only the national language and
does not make space for or actively discourages the legitimate roles and use of local
languages, this has been shown to contribute significantly to lack of self worth,
marginalisation, and for some, active resentment. These also contribute to anti-social
behaviour.
/LWHUDF\LVIDUPRUHHIIHFWLYHZKHQWKHEDVLFVNLOOVDUHGRQHLQWKHµPRWKHUWRQJXH¶²the
language most actively used in the home. The research supporting this is overwhelming.
Education that bridges from the local languages, eventually transitioning fully into the
national language is far more effective and far less destructive than education that only
functions in the national language from the start. This is especially true for communities
in which a local language continues to have important roles for communication and
identity, and the national language (i.e. English) is not the main language used in the
homes. Again, the research supporting this is overwhelming.

A graphic illustration
x
The following cartoons are commonly used to graphically illustrate the experience and
frustration of children speaking minority languages around the world without and with a
good bilingual education program. The cartoonist of this particular version, June Jacob, is
a native speaker of a stigmatized minority language and has experienced these struggles
for herself. She is now an educator who advocates for good multilingual education
programs. (Cartoons ©2003 June Jacob, used with permission.)
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Bilingual education (or multilingual education), like other programs, can be done well or be done
poorly. Policy-makers often dismiss the whole idea of bilingual education where it has been poorly
thought through or poorly implemented, even though the poor practice may be in only a small
number of communities. This seems to be true in the Northern Territory as well.
There is a misconception among some policy-PDNHUVWKDWµELOLQJXDOHGXFDWLRQ¶PHDQVWKHORFDO
ODQJXDJHLVWDXJKWDQGWKHQDWLRQDOODQJXDJHLVQ W+RZHYHUWKHµEL-¶LQELOLQJXDOPHDQVµWZR¶7KH
goals of well implemented bilingual education programs are to help the students achieve full
competence in both languages²not just one or the other. And this is healthy for the whole of society.
Poorly implemented bilingual education programs may get this wrong.
2-113#4+(5+#"*"3#$/+5')6').*+!
The World Bank (2005) summarizes the findings of extensive and recent research relating to
educating children initially in their own language and transitioning them to the national language.
These are all outcomes that we assume would be valued in the Northern Territory.
x
Children LEARN BETTER. This is supported by study after study.
x
Children in rural and/or marginalised populations STAY I N SCHOOL LONGER.
x
Children in rural and/or marginalised populations REACH HI GHER LEVELS OF EDUCATI ON
overall.
x
Children in rural and/or marginalised populations I NCREASE SOCI AL M OBI LI TY .
x
End-of-primary PASS RATES ARE HI GHER in statistically significant ways where effective
MLE programs have been implemented.
x
Use of a language that children understand allows teachers to use more active and M ORE
EFFECTI VE TEACHI NG M ETHODS.
x
First language teaching has been linked to BETTER ACQUI SI TI ON OF LI TERACY SKI LLS that
also bridge over to the second or national language.
x
First language teaching has also been linked to RAI SI NG ACHI EVEM ENT LEVELS in a variety
of academic subjects, including mathematics.
x
Children in good bilingual education programs have been shown to be up to 5 times LESS
LI KELY TO REPEAT a year.
x
Children in good bilingual education programs have been shown to be up to 3 times LESS
LI KELY TO DROP OUT of school.
x
The two points above are all the more significant because children receiving instruction in
first languages are OFTEN FROM M ORE AT -RI SK POPULATI ONS.
x
The use of local languages for instruction often leads to inclusion of M ORE LOCAL CONTENT
in the curriculum and GREATER PARTI CI PATI ON of parents and community members as
classroom resources. The whole community benefits by this sense of inclusion.
x
As parents see their children successfully learn to read and write in their own language, the
parents are often motivated to attend literacy classes as well. ADULT LI TERACY improves.
x
COST ANALYSI S shows that after only a very few years, good bilingual education programs
that are well implemented are actually cheaper for the budget, and also
x
tend to produce more productive members of society and fewer dysfunctional members of
VRFLHW\WKDQWUDGLWLRQDO³QDWLRQDOODQJXDJHRQO\´DSSURDFKHVWRHGXFDWLRQ
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,WLVQRWWUXHWKDWDQµ(QJlish-RQO\¶SROLF\ HYHQLIMXVWIRUWKHILUVWKRXUVRIVFKRRO ZLOOQHFHVVDULO\
help indigenous children learn English better. The research shows it is very likely to further
marginalise them and contribute even further to low self-esteem and low achievement in learning
outcomes.
The research also shows that indigenous students are M ORE LI KELY TO LEARN ENGLI SH BETTER if
they have a well-designed and well-implemented bilingual education program in their indigenous
language.
Furthermore, to try to claim that indigenous communities in the Northern Territory are the exception
to the patterns found in similar communities throughout the world, elsewhere in Australia, and even
in the Northern Territory itself, is not only ill-informed, but it is irresponsible.
Informal polling of teachers over a period of ten years around the NT shows that many can teach for
years in communities like Tennant Creek and Katherine without ever realising that their indigenous
students are not native speakers of Standard English. So the teachers never dream of approaching
their students as second-language speakers of English, or benefiting from the many language-ineducation studies that would help them be more effective teachers. The same informal polling also
shows that many school teachers in the NT are unaware of the existence of Kriol and Aboriginal
English, both of which are well recognised by sociolinguists²these varieties based on English are
not Standard English, but have their own grammar and vocabulary. And therefore, these teachers
also do not benefit from lessons learned about creoles in education that even have professional
journals dedicated to the topic.

Many school teachers also do not recall having been given even basic orientation to the
multilingual and multicultural nature of the Northern Territory. Surely there is room for
improvement here.
Without the political will to implement good MLE programs, the best policies (which we don't yet
have in the Northern Territory), the best curriculum, the best materials, and the best teachers, with
IXOOFRPPXQLW\VXSSRUWFDQQRWSXOORIIZKDWLVNQRZQWREHWKHµEHVWSUDFWLFH¶IRUHGXFDWLRQLQ
indigenous communities. The research is unified and overwhelming. So it is puzzling why it
continues to be ignored by government policy-makers and general educators in the Northern
Territory.

The Bibliography of research relating to language, social identity, social
stability and education in multi-lingual societies
The bibliography contains a total 691 entries. 273 of these are either about Australia, involve
Australian scholars, or are affiliated with an Australian institution
The bibliography, 54 pages in all, has not been included in this submission here, but is available
LQWKHERRNOHWµ,QGLJHQRXVODQJXDJHVLQHGXFDWLRQZKDWWKHUHVHDUFKUHDOO\VKRZV¶ZKLFKKDV
been enclosed with the hard copy of this submission.
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Attachment 1: I ntroducing the Authors

Beth Graham M.Ed., F.A.C.E.
%HWK*UDKDPZDVLQYROYHGLQµ(QJOLVKRQO\¶HGXFDWLRQRI$ERULJLQDOFKLOGUHQLQWKHHDUO\V She
returned to Yirrkala in 1973 and with a team of Indigenous and other teachers established the bilingual
program in that school. She then went on to become an adviser and later the senior adviser in the
Bilingual Section of the NT Department of Education. During this time she published extensively in
matters relating to a two-language education for Indigenous children and on the way teachers from two
cultures can work together to produce such outcomes [Attachment 2].
)RUKHU0DVWHU¶VVWXGLHVVKHORRNHGDt the mathematical world of Indigenous children and in addition,
explored the need for these children to learn not only English but the way English is used to explore
knowledge and to make and share meanings in the context of formal schooling.

Kathryn Gale M.Ed
.DWKU\Q *DOH¶V 37-year career in Education began in the Northern Territory and South Australia in
Indigenous Education. She was involved in the early implementation and development of the bilingual
program at Milingimbi in the N.T. from 1975 to 1980.
She has worked as a senior teacher, teacher-linguist and curriculum co-ordinator in bilingual/bicultural
programs with 3 Indigenous language groups (in the N.T. and S.A), as an Aboriginal Education Worker
(AEW) trainer (across a remote region in South Australia), and in an Aboriginal languages revival project
for 3 language groups (in urban and rural South Australia). During this time she published articles and
curriculum documents with as focus on the teaching of literacy in Bilingual schools. [Attachment 3].
Kathryn is currently working with Independent Schools Victoria as a Principal Advisor on the COAG
Smarter Schools National Partnerships Program with Low SES and Literacy & Numeracy Partnership
schools.
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Attachment 3: Publications by Kathryn Gale
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From code-mixing to code-switching ± LW¶VDPDWWHURIFRQWUROOHVVRQV
Learned from Aboriginal education In I diom Volume 41, Number 3, VATE Journal. 2005
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Questions: Elders
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. How important is culture in a child’s education?
2. What challenges students in learning about or celebrating their culture at Worawa
College?
3. How do you think Worawa College is continuing the dream of Hyllis Maris?
4. What helps Worawa to do this this?
5. What challenges Worawa in doing this?

Board Members
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. How important is culture in a child’s education?
2. What challenges students in learning about or celebrating their culture at Worawa
College?
3. How do you think Worawa College is continuing the dream of Hyllis Maris?
4. What helps Worawa to do this this?
5. What challenges Worawa in doing this?

Relationship, Respect & Rigour at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness
and Learning)
6. What do you believe is foundational to the social, emotional, physical, spiritual
and intellectual (academic) domains of a students development at Worawa?
7. How important is the integration of wellbeing and the academic programs at
Worawa?
8. What strategies does the College utilise to recognise a students “first nation”
learning to develop approaches for learning in the western scientific culture?
9. How does the College monitor a student’s growth as a learner?
10. How does the College monitor a student’s development of respectful
relationships??
11. What policies/programs does the College implement to ensure smooth
transitions and pathways for both entering and exiting students?

Responsibility at Worawa Aboriginal College (Empowerment)
What do you contribute Worawa College as a board member?

Principal
Leadership Theory
Leadership is about:
Providing Inspiration; Giving Service; Providing Learning Opportunities/ Experiences;
Pedagogical Leadership (Leadership for Learning): (create “an agreed sense of direction
through a vision”)
Servant Leadership: (commitment to the growth of people and building community) and
Authentic Leadership: (focuses on the development of personal meaning, appreciates the
implications for the trajectory of a learner’s life) leading to
Transformed Learners: (the transformation of the learner into a more fully human
individual)
Lois: Position of Leadership: Principal
What?: Continuation of Hyllis Maris’ dream.
Why?: To develop proud Aboriginal women who can contribute successfully in two worlds.
How?: Create “an agreed sense of direction through a vision”?
How do you?:
1. Create “an agreed sense of direction through a vision”?
2. Get to know the girls, their families and their communities?
3. Disseminate information to Aboriginal communities and the wider
community?
4. Build community at Worawa?
5. Support the wellbeing of the staff.
6. Promote holistic approach to education: Wellbeing, Social and Academic
Learning?
7. Work with individual students to build their self-esteem?
What now?
Reflect on how you lead/led the:
1. Appointment of a Residential Leader for program;
2. Appointment of an Academic Leader for program;
3. Development of Partnerships with Local Schools; International
Schools; Training Organisations
4. Development of the Art Gallery; Art to fabric; Art to Rotterdam;
5. Pathways to Womanhood Program: Dinners; Debutante Ball;
Stylin’ Up; The Sapphires
6. Development of links with relevant Organisations
7. Succession Planning for the College
Please add other appropriate thoughts about any of the above.
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Deputy Principal
Leadership is about:
Providing Inspiration; Giving Service; Providing Learning Opportunities/
Experiences;
Pedagogical Leadership (Leadership for Learning: create “an agreed sense of
direction through a vision”)
Servant Leadership (commitment to the growth of people and building community)
and
Authentic Leadership (focuses on the development of personal meaning, appreciates
the implications for the trajectory of a learner’s life) leading to
Transformed Learners (the transformation of the learner into a more fully human
individual)
Kathryn: Position of Leadership: Deputy Principal:
Head of Teaching and Learning
What?: Supporting the principal in the continuation of Hyllis Maris’ dream.
Why?: To develop proud Aboriginal women who can contribute successfully in two
worlds.
How?: Implementing “an agreed sense of direction through a vision”
How do you:
1. Support the principal in implementing “an agreed sense of direction
through a vision”?
2. Get to know the girls, their families and their communities?
3. Build community amongst your staff?
4. Support the wellbeing of your staff?
5. Work with individual students to build their self-esteem?
What now?
Reflect on how you:
1. Lead your staff in the implementation of a program of holistic
education: Wellbeing, Social, Academic?

Please add other appropriate thoughts about any of the above.
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Head of Boarding
Leadership Theory
Leadership is about:
Providing Inspiration; Giving Service; Providing Learning Opportunities/
Experiences;
Pedagogical Leadership (Leadership for Learning: create “an agreed sense of
direction through a vision”)
Servant Leadership (commitment to the growth of people and building community)
and
Authentic Leadership (focuses on the development of personal meaning, appreciates
the implications for the trajectory of a learner’s life) leading to
Transformed Learners (the transformation of the learner into a more fully human
individual)
Kim: Position of Leadership: Head of Residential Program
What?: Supporting the principal in the continuation of Hyllis Maris’ dream.
Why?: To develop proud Aboriginal women who can contribute successfully in two
worlds.
How?: Implementing “an agreed sense of direction through a vision”?
How do you:
6. Support the principal in implementing “an agreed sense of direction
through a vision”?
7. Get to know the girls, their families and their communities?
8. Build community amongst your staff?
9. Support the wellbeing of your staff
10. Work with individual students to build their self-esteem?
What now?
Reflect on how you:
2. Lead your staff in the implementation of a program that enables the
students to develop a healthy lifestyle at school and prepares them to
live in and contribute to their communities?
Please add other appropriate thoughts about any of the above.
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Questions: Residential Staff
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. What significant factors assist students to learn about their culture at Worawa
Aboriginal College?

2. What significant factors challenge students in learning about their culture?

3. What could be done to improve your ability to assist students to learn about their
culture?

Relationship at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
4. What do you do to foster a sense of belonging for your students?

5. What assists you to do this well?

1

6. What challenges you in fostering this sense of belonging?

Responsibility at Worawa Aboriginal College (Empowerment)
7. How do you contribute to the sense of belonging among the staff?

8. What challenges are there to staff members developing a sense of belonging at
school?

Respect at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
9. How do students show respect in the Boarding House?

10. How do you assist them to show respect?

11. What challenges you in doing this?

2

Rigour at Worawa Aboriginal College (Learning)
12. What do students learn well as members of a boarding house?

13. How do you know?

14. What significant factors assist students to learn these things?

15. What is it hard for them to learn in the boarding house?

16. Why is this so?

17. What significant factors challenge students in learning these things?

18. What could be done to improve your ability to assist them to learn well in the
boarding house?
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Questions: Residential Staff
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture
1. What significant factors assist students to learn about their culture at Worawa
College?
2. What significant factors challenge students in learning about their culture at
Worawa College?
3. What could be done to improve your ability to assist students to learn about
their culture?
Relationship at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
4. How important to you is it that students feel a sense of belonging at Worawa
College?
5. What do you do specifically, to foster a sense of belonging for your students
and yourselves?
6. What hinders you in fostering this sense of belonging?
7. What assists you to do this well?
8. What strategies do you have to assist those that have been identified………..?
9. What could be done to improve your ability to assist these students?
Responsibility at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
1. What could be done to improve your ability to assist them to learn well in the
boarding house?
2. How do you contribute to the sense of belonging among the staff?
3. What challenges are there to staff members developing a sense of belonging at
school?
Respect at Worawa Aboriginal College (Empowerment)
4. How do you encourage your students to show respect for their culture?
5. How do you encourage your students to show respect for each other?
6. How do you encourage your students to show respect for you?

Rigour at Worawa Aboriginal College (Learning)
1. What do students learn well as members of a boarding house?
2. How do you know?
3. What significant factors assist students to learn these things?

4. What is it hard for them to learn in the boarding house?
5. Why is this so?
6. What significant factors challenge students in learning these things?

Teacher Reflection
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. What significant factors assist students to nurture and celebrate their culture?

2. What challenges students in learning about their culture?

3. How do you assist students to celebrate their culture

Relationship at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
4. What do you do specifically, to foster a sense of belonging to a learning community,
for your students and yourselves?

5. What assists you to do this well?

6. What challenges you in fostering this sense of belonging?

7. What assists you to feel part of a learning community of teachers?

1

Responsibility at Worawa Aboriginal College (Empowerment)
8. What strategies do you have to assist your students to develop responsible approaches
to each other?

9. What strategies do you use to assist your students to take responsibility for their own
learning?

10. What strategies do you use to assist your students to develop responsible approaches
to you?

Respect at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
11. How do you encourage your students to show respect for their culture?

12. How do you encourage your students to show respect for each other?

13. How do you encourage your students to show respect for you?
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Rigour at Worawa Aboriginal College (Learning)
14. What is your definition of learning?

15. What are the indicators of student learning?

16. How do you give feedback on student learning?

17. What significant strategies have you to assist students learn?

18. How/why are they useful?

19. How do you know?

20. What significant factors assist student learning at Worawa College?

21. What significant factors challenge student learning at Worawa College?
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Questions Teachers
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. What significant factors assist students to nurture and celebrate their culture?
2. What challenges students in learning about their culture?
3. How do you assist students to celebrate their culture

Relationship at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
4. What do you do specifically, to foster a sense of belonging to a learning community,
for your students and yourselves?
5. What assists you to do this well?
6. What challenges you in fostering this sense of belonging?
7. What assists you to feel part of a learning community of teachers?

Responsibility at Worawa Aboriginal College (Empowerment)
8. What strategies do you have to assist your students to develop responsible approaches
to each other?
9. What strategies do you use to assist your students to take responsibility for their own
learning?
10. What strategies do you use to assist your students to develop responsible approaches
to you?

Respect at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
11. How do you encourage your students to show respect for their culture?
12. How do you encourage your students to show respect for each other?
13. How do you encourage your students to show respect for you?

Rigour at Worawa Aboriginal College (Learning)
14. What is your definition of learning?
15. What are the indicators of student learning?
16. How do you give feedback on student learning?
17. What significant strategies have you to assist students learn?
18. How/why are they useful?
19. How do you know?
20. What significant factors assist student learning at Worawa College?
21. What significant factors challenge student learning at Worawa College?

Questions: Wellbeing Professionals
1. Joylene Woodward: School Nurse Registered RN1
2. Christine: Wellbeing Coordinator
1. What significant factors assist your work at Worawa College?
2. What significant factors challenge your work at Worawa College?
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. What significant factors assist students to nurture and celebrate their culture?
2. What challenges students in learning about their culture?
3. How do you assist students to celebrate their culture
Relationship, Respect and Responsibility at Worawa Aboriginal College
(Connectedness and Empowerment)
1. How do you build respectful relationships with the students? What challenges
you in this?
2. How do you build respectful relationships with other staff members? What
challenges you in this?
3. How do the girls demonstrate responsibility for their own health and
wellbeing? What challenges them in this?
Rigour at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. What do students find easy to learn about health and wellbeing?
2. How do you know?
3. What significant factors assist students to learn these things?
4. What is it hard for them to learn about health and wellbeing?
5. Why is this so?
6. What significant factors challenge students in learning these things?
7. What could be done to improve your ability to assist them to learn about
health and wellbeing?

1

Questions: External Professionals
1. Bronwyn: Junior Ranger Program
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture
1. What significant factors assist the girls to nurture and celebrate their culture?
2. What challenges the girls in learning about their culture?
3. How do you assist the girls to celebrate their culture

Relationship observation/development during the program
1. How do you build relationship with the girls?
2. How do the girls relate to each other?

Responsibility observation/development during the program
1. What strategies do you use to assist the girls to take responsibility for their own
learning?
2. What strategies do you use to assist the girls to develop responsible approaches to
you?

Respect observation/development during the program
1. How do you see the girls showing respect for their culture?
2. How do you see the girls showing respect for each other?
3. How do you see the girls showing respect for you?

Rigour at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. What do students learn well in your area?
2. How do you know?
3. What significant factors assist students to learn these things?
4. What is it hard for them to learn?
5. Why is this so?
6. What significant factors challenge students in learning these things?
7. What could be done to improve your ability to assist them to learn?
8. What significant factors assist your work with the girls from Worawa?
9. What significant factors challenge your work with the girls from Worawa?
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2. Catherine Gurney: Wirrpanda Foundation
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture within the program
1. How does the program assist the girls to nurture and celebrate their culture?

Relationship observation/ development during the program
1. How does the program build relationship with the girls and the teachers?

Responsibility observation/ development during the program
1. What strategies do you use in the program to assist the girls to take responsibility for
their own learning?

Respect observation/ development during the program
1. How do you see the girls showing respect for each other?
2. How do you see the girls showing respect for you?

Rigour within the program
1. What significant strategies does the program have to assist girls to learn?
2. How/why are they useful?
3. How do you know?
4. What is your definition of learning?
5. What significant factors assist the girls to learn?
6. What significant factors challenge the girls in their learning?
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3. Deborah Cheetham: Wilin Centre
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. How do you assist the girls to nurture and celebrate their culture?

Relationship at Worawa Aboriginal College
How do you build relationship with the girls?

Responsibility at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. What strategies do you use to assist the girls to take responsibility for their own
learning?

Respect at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. How do you see the girls showing respect for each other?
2. How do you see the girls showing respect for you?

Rigour at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. What do students learn well in your area?
2. How do you know?
3. What significant factors assist students to learn these things?
4. What is it hard for them to learn?
5. Why is this so?
6. What significant factors challenge students in learning these things?
7. What could be done to improve your ability to assist them to learn?
8. What significant factors assist your work at Worawa College
9. What significant factors challenge your work at Worawa College

3

4. Laura Kelly: Scotch College
What does the partnership with Worawa bring to the school community of Scotch
College?
Culture
How do the staff members learn about and celebrate Aboriginal culture?
How do the boys learn about and celebrate Aboriginal culture?
How do they help the girls to nurture and celebrate their culture?
Relationship
What have the staff members learned from their relationship with Worawa?
What have the boys learned from their relationship with Worawa?
Responsibility
What responsibilities come with this relationship?
What challenges come in fulfilling these responsibilities?
Respect
In what ways do the boys demonstrate respect in their communication with people
from Worawa?
What challenges them in demonstrating respect?
Rigour
What assists the boys to persevere in projects conducted in the partnership?
What are their challenges in persevering?
Overall:
What have the staff members learned from the partnership with Worawa?
What have the boys learned from the partnership with Worawa?
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Questions: Students
Nurturing and Celebrating Culture at Worawa Aboriginal College
1. How do you learn about Aboriginal Culture at Worawa?
2. How do you celebrate Aboriginal Culture at Worawa?
Relationship at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
3. How is Worawa better than your old school?
4. What do you like best about being at Worawa?
5. Are there times when you don’t like being at Worawa? How do you feel at these times?
What could be done to help this?
6. If you are worried about a personal problem what adult would you talk to about this
problem?
Responsibility at Worawa Aboriginal College (Empowerment)
7. What responsibilities do you have here at school?
7a. What responsibilities do you have in the boarding house?
Respect at Worawa Aboriginal College (Connectedness)
8. How do you show respect for your culture? Who/ What helps you do this?
9. How do you build respectful relationships? Who/ What helps you do this?
Rigour at Worawa Aboriginal College (Learning)
10. What do you like learning at school?
Specific Learning Areas:
11. What helps you to learn in ……………..?
12. How do you know if you are learning well?
13. What happens that stops you learning as well as you could?
14. What do you find hard to learn?
15. Describe a time in………………….., when learning has
been fun.
16. Describe what you have learned in ……………program (choose any program)
17. What sorts of things do you learn to do in the Boarding House?
18. Is it helpful to learn these things? Why or Why not?
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Questions: Parents
1. Why is your child at Worawa?
2. Why did she want to come here
3. What does she like best about Worawa?
4. How is it different from her old school?
5. How is she different after being at Worawa?
6. What does she tell you about Worawa?
7. How important is culture in a child’s education?

WORAWA ABORIGINAL COLLEGE
RESEARCH AGREEMENT
1. Compliance with Ethical Principals
The Researcher or Organisation undertaking the Research Project agrees to comply fully
with Worowa’s Principles of Ethical Research when undertaking any research or any
activity related to the research at Worawa Aboriginal College.

Name of Research Project

Signature of Researcher or Authorised
Representative

Signature of Chair of Board
Worawa Aboriginal College

Name of Researcher or Authorised
Representative
(BLOCK LETTERS)

Name of Chair of Board
Worawa Aboriginal College
(BLOCK LETTERS)

PRINCIPLES OF ETHICAL RESEARCH
1. Consultation, negotiation and mutual understanding
(a) Research must only be undertaken through appropriate consultation and
negotiation with those who may be directly affected by the research or the
research outcomes.
(b) Research must only be undertaken with the free and fully informed consent of
those who may be directly affected by the research or the research outcomes.
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(c) Consultation and negotiation is a continuous two-way process and must be
ongoing to ensure that free and informed consent for the proposed research is
maintained.
(d) Where appropriate, research projects should be staged to allow continuing
opportunities for consideration of the research by those who may be directly
affected by the research or the research outcomes.
(e) Consultation and negotiation should achieve a mutual understanding about the
proposed research.
(f) Consultation should involve an honest exchange of information about aims,
methods, and potential outcomes (for all parties) and is not merely an
opportunity for researchers to tell the community what they, the researchers,
may want.
2. Negotiation should result in a formal agreement
(a) The negotiation process must be undertaken in good faith and with full and
frank disclosure of information (including risks) by all relevant parties.
(b) The negotiation process must result in a clear understanding about research
intentions, methods and potential results.
(c) The research proposal should be formally agreed upon by all relevant parties.
3. Respect, recognition and involvement
(a) Researchers must respect the cultural property rights of Indigenous peoples in
relation to knowledge, ideas, cultural expressions and cultural materials prior,
during, and after completion of the research project.
4. Recognition of the diversity and uniqueness of peoples as well as of individuals
(a) Researchers must demonstrate an appreciation of the diversity of Indigenous
peoples, who have different languages, cultures, histories and perspectives.
5. Preservation of intellectual and cultural property rights
(a) Researchers must preserve the intellectual and cultural property rights of
Indigenous peoples and must acknowledge the sources of information and
those who have contributed to the research project.
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6. Indigenous individuals and communities should be involved in research as
collaborators
(a) Indigenous communities and individuals have a right to be involved in any
research project focused upon them and their culture. Participants have the
right to withdraw from the project at any time.
7. Benefits, outcomes and agreement
(a) The use of, and access to, research results should be agreed. Indigenous
peoples make a significant contribution to research by providing knowledge,
resources or access to data. That contribution should be acknowledged by
providing access to research results and negotiating rights in the research at
an early stage. The community’s expectations, the planned outcomes, and
access to research results should be in agreement.
8. Researched community should benefit from, and not be disadvantaged by, the
research project.
(a) Research in Indigenous studies should benefit Indigenous peoples at a local
level, and more generally. A reciprocal benefit should accrue for allowing
researchers often intimate access to their personal and community knowledge.
9. The negotiation of outcomes should include results specific to the needs of the
researched community.
(a) Among the tangible benefits that a community should be able to expect from a
research project is the provision of research results in a form that is useful and
accessible.

This document was prepared with the assistance of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Studies
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In the final report you will be given a code name if you wish and you will be able to view the
material gathered from your conversation prior to its inclusion, to ascertain the veracity of the
material and the desirability of inclusion in the final report.!
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